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A & C Ham Co.

see Ham Co., A & C

Abbott, Azro George

1842

Abeel, O. K. (Abel, O. K.) (Abels, O. K.)

(Abeel, O. K.) 2186, 2212, 2553, 2819, 3217

carload of Felton Pine ordered 2170

carloads of Tan Oak and Madrone fire wood offered 2654

freight dispute responded to by F. W. Ruppert 2340

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350; 2082

order for firewood placed with Laurel Mill 2181

ordered carloads of Tan Oak 2171

Pine firewood ordered from N. H. Toft, Felton 2206

prices quoted for firewood 819

ten carloads firewood + an order for 3 more from Laurel, both Tan Oak and Madrone for San Jose dealers 2818

Abrams, Morris

"lately bought" ... a lot ... "at a song" on North side of Lincoln Street, that Samuel Leask might acquire for "the proposed church" 1826

Acampo, San Joaquin Co., Cal.

29, 1159

Accounting/Bookkeeping

proofs of Laurel Store books ordered from Freygang-Leary Co. were corrected by F. A. Hihn, asked if they had a machine or appliance for printing bills 3324

Accounts Payable

A. B. Smith Furniture Co.'s bill sent, but Hihn Co. already had paid and had a receipt 2796

billing complaint: Crane & Co. quoted 5¢ each, billed at $1.10 per doz.; Hihn Co. asked for explanation 1234

bills paid to Payot Upham & Co. 450

Borchers Bros.: rendered with explanation 847, 850

Byrne Bros. bill corrected to satisfaction of Byrne and Hihn Co. 3469

check sent to R. D. Davis & Co. 2748
**Accounts Payable (Continued)**

Disputed bill from Nathan, Dohrman settled 3186

Excessive Charge for treading pipe returned to Byrne Bros. (Santa Cruz), and deducted from remittance sent in payment of other work 3441

F. A. Hihn acknowledged Gottlieb Klingler’s bill and letter 3504

F. A. Hihn mailed check to City Bank for drafts to pay 5 accounts 3880

F. A. Hihn sent a check to California Electrical Works even though the goods had not been received, "rather than have a disagreement" 3023

F. A. Hihn wrote to Joshua Hendy Machine Works to settle amicably 3 issues in re contentious transactions 3879

First National Bank (Salinas): F. A. Hihn resigned to apparent fact that it was not to settle dispute over its account?, and he would not pursue it further “unless they admit that they are wrong” 1422

Hihn Co. asked Levi Strauss & Co. to send itemized bill 3901

Hihn Co. sent check to L. Schaefer in care of G. Umbsen & Co. (S.F.) and advised him that he could find it there 3689

Hihn, F. A.: requested statement from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 1109

Netherton, Edward W.: bill requested from Ed Netherton 125; bill awaited from 384

overcharge from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. protested 3114

request for itemized bill from Nathan, Dohrman & Co. 2940

telephone bill, August C. Hihn disputes charges 3206

two outstanding Notes ($5,776 & $10,000) at City Bank (Accounts Payable of F. A. Hihn Co.) 2332

**Accounts Receivable**

A. E. Day (Presidio, S.F.) was asked to settle his account by making payments of $10 now, $3 or $4 per week 3013

Accounts in arrears are outlawed if not collected in 2 yrs. 318

August Hihn understood that no personal accounts to be kept at Laurel Store; he wrote his father, Where? 3454

Bashline, G. (Salinas) account was dormant, W. R. Johnston asked to make attempt to collect 1102

bill collected from Henry Tod Liliancrantz at Aptos 444

Bill sent to C. H. Shaw 2931

bill so old F. A. Hihn Co. cut it in half for A. D. Campbell, San Jose; advised that railroad company would have shipping receipt on stakes 460

C. L. Toor was dunned again "delay does not help matters any" 3770

claim for shortage must be presented for credit 1124

customer, Alf Whitaker, was correct, account was paid 2978

Davis, R. [Roy Hale?] (Watsonville): asked to pay his past due account 2040
**Accounts Receivable (continued)**

Dellamonica, G.: in arrears on his contract to purchase land 1557

DeMartini, G. B.: payment requested 780

Dun letter sent to R. P. M. Greeley follow up to Hihn Co.’s Apr. 4, ’03 bill 3714

Edwards, H. B.: order turned down due to payment conditions 1010

F. O. Hihn wrote C. L. Torr in re his bill with convoluted explanation of the charges for freight, hauling, etc. 3607

George Hovey (Salinas Lumber Yard) asked for clarification on name of customer who returned lumber 3123

George Tait given option to pay Hihn Co., lump sum or $8 per month + inst. 2790

Greeley, R.P.M.: Remittance demand, was asked for a check for $750. on account 1287

Hafely, E. A. (San Jose): was overcharge $5., credit was issued, including interest 762

Hesser, S. (Mrs.)(Soquel): water payment overdue 1319

Hewitt & Morris (San Jose wood dealers) asked to send expense bills when submitting the $2. due 3759

Hihn Co. asked for payment from Union Lumber Co. 3695

Hihn Co. asked R.P.M. Greeley to settle his past due account 3338

Hihn Co. billed J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) for $1667. and asked payment 3522

Hihn Co. dunned Mrs. C. W. Lyons (nee Annie Adcock) for past due payment on account 3755

Hihn Co. instructed George Hovey (Salinas Lumber Mill) to settle the account with Mrs. Perry (Salinas): and explain that “in doing so, we alone are the losers as the work and material amounts to very near the original amount.” 3101

Hihn Co. sent request to S. L. Gibson to have Trustees of Laurel School District issue warrant to pay bill; to report on matter of trays for W. H. Aiken 3339

Hihn Co. urged T. J. & J. W. Marnell to settle their account on property 3116

Hihn, F. A.: directed W. R. Johnston, manager of his Salinas operation, to report on accounts that were not collected and rate them #1, #2, #3: good, doubtful, and bad 1335

Juett, H. B.: payment due 1037

Junker, W. A. asked for payment 2703

Kirchner purchased lumber, billed to New York Cloak & Suit Co. (San Francisco), complained about interest 2552

Lange, F. H. (Salinas) was contacted by F. O. Hihn for payment of outstanding bill 1339

Melville, J. (Valencia): disputed 1041

Mercadier, E. B. statement/account 3564

Ohdo, T. (Mr.) (Wadsworth, NV): extension of time requested, granted 1291

Ord, George (Soquel): water payment overdue 1318

Roose [Rousse?] Mrs. (Watsonville): asked to pay her past due account 2039

Shannon, Bella S. (Mrs.) (Soquel): water payment overdue 1319
Accounts Receivable (continued)

Shortage of lumber for Spreckels Sugar Co. was not resolved; previous correspondence by Routt (formerly Hihn’s employee) unsatisfactory to Hihn Co.; W. R. Johnston put in charge 2966

Tomasovich, Michael was asked to clear his account in arrears 1990

Union Wood & Timber Co.: Remittance demand, was asked for a check on account 1289

Union Wood & Timber: payment requested 779

Wood, H. M. (Philomoth, Oregon): Hihn Co. reminded that he was to send lumber to pay his bill 1352; rendered, sign note or pay 322

Acosta, A. (Mr.)

3157

Adams, Bert


Adams, Frank (Santa Cruz)

713

Adams, Frank P. (Stockton)

F. A. Hihn and Adams corresponded on fire brick and kilns 540

F. A. Hihn expressed his regret at the continuing illness; advised "careful diet, rest, and fresh air" 1047

F. A. Hihn wrote to H. A. Greene, Monterey about testing the boiler he proposed to buy, with F. P. Adams of Stockton Gas & Electric Co. to do the testing 3406

his "grippe" was mentioned by F. A. Hihn with hopes for his improvement 1077

reported on boilers for sale at the Mechanics Pavilion in S.F. 1890

Stockton Gas & Electric Co.: boilers design was still of concern to F. A. Hihn, Frank Adams, G. C. Hyatt 773; 1182.1-1182.3

Adams, Henry Eastland (Stockton)


Adams identified as Superintendent of the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 571

F. A. Hihn deposited check from H. E. Adams to Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. 1958

F. A. Hihn ordered 2 car loads of Cedar Poles for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. c/o H. E. Adams, from Geo. E. Carter Co. (S.F.) 3891

in re Weber Family, Stockton, in re Coyote Ranch, F. A. Hihn suggested a partition of ranch and separate mortgages 360

received a check from F. A. Hihn Co., via Secretary of Stockton Gas & Elec., for $1321.70, but no explanation of purpose - salary? 1872
Adams, Janet (Santa Cruz)
712

Adams, Mary

insurance pol. report to Western Assurance Co./Agents Watson Taylor & Sperry 2624

Adams, P. R.

water bill in arrears 3188

Adcock, Annie

referred to in Frank Tracy letter (Salinas) as Mrs. C. W. Lyons – "Mrs Lyon was formerly Miss Annie Adcock" – which asked Tracy to collect interest and principal from Mrs. Lyons 3750, 3797, 3799

Advertising

Editors, San Jose Mercury & Stockton Mail asked to furnish rates 2663, 2664

F. A. Hihn expressed his views on advertising booklet to R. M. Briare (lessee of Capitola Hotel) 3702

F. A. Hihn placed ad in Santa Cruz Surf for Road Builders and Laborers for Laurel Mill 3740

F. A. Hihn wrote R. M. Briare with several options and ideas regarding photographs to be used in a brochure advertising Capitola 3838

F. O. Hihn submitted copy to Santa Cruz Sentinel firewood for sale 2702

framed pictures of Capitola were rented from Owens, Varney & Green 2965

Hihn Co. adv. in Fresno Republican, San Jose Mercury, and Santa Cruz Surf for road builders & laborers Laurel Mill 3732

Hihn Co. authorized C. W. Williams, Publisher, The Evening News, San Jose, to insert the ad in his paper 3890

Hihn Co. placed ad in Sentinel for sale of firewood @ $7.00 a cord 2221

Hihn Co. requested price bid for printing 1000 to 3000 Capitola adv. booklets from Pacific Press Publishing 3568

Hihn Co. suspended ads in Sentinel until new copy was prepared 1661

in re Printing of Capitola booklet, Barnhart & Swasey sent copy of letter to R. M. Briare so they would know what F. A. Hihn desired 3837

oil paintings of Capitola were located in Southern Pacific Depots at Merced, Modesto, Fresno, Tulare, Visalia and Bakersfield, placed by Owens, Varney & Green; Hihn wrote the SP Co. asking if the paintings could remain until August 1st, since their display benefited both Hihn and the SRR 2987

proposed ad for Capitola Hotel by Mrs. Dorcas J. Spencer, San Francisco, turned down: advertising in winter, for a summer hotel not advisable; "the proposed ad without other ads [not] of much if any value" 478

Salinas Democrat and Salinas Index ran ads for Salinas Lumber Yard and Plan-ing Mill @ $1.25 mo. 2322

San Jose Mercury ad for Capitola ordered change 2797

Santa Cruz Planing Mill advertised in Santa Cruz Sentinel for 3 months with 2” double col. at $1.50 per mo. 3639

Santa Cruz Surf and Boulder Creek Mountain Echo advertisements for Wood Cutters Wanted 2906-2907, 2912
Agreements, Verbal

After he left the employ of Hihn Co., J. H. Routt was asked if he made agreement with Metropolitan Fuse & Match Co. in regard to powder wood and short lengths; Hihn Co. could find no record of agreement or a contract 3016

Agreements, Written

Sent to D. W. Johnston for signature; land located at "Coast" 2761

Agricultural Crops, Damage to

Charles Grant (Wrights) notified by Hihn Co. that E. J. Helping impounded 10 head of his stock because they were ruining his crops at Capitola 3803

Hihn land, Fair View Park, damaged by SC, Capitola & Wats. Railroad 2092

Agricultural Crops & Products

Apples, grapes, berries touted by to A. C. Hadden of North Dakota 3033

Bare (Mr.) across the street neighbor of Harriet L. Hihn’s in Campbell had a crop of palm seed which F. A. Hihn desired some seed 1166

F. A. Hihn Co. was growing produce (potatoes, beans, corn, squash) and marketing it to F. H. Hammer, San Francisco 1563

F. A. Hihn ordered seed potatoes from Gustavus Schaeffer of Alameda 1973, 2080

F. O. Hihn described production of apples, acreage in apples, grains, and 250 car loads of apples shipped to England, China, and other countries 2474, 2514

growing squash and marketing it to A. Levy & Co., San Francisco 1492

H. L. Middleton asked if he needed any beans from Capitola 1597

Marketing to Wetmore Bros., San Francisco, 1493

Reanier asked to plant Oats, potatoes, corn, trees on Sugar Mill Field, Schilling Place, Day Field, & Hanthorn Place 2470

Wetmore Bros. asked to decide if squash offered could be sold in S.F. 1596

See also Barley, Rolled

Agricultural District No. 14 (Santa Cruz County Fair)

F. A. Hihn accepted appointment as Director, Ag. Dist. No. 14, but made it clear he preferred service on Cal Poly board 368

Agricultural Fair Association

Bookkeeping: F. A. Hihn made suggestions to Duncan McPherson 625

Duncan McPherson sent a report to F. A. Hihn, who replied approving same 1293

Agricultural Fair Building (Pavilion)

F. A. Hihn to Duncan McPherson 1152

F. A. Hihn to Duncan McPherson, citing leasehold improvements required by William Elsom at Soquel Ave. at Front St. site 958

F. A. Hihn to Duncan McPherson, quoted price of constructing fence at Fair property on Soquel Ave. at Front St. 760

F. A. Hihn to Duncan McPherson, rejecting Loma Prieta Lumber Co.’s bid as too high. Discussed various options for the building on Soquel Ave. at Front St. 475
Agricultural Fair Bldg. (Pavillion) (cont.)
Marks Gaba Junk Store (at 337 Pacific Ave., next to Agricultural Fair Pavillion at Soquel & Pacific) mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to William Elsom, about sale of property 1460

Agua Caliente, Cal.
(Place Letter Sent To) 2136, 2229, 2599

Akhman, Thomas
mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Von Rhein Real Estate, San Fran, 1055

Aiken gulch
mentioned by F. A. Hihn as location of spring from which he hoped to supply Laurel Cook House 587

Aiken, William Henry
67, 791, 1940, 3663, 3665
Daniel W. Johnston, Real Estate Agent, asked Ed West, Laurel Mill, for list of timber cut on Aiken's property, and vice versa 947
F. A. Hihn advised R. T. Stone that the Aiken property was not ready to be logged, he wanted to avoid loss 3375
Hihn Co. asked S. L. Gibson for explanation of charges by Aiken for fruit trays 3339, 3443
mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re his vines "doing very well" at the Summit 750

Albion Lumber Co. (continued)
F. O. Hihn asked to contact Albion about availability of 20 ft. boards 128

Albion, Mendocino County, Cal.
2052

Alexander & Co., L. & M.
246

Alexander & Sons, D.
3327

Alexander, William G. (Mgr., Sperry Flour Co., San Jose)
August Hihn asked for quote on 12 tons of grain for Laurel Store 3910

Allegretti (Mr.)
mentioned in letter to E. R. Whittman and Mr. Fidel (both of Laurel) in regard to pasturing cattle on Hihn lands 2694

Allegretti, John (Watsonville)
399
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

in arrears on land contract 313

Allen (Professor)
rented Highland prop. at one time 388

Alling, David
lease sent to Frank Reanier 38
lease to be signed 107
Allis Chalmers Co.

2510.1- 2510.2, 2465, 2472

Allis Corliss Engine

F. A. Hihn: "I have a small Seymour engine at Capitola which gives good satisfaction." 1300.2

Allman, James B.

2320

Alsen Cement

substituted for Condor Cement at higher price; Hihn complained to Western Fuel 3810

Althouse, Daniel T.

1211

Alvis, J.

worked with H. A. Olmstead at Monterey moving, boxing, and unloading machinery to send to Santa Cruz 3502

Amaya Lagoon see Brushy Lagoon Place

2502

Amaya, B.

in list of Laurel houses and tenants 290

Amaya, B. (Mrs.)

914

F. A. Hihn in letter to F. O. Hihn declined to hire her as cook for Laurel Mill and camp 1073

Amaya, Ben & William (tree fallers at Laurel)

furnished with new double-bitted falling axes (D.B.F.Ax); what became of their old ones? 1381

Amaya, W.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Amayo, A. (Mrs.)

Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

American Committee of Young Women’s Christian Association (Miss Harriet Taylor, Secy.)

492, 650, 1873; 1943

American Home Finding Association (J. E. Henderson, Gen. Supt.)

1467

American Saw Works

902

American Steel & Iron Works

quotes for supplying snatch blocks of chilled cast iron requested from J. S. Roebling & Sons Co. & American Steel & Iron Works 3745, 3748

American Steel & Wire Co.

(H. M. Britton) 766, 771, 905, 1329, 2074, 389, 871, 983, 1212, 1530

American Steel Co.

California Wire Works was sold to American Steel Co., F. A. Hihn asked A. T. Eastland for information on the details of sale and for proposed improvements, etc. 631

Ames (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to A. C. Bassett, Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 2541
Amos, J. D. (Auditor, Pacific Coast Steamship Co.)

repair bill for Capitola Wharf, fishermen’s houses, warehouse, etc., sent to Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 2461

Anderson & Beck (Chualar)

price quote in car load lot on Feed Barley requested 1838

Anderson, A.

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Anderson, Albert E.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Anderson, H. Francis

19, 144, 176, 211, 255, 335, 382, 603, 660, 980, 1104, 1129, 1168-1169, 2515, 2614

deed to Valencia property to be purchased by H. Francis Anderson held by City Bank for Hihn Co. 2530

Anderson, J. A.

1585

Anderson, J. F.

725, 833.1-833.2, 1072, 1575

F. A. Hihn decided he would not participate in proposed mining venture - "too much occupied to take on any more load" 884

Anderson, J. F. (continued)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to James G. Syme, Hotel Metropole, Oakland 1574

Andrews Diamond Palace, A.

2240, 2420, 2684

Andrews, James Power (Valencia farmer)

656, 1525
ditch ran through lands of J. P. Andrews at Long Valley, Valencia, also ran through lands of F. A. Hihn 1926

F. A. Hihn Co. sent his lease to Frank Reanier for signature 1306

Andrews, Perry M. (Watsonville)

2644, 2658, 2745, 2759, 2766, 2841, 2866, 3474, 3530, 3532, 3694


claimed discounts as per quotes of J. H. Routt (confirmed by Hihn Co.); Hihn Co. wrote Routt for clarification 3446

Lumber for Perry Andrews ordered from Bellingham Bay Lumber 2689-2690

lumber to be shipped from Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2655

Angeletti, Kelly (1334 Vallejo St., S.F.)

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863
Angell & Bro., Fenner A.  
2002, 2036, 2462, 3225, 3743  

Angels Camp (Calaveras County, Cal.)  
716, 718, 1369, 1463, 1883, 2075  

Animal Husbandry  
F. A. Hihn advises Harriet I. Hihn on her cow 1166  
F. A. Hihn inquired of T. B. Evans, Hollister, about a work-horse that Evans offered for sale 943  
F. O. Hihn directed the Laurel Mill to cut down on feeding the horses when they were not working 2453  
see also Horses  

Animal Pound  
proposed by F. A. Hihn for Soquel supervisoral district, petition sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola for the collection of signatures 977  

Anselmi, Charles  
2305  
lumber ordered from Wendling Lumber Co., San Francisco, for delivery to Anselmi, Gonzales, Cal. 2271  

Anthony Block  
considered as possible Public Library Building site, but F. A. Hihn preferred Walnut Avenue 813  

Anthony (Mr., Fred Garnett?) mentioned in letter to Gottlieb Klingler  
913  
mentioned in letter from F. O. Hihn to Frank Reanier in regard to Deer Valley at Valencia, and Hanthorne Place 2772  

Anthony, Fred Garnett (Superintendent at Valencia)  
1183, 2220, 2249, 2280, 2455  
mentioned by Hihn Co. in letter to Mr. C. Schilling in re to bill for hay at Home place 1184  
“moved on to the Schilling place” and was to “take charge of the Japs” for clearing land 197  
Valencia Orchard Tools: ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 2270, 2273  

Anthony, Walter Bennett  
(Hihn Bookkeeper) 21, 2801, 2802; (for F. A. Hihn Co.) 2284, 2332, 3179  
accounting Forms ordered from Freygang-Leary Co. for F. A. Hihn Co. 1879  
advised Mrs. Harriet Israel Hihn (Mrs. L. W. Hihn) that her $400 policy (to insure what is not indicated) was renewed 2623  
asked A. Cappelmann to verify his time with Mr. Tait, and verify if (in Dec. 1901) Tom Handley worked with him 1013  
bookkeeper for F. A. Hihn Co. 2283  
collected $1. deposit from R. J. Elliott for rental of lot at corner Laurel & Washington Sts.; returned because George Uttley [R.R. conductor] had already rented it 442  
contracts to purchase land brought up-to-date: A. O. & J. P. Cox 1430; Noah M. Knight 1428; Henry Clay Nicholson 1644; Jesse Nicholson 1635  
F. A. Hihn expressed a “doubt as to his ability” to his son Fred 3178
Anthony, Walter Bennett (continued)

Lynch Trust Property accounting sent to William J. Lynch by Anthony, on behalf of F. A. Hihn 2736

ordered letter-copying books from H. S. Crocker Co. 231

participated in the funeral of Louis William Hihn 1140

proposed contracts for Valencia Oil Co. prepared by F. A. Hihn for delivery to H. Francis Anderson, delivered by Anthony 1129

proposed to F. A. Hihn the writing off the dead accounts as loss 2323

sent Policy(s) to Watson, Taylor & Sperry, San Francisco 2329

wrote Laurel Mill that the claim was filed away in error without remittance 1070

wrote on behalf of F. A. Hihn Co. in re rate of pay for F. Cappelmann 355

see also F. A. Hihn Co., per W. B. A. (or Anthony) 466

Antonelli, L.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Antonelli, M.

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Antonelli, Maria (Mrs.) 121

Antonelli, Marie

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Antonelli, P.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Antonelli, W.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Antonetti, Joseph [?]

his claim was filed away in error without remittance 1070

Apology extended

to H. R. Dakin (Agua Caliente) apparently Hihn Co.’s letter was missent 2229

Apple Orchard maintenance

Codling Moth: Hihn Co. instructed Frank Reanier on when to spray the apple trees at Valencia, and the Trout Gulch farm for the Codlin Moth "does not wait until we are ready" to spray 3453

Hihn Co. asked Humphrey Pilkington for another copy of formula for Spring spraying 3588

Apple Prices

Hihn, Frederick Otto: responded to Mrs. F. S. Clark (Santa Clara) with land prices and agricultural products, apples, etc., value of Hihn apple crops $5, per ton better than Watsonville apples 3083

Apple Production

consignment already made, so apparently a shipment to Wetmore Bros, San Francisco, could not be made 177
Apple Production (continued)

F. O. Hihn described production of apples, acreage in apples, and 250 car loads of apples shipped to England, China, and other countries; prices 75¢ to $1.00 per box loaded on rail cars 2474, 2514

production and prices itemized in letter to A. J. Hesler, Chicago, c/o Reid & Murdoch & Co.; shipments of apples to England, China, etc. 2844

Syndicate of Williamson & Garrett, White & DeHart, and F. A. Hihn Co., in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2

Apple Trees and other fruit trees

2,000 ordered from Frederick Grant Burland in Watsonville, to be picked up 542, 579, 580

F. O. Hihn ordered 100 Missouri Pippins from Burland Bros., Watsonville; cancelled order for Pearmains 2300, 2366

F. O. Hihn ordered 89 trees from James Waters (Watsonville Nurseryman): Apples: Missouri Pippins; Peaches: Alexander, early Crawford, and Mary’s Choice: Cherry: Centennial and Black Tartarian; Plum: Kelsey Japan 2595

Frank Reanier ordered to ship 500 apple trees to J. A. Carmen (or Carman) at Eccles for planing at the McLellan Place; but don’t short Valencia 2612

ordered, Frank Reanier informed as to their ultimate locations 2370

Aptos, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2696

Barn rented by Peter Illich, lost to fire, for which Hihn Co. sent a bill of $200. to Attorney John H. Leonard 2365

D. A. Haines was asked to deliver posts to Hihn Co. at Aptos 3087

F. A. Hihn offered to E. J. Bennett (San Francisco) a lot and house in Aptos, at a discount of $1200, "As we are closing out our wood and lumber business at Aptos" 3882

Frank Reanier asked to inventory lumber, wood, split stuff, boxes, etc., at Valencia, Aptos, and Capitola 2210

Frank Reanier ordered to ship from Aptos one car load of shingles & shakes to Salinas Yard 1174

Frank Reanier to make list of houses and occupants of rented houses 276

Frank Reanier was ordered to ship to Laurel, 10 tons Hay, and straw for bedding men and horses 2378

Hihn Co. ordered a plow from Baker & Hamilton Co. (San Francisco), to be shipped to Frank Reanier 3207

Hihn Co. ordered barbed wire from Roebling & Sons 3533

Hihn Co. replied to E. J. Bennett with an offer to sell a 6-room house and lot for $1350. – "As we are closing out our business at Aptos..." 3727

Hihn’s pasture at Aptos to be rented to Leonard & Co. 550

land for sale @ $25 per acre 583

repair of fence of M.V.B. Rostvanteningen on his property "between Aptos & Mill"; F. A. Hihn paid for 75 fence posts 607

Rolled Barley ordered 2001

Aptos Mill & Lumber Yard (F. A. Hihn Co.)

Frank Tracy’s proposition accepted to care for Hihn Co. business there under Frank Reanier 778
Aptos Mill & Lum. Yard (F. A. Hihn Co.)
(continued)

Frank Tracy’s offer for his employment of loading cars with firewood, handling paperwork, and business of Hihn Co. at Aptos 2010


Lumber (rustic) on hand at Aptos was not to be sold in Salinas (reserved for other lumber yards) 641

shipped lumber to A. Wideman Co., at Gonzales 619

was moved to Laurel 108

Arbitration

offered as alternative to suit threatened by Wm. M. Crichton over Hihn’s move to take over Laurel Store 3160-3161

Archibald, Isaac N.

(Minister, Soquel Congregational Church) 1935

Architects

Hihn’s plans mislaid, asked J. H. Langstry (Wells Fargo, S.F.) to borrow his set 3284

Hihn advised Duncan McPherson that giving plans for remodeling Pavilion would offend the architect - “mill men do not generally make and give out plans. Please consider that the ones in this case were made ... for my use.” 3853

Windows: sash made by Pacific Manf. Co. for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard had wrong dimensions, architect (not named) refused them 3248

Architectural Adornment

catalogue of Plaster Brackets and Staff work requested from The Decorators Supply Co., Chicago 1636-1637

order placed with Decorators Supply Co., Chicago, for Salinas Planing Mill 1663

Armory (mentioned in letter to Duncan McPherson)

54

Armstrong, F.

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Armstrong, Harry (Master)

1797

his photo received by F. A. Hihn, acknowledged in letter to Hattie Hihn (Mrs. L.W. Hihn) 1836

Armstrong, Thomas

2213, 2303

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Art objects

broken bust returned by express for replacement to Kennedy Rabyjohn Art Co. 300

August C. Hihn wanted expectation of when he could expect to receive bust previously reordered from Kennedy Rabyjohn Art Co., San Francisco 432

F. A. Hihn paid for serape from the Curio Store, Santa Cruz 518

Lewis, Martha J. Reed (Mrs. Frank Lewis) gave the Hihns a picture of an ox team on the Felton Road, for which F. A. Hihn thanked her, with thanks from Mrs. F. A. Hihn 515
Asbestos covering of water pipe
Laid in chalk rock soil; inquiry made to
Grant & Co. 2241, 2310, 2336

Asian Employment
Hihn Co. approved for R. T. Stone
(Mgr., Laurel Mill) a schedule of
wages for its Logging Department,
but stated its policy: "We do not
advocate as a general proposition,
the employment of Asiatic labor." 3389

Asphalt Coating for Iron Pipe
F. A. Hihn asked Francis Smith & Co.
(S.F.) for quote on 1200 ft. iron pipe
with extra coat of asphaltum 3598

Asphaltum
an order for 10 gal. Asphaltum placed
with W. P. Fuller Co. for the Laurel
Store 3861

Assessments of Hihn Property
City of Santa Cruz too high; County
Assessor petitioned for conformity
with outside City 1648
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all
locations) advising that they should
not include the Land Value on the
property they rented to the Tax
Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s
assessment included the Land Value
2863

Atkins & Co., E. C.
1307, 1494

Atkin, J. F.
3026

Austin (Mr.)
J. H. Routt, for the F. A. Hihn Co.,
replied to A. C. Bassett’s letter in
regard to prices charged for lumber,
etc. 2784

Austin & Co.
mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re to
furnishing pipe to the Stockton Gas
& Electric Co. 151.1-151.2

Austin, Annie
677

Avery (Mr.)
F. A. Hihn relates his conversation with
Avery on train from Stockton to
Niles 1761.1-1761.2, 1886

Axle Pulleys
request for price quote from Baker &
Hamilton (S.F.) 3282
request for price quote from Pacific
Hardware & Steel Co. (S.F.) 3283

Aydelotte, William Mack
(Attorney & Secretary for Valencia Oil
Co.) 2614, 3566
F. A. Hihn approved drilling plan and
sent $1,000. to Aydelotte for
Valencia Oil Development 1957
F. A. Hihn urged the acceptance of offer
for drilling oil well for Valencia Oil
Co. by Murray Kidd Drilling Co.
1304

see also Valencia Oil Co.

Azzari, F. & J.
listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel
Logging Operation, hired by Ed
West 3629.3
Babbit Metal

100# ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., S.F. 2732

F. A. Hihn requested return of unused metal to Simonds Saw Co., due to their high price 2715

Credit claimed for Babbitt Metal returned to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3181

F. A. Hihn accepted offer of Simonds Saw Co. @ 22-1/2¢ 2778

Magnolia, dealership inquiry requested from Eby Machinery Co. 2518

quotation of price requested from Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2517

two grades ordered from Selby Smelting & Lead Co. 2569

Backman, Charles

F. A. Hihn Co. sent a check to Laurel Mill 410

Backoff, T. (Mrs.)

547, 889, 926

Bad Debts

Walter B. Anthony proposed to F. A. Hihn the writing off the dead accounts 2323

Baggett, William Thomas?

suggested by F. A. Hihn to be the attorney in the Utica Trespass case

proposed to C. M. Jackson at Stockton 1761.1-1761.2

Bailey, Sanford H. (Jeweler)

520

Baird, Bill

wages for tree fellers debated by F. A. Hihn, who compares what Baird pays 262

Baird, William

3312

mentioned in letter by Frank Reanier in re fences broken by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. at Sulphur Springs 2577

Baker & Hamilton

457, 2226, 2823, 2830, 3207, 3282, 3321, 3355

Baker, E. J. (Mr.)

814, 1350, 3366

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350

prices quoted for firewood 819

railroad carload of Oak shipped to Baker at Santa Clara 811

Barker, G. L. (Mrs.)

(Hotel Lyndon, Los Gatos) 3954-3955

Bakersfield, Cal.

1688; (Place Letter Sent To) 2149
Bakersfield trip (mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams) but couldn’t get away this week 84

Baldwin, Fred Douglass (Supervisor Seaside District)

89

Balfour, Guthrie Investment Co.

mentioned in reference to law suit in Fresno Superior Court (Jan. 11, 1897) vs. Benjamin A. & Ruth G. Woodworth & F. A. Hihn Co. 1798

Ball & Fuller (San Antonio, TX)

(in re Eastland Estate property) 841-842, 1824

Bamber, Joseph James

(Real Estate Agent) 2452, 2502, 3345

claimed commission for finding customer for Laurel Mill; R. T. Stone asked to investigate burnt lumber that Bamber claimed was bought from Mill 3262

Bank of Santa Cruz County

G. Macy lost his check; it was reissued, notice to banks to not honor original 2758

Banking for F. A. Hihn

done in San Francisco with Donohue Kelly Banking Co. 615

F. A. Hihn’s bank book sent to Donohoe Kelly Bkg. for posting 2202, 3264, 3651

Hihn Co. sent check for $203.29 from Southern Pacific Co. to Donohue Kelly Banking Co. to credit of F. A. Hihn 2564

Hihn Co. sent Donohoe Kelly Bank (S.F.) a City Bank check for $3,000. for credit to F. A. Hihn’s account 3521

requested bank book returned from Donohoe Kelley Bank in San Francisco 252

sent (Feb. 1, 1902) to Donohoe, Kelly Banking Co. for balancing 1274

sent a check to Donohoe Kelly Bkg. Co., $353.70 for F. A. Hihn Special account 1777

Banks

checks ordered: Salinas City Bank 2263

F. A. Hihn wrote J. A. Graves, Los Angeles, in re two million dollars of City Bonds (Los Angeles?); he would take $50,000 and perhaps City Bank of Santa Cruz would take more 568

First National Bank (Salinas): F. A. Hihn resigned to apparent fact that it was not to settle dispute over its account?, and would not pursue it further "unless they admit that they are wrong." 1422

Barbed Wire and Staples

F. A. Hihn ordered coils of barbed wire and staples for delivery to Frank Reanier at Capitola 2399

2 coils ordered for Charles Grant (Wrights) from J. A. Roebling & Sons Co. 3852

ordered for Laurel Mill from Roebling & Sons Co. 2661; ordered for Aptos 3533

ordered from John. S. Roebling & Sons (S.F.) for Frank Reanier, Capitola 3142

Bare (Mr.)

across the street neighbor of Harriet L. Hihn’s in Campbell: had a crop of palm seed which F. A. Hihn desired some seed 1166

Barham, Guy B.
Bark

bark hauled by Al. Sands, Soledad 2460

Hihn Co. authorized W. G. Stevenson, S.P. Agent at Felton, to dispose of bark at his station as he chose 2244

Barker & Kenny’s letter

returned by Hihn Co. to Byrne Bros. 3469

Barley (Feed & Rolled)

A. C. Hihn asked quote on carload of rolled barley from A. Wideman Co. (Gonzales) 3451, 3911

A. C. Hihn asked quote on carload of rolled barley from F. Blackie (Salinas) 3909

A. C. Hihn asked quote on six tons of rolled barley from Wm. G. Alexander (Mgr., Sperry Flour Co., San Jose) 3910

inquired of Frank Reanier, if Mr. Leonard had any barley for sale 1968

inquired of L. G. Smith, Gonzales, if he had any barley for sale, and if so at what price 1967

Mr. George at Henry Cowell Co. asked for availability 3182

ordered for Aptos and Capitola 2001

price quote in car load lot requested from Charles Ford Co. & others 1838

price quote requested from W. R. Johnston (Salinas) 1839

Barnard & Co., W. C.

401

Barnett, Frank

bill approved by F. A. Hihn for work on Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1205.1-1205.2

Paso Robles Springs Hotel work 888

Barnhart & Swasey

(San Francisco) 3837, 3892, 3569

F. A. Hihn wrote R. M. Briare with several options and ideas regarding photographs to be used in a brochure advertising Capitola 3838

mentioned in letter by F. A. Hihn to R. M. Briare in re advertising booklet for Capitola 3702

Barry, Edward

150

Barter

Frederick Otto Hihn offered a trade to McAbbe Bros. (Boulder Creek), hay for lumber, shingles, posts, pickets or shakes 3089

Bartorell, L.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2020.1-2020.2

Bashline, J. R.

3622, 3829

mentioned in letter of F. A. Hihn to Charles S. Thompson in re payment for work the latter had done at the Paso Robles Hotel 68-69
worked on electrical work at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 452

Bassett, A. C. (Loma Prieta Lumber Co., S.F.)

2675, 2784, 2822, 2824, 3062, 3489, 3717

apparently asked when F. A. Hihn would be next in S.F. - answer from J. H. Routt: "We cannot say when..." 1660

Frank Reanier reported that men of Loma Prieta Lumber had cut posts on Hihn land in Spignet Gulch, A. C. Bassett was asked to investigate and report 2352

lumber prices (Nov. 22, 1901) quoted 285

reference to his letter in re cement prices 872-873

see also Loma Prieta Lumber Co.

Battens (Redwood)

order for 500 battens of lengths 12 to 20 placed with Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for Tres Pinos Warehouse Co. 3920

order for Tres Pinos Warehouse was too late to be loaded on rail car with other material; N. Jensen advised that Hihn Co. could ship by local freight instead 3860

Battery technology (as a storage device)

analyzed by F. A. Hihn 151.1-151.2

storage of electricity: efficiency and price of production weighed by F. A. Hihn 1300.1-1300.2

technology and costs of storage, etc. discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. E. Adams 960.1-960.3, 1439

see also Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

Bauter, Kate (Miss, and Mrs. L. J. Dake)

sang at funeral of Louis William Hihn 1140

Baxter, A. A.

(Sales Agent for Bellingham Bay Improvement Co., San Francisco)

made offer to Hihn for lumber 3118, 3124

Bay (Mr.)

(Wells Fargo Co., San Francisco) 3459

made a verbal agreement with Hihn, for which had not yet heard decision 2292

made a bargain with Hihn, remodeling of store that Wells Fargo 3956, 3942

Frederick Otto Hihn wrote his father that an awning was not promised to
Bay (Mr.) (continued)

Wells Fargo advised that F. A. Hihn would meet him at Santa Cruz Office on Thursday morning, Jan. 22, '03 2417

Bay Counties (gas and electric company)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re to the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.1-151.2; F. A. Hihn was uncertain about its capability to supply power to Stockton 1739.1-1739.2

Bay View Park

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1841.1-1841.2

Beach Flats

apts. facing beach, prices per month 2483

Beach Hill

list of rates for rental of Beach Hill furnished flats sent Mrs. S. U. Morris 3672

Beach Lands Ownership

Hihn Co. wrote letter to City Council about Hihn land ownership on Beach street 3619, 3625, 3646

F. A. Hihn stated his desire to clarify ownership so that the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Electric RR would know its rights and privileges 3202, 3209

Beale, J. G.

3537

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill Supt.) was asked for explanation of J. G. Beale’s claim of $55 per mo. wages 3518

Bean Hill (Valencia)

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees, etc., and closing the road to traffic 3233

Haines Bros. offer to improve road from vineyard to Bean Hill accepted 549

land adjoining Ryder & Co. land for sale @ $80 per acre 583

land subdivided by Hihn Co., but offer of rental to A. H. Good, Kingman, AZ, for $100 for four months 3728

Bean Hill Road (Valencia)

maintenance of Hihn’s private roads, Bean Hill, Vineyard, Trout Gulch: road maintenance directive issued to Frank Reanier 2488

Bean, Frank E.? ["Mr. Bean"]

bolts of lining ordered for Laurel, based on statement of Mr. Bean 2396

Beans

Bomar, Geo. H. (Valencia) asked to send bill for threshing beans to Hihn 3471

English-Wallace Co. (S. F.) was offered beans and asked to quote price 3473

to Wetmore Bros. (S.F.) 3243

Wallace & Kerr offered ten tons (black eye & white) 3242

Wolf & Sons (S. F.) was offered beans and asked to quote price 3246, 3472
Beck, Carl

756, 1139, 2024

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Behneman, Fred J.

mention by F. A. Hihn in letter to Joshua Hendy Machine Works 114

Bell, Edwin H.

3877

Bell, R. R. (paid for grain used by John Zehren at Hihn’s property)

750

Bell, Thomas

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Bellingham Bay Improvement Co.

2449, 2466, 2487, 2501, 2544, 2689, 2690, 2735, 2782, 2847, 2848, 2859, 2960, 2973, 3009, 3063, 3085, 3117-3118, 3163, 3238, 3296, 3360, 3392, 3393, 3445, 3461, 3630

asked to quote on special sizes and grades of Oregon Pine 2479

Hihn advised George Hovey to set aside shipment of lumber from Bellingham Lumber and grade it very close 3121

mentioned in letter to George Hovey, Salinas, asking his response to unanswered letter 2201

price quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Geo. D. Grey & Co.; Russell & Rogers; Wendling Lumber Co.; Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz 2970

shipment of 1 X 6 T. & G. Oregon Pine flooring was rejected by Hihn Co. as being very poor grades of #2 & #3 3124

Belting for Laurel Mill

New York Belting & Packing Co. was advised that the Laurel Mill Superintendent would be sending measurements to Hihn Co. within a few days 3720

order placed with Bowers Rubber Co. for Live Oak Brand belting 3957

Ben Lomond, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 144, 176, 211, 255, 335, 382, 660, 980, 1104, 1129, 1168, 1169, 1177, 2515, 2984, 3032, 3090, 3254, 3302, 3403, 3440, 3491, 3522, 3599, 3863

oil exploration by H. Francis Anderson at Ben Lomond 335

Ben Lomond Railroad Siding

Pine Lumber bid made to Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. from Ben Lomond siding 3721

Bender Bros. (Third St. Wharf, San Francisco; Southern Pacific R.R. at 3rd St. ferry)

1298
wanted to see the four cars of Pine wood being shipped from Felton for Union Wood & Timber Co. 1105

Benjamin & Robertson
837, 1582
Mirabel, Los Gatos, leased to them for an insane sanitarium 843

Benner, C. S. (Mr.)
2774

Bennett, E. J.
3727, 3882

Bennett, E. M.
371, 1888, 1959

Bennett, Mansell Vardaman (Mrs.)
671

Benson, A.
(San Jose) 2172, 3140, 3169, 3192
carloads of Tan Oak and Madrone firewood offered 2278, 2654

Berg, Paul
mentioned by W. B. Anthony, who wrote Laurel Mill asking whether the order "held by Crichton" was filled? 1070

Bergman (Mr.) (Paso Robles)
F. A. Hihn asked A. R. Booth for statement of his clearing account 1230

Berkeley, Cal. (Place Letter Sent To) 1681, 1701, 1733, 2057; 2339, 3673; West Berkeley, Cal. 2892

Bernal (Mrs.)
Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

Bernicri see Seregni & Bernicri

Berry and Deer Valleys, Valencia
to be plowed by Mr. Cuzmovich 1542

Berry Growers
F. A. Hihn wrote his nephew Albert J. Hihn regarding the cost of supplying water to berry growers 3642

Berry plants
W. R. Johnston sent James McDougall (Salinas) berry bushes that "F. O. Hihn promised you some time ago" 3126

Berry Valley (Valencia)
F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier on orchard maintenance of the Hanthorn Place, etc. 2535
F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees 3233
given preference for apple trees 2220
to be cleared of brush by Japanese laborers hired by Frank Reanier 197

Besse, Milton C. (Santa Cruz County Sheriff)
given order to evict Mrs. Cristofanini by F. A. Hihn 1313, 1317

Bevans, J. J.
1220
overcharged by Salinas Planing Mill, Hihn Co. tried to make correction before submitting bill 786

sale of lumber was questioned as to designation on tag seemed wrong 1347

Bevans, J. J. (continued)

Salinas Mill charges for glass explained 851

Six-Thousand sawed shakes for Bevans to be shipped from San Francisco to Salinas 818

Bias, John

letter of inquiry about "yard redwood" from A. W. Gamble (Concord) referred to F. A. Hihn Co. 1548

Bid versus Order

inquiry on prices of material taken to mean firm order; Hihn Co. corrected E. B. & A. L. Stone, Oakland 763

Bideler

property offered rental to James Shears at Felton 181

Big Basin Redwood State Park

F. A. Hihn agreed to donate $300 – 10% of the total cost - toward construction of a road 176, 255

Big Trees Grove (Henry Cowell State Park) (Felton)

F. A. Hihn’s tenant at Santa Cruz-Felton Road’s Toll House was being prevented from crossing Stanley Welch’s land 2022

Theodore Martin from Los Angeles was to visit to see land, apparently for possible purchase 606

Big Trees Road (Highway 9)

Improvements: F. A. Hihn hoped to determine whether road improvements could be paid by private subscription 382

F. A. Hihn agreed to donate $300 - 10% of the total cost - toward construction of a road 176, 255

subscription list reviewed by F. A. Hihn with H. Francis Anderson 603

Bills see Accounts

Bixler, William

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn asked "Who is Wm Bixler? Can he work?" 1367

Black (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn Co. inquired of its Salinas Planing Mill about payment on Black job 275

in re filing a lien against him for Salinas job in which Salinas Planing Mill supplied material 185

timing on filing of lien on Black account in Salinas 320

Blackburn, Harriet Meade (Mrs. William Blackburn)

835

Blackburn property in Neary Lagoon vicinity solicited by F. A. Hihn on behalf of Public Library Building Association for library site, museum, and park 835

Blackman, E. L. (Alameda, Cal.)

27, 86

a customer for oak firewood from Hihn Co’s Felton yard 188
one car of 4-ft. Redwood Firewood shipped to him from Gold Gulch 85-86

Blacksmith's Coal

Laurel Mill ordered tools from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., including a half-ton of Blacksmith's Coal 721

Blaskown & Co.

leased property in San Francisco; F. A. Hihn sent lease for signature to A. T. Eastland 453

Blasting

to remove boulders out of West Branch of Soquel Creek, blasting was recommended by F. A. Hihn to Laurel Mill 397

Blodgett, F. (Mrs.)

in arrears for rent at Laurel 289

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290

Bloom, Irving Thompson

important business to be discussed by representative of F. A. Hihn Co., meeting requested 876

Blue Lake, Humboldt County, Cal.

204, 226, 1895

Blum Mill

F. A. Hihn wrote his son, F. O. Hihn, about the Western Union contract for furnishing poles 1193

Blume, F. W.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Board of Trade

and Library Trustees each appointed a committee to select and procure a site for Free Library Building 813

Bogart, F. A.

worked on culvert for John Zehren 113

Boiler design

suggested by F. A. Hihn to H. E. Adams 1024; to P. Caduc, altering the design suggested by Mr. DeValin 1023

see also Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

Bomar, William James

643, 1048

how much hay is to be charged to him? 50

Bon Air

Eastland Estate property was for sale, F. A. Hihn wrote Mr. J. W. McClure (Oakland) the procedure that he followed in Estate sales 1837

property rented to Mr. Lee for $12. per mo. 1622

Bon Air Coal, Land and Lumber Co (Tenn.)

claimed land belonging to the Eastland Estate; F. A. Hihn asked for information from Thomas B. Eastland 998

Bon Air Vineyard (Valencia)

Frank Tracy was ordered by Hihn Co. to take possession from Mr. & Mrs. Pearson 505

inventory approved by Mr. Swan 635

Haines Bros. offer to improve road from vineyard to Bean Hill accepted 549
vineyard couldn’t be rented while Mr. & Mrs. Pierson [Pearson] were occupying it, Hihn sent Mr. Tracy up to take possession 449, 462

F. O. Hihn instructed W. R. Johnston of the Hihn Co.’s Salinas Planing Mill on keeping accounts up to date; Mr. Hovey would explain it to him 2035

Hihn Co. asked for payment receipt from Wilson Bros., S.F. 1441

Hihn Co. sent a corrected invoice to Crane & Co., S.F. 1426, 1440; requested itemized statement 1489

Hihn Co., Jan. 31, 1902, asked the managers of Laurel (S. L. Gibson), Capitola (Frank Reanier), and Salinas (W. R. Johnston), to report cash on hand, and send their Day Books to Santa Cruz office 1261

instructions issued by F. A. Hihn to Walter B. Anthony 466

instructions: sent to Salinas Lumber Yard, April 9, 1901, to secure certain books, questioned why it had not been carried out 966

Laurel Mill asked to send time books to Santa Cruz office 1774

Laurel Mill, Capitola (Frank Reanier), and Salinas Planing Mill (W. R. Johnston) ordered to return all unpaid checks after two months old to Santa Cruz office 1290

Matthew Preshe, San Jose, received credit for expenses in shipment of firewood 1466

Pay Roll check for less than $1 to be paid in cash 1576

procedures:

A. J. Hihn, F. A. Hihn’s nephew, was the collector of water works accounts; F. A. instructed him on how to mark the account books 1053

Salinas Planing Mill advised of desired method of filling-out receipt stubs for submission to Santa Cruz office of Hihn Co. 1299

Bond Election failure

F. A. Hihn expressed his valuation of it to H. S. Deming: "I fear the people in this City have not yet realized the bad effect of the Bond decision.” 2055

Bonds

F. A. Hihn advised Cowperthwait & Co. that certain bonds were worth much less than par 1162

Bookkeeping

Bill sent to Levi Strauss Co. 1473

by Frank Reanier: F. A. Hihn Co. asked Reanier for immediate report of corrections in Day Book (in re “hay taken by us from Schilling Place to be credited to Schilling”) 1156

contract to purchase land by A. O. & J. P. Cox brought up-to-date by Hihn Co. bookkeeper 1430; Noah M. Knight 1428

Eight receipt books sent to Salinas Planing Mill, stubs to be returned to Santa Cruz office each month 1175

endorsed bill mailed to James Gillon, S.F., Pres., Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co. 1526

errors claimed by Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., S.F. 604

expense bills requested from Union Wood & Timber Co. 1610
Salinas yard returned bills; Hihn Co. complained of improper bookkeeping 1038

sent to Laurel and Salinas 644

**Bookkeeping** (continued)

procedures: (continued)

stipulated by W. B. Anthony to Frank Reanier 556

stipulated for Day Book and balancing cash daily 477

stipulated to S. L. Gibson 558

stipulated to W. R. Johnston at Salinas Planing Mill 418

recharges against employees was a problem for Hihn Co. 1923

Rupert asked for a time report from the Salinas Planing Mill 2061

Salinas Planing Mill ordered to return all unpaid checks after two months old to Santa Cruz office 1282

Sherwood, Charles H. sent receipt for payment on contract 1743

Shortages Claimed by R.P.M. Greeley on carloads of firewood, some claims allowed others disallowed 1553

Southern Pacific Co. Treasurer got check for payment of freight in error; asked to redirect it 1702, 1704

Stationery: Impression books Volumes 18 & 19 for Contracts to Purchase Land, and Leases and Sundry Agreements, ordered from H. S. Crocker Co. 279

Stationery: LeCount Bros. were asked to send Cash Book 504

Stationery: Order for ledger & impression books 49

Stationery: Walter B. Anthony (bookkeeper for F. A. Hihn Co., ordered letter copying books from H. S. Crocker Co. 231

Stationery: mentioned by W. B. Anthony, who wrote Laurel Mill that time books sent to them "were the only ones to be had in town. We have sent in order for others." 1070

Stationery: order for Day Book sent to LeCount Bros. 1969

W. R. Johnston notified that outstanding checks meant "checks remaining in your hands uncalled for" 1351

W. R. Johnston was asked to send clarification of accounts so Santa Cruz office could reconcile and close accounts 1342-1343

W. R. Johnston was questioned about his designation of lumber and prices charged 1382

W. R. Johnston, Salinas Yard, was questioned on prices of certain items billed to customers, Mrs. Madera and (Mr.) Bevans 1347

Walter B. Anthony stated that a change in bookeepers delayed the sending of statement to Hope Stewart 1746

**Booth Mill**

F. A. Hihn wrote his son, F. O. Hihn, about the Western Union contract for furnishing poles 1193

**Booth, A. R.**

1230, 1468, 1479, 1646, 2025, 2072

**Booth, William H.**

important business to be discussed by representative of F. A. Hihn Co., meeting requested) 875, 1039
Borchers Bros. (San Jose)

15, 167, 274, 510, 847, 850, 1142, 1246, 2053

shipment of firewood short by 3/4 cord, for which S. P. Co. claimed adjustment; F. A. Hihn Co. admitted error 935

carload of 11 cords firewood shipped c/o Borchers Bros., San Jose, for J. B. Krewson) 897

to be shipped carload 4' Live Oak at $6.00 per cord, from Aptos 155

supplied car stakes to Hihn Co.; Hihn Co. supplied oak firewood 167

Bostwick, J. (Mr.)

if he draws his water from his neighbors', Hihn directed that he would have to pay Hihn at their rate 156

Boufigli, V.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2020.1-2020.2

Boulder Creek, Cal.

454, 458, 535, 875-876, 1039, 1597, 1679, 1768, 1927, 1964

Bover mining claim

developments (Eastland Estate): mentioned in letter to James B. Luddy 1703

Bowers Rubber Co.

1145

Bowman property (Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz)

F. A. Hihn expressed his valuation of it to H. S. Deming 2055

Boyle Heights (Los Angeles)

part of a block was deeded to Mrs. Jane Lynch as part of Estate 369

Boyle, Margaret?, Estate of

Contract to purchase Loomis property in Watsonville could be renewed by her daughter, Bessie Loomis 158

F. A. Hihn wrote her daughter, Mrs. E. T. Loomis (Watsonville) in re debts of Mrs. Boyle and contract Mrs. Boyle had with the F. A. Hihn Co. which had been voided due to non-payment of installments and interest 1605

Bradford, G. L.

700

Branciforte Reservoir

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protested the valuations placed on several properties to Co. Assessor Frank Mattison 1717

Brannack, S. M. (Mrs.)

129

Brashear (Mrs.)

692

Braun, F.

687

Brauner & Co. (John Bruner Co.)

1930, 2017
Brauner (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Cahill & Hall in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1469.1-1469.2

Brazelton (Mr.)

in re to Mr. Black's job, lien expired on Dec. 15, 1901, for Salinas job in which Salinas Planing Mill supplied material 185

order approved 356

Briare, R. M.

381, 493, 1885, 1911, 1937, 1954.1-1954.2

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as tenant manager of Capitola Hotel 650

leased Capitola Hotel in 1900, negotiating for renewal 492-493

leased Capitola Hotel in 1901, expected to do same in 1902 889, 926

Brick making

Briquettes manufactured from coal dust by means of heat, steam and electric power 1149

use of oil or gas debated by F. A. Hihn in letter to P. Caduc 775.1-775.2

price evaluation and competition discussed by F. A. Hihn to P. Caduc 1951

Brick yards

Brick Kiln field mentioned in re Gold Gulch 187


Hihn Co. instructed Toft & Heligis not to load any more wood from Brick yard (Felton) "as we may want to use it for making bricks" 1977

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Tracy Engineering Co., S.F. 88

Brickley Wilhart [?] & Co.

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams, Stockton 84

Briody, E. (Mrs.)

674

Britton (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn's proxy for meeting of California Wire Works sent to A. T. Eastland, in response to Mr. Maney's letter 710

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to J. O. Dunham at Laurel in re size of drum 396

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re the building of two new boilers would take a year 662.1

mentioned in letter to A. T. Eastland in re Mr. Anderson of Carters, Cal., in re gold mining venture 1099

mentioned in letter to A. T. Eastland in re to 4,400 acres of land at $3. per acre 77

Britton, H. M. (Supt. American Steel & Wire Co., San Francisco)

cable order for Laurel Mill 766

see also American Steel & Wire Co. 317

Britton, John A. (Supt.) see Oakland Gas & Electric Co.

Bronson Gulch

place (in Capitola) (lease sent to Frank Reanier, Capitola) 45
Brook, Dillon J.

691

Bromstrom, A. H. (Eccles)

Brostrom to build fence, Hihn Co. would furnish posts when he was ready 506

Roebling Wire Works was ordered by F. A. Hihn Co. to ship wire nails to Brostrom at Eccles 1378

Brown, C. B.

F. A. Hihn expressed no confidence in him as representing Stockton Gas & Electric Co.; alternative form of payment to him was proposed 1047

Bruner Co. see Brauner & Co. (John Bruner Co.)

Brushes

Sanford H. Bailey, jeweler, paid for brushes by F. A. Hihn 520

Buckley (Mr.)

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry Adams 960.1-960.3, 1077

Buckman, Joseph Burnside

689

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn to let Buckman "Work." 1367

Buebb (Mrs.)

683

Builders Association

380

Building materials

Burlingame, Cal.

Burlwood

10 kegs of nails ordered for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard from J. Roebling Sons Co., S.F. 1726

Bull Pine Wood

F. A. Hihn asked for measurements of carload so he could compare figures for possible error 230

see also Pine

Bull, Jerome Case (Eccles, Cal.)

lumber from Laurel Mill sent to him via Union Mill siding 1170

Bunker (Mr.)

controversy over main line switches, transformers, etc. 1300.1-1300.2

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 919.2

Bunting, Thomas Browne (General)

advised by F. A. Hihn of the hospitalization of Josephine A. Rogers in El Paso, Texas 1833

Burkett (Mrs.)

itemized bill against her sent by M. F. Michael, for which Frank Reanier was asked to comment 1737

Burland, Frederick Grant

see Watsonville Nursery 542, 579

Burland, T. (Edward?) G. (Watsonville Nursery)

1056

Burlwood
Roger Magee inquired about its purchase, F. A. Hihn replied that it would have to be sold through Probate proceedings 1063

Burnett & Sons

1735

Burnham, L. W. (Salinas)

Hihn Co. asked Salinas Planing Mill to comment on Burnham 1738

Burning at Laurel Mill

Saw Dust at Laurel Mill was hauled away to burner, along with hogged edgings 1373

Burns Creek

skids moved from Burrell Gulch 187

skid-road (F. A. Hihn mentioned a map as surveyed by Mr. Perry, line located by Mr. West, and directs S. L. Gibson on modifications) 732

F. A. Hihn Co. wrote S. P. Co. for permission to relocate a pile in creek bed 1613

Burrell Gulch

skids moved to Burns Creek 187

Butter barrels

Laurel Mill ordered to return them to Santa Cruz 1667-1658

Button, J. M.

1150

Buxton, Joseph C. (wood dealer, Aptos)

contracted to haul redwood firewood from at Valencia 754

lease sent to Frank Reanier 38

Byproducts of the forest

Hihn Co. considered the cost of gathering the strips of wood created as a byproduct of making shakes, to be used in shading fruit trees 1321
Cabin purchased
from Robert G. Paget for $10,900

Caduc, P.
237, 511, 540, 757, 775.1-775.2, 1023, 1951

Cahill & Hall Elevator Co. (San Francisco)
344, 776, 1204.1-1204.2, 1469.1-1469.2
its men installed elevator at Paso Robles Springs Hotel, and removed a brick wall in process; its lead man was "keeping up his spirits" and F. A. Hihn thought he was intoxicated a considerable part of his time 1471.1-1471.2

mentioned in letter [obscured meaning] from F. A. Hihn to Otto E. Never, Paso Robles Springs Hotel 485

repaired an elevator for which F. A. Hihn approved bill sent to A. T. Eastland, Secretary of Coast Realty Co. 753

Caine, J. H. (Dr.)
Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo)
F. A. Hihn accepted appointment as Director, Ag. Dist. No. 14, but made it clear he preferred service on Cal Poly Board of Directors 368

F. A. Hihn acknowledged his appointment as a Trustee 1386

F. A. Hihn described the ideal setting for it, and suggested to A. R. Booth (at Paso Robles) that "I doubt whether San Luis has anything like that to offer." 1646

F. A. Hihn explained the background of his appointment by Governor Henry T. Gage -- it was due to his promise to the people of Paso Robles, who wanted to have Cal Poly at Paso Robles 1417

F. A. Hihn indicated that he was to go to San Luis Obispo "next Thursday", i.e. March 6, 1902, "and be absent until Sunday night" 1859

F. A. Hihn mentioned to C. M. Jackson (Stockton) that he would be at the Palace Hotel (San Francisco) “Saturday morning” (Mar. 1st, 1902) for the meeting of the Polytechnical School Trustees 1761.1-1761.2

F. A. Hihn offered to meet Professor Wickson at the Palace Hotel in San Francisco or the Metropole Hotel in Oakland for a preliminary meeting before the Trustees met 1701

F. A. Hihn outlined his plan for development in letter to Senator Sylvester C. Smith 1688

F. A. Hihn received an application of Walter N. Ent (San Luis Obispo) for the position of Secretary to the Board of Trustees, which he replied that it would receive due consideration 1399

F. A. Hihn received his Commission as Member of Trustees, took oath, and returned same to Secretary of State C. F. Curry 1623

F. A. Hihn stayed at the Ramona Hotel, sent telegram that arrived after he got back to Santa Cruz 2018, 2063

F. A. Hihn took train via Laurel @ 2:45 on Friday, Feb. 28, 1902, headed for San Francisco meeting of Cal Poly Trustees; would pick up car report from S.P.R.R. Agent LaPorte at Laurel 1812
F. A. Hihn wrote Governor Henry T. Gage on the acquisition of the property for establishment of the campus of Cal Poly 2058.1-2058.5

F. A. Hihn wrote Prof. E. J. Wickson on several matters related to the acquisition of the Dawson Lowe property for establishment of the campus of Cal Poly 2057

F. A. Hihn wrote Prof. E. J. Wickson that he was available for meeting on Feb. 25th, 1902, at the Palace Hotel, S.F., or elsewhere 1681

F. A. Hihn wrote Superintendent of Public Instruction Thomas J. Kirk on the acquisition of the property for establishment of the campus of Cal Poly 2065

F. A. Hihn wrote Trustee Warren M. John on the acquisition of the property for establishment of the campus of Cal Poly 2066

First meeting set for the Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Saturday, March 1, 1902; F. A. Hihn wrote Prof. E. J. Wickson that he would be there 1733

Important meeting of the Polytechnic School Board" [in San Francisco] about Saturday, Jan. 3, 1903 2200

Paso Robles vied for its location, but the Legislature favored San Luis Obispo 1646

William Henry Weeks, Watsonville architect, referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Abner McMahon in rebidding on a lighting plant for Cal Poly, SLO 3899

see also Curry, Charles Forrest (Honorable California Secretary of State)

see also Davis, W. H. (Executive Secretary to Governor Henry T. Gage)

see also Gage, Henry T. (Governor of California)

see also John, Warren M. (Assemblyman; Trustee, Cal Poly)

see also Kirk, Thomas J. (California Superintendent of Public Instruction)

see also Smith, Sylvester C. (California Senator; Congressman; Trustee, Cal Poly)

see also Wickson, Edward James (Professor, UC Berkeley; Trustee, Cal Poly)

Calaveras Prospect

bills for notice and posting of sale of Fritz Mine received from F. J. Solinsky, Esq., San Andreas, Cal. 1240

Calendars

Catalog returned to Osborne Co., NY 2141

California Cured Fruit Association

2077

California Electrical Works

724, 3023, 3875

pricing on electrical fixtures ordered from California Electrical Works explained by W. B. Anthony to F. A. Hihn 2283

California Employment Agency (San Francisco)

Z. W. Brown (Laurel Mill employee) applied at Hihn’s Santa Cruz office for his pay, but the Laurel Mill office had not sent time and rate information to verify claim; he had receipt from Agency 3397
California Employment Agency (San Francisco) (continued)

Z. W. Brown wrote from Laurel that his wages per month at Laurel Mill were supposed to include meals, but this was disputed by August Hihn and Mr. Stone; Cal. Employment Agency hired him with wrong info., so they claimed 3456

California Fruit Canners Association

1784

California Governor

see Gage, Henry T.

see also Davis, W. H. (Executive Secretary to Governor Henry T. Gage)

California Hydraulic Engineering & Supply Co.

1893, 2067

rep of Co. called on F. A. Hihn in S.F. in re specifications of boilers for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1572

sent a revised spec for boilers that Stockton Gas & Electric was interested in acquiring 1890

to meet in Stockton with F. A. Hihn, but his lingering cold prevented him from going 2175

California Hydroelectric Engineering Co.

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. E. Adams 2753

California Planing Mill

lumber for Laurel Mill carriage frame ordered from Simpson Lumber Co., to be milled by California Planing Mill 2447

California Polytechnical School

see Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo)

see also Curry, Charles Forrest (Honorable California Secretary of State)

see also Gage, Henry T. (Governor of California)

see also John, Warren M.

see also Kirk, Thomas J.

see also Smith, Sylvester C.

see also Wickson, Edward James

California Powder Works

3223

billing for its firewood changed from it to Hihn Co. 2935-2936

carload of Felton bull pine ordered 2245

firewood ordered from Charles Calin, Felton 784

firewood shipment from Gold Gulch, 1 or 2 carloads to be deducted from the contract to supply 300 cords of redwood 434, 438

firewood shipped from Felton 1855

firewood shipped from Felton by Toft & Helegis 1984

firewood was to be loaded on SP cars from Felton 2687, 2688

California Nursery

2330
California Powder Works (continued)

Firewood: instructions sent to Charles Calin for loading carloads at Felton for Union Wood & Timber Co., San Francisco, and California Powder Works 898

N. H. Toft, Felton, was asked to load firewood for CPW from Traola Place 1831

order was to be expedited by A. Cappelmann at Felton 338

shipment from Felton by Toft & Helegis of 100 cords of 4' Redwood 1807

shipment of redwood to G. B. DeMartini 63

shipments of firewood from Toft & Heligis (Felton) were hurried and increased to three carloads per day 1928

shipping bills were to be sent direct to their office 961

to receive more firewood from Felton 602

California Saw Works

1320, 2959, 3036, 2362, 2814

asked to deliver Emery Wheels to Graton & Knight Mfg. for shipment with order of belting 2961

F. A. Hihn requested a price quote on band saw filing room equipment from Eby Machinery Co., California Saw Works, and Simonds Saw Co. 3932

California Secretary of State see Curry, Charles Forrest (Honorable)

California Shingles

measurement of California style quoted to Geo. D. Sisson Lumber & Shingle Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 2440

California State Board of Trade

(J. A. Filcher, Secy. & Mgr.) 2826

see also Filcher, J. A.

California State Controller

755

California Wire Works

769, 2914

action taken by A. T. Eastland approved by F. A. Hihn 749

F. A. Hihn's proxy for meeting sent to A. T. Eastland 710

sold to American Steel Co., F. A. Hihn asked A. T. Eastland for information on details of sale and for proposed improvements 631

Calin, Charles

42, 171, 188, 234, 283, 355, 561, 602, 784, 797, 898, 961, 962

in charge of pack mules at Gold Gulch 278

in re instructions to A. Cappelmann for production of firewood at Felton 189

Call, Henry

3847

the flume on his property in Blackburn Gulch was to be removed by F. A. Hihn Co., according to Albert J. Hihn 2919
Camp Goodall

F. A. Hihn wrote F. A. Kilburn about the latter’s plan for a railroad from Watsonville to Watsonville Landing by Watsonville Railroad & Navigation Co. 2717

Campbell (Mr.)

number of Fruit Trays delivered to W. H. Aiken’s place at Wrights was in dispute; Mr. Campbell representing Aiken; Mr. Gibson representing F. A. Hihn Co. 3665

Campbell, A. D.

(San Jose) 2355, 3385
carloads of Madrone or Tan Oak available at $7 and $8.50 respectively 2722

Laurel Mill firewood order placed 2182

offer sent to Campbell for carloads of Tan Oak firewood from Laurel 2171, 2920

prices quoted for firewood) 460, 819

Tan Oak Firewood with bark on available at Laurel offered 2278
ten carloads firewood + an order for 3 more from Laurel, both Tan Oak and Madrone for San Jose dealers 2818

Campbell, A. E. (saw filer)

1405, 1254

Campbell, Alex

694

Campbell, Cal. (Place Letter Sent To)

34, 346, 1166, 1556, 1749, 1836, 1908, 2130, 2223, 2224, 2259, 2363, 2404, 2617, 2623, 2817, 3279, 3534, 3712

F. A. Hihn Co. did not wish to open a new lumber yard there, Charles White invited to do so and Hihn Co. would supply lumber, with collateral 1908

Campbell, J.

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350

Camping land

offered at $100, per acre, 27 acres with reserve for water rights 391

Cancellation of Lumber Purchases

Hihn Co. cancelled a previously placed order for Lath with Bellingham Bay Lumber Co. (S.F.) 3360

Capital (financial)

needed to build pole line from Royal mine to Stockton, $4000, was to be borrowed from City Bank of Santa Cruz 1699

Capitola, Cal. (Fair View Park, Opal, and Soquel Wharf)

Capitola, Cal. (Fair View Park, Opal, and Soquel Wharf) (continued)

the headquarters for Frank Reanier, Superintendent of Hihn’s properties in Aptos, Capitola, Soquel, and Valencia.

Capitola Advertising

ad placed for Capitola rental of concessions for 1903 season in San Jose Mercury and Stockton Mail 2719

advertising brochure design sent to Neil McKay, Santa Cruz printer 1434-1435

advertising in Winter not appropriate 2158

Engraver’s plates of Capitola sent to Miss Harriet Taylor, Secretary, American Committee, Young Women’s Christian Association, Chicago 1943

Engraving cuts of Capitola sent for use in printing by American Committee, YMCA 1873

F. A. Hihn expressed his views on advertising booklet to R. M. Briare (lessee of Capitola Hotel) 3702

F. A. Hihn wrote R. M. Briare with several options and ideas regarding photographs to be used in a brochure advertising Capitola 3838

framed pictures of Capitola were rented from Owens, Varney & Green (San Francisco) for Advertising 2965

Frank Reanier advertised in Santa Cruz Daily Sentinel, 8 tons of corn for sale 2012

Hihn advertised for rent the Restaurant & Bakery, Cottages, and Flats in the San Jose Mercury 3780

Hihn Co. requested Barnhart & Swasey to return printing cuts for Capitola booklet which it was preparing 3569

Hihn Co. requested price bid for printing 1000 to 3000 Capitola advertising booklets from Pacific Press Publishing 3568

Hihn Co. wrote R. M. Briare asking for information on the whereabouts of several printing cuts given to him the previous year 3408

oil paintings of Capitola were located in Southern Pacific Depots at Merced, Modesto, Fresno, Tulare, Visalia and Bakersfield – placed by Owens, Varney & Green advertising agency; Hihn Co. wrote the SP Co. asking if the paintings could remain until August 1st, since their display benefited both Hihn and the SPRR 2987

printing of Capitola booklet, Barnhart & Swasey (San Francisco) sent copy of letter to R. M. Briare so they would know what F. A. Hihn desired 3837

printing plates list, claimed to have been sent to R. M. Briare (Oakland) 3479

San Jose Mercury ad ordered changed so ‘heavy black border’ that made it look like an "undertaker advertisement" was removed 2797

Capitola Agriculture

Barley (371 pounds) purchased from Leonard & Co. 1923

Beans, small white, large white and pink grown by F. A. Hihn Co. and offered to H. L. Middleton, Boulder Creek 1597

Blackberry plants (Logan) to be shipped by J. A. Carmen (Eccles) 3208

Charles Grant (Wrights) notified by Hihn Co. that E. J. Helping impounded ten head of his stock because they were ruining his crops at Capitola 3803
Capitola Agriculture (continued)

Corn & beans sent as samples to F. H. Hammer & Co., San Francisco, for the Hihn Co. to “obtain the best market rate for them” 1921

Four horse team and saddle horse ordered to be sent from Laurel Mill 1852

Frank Reanier advertised in Santa Cruz Daily Sentinel, 8 tons of corn for sale 2012

Frank Reanier was ordered to haul to Santa Cruz 1 wagon load of oat & barley straw for shipment to Laurel 1034

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to George French (Soquel) in exchange for shingles 3047

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to Hartman Bros. (Boulder Creek) in exchange for lumber of split stuff 3048

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to W. C. Reveal (Felton Shingle Mill) in exchange for shingles, pickets, posts, or lime 3046

Hubbard squash offered to A. Levy & Co. of San Francisco 1492

Hubbard squash offered to James Fishel Co. of San Francisco: $7.00 offered by Fishel, Hihn countered with $10 a ton in sacks for 15 tons 608

Hubbard squash offered to James Fishel Co. of San Francisco: Fishel’s offer of $7. rejected by Hihn 730

Hubbard squash offered to James Fishel Co. of San Francisco: ten tons available, 5 to 12 lbs. each 487

Hubbard squash offered to Wetmore Bros. of San Francisco 1493

Oat Hay offered to D. W. Johnston (Coast Station/Laguna) 2566

Plow points for Frank Reanier at Capitola ordered from Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco, to be sent via Wells Fargo Express 457

Plowing the subsoil; F. A. Hihn told Frank Reanier how to do it. 482

Produce furnished by C. Schilling, Hihn Co. asked Frank Reanier for accounting 768

Rolled barley ordered 2001

shipment of oats seed from Ford Co. 47

straw (baled), Frank Reanier was asked for inventory of straw on hand 2343

Vegetables ordered from Frank Reanier at Capitola for the Laurel Mill 2037

Wheat Seed to be shipped from Salinas to Capitola to Frank Reanier by W. R. Johnston 403

Capitola Alcohol & Liquor Sales

Beer & Liquor: F. A. Hihn explained that “it will not be objectionable to serve liquor, beer and wine” but you would lose more guests than you could make 1954.2

Saloon: F. A. Hihn disagreed with statement made by Mrs. Richard N. Kaill in re Women’s Christian Temperance Union’s view of Capitola saloon “on the bridge” 1213

Capitola Bakery

August Hihn replied to C. S. Piper (San Jose) with description of restaurant and bakery for rent 3929

Hihn Co. asked Chris Rapp if he was interested in renting bakery 3228

see also Capitola Restaurant
Capitola Barber Shop

Barber Shop and Pop Corn stands rented for season; Tamale Stand available for $75.; Candy Store, Ice Cream Parlors, Pavillion, Restaurant, Bakery, and Cyclery stands available 1026

Barber Shop: W. S. Slade (Palo Alto) turned down; shop already rented for season 963

Barber Shop: Walter R. Fisher (San Francisco) inquired about renting it, but it was already rented 310, 640

F. J. Mathews advised that the barber shop was already rented, and so advised him in letter of Apr. 27, 1903 3590, 3865

Capitola Bath House

Employment application from Miss Nettie Park (Oakland) acknowledged 3655

Hihn Co. inquired of C. R. Hansen Employment Agency (S.F.) for a masseur and masseuse for its steam bath department at Capitola 3814

Steam Bath and Massage, and Surf Bath, offered to Mrs. T. Backoff of San Francisco for rental 547

Capitola Beach & Cliff Erosion

Beach: F. A. Hihn described beach -- "when the sand has been washed off the beach" 1954.2

Cliff erosion at Wharf discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

rock wall on beach, east of Clubhouse: F. A. Hihn asked Frank Reanier for progress report 1242.1-1242.2

Capitola Bowling Alley

Bowling Alley: "under the bridge" -- improvements required modification to beach and bluff, sand buildup caused delay in building rock wall 1954.2

polish-shellac order from W. P. Fuller 2701

profit for the 1902 season was only $275.35; F. A. Hihn preferred to have Mr. Putman, proprietor of of the Santa Cruz Bowling Alley, take charge for 1903 3610

W. C. Boggs was to polish the Capitola bowling alley; Frank Reanier was notified to render assistance 2699

Capitola Butcher Shop

Merrill, Benjamin F. (Soquel) asked if he would like to rent the Butcher Shop in Capitola again for the season 2005

see also Capitola Meat Market

Capitola Candy Store

Lewis, James Frazier (Capitola) asked if he would like to rent the Pavillion and Candy Store in Capitola again for the year 2008

Capitola Churches

Donation of location "near the Loghouse" for Church in Capitola tendered to Mrs. Richard N. Kaill by F. A. Hihn, but she apparently didn't like the site 1755

Donation of lot for Church and School in Capitola tendered to Mrs. Richard N. Kaill by F. A. Hihn 1213

F. A. Hihn sent annual contribution of $10. to the Soquel Congregational Church, a reduction from $12.50, pleading that the Capitola Episcopal Church and Methodist Sunday School at Capitola also required contributions 1935
**Capitola Cigar Stand**

Cigar Stand: F. A. Hihn Co. notified Walter R. Fisher that it had been rented before his inquiry was received) 1000

Cigar Stand: leased for 1902 to W. H. Fletcher 908, 930

Invitation to W. R. Fisher to rent place for the sale of cigars and tobacco at $35.00 for 1902 season 639-640

lease sent to W. H. Fletcher 184

**Capitola Conferences**

American Committee of Young Women's Christian Association to meet in conference at Hotel Capitola from May 15 to 25th, 1903 2389

conference of YWCA, May 1903, to be held at Capitola Hotel; F. A. Hihn wrote to Harriet Taylor for estimates of supplies needed 2400

F. A. Hihn agreed to secure help for the YWCA conference 2560-2561

F. A. Hihn donated a cottage for use of local women for the May 18-26, 1902, YWCA Convention 1065

**Capitola Cottages**

printing plates list, claimed to have been sent to R. M. Briare (Oakland) 3479

Rentals of flats and cottages for rent by Hihn Co. at Santa Cruz Beach and Capitola Beach sent to A. T. Cathcart (San Jose) 3867

see also Capitola Rentals

**Capitola Cyclery-Shooting Gallery**

Christiansen, Carl (Watsonville) asked if he would like to rent the Cyclery and Shooting Gallery in Capitola for the season 2004

Cyclery (rental offered to Carl Christiansen of Watsonville for $100. for the season) 507, 566

inquiry to C. Makrell (Watsonville) was made to see if he would rent it for $125. since he had bicycle stock on hand 3926

Tamale Stand available for $75., Cyclery and Shooting Gallery stands available - C. J. Hinds notified 1996

**Capitola Depot**

Depot (F. A. Hihn renewed negotiations with Arabella (Mrs. Thomas) Lindsay (who declined) for exchange of property to accommodate needs of Southern Pacific Co. 959

Depot (F. A. Hihn renewed negotiations with Thomas Lindsay for exchange of property to accommodate needs of Southern Pacific Co.) 891

Depot: (Southern Pacific Co.'s site of the present depot [Western side of Bay Ave.] belonged to F. A. Hihn, so said F. A. Hihn 924, 927

Depot: F. A. Hihn gave detailed instructions to Percy McDonald Fuller, civil engineer, on proposed new alignment of S. P. R. R. line in Capitola to accommodate new depot 1081.1-1081.2

Depot: F. A. Hihn made another proposal to Mrs. Arabella Lindsay for exchanging her lots to accommodate a plan of his to relocate the Southern Pacific R. R. Depot 1303

Depot: F. A. Hihn rejected price for lots in Capitola belonging to Mrs. Arabella Lindsay 1025

Depot: F. A. Hihn's new proposal for moving the Depot and changes in the S. P. track 1087.1-1087.2
Capitola Depot (continued)


Depot: map of proposed depot building sent to Southern Pacific R. R. 1151

Depot: proposal to move the Depot made some progress with Mrs. Thomas Lindsay agreeing to accept two lots from F. A. Hihn Co. and $300 cash 1598

F. A. Hihn Co. solicited business of supplying lumber, shingles, and mill work to Southern Pacific Co. 2458

F. A. Hihn proposed giving SP some ornamental trees, extra land for sidings, and expressed appreciation for a “stylish depot building” 2903

F. A. Hihn solicited business from S. P. Co., noting that he was a “heavy freight and passenger customer and being also the owner of Capitola” 2539

F. A. Hihn wrote his preferences for SP’s plan to expand its Capitola Depot site, in exchange for retaining wall and right of way across same as entrance to Buelah Glen; hoped SP would act soon so Hihn Co. could plank the walk from Depot to Capitola Hotel 3701

F. A. Hihn wrote to B. A. Worthington (Supt., Southern Pacific) with offer of more land for widening the roadbed for the depot 3935, 3941

Hihn Co. solicited business from S. P. Co. for lumber and mill work 2586

Capitola Electric Power

Allis Corliss Engine: F. A. Hihn thought it was a very good engine; "I have a small Seymour engine at Capitola which gives good satisfaction." 1300.1-1300.2

business men not inclined to join F. A. Hihn in buying electric current from Big Creek Power Co. 3162

electricity from Big Creek Power Co. offered; F. A. Hihn asked F. A. Angell & Bros. (Soquel) if they would join him in taking Big Creek’s current, or Hihn would supply his own; needed decision to accommodate YWCA Conference in May ’03 2462, 3225

Capitola Employment

A. J. Hihn ordered grease traps & terra cotta pipe from Steiger & Co. (S.F.) 3524

A. Onnes was asked to provide particulars regarding his claim for wages at Capitola in Nov. 1902 3187

F. A. Hihn offered a job to Lulu Greene (Soquel) if she would specify what she could do 3419

gas making machine was defective, F. A. Hihn complained to R. M. Briare to get Mr Huntington to fix it 3387

Hihn Co. asked Frank Reanier for employment qualifications on Mr. Higgins to run a plant at Laurel, based on his pile driver experience at Capitola 3490

M. A. Bracamonte (Stockton) advised that considerable teaming was being done at Opal, a lumber station within a few hundred feet of Capitola 3168

several hundred cords of Tan Oak were ready to be cut “above Capitola”, and a contract offered to E. M. Parrott 2667

Stephen Arthur Stewart (mechanic) was invited to bid on store work 3399
Capitola Furniture Store

F. A. Hihn ordered carpet sent from D. E. & N. Walter Co. (S.F.) 3709

Furniture Store sold items of furniture and mattresses purchased at 10% discount from John Bruner [or Brauner] Co., S. F. 2017

Hihn wrote to W. & J. Sloane about bill for carpet and furniture, which he thought was too high to sell at profit 3707

F. A. Hihn wrote his preferences for Southern Pacific Railroad’s plan to expand its Capitola Depot site, in exchange for retaining wall and right of way across same as entrance to Buelah Glen; hoped SP would act so Hihn Co. could plank the walk from Depot to Hotel 3701

Capitola Golf Links

Golf Links: F. A. Hihn explained that "We had golf links two years ago - no one played" (i.e., 1900) 1954.2

Feb. 1903 letter from R. M. Briare (Lessee of Capitola Hotel) acknowledged 2677

Capitola Grocery Store

leases: F. O. Hihn sent proposed lease for Capitola Grocery Store to F. A. Angell & Bro. (Soquel) for the 1903 season 3743

Hihn Co. had 400 souvenir booklets printed by Barnhard & Swasey (S.F.) with envelopes, for distribution to the Y.W.C.A. on Sunday, May 24, 1903; shipped to Frank Reanier at Capitola via Wells Fargo & Co. Express 3892

Capitola Hotel and Clubhouse

F. A. Hihn asked Asst. Mgr. Hotel Coronado for assistance in securing for Mr. Briare (Hotel Capitola) waitresses for 1903 season 3314

Hihn Co. referred the inquiry of Mr. E. Ford (Santa Barbara) about music to R. M. Briare 3433

F. A. Hihn asked Orchestra Leader, Hotel Coronado, for assistance in securing for Mr. Briare (Hotel Capitola) four-piece orchestra for 1903 season 3315

Hihn Co. wrote T. O. Hendry (Oakland) for key to Music Box in the Club room 3110

F. A. Hihn asked R. M. Briare if he could send his man down to Capitola to conduct an inventory prior to the arrival of the Y.W.C.A. 3893

Hotel (proposed ad by Mrs. Dorcas J. Spencer, San Francisco, turned down: advertising in winter, for a summer hotel not advisable; "the proposed ad without other ads [not] of much if any value") 478

F. A. Hihn suggested to Mrs. S. J. Dorr (San Jose) that the hotel would be the most convenient place for her during the conference 3615

Hotel (views of R. W. Briare were of interest to F. A. Hihn) 381

Hotel (YWCA accommodations at Capitola Hotel for their week-long conference, May 1902; F. A. Hihn set forth the conditions of agreement) 650
Capitola Hotel and Clubhouse
(continued)

Hotel (YWCA accommodations at Capitola Hotel for their week-long conference, May 1902; F. A. Hihn set forth the conditions of agreement) 650

Hotel and Bath House: potential rental to Mrs. T. Backoff of San Francisco; F. A. Hihn quotes terms to her 889, 926

Hotel and Capitola: linen was to be stenciled with stencils ordered from Moise Klinkner & Co., S.F. 1724

Hotel: complaint about drinking of liquor by Mrs. Richard N. Kaill explained that the lessee had the right to "run the house as he deems best" 1213

Hotel: F. A. Hihn replied to R. M. Briare (Oakland) that he would respond shortly to his proposal 1885

Hotel: J. S. Matheson, San Francisco, asked if he was interested in renting a portion of hotel 1655

Hotel: negotiations for lease for season of 1902 still not settled 774

Hotel: proposition to R. M. Briare for lease of hotel for 1902 Season; improvements to be made; profits to be shared, etc. 1954.2

Hotel: R. M. Briare's letter sent late 1911

Hotel: rental for next season by the YWCA who had been there two previous years 492-493

Hotel: see Briare, R. M.

Hotel: to be leased, and lessee will do his own advertising; response to Fred Kruger, San Francisco 1435

Hotel: trees, facing hotel, were dracaena palms 816

ice making machine offered by Cyclops Iron Works (San Francisco) was considered by F. A. Hihn, but the price was higher than he expected ($1375.) 3592

R. M. Briare was asked to return the key to the Music Box in the Club Room 3149

Capitola Hotel Bowling Alleys

proposed sub-lease with requested amendments by Mr. Putnam was sent to R. M. Briare (lessee) for his concurrence 3903

Capitola Landing

proposed by Hihn as a better terminal than Camp Goodall to F. A. Kilburn 2717

see also Capitola Wharf

Capitola land use

no barns allowed, lots 16 & 17, Block R 2343

Capitola Laundry

lease sent to Frank Reanier for Lee Song's signature 3792

Lee Song (Capitola) asked if he would like to rent the Laundry at Capitola for the year 2009

Morrison Bros. (Santa Cruz) asked if they would like to rent the Laundry Agency in Capitola for the year 2007

Capitola Liquor Licenses

Hihn Co. asked R. M. Briare to sign two applications and return them for filing before Board of Supervisors (presumably one for Capitola Hotel, the other for 271 Fairview Ave., Capitola) 3756
Capitola Mail

Hihn Co. asked once again to the S. P. R. R. about carrying mail from train to Post Office at Capitola - concerned that the summer season was rapidly approaching and they needed an answer to previous inquiry 3781

Capitola Maintenance

cylinder and spindle oil ordered from Standard Oil Co. (San Jose) for Frank Reanier at Capitola 3806

F. A. Hihn ordered coils of barbed wire and staples, delivery to Frank Reanier 2399

Frank Reanier ordered fittings: "Iron Age" Cultivator, Baker & Hamilton 2823

Hihn Co. ordered 600 feet of sewer pipe for Frank Reanier from Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Wks., S. F. 2864

paint and related material ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. 3493

painting supplies ordered for Capitola and Laurel Store from W. P. Fuller & Co. 3669

pipe ordered from Crane Co. (S.F.) c/o Frank Reanier 3742

shipment of glass ordered from Whittier, Coburn & Co. (S.F.) by steamer 3535

shipment of 1 car of 1x6 Pine fencing ordered sent to Capitola Lumber yard from Laurel Mill 1268

windows ordered from Wilson Bros. (S.F.) for delivery to Frank Reanier 3093

Capitola Management

(Frank Reanier, Superintendent of Capitola & other Hihn Co. properties)

F. O. Hihn requested Frank Reanier to send the safe lock combinations 3870

Frank Reanier asked for return of February payroll 3193

Frank Reanier asked to inventory lumber, wood, split stuff, boxes, etc., at Valencia, Aptos, and Capitola 2210

Frank Reanier asked for inventory of sacks of potatoes at Capitola, Valencia 2378

Glass ordered for Capitola c/o Frank Reanier, from W. P. Fuller Co. 3671

Watchman’s clock report shows lapses, Frank Reanier asked to clarify 2279

Watchman’s clock report to be sent to Hihn Co. office daily 2237

Capitola Manufacturing

bark hauled by Al. Sands, Soledad 2460

F. A. Hihn (via A. C. Hihn) notified R. M. Briare that Frank Reanier would take care of “steam department” but he was not to name the wages for the engineer because his “rate is too high” 3565

F. A. Hihn confirmed arrangement & instructed H. A. Olmstead (Monterey) on his charge to ship boiler and other machinery to Laurel and Santa Cruz or Capitola? 3424, 3502

F. A. Hihn wrote to R. M. Briare on several subjects: production of gas, lighting, opening season June 1st, build. 8 rooms in attic for women servants, etc. 3333
Capitola Meat Market

Hihn Co. asked the Golden Gate Meat Market (San Jose) if it was interested in renting the meat market in Capitola 3227

Hihn Co. was informed by Frank Reanier that B. F. Merrill, Soquel, was interested in renting the meat market 3226

lease for Capitola Meat Market sent to Frank Reanier for B. F. Merrill to sign if he agreed with terms 3261, 3299

see also Capitola Butcher Shop

Capitola – Opal

F. A. Hihn Co. asked Loma Prieta Lumber Co. for its prices at Opal 1445

shipment of 1 car of 1x6 Pine fencing ordered sent to Capitola Lumber yard from Laurel Mill 1268

Capitola Park Hotel

Mrs. Frank Lewis (Capitola) asked if she would like to rent the Park Hotel in Capitola for the year. 2006

Capitola Photograph Gallery

Photograph Gallery: lessee Frank L. Park requested the dimensions of the rooms 1505

Photograph Gallery: lessee Frank L. Park for its diagram sent to Frank L. Park, Los Angeles 1558

Photograph Gallery (inquiry from Frank L. Park, Los Angeles, answered with delay in response) 788

Photograph Gallery (leased to Frank L. Park of Los Angeles, opening set for June 20, 1902) 1107, 1155

Photograph Gallery (proposed lease sent to Frank L. Park, Los Angeles, with request to sign) 951

Photograph Gallery: lessee Frank L. Park requested the dimensions of the rooms 1505

Capitola Post Office

Hihn Co. desired to contract for carrying mail from SP train to Capitola post office, present contractor "not in harmony with us" 3575

leases for Post Office and Barbershop sent to Frank Reanier 276

Post Office (Noah Knight's lease was to be returned by Frank Reanier immediately) 544

Post Office lease sent to Frank Reanier for Mr. Knight's signature 669

Post Office property leased to Andy Resser 183

Capitola Property

(Hihn Co. ownership)

Contract to purchase land by Noah M. Knight brought up-to-date by Hihn Co. bookkeeper 1428

Henry Gaub asked if he could saw the wood 1627

Hihn Co. offered several places of Land for Sale to Victor L. Boeck (Hawaii), with stated prices, in Live Oak and Capitola 3380

Horses and wagon sent from Laurel Mill to Capitola 1490

Lumber for Cottage, Barn, etc., ordered from Laurel Mill 1991

Noble, Augustus: land sold to F. A. Hihn "some time ago", was still causing trouble; Hihn wrote to determine problem 765

price of two lots in Block R, $500, no barns allowed 2343
Capitola Property (continued)

Prices of Capitola land for sale 29

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1717, 1841.1-1841.2, 2013

property for sale by Hihn Co. - examples sent to A. H. English (San Francisco) - acreage $75. to $100. per acre 3809

Property: Two lots in Block 2 offered to Mrs. A. J. Jackson for $200., F. A. Hihn Co. would build a house and barn for about $350. 1159

was quoted at $200 per acre, and Hihn Co. would build a house for Mrs. Henderson (Oakland) 1547

Capitola Railroad Right-of-Way

Railroad Right of Way discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

Railroad yard rented from Southern Pacific RR 122

Capitola Rentals

Angell & Bro., F. A. (Soquel) asked if they would like to rent the store in Capitola again for the season 2002

Angell & Bro., F. A. (Soquel) were advised that the $400 rent of the Capitola Store was considered low, considering the improvements being made at Capitola 2036

F. A. Hihn sent Mrs. S. J. Dorr (San Jose) terms of rentals of cottages 3666

Hihn Co. advised C. J. Hinds (San Jose) which concessions were available, at rents stated: Grocery Store, Cyclery & Shooting Gallery, Livery Stable, Launch, Tamale stand, and a Restaurant that served liquors with ... meals. Pop Corn stand & Barber shop were already rented 3210

Hihn Co. offered to rent house and barn to Frank Harvey Cook for 1 year at $100. and deduct $25 if he made repairs as directed by Frank Reanier 3597

Hihn Co. rental of house offered to Edgar M. Sheehan (Sacramento) 3699

Hihn Co. rented to F. H. Cook 3698

Hihn Co. replied to G. W. Brattan (San Jose) that most of its rooms were rented for July but expected vacancies in Aug.; price list for cottages and flats sent 3908

Hihn Co. replied to Mrs. G. L. Barker (Hotel Lyndon, Los Gatos) that there were cottages available to rent in Capitola and overlooking beach at Santa Cruz; Frank Reanier had written her also, and her husband went to Capitola to look 3954

list of rentals sent to Frank Reanier for his report [no list present here] 2769

Mr. Dunn rented at 9th Ave., Mrs. Dunn complained about quality of water 647

Mr. E. Woolsey (Sacramento) advised that the Candy Store was rented, but invited to rent the "Restaurant, Bakery and Tamale Cafe." 3647

rental of #11 Bay Avenue for season was offered to Mr. L. Edson of Santa Cruz for $75.00 3679

Tamale Stand available to rent, but the Candy Store and Ice Cream Saloon were already rented; A. Acosta (San Jose) so advised 3157
Capitola Reservoir

Raising of Reservoir [Park Ave.] proposed by F. A. Hihn to increase pressure 927

Reservoir: F. A. Hihn provided detailed instructions to Frank Reanier on raising height of wall 1242.1-1242.2

Capitola Restaurant

August Hihn replied to C. S. Piper (San Jose) with description of restaurant and bakery for rent 3929

F. A. Hihn inquired of Harry O’Neill (Stockton) about his experience at running a restaurant and bakery 2656

see also Capitola Bakery

Capitola, Santa Cruz and Watsonville Railway Co.

August C. Hihn responded to Otto D. Stoesser’s letter concerning franchise for street railroads in Santa Cruz and freight hauling 3326

damage to crops in SC, Cap & Wats RR right of way 2092

F. A. Hihn Co. expected it to be "running by June 1st, 1903" 2711

F. A. Hihn assured the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. Co. that it would not place any buildings on the Feeley tract and Soquel Wharf Co. land 3343

F. A. Hihn Co. advised Mrs. S. Loryea (San Jose) that her offer of rent for the coming season (1903) was too low, since the electric railroad was due to be running from Santa Cruz to Capitola by June 1st, which would increase business 2711

lumber quoted to John M. Gardiner 2110

ordered lumber per D. W. Murphy from F. A. Hihn Co. 2714

Capitola Schools

Donation of location "near the Loghouse" for Church in Capitola tendered to Mrs. Richard N. Kaill by F. A. Hihn, but she apparently didn't like the site 1755

Donation of lot for Church and School in Capitola tendered to Mrs. Richard N. Kaill by F. A. Hihn 1213

School lot at (F. A. Hihn proposed donation of trees, and poles for two swings for playground) 816

Capitola Shooting Gallery

 Christiansen, Carl (Watsonville) asked if he would like to rent the Cyclery and Shooting Gallery in Capitola for the season 2004

Tamale Stand available for $75., Cyclery and Shooting Gallery stands available - C. J. Hinds notified 1996

Capitola Steam Baths

Steam Bath and Massage, and Surf Bath, offered to Mrs. T. Backoff of San Francisco for rental 547

Capitola Subdivisions (Fair View Park)

damage to crops in SC, Cap & Wats RR right of way 2092

Capitola Tamale Stand

Tamale Stand (F. A. Hihn Co. notified Walter R. Fisher that it was still available for rental) 1000

Tamale Stand available for $75., Cyclery and Shooting Gallery stands available - C. J. Hinds notified 1996
Capitola Telephones

Addition to order for telephone equipment 1294
telephone line ordered from Paul Seiler Elec. Works, S.F. 1523
telephone equipment ordered 1531
telephones, watchman's clock, 4 stations, mile of wire ordered from Paul Seiler Elec. Wks., S.F. 1288

Norman Gehring asked if he would like to rent the boating con-cession in Capitola again for the season 2003

Pacific Coast Steamship Co. was asked to supply lamp for the Soquel Wharf, the Hihn Co. to supply the oil and would light it 1820-1821

repair bill for wharf, fishermen's houses, warehouse, etc., sent to Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 2461

Capitola Tennis

Tennis Court: F. A. Hihn explained that "We have a good Court and I [know] of no place better than it or even as good" 1954.2-1954.2

"Soquel Wharf" proceeds shared 1/2 with Pacific Coast St'mship Co. 2427

Soquel Wharf statement sent to Goodall Perkins & Co. with a check for its share of the net proceeds 295

Capitola Trees

F. A. Hihn pleaded with B. A. Worthington (Supt., Southern Pacific, Coast Div.) that retaining walls should be built, but beware of trees that took thirty years to grow - "I hate to loose them they are dear to me" 3935, 3941

Railroad Bridge: good place for tree nursery, F. A. Hihn ordered Frank Reanier to prepare ground 1242.1-1242.2

Trees to be planted on School house lot, lower Soquel road, and on 3rd Ave. 1242.1-1242.2

Trees: F. A. Hihn served notice on Albert Daniel Gore (Capitola resident, carpenter) that he was not to cut any tree on Capitola's sts, etc. 1314

Trees: seedlings ordered for Capitola from Felix Gillette, Nevada City, Cal. 1695

Wharf: F. A. Hihn requested the Wharfinger, Thomas Lindsay, to report the status of the "Soquel Wharf" (today's Capitola Wharf) 1324.1-1324.2, 1619

Wharf: the Wharfinger, Thomas Lindsay, was ordered by Hihn to distribute notices to all users of the "Soquel Wharf" that it was dangerous to use, and to sign a liability waiver releasing the Wharfinger and the Hihn Co. from damage or loss by such use 1324.2

Wharf: use by fishermen, rates - winter & summer proposed by Hihn 256

see also Capitola Landing

Capitola Wharf

Nails shipped from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., S.F., to Frank Reanier at Capitola by steamer 1856
Caplatzi, Leo

690, 2879

Cappelmann & Co.

in re Firewood produced by F. A. Hihn’s yard at Felton 188

Cappelmann, Albert Jr.

63, 85; in re instructions for production of firewood at Felton 189; 286, 338, 400, 426, 434, 438, 528, 570, 582, 719, 736

Firewood: instructions sent to Charles Calin for keeping Cappelmann busy to justify keeping his team at Felton 898; 1013, 3278

Hihn Co. hired Mr. Ewell, A. Cappelmann & son to repair Majors Creek flume 3278

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

N. H. Tolf requested to report number of hours worked by A. Cappelmann at Gold Gulch in December 1902 2319

Cappelmann, F.

rate of pay in dispute, either $1.50 or $1.75 per day, but not $2.00 as reported by Cappelmann 355

Cappes, C.

1882

Carlson, C. (Mr.)

3599

Carmen (Carman), J. A.

(Eccles) 3317, 3386, 3586, 3208

Frank Reanier asked to ship 500 apple trees to J. A. Carmen (or Carman) at Eccles for planing at McLellan Place 2612

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

mentioned as one who had a 29-acre orchard, near land offered to W. G. McLellan, San Jose 2294

ordered shakes from Hihn Co., to be delivered at Eccles (Olympia station) 311

Carmen, J. C.

generated 2632

placed in charge of W. G. McLellan’s orchard in San Jose on behalf of F. A. Hihn Co. 2643

Carnegie, Andrew

considered as possible donor of funds to build a Public Library Building 813

F. A. Hihn suggested that Carnegie might donate some money for public library building 588

Carpenters

Caleb J. Todd requested to build cottage for Hihn Co. 3022, 2738, 3096

Carr, E. W.

3594

Carr, Jesse D.

2646
Carraker, J. J.

2353, 2385, 2437, 2563

carload of 14 cords 4’ Redwood shipped by Frank Reanier 2477

sent check in payment of firewood; told to return railroad car stakes to Aptos c/o Frank Reanier 2563

Carson, Milton

3409

Carter & Sons, George E.

(San Francisco) (Carter & Sons) 525-526, 825, 867, 909, 941, 1239, 1375, 1516, 1529; order for 50 Telegraph/Telephone Poles, 6X6 - 10X10 x 30’ to be sent to Electric Improvement Co. (San Jose) 1549; 1564, 1669, 1758, 1817, 1877, 1965, 1998, 2014, 2041, 3367, 3891

*see also* Telegraph/Telephone Poles

Carter Mann Lumber Co.

3056

Carters, Cal.

(Summersville, Tuolumne Co.) 725, 833.1-833.2, 1072, 1575

Carver, S. A. W.

1741, 1887, 1931

Casa del Rey Hotel [site]

mentioned in letter Hihn Co. wrote letter to City Council about Hihn land ownership on Beach street 3619, 3625, 3646

Cash discount denied

lumber received more than 30 days prior to payment by Castello & Co., Santa Cruz 826

Cash Registers

F. A. Hihn wrote to National Cash Register (San Francisco) for information and prices, describing the book keeping function he desired 3506

Casper, Mendocino County, Cal. (Place Letter Sent To)

1465, 1800, 2939

Castello & Co.

826

Casting

shipped to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 73

Casting Patterns

Hihn Co. wrote Reed & Cleve for expected delivery of the patterns for bronze gears for head blocks 3538

Castro, A. C.

his whereabouts was unknown to Mr. Tracy, inquiry made of Simeon L. Gibson at Laurel 1093

Castroville, Cal.

Place Letter Sent To: 154, 467, 509, 3850

property trade for lot, house, and barn in Santa Cruz 319

Castroville Creamery

(Castroville, Cal.) 2806

rail car of redwood firewood ordered from Frank Reanier 2633

Cathcart, A. T.

3867
Catholic Church

F. A. Hihn offered to donate land and $200. worth of lumber for erection of church at Laurel 1573, 1642

Catholic Cemetery (Santa Cruz)

F. A. Hihn considered purchase of land for the Catholic members of his family 862

Catholic Church (Valley Catholic), Watsonville

lumber and mill work furnished to T. F. Kane 321; shingles offered by Hihn Co. -- price quoted did not include delivery to church 303; T. F. Kane was shipped 110 M. shingles to "College Church" 376, 857; shingles ordered by Hihn Co. from Salinas Yard 1120

see also Gabriel, H. A.

see also Krekeler, Placetus

see also McNamee, Hugh

see also Naylet, J. F.

see also O'Reilley, Philip J.

Catons Foundry & Machine Co.

3191

Cattle at Valencia

F. A. Hihn Co. warned D. A. Ryder of damage to grain fields and trees 1993

Cattermole, H. J. (Catermole)

Water Bills delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, '03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Cauhape, Victor

asked for quote on price of fresh steer meat for 1903 season at Laurel Mill 3127

bid (to supply Laurel Camp) of Victor Cauhape (San Jose) arrived too late for consideration 3347

Cedar (Red)

Hihn Co. replied to C. H. Chavant & Co., Jersey City, NJ, that "there is no Red Cedar in this County." 3108

Cedar Poles

Hihn Co. (via W. D. Mearns) advised Henry Eastland Adams (Stockton Gas & Electric Co.) on availability of Cedar Telephone Poles 3833

Hihn Co. asked price quote from Geo. D. Grey & Co. on Redwood and Cedar Poles 3571

Cedar Shingles

ordered for J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) 3461

Cement (Alsen)

ordered from Howard Co. 2325

Cement (Condor)

15 bbls. ordered for Salinas Lumber Yard from Western Fuel Co. 3771

Cement

three bbls. Eagle Cement requested as a sample from C. W. McNear, San Francisco, shipped via Moss Landing 1200
Cement development

F. A. Hihn replied to Tracy Engineering Co., San Francisco, that he didn’t know those making proposition 516

Cement for boilers

common brick not satisfactory in fire: referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone (Supt., Laurel Mill) 3351

Cement ordered


F. A. Hihn ordered a test barrel of cement from E. B. & A. L. Stone (Oakland) 3295

F. A. Hihn asked 20 sacks of Napa cement as sample from E. B. & A. L. Stone 3370

for Salinas Planing Mill from H. T. Holmes Lime Co., San Francisco, via Moss Landing 1514; from J. D. Spreckels & Bro. by steamer 1235

Hihn Co. notified E. B. & A. L. Stone (San Francisco) that the cement had arrived, it would be tested, results sent 3349

ordered from Howard Co., San Francisco, for Salinas Lumber Yard, via steamer at Moss Landing 2350

ordered from Western Fuel Co., San Francisco, by steamer 2593

Cement prices

F. A. Hihn told J. D. Spreckels & Bro. Co. that its Golden Gate cement price was too high 3505

Hihn Co. asked for quotes on car loads of cement F.O.B. San Francisco, from E. B. & A. L. Stone Co. (Oakland); J. D. Spreckels & Co., Cowell Lime Co., Western Fuel Co., ... and T. W. McNear (all the latter of S. F.) 2833

in carload lots: F. A. Hihn proposes the price for contractors and consumers to A. C. Bassett at Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 804

quotations asked for "Josson" and "Eagle" cements 296

quotations for Salinas Planing Mill from E. B. & A. L. Stone Co. 336

quotes confirmed to A. C. Bassett, Southern Pacific R. R., San Francisco 1173

quotes confirmed to W. R. Johnston, manager, F. A. Hihn Co.’s Salinas yard 1172

rates proposed by A. C. Bassett were to be considered by A. C. Hihn and J. H. Routt 1443-1444

request for price quotes sent to E. B. & A. L. Stone Co., Oakland 1176

request for price quotes sent to G. W. McNear, San Francisco 1171

Cement Tanks vs. Wood

F. A. Hihn mentioned that he was "furnishing two [for Paso Robles] concrete tanks 12-ft dia. x 10-feet deep. He thought "they are cheaper than wood" 2753

Central Lumber Co.

2147

Centrifugal Machine

F. A. Hihn "astonished" that Hendry Machine Works wanted him to pay for removal of machine 2800

F. A. Hihn wrote to Joshua Hendy Machine Works to settle amicably 3
Centrifugal Machine (continued)

issues regarding contentious transactions 3879

Century Mining Co.

1008

Chabot Cocks

Plumbing ordered from Crane Co. 3652

Chalmers, Alexander

Appointment as appraiser to set value of real estate in Calaveras Co. 1370

F. A. Hihn relates his conversation with Avery on train from Stockton to Niles in which Chalmers was mentioned in his dealings with Avery 1761.1-1761.2, 1886

mentioned 55, 1883

Superintendent of Lightner Mine at Angels Camp 1243-1253

Chance, A. D. (Mr.)

3256

Chandler (Mr.)

mentioned by Hihn Co. in letter to Frank Reanier in re "Chandler bill for cutting Powder wood" 2728

Chandler, Frank

(Santa Cruz blacksmith)

Severio, John (Santa Cruz blacksmith) advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner (copy sent to F. Chandler) 2415

Chapman, John S. (Attorney)

361

in re Lynch Estate, F. A. Hihn advised Mrs. Lynch that he would not gamble the hope of winning a lawsuit, but settling out of court 370

Charges

lumber charges from Borchers Bros. (San Jose) challenged by F. A. Hihn Co. 15

Charity Donations

F. A. Hihn asked for bills from Rev. Krekeler so that credit could be rendered 32

F. A. Hihn stated his policy on donations - 10% of total subscription by others - "If that should prove insufficient, I will add." 3330

see also Catholic Church

see also Churches

see also Contributions

see also Soquel Congregational Church

Chase Lumber Co., S. H.

1051, 1082, 1100, 1161, 1809

lumber shipped from Laurel Mill 1853

timberland owner named by F. A. Hihn to Geo. E. Carter & Sons, San Francisco 867

Chase Mill

F. A. Hihn wrote his son, F. O. Hihn, about the Western Union contract for furnishing poles 1193
Chase property (Walnut Avenue)

F. A. Hihn expressed his valuation of it to H. S. Deming 2055

Chase, M. H. (Mendocino Co.)

2052

Chase Co., S. H.

(Blum & Chase Lumber) 3154, 3156, 3221, 3289, 3612, 3614, 3800, 3854

F. A. Hihn wrote to Chase that he regreted that Chase planned to open a lumber yard in Santa Cruz; offered an alternative to Chase - stock lumber in Hihn’s yard, they would sell it for him at terms favorable to Chase 3730

made an offer to Hihn Co. of several thousand feet of Pine & Redwood lumber via Fred O. Hihn, excluding lumber to be cut to fulfill orders for County, Wilder, and a farmer 3525

offered his Zayante Creek property of 640 acres for $20,000, included 8 million board feet timber 941

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to A. C. Bassett (Loma Prieta Lum.) in re supporting Chase by ordering from 3717

stated to F. O. Hihn that he intended to create a lumber store yard in Santa Cruz; that he would like to sell his 3 million board feet of lumber to be cut, but would not quote price 3525

Chase & Peterson

account in arrears, letter to H. A. Peterson returned unknown 2254

Cheese & Butter

ordered for Laurel Store from Roberts & Chittenden (Santa Cruz) 3773

F. A. Hihn ordered 3 Cheese (kind not specified) from Seaside Creamery 3274

Cherries

F. O. Hihn ordered 89 trees from James Waters (Watsonville Nurseryman): Apples: Missouri Pippins; Peaches: Alexander, early Crawford, and Mary’s Choice; Cherry: Centennial and Black Tartarian; Plum: Kelsey Japan 2595

Chestnutwood Family

mentioned in letter to A. A. Taylor 1604

Chicago, IL

(Place Letter Sent To) 306, 1636, 1663, 1943, 1983, 2400, 2560, 2844, 3508

Chicken farms

Hihn described apple production, acres in apples, grains, and chickens 2474, 2514

Children

F. A. Hihn stated that he was a member of the American Home Finding Assn., wrote to it about two children that needed to be removed from their Grandmother, he asked for advice 1467
Childs, W. A.  
2652

Chin Que  
668, 2321  
Water Bill in arrears 2388

China  
F. O. Hihn described production of apples, acreage in apples, grains, and 250 car loads of apples shipped to England, China, and other countries 2474, 2514

Chinatown (Santa Cruz)  
Sycamore St. (Neary Lagoon area) real estate value $750. per lot, "adjoining Chinatown and very few good families living in that locality." 1539

Chinese  
water customer, Chin Que, in arrears on payment to F. A. Hihn Co. 2321  
Water Rates: C. B. Byrne (Supt. City Water Works) was advised by A. J. Hihn that his experience with Chinese was that they were "rather lax in making regular payments" for water supply 3197

Chinese cook  
and helper paid $85. per month at Laurel 186

Chinese Laundry Wash House  
next to Agricultural Fair Pavilion at Soquel & Pacific, subject of letter by F. A. Hihn to Duncan McPherson) 1152

Chittenden, Cal.  
(Place Letter Sent To) 2659

Chloride Accumulator  
R. B. [or H.] Daggett, Manager 1406

Chlorination  
used for Lightner Mine 124

Chrisman Bros.  
(San Jose) 2102, 2222, 2429, 2555, 3034  
carload of Tan Oak ordered 2101  
carloads of Madrone or Tan Oak available at $7 and $8.50 respectively 2722  
prices quoted for firewood 819  
Tan Oak Firewood with bark on available at Laurel offered 2278

Christensen, Ole  
(Christiansen) (Watsonville painter)  
ordered glass from Hihn Co., supplied by W. P. Fuller Co. 292  
shipment of glass ordered from W. P. Fuller Co., San Francisco 584

Christiansen, Carl (Christianson) (machinist)  
507, 566, 2004

Christianson, A.  
(Mgr., Wells Fargo & Co.) 2292

Christmas & New Year Greetings  
from G. Ruegg were reciprocated by F. A. Hihn and Mrs. Hihn 627
Christmas Gifts

F. A. Hihn sent check to A. T. Eastland 451

Nine Turkeys sent Wells Fargo from Stockton to Laurel for employees, late arrival, spoiled 2121

Church Pews

Hihn Co. would make pews and other items as per spec. by D. J. Harrington, King City 3052

Churches

F. A. Hihn sent annual contribution of $10. to the Soquel Congretational Church, a reduction from $12.50, pleading that the Capitola Episcopal Church and Methodist Sunday School at Capitola also required contributions 1935

Cigars and tobacco

Invitation to W. R. Fletcher [sic] [i.e., Fisher] to rent place for the sale of cigars and tobacco at $35.00 for 1902 season at Capitola 639-640

Circles, The

(Santa Cruz Subdivision)

lots offered by Hihn Co. for $30 to $50 per lot - Bethany Circle & Walk Circle 3256

City Bank of Santa Cruz

2122, 2530, 2749, 2758, 3880

(and/or W. D. Haslam, Cashier) 208, 624, 657, 810, 923, 1138, 1181, 1591, 1779, 2056

acted as Trustee for Valencia Oil Development fund 2614

Bonds were sought for purchase by Herbert D. Clark of Alameda, ...

... but F. A. Hihn wrote that none were available 1366

Capital needed to build pole line from Royal mine to Stockton, $4000, was to be borrowed from City Bank of Santa Cruz 1699

Cashier Thomas G. McCreary wrote Frederick O. Hihn for an evaluation on loan application of E. C. Tully of Bitterwater Valley, San Benito Co. 2674

declined to make loan to Mr. R. Mathews, San Francisco 1241

F. A. Hihn acknowledged the receipt of $24. for 1901 services as a Director of the Bank 624

F. A. Hihn asked the bank to honor the check for Mrs. Fannie Craig which had been lost 1181

F. A. Hihn declined to purchase on its behalf Bonds from John G. Whitson, Watsonville 2124

F. A. Hihn mentioned to I. T. Bloom that City Bank was loaning money at rate of 7% interest; he offered to endorse his note for $1000. 3613

F. A. Hihn stated his opinion to H. S. Deming that he did not "deem it advisable for our Bank to hold any property within the limits of this City" 2055

forwarded statement of account on note of R. S. Taylor (Boulder Creek) to Hihn Co., who forwarded it to him 3801

G. Macy lost his check; it was reissued, notice to banks to not honor original 2758

held funds of Eastland Estate for F. A. Hihn 805-806
City Bank of Santa Cruz (continued)

held notes payable by Mrs. Jane Lynch in re her husband's Estate 270, 272

Hihn Co. forwarded to Donohue Kelly Bank (San Francisco) $4000. for F. A. Hihn's account 3309

Hihn Co. wrote Luther Corey that his note at bank was due Mar. 20 '03 3094

mentioned by F. A. Hihn, in which he was "interested", that it was lending money, but he did not "have myself any money to loan." 2750

note holder for Gottlieb Klingler, for which F. A. Hihn made a personal claim 390

outstanding Notes owed by F. A. Hihn ($24,000, $2,500, & $5,000); Credit of $18,218.00 2332

rental check was to be paid by Cyrus Thompson, Lockhart, Texas 649

see also City Savings Bank

City Furniture Company

1153

City of Paris Dry Goods Co.

1500, 2831

City Savings Bank

136, 545, 599, 623, 646, 1929

assessment of Eastland Estate's Jones St. & Market St. properties not reduced as per arrangement, due to "the mortgage to City Savings Bank" 2015

F. A. Hihn acknowledged the receipt of $12. for 1901 services as a Director of the Bank 623

City Savings Bank (continued)

in re Bonds of City of Los Angeles F. A. Hihn discussed control of issue with J. A. Graves, Attorney, Los Angeles 630

payments to be made on Bonds for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 752

see also City Bank of Santa Cruz

City Street Improvement Co. (San Francisco) (S. G. Hinds, Manager)

610, 728, 840

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in regard to proposed excavation on adjoining property in San Francisco 802

Claims

against Sternheim & Son for overpayment 994

by F. A. Hihn that Liliencrantz had used water for five years without payment to Hihn Co. 828

claim allowed to John Saunders for 13 cord car of Slabs and 12-1/3 cord car 2557

discounted by Hihn Co.: Loma Prieta Lumber Co. presented claim that was more than 90 days old 1994

for additional discount on invoice from W. P. Fuller Co. 893

for damage in shipment of art "Figure" to August C. Hihn 202

for overcharge of $8. on lumber to Liliencrantz taken under advisement 827

if shortage of firewood is apparent, claims honored only before unloading railroad cars 3140
measurement of carload of firewood reported to Borchers Bros. 2439

non-payment by California Saw Works, S.F., disputed by F. A. Hihn Co. by citing checks and receipts 1320
to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden that it raised the price of steel double from previous shipment 895

Clark (Mrs.)
1640

Clark, Donald Thomas

his Santa Cruz County Place Names cited for definition of place "Coast" 2484

Clark, F. S. (Mrs.)
3083

Clark, Herbert D.
1366

Clark, R. M. (Mrs.)

(Prop'r Ocean Villa Hotel) 2425, 2768, 3609, 3958

Clark, W. H.
1869

Clark, W. W. (Prof.)
3658

Clark & Son, N.

Hihn Co. requested from W.A. Junker (Paso Robles) copy of price quotes on sewer pipe from Steiger Co., Clark & Co. 2972

Plumbing Supplies, request for price quote from Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Works, and N. Clark & Son, carload lots of sewer pipe 3434, 3437-3438

Clarke, H. D.

mentioned in letter to J. W. Lewis (SP agent) in re to Olympia, which was rented to Mr. Fetherston of Felton for 1903 season for camping; "Mr. H. D. Clarke has no connection with Olympia." 3567

Clas (Mrs.)
1503

Clayton & Co., James A.
1947

Clear Creek (Santa Cruz Co.)

Lumber Quote made to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. for delivery at Clear Creek, but Co. was advised that Boulder Creek was closest siding 3431

Clements, George
233; (Clement) 2765

Climate

"Santa Cruz County ... possesses the grandest climate in the known world" ... J. R. Routt, for the F. A. Hihn Co. 2842

Climate change

seen by F. A. Hihn as result of denuding timber land 198

Clock Dials

ordered from Simonds Saw Co. 2946
Clothing

samples & prices of black silk dress goods ordered by August Hihn from City of Paris, S.F. 1500

Club House (Valencia?)

F. A. Hihn wrote Frank Reanier regarding cutting the slope behind the Club House 1079

Cluff Co., William

1624, 1638, 1876

Coal purchases

F. A. Hihn indicated that the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. had sold all its Hetton coal; offered to buy tar or coke from Santa Cruz Electric Light & Power 2161

for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. from various bidders: Howard Co., Hetton, Harrison, Wallsend, etc. 1165

One ton ordered for Laurel Mill 2637

Coast Station

(aka Laguna, Santa Cruz Co.) (Place Letter Sent To) 2484, 2648, 2761, 2988, 3214, 3449

Coffin & Sporling

(Coffin and Sparling)

sale of $16.63 caused a bookkeeping problem for Hihn Co. office 2272

mentioned in J. H. Routt’s letter to Rush Jose, Hollister Lumber Yard 2531

Cohen, H. A.

F. A. Hihn wrote Mrs. Clas in Milwaukee that Cohen was probably “tooting Dela Mar’s horn” about referenced property development 1503

Cody, Frederick A.

3491

Coffee

(Hills Bros. & M & J)

Hihn Co. received samples, but no prices, from Hills Bros. (San Francisco), wrote acknowledgment and asked for list 3734

Hills Bros. coffee ordered for Laurel Store 3475, 3766

order from Hills Bros. for M & J Ground Coffee @ 25¢ per lb. Laurel Store 3551

Codlin (Codling) Moth

apple orchard pest studied by Prof. C. W. Woodworth; Hihn Co. offered him a station at Valencia 2622

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about properties, gophers, trees, etc. 3233
Colburn, Eugene

3413, 3722

steel ordered for him from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2326

Colburn's Machine shop

had Set Works for Laurel Mill (received from Hendy Machine Co.); Mr. Colburn requested a call from R. T. Stone for further instructions 3329

Colby, H. W.

(Goffstown, N. H.) 1032

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Colgan

bid of the Colgans sent by C.B. Younger Sr. to F. A. Hihn in San Francisco for Thomas Magee, with advisory that sale could not take place until proper notice was filed 422

Collections

August Hihn asked Frank Reanier to have Mr. Peck make out his bill for hauling lime from Williams Landing and he would collect from Mr Forgeus 3912

Spreckels Sugar asked for payment 2704

water bill due from Charles A. Mills 1331

see also Accounts

Colligan, Edward and Lenore Colligan

made a bid on San Francisco property in Probate, bid discussed 575

Collins

signed letter on behalf of Hihn Co., wrote to Thos. Day Co. (San Francisco) about missing package of "sockets" 2846

Collins, Cyrus John (carpenter)

delivered estimate on remodeling on behalf of W. R. Johnston 3832

Collins, G.

Salinas yard returned his bill; F. A. Hihn Co. complained of improper bookkeeping procedure 1038

Collins, John S.

964, 3657

Colton, E. M. (Mrs.)

1012

Columbus Buggy Co.

2281

Commercial Bank & Trust Co.

(M. F. Meyers, Cashier) 2613

Commissions

F. A. Hihn extended a 5% finder's commission to J. J. Bamber for securing a lumber customer; also declined to sell burned timber, since too much loss would occur in process 3345

Hihn Co. objected to paying 10% commission to G. Lee for sending buyer 3939

paid to Philemon Pringle for securing a buyer for Valencia property was 2-1/2% 157
schedule to be paid by F. A. Hihn Co. on land sold by its agents (or as finder’s fee 1117

Committee on Library Building Sites
Santa Cruz Public Library 861, 906

Compensation
F. A. Hihn seemed willing to pay C. A. Plummer, Patent Brick Co., what he felt he was entitled; Hihn asked for him to present bill for extra compensation 2902

Competition via under-bidding (problem for Hihn Co.)
J. H. Routt, on behalf of the F. A. Hihn Co., proposed, in a letter to Mr. A. C. Bassett, General Superintendent of SP Co., an arrangement with the Southern Pacific Co. to form a partnership for supplying lumber in the Monterey Bay area 2675

F. A. Hihn advised Risdon Iron Works that he placed order with someone else at a lower price 3858

F. A. Hihn asked S. Sternhaim & Co. (San Francisco) for favorable prices and quality of goods "to compete successfully with retail dealers of San Jose, Los Gatos and Santa Cruz" 3733

F. A. Hihn authorized the Santa Cruz Lumber Yard to reduce prices to meet all competition, and 2% cash discount 3883

F. A. Hihn ordered cheese from Seaside Creamery, Santa Cruz, and told Fred Newman (by letter) that his prices and quality of goods must compete with Los Gatos 3274

F. A. Hihn ordered Lard from Harrington & Moore (Santa Cruz) asked for price that would compete with dealers in Santa Cruz, San Jose & Los Gatos 3277

F. A. Hihn told Rush Jose, Mgr., Hollister Lumber Yard, that if the price for lumber in Hollister as provided by Hihn Co. was not competitive, Hihn would make some adjustment 3778

F. A. Hihn wrote to S. H. Chase that he regreted that Chase planned to open a lumber yard in Santa Cruz; offered an alternative to Chase - stock lumber in Hihn’s yard, they would sell it for him at terms favorable to Chase 3730

Ham and Bacon ordered from A. & C. Ham Co. (San Jose) and F. A. Hihn asked for wholesale prices that would compete with other stores in San Jose, Santa Cruz, etc. 3497

Complaints
billing complaints in regard to wood deliveries by railroad car, Frank Reanier queried 1971


Conant, H. M. (Mrs.)
512

Conant, Roger (Justice of the Peace)
his wife was shipped some firewood by F. A. Hihn, which could be paid for "when he has some money to spare" 260

Conant, Roger (Mrs.)
260

F. A. Hihn sent her firewood, charged to himself 258

Concord, Cal.
1548
Condor Cement

an order placed by Hihn Co. for its Salinas Lumber Yard was not supplied by Western Fuel Co. (San Francisco), furthermore it was incorrectly shipped to Santa Cruz instead of Salinas; Hihn Co. complained and asked for rebate 3810

Confirming Orders

Hihn Co. confirmed its order with Schaw Batcher Co. (Sacramento) 3815

Congregational Church see Soquel Congregational Church

Conover Place

confirmation by F. H. Cook that he would send a check of $75 for rent of Conover Place 3715

Conroy, Fred

1396

Conroy, J. F.

1256

Conservation

of timber lands for long-term growth was a concern of F. A. Hihn’s, his solution was Government control 198

Consignments

merchandise consigned to J. Nicholson on commission (Mar. 6, 1901) 3115

Constitutional Amendment #14

F. A. Hihn comments that "All honest men should favor the amendment." 1745.2

Contract Cancelled

W. G. McLellan (San Jose) failed to make payments on his land contract; Hihn asked that the contract be returned 2594

Contractor’s Discounts

Hihn Co. sent price list to George Curtis with discount schedule 3311

Contracts

cancellation agreement with John Allegretti in Watsonville; terms for 14 months use of land reduced to 12 months, value reduced from $40 to $30. 399

errors: mentioned in regard to Mr. Greene’s contract for plaster caps, glass, and sash – errors in contract pointed out to Salinas Planing Mill 1508

F. A. Hihn would have a contract ready for H. Francis Anderson by Monday next 980

Hihn Co. accepted assignment of contract by Mrs. Vora W. Fogg (Santa Cruz) 2042

J. P. Andrews leased land at Valencia 1525

Land and House: Miss Kate Cooper (Santa Cruz) granted a rebate of $20; “appreciating the small income received by you from the property in question” 1522

Land and House: O. M. Ellis (Soquel) had a statement rendered; M. B. Anthony’s letter of explanation on pro-rata apportionment of $20. per mo., land $8.70 and house $11.30. 1521

land contract in arrears by M. C. Woodruff, Berkeley, Cal. 2339

land in Felton, discussed in letter to Robert Paget 1480
land lease with Samuel Howe negotiated 572

Louis Larsen leased land on Valencia Creek 1524

materials sent to H. W. Colby for his signature 1032

sent to Jesse Nicholson in Aptos for signature 386

to purchase Loomis property in Watsonville could be renewed by her daughter, Bessie Loomis 158

W. G. McLellan’s earlier contract cancelled for non-payment; new contract submitted; plans to plant/replant apple trees outlined 2643

Whitman, E. R. (Skyland) sent up to date accounting, asked to inform Hihn Co. if his records show difference 1654

with Carl Beck statement sent to him 1139

with Walter E. McLillan, San Jose 240

Contributions

F. A. Hihn sent annual contribution of $10. to the Soquel Congretational Church, a reduction from $12.50, pleading that the Capitola Episcopal Church and Methodist Sunday School at Capitola also required contributions 1935

Holy Cross Church Parsonage: F. A. Hihn offered to Rev. Father Fisher a pledge of lumber at $150., possibly higher, in response to Tessie Hihn’s appeal to him, and a visit from Rev. Fisher (when F. A. Hihn was absent) 3705

Contugga (c/o Tapia Tamale House) 2051

Convention of Manufacturers and Dealers

proposed by S. H. Chase (San Jose): F. A. Hihn was skeptical about its success because the “leaders in that line do not seem yet to be ready to live and let live.” 1161

Conventions

conference of YWCA, May 1903, to be held at Capitola Hotel 2400

Conwell, J. F.

701

Cook, Frank Harvey

3597, 3698, 3715

Cook, J. W. (Mrs.)

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Cookeville, Putnam County, Tenn.

1194, 1692

Coon, H. W. (Mr.)

3090

Cooper Bros.

(Stationers; Harry Clay Cooper and Frank Pears Cooper)

account credited with payment for insurance 2375

exclusive occupants of Hihn building in San Francisco 2233

mentioned by F. A. Hihn to Cunningham, Curtiss & Welch 2196
Cooper (Mrs.)

F. A. Hihn thought she would be favorable to the taking of 10 feet of her property for the widening of Soquel Avenue 475

Cooper, C. P.

established an account with F. A. Hihn Co. who sought information from Farmers Union Lumber via W. R. Johnston in Salinas 595

Cooper, Frank

was pall bearer in funeral of L. W. Hihn 1140

Cooper, Harry Clay

water account credited with payment 2375

Cooper, J. H.

(General Freight Agent, Pacific Coast Steamship Co.)

reply from Hihn to the PCSS Co. bill 3790

Cooper, Joseph Fennimore (Estate of)

bill from B. F. Westenburger referred to Attorneys Lee & Wyckoff 2104

in re Watsonville property, Grace E. Hihn asked George D. Horgan what the assessment was on the property (corner Main & 3d), formerly assessed to her and J. F. Cooper (her brother); see also his obit, supplied by Transcriber 3049

Cooper, Kate W.

1522

her "Land account" credited payment 2375

Cooper, W. F. (Mrs.)

water account credited with payment 2375

Cooper, William Burton

(Mgr., Telegraph Co., Watsonville)

doors ordered from Wilson Bros. (San Francisco) 2621

Co-Operative Building Plan Ass’n.

2234

Cope & Parker

(real estate firm of William Thomas Cope and Frank H. Parker) 923

Cope, Minnie (Miss)

for F. A. Hihn 1482, 1487

signed letter for F. A. Hihn sent to Levi Strauss & Co., with bill 1473

Cope (Katharine & William Thomas Cope)

outstanding City Bank Note ($6,426.) 2332

Cope, William Thomas

indebtedness to City Bank is itemized by August C. Hihn 923

Copperopolis

and Jamestown were possible venues for expansion of electric power for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 135.1-135.2

Corey, Luther

3094
Corey, W. A. (Santa Cruz City Constable)

in re Williamson & Garrett vs.
Pilkinson & Pecarovich 991, 1476.1-1476.2

Coronado, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3314, 3315

Corralitos, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 1993, 2473, 3049

Corrigan, T. E.

2747

Corrigan, W. E. (Mr. Colligan)

939; 2193

"advertise in the Star provided Colligan is willing to wait" - F. A. Hihn to A. T. Eastland 1393

F. A. Hihn in letter to A. T. Eastland said he authorized gate to be built by A. Merle Co., sent a check for $15. to reimburse, if W. E. Corrigan approved 710

Corrugated Iron Roofing

quote requested from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2367

Cost Accounting

asked for cost accounting of gulching, trailing, hauling and loading of firewood, Mr. Gibson's time included 3914

Daily Reports style was not satisfactory, Laurel Mill Supt. (R. T. Stone) was advised that "Sales to the Cook Houses, the Mill, Office, Logging and other departments of Laurel Mill should be sold at a profit to the store of 5% if sold in original packages or if sold in broken packages at 10% - to which should be added …

... 5% on original cost for freight and hauling.” 3765

F. O. Hihn instructed the Laurel Mill to weigh each piece of equipment as it is unloaded from cars 3527

F. O. Hihn sent check to Ed Green for his trouble in weighing the various pieces of equipment 3628

the Laurel Store was the focal point for all receipts of equipment, supplies and merchandise; employees were to then allocate to the various departments = mill, logging or otherwise 3429

Costa, M.

707

Costella, Giovanni (?)

(on letter as "C. Costella") 2174

Coster, Sherman F.

2070

Cottier, E. C. (Paso Robles)

bill for changing water pipe in elevator at Paso Robles Springs Hotel approved by F. A. Hihn 968, 972

bills questioned by F. A. Hihn 214

mentioned in Hihn's letter to W. R. Johnston in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel 486

worked on elevator work, at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 452

Cotton (Col.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as potential tenant in letter to Benjamin & Robertson (Los Gatos), but his offer was too low 1582
Cotton Leather Co.

manufactured a cotton belt that F. A. Hihn wanted for the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.2

County Bank

owned lot that F. A. Hihn desired for the Public Library Building site; would sell for $5100, but would also make a "liberal donation toward the purchase" 813

County of Santa Cruz

mentioned in offer from S. H. Chase to F.O. Hihn, implies Chase had order for Co. that he would exclude from sale 3525

County Road at Laurel

road maintenance (County Road) directive issued to S. L. Gibson 2489

Covington, KY

(Place Letter Sent To) 3807

Cowperthwait & Co.

1162

Cox Seed Co.

379, 1693

Cox, A. O. & J. P.

1430

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Cowperthwait & Co.

1162

Cox Seed Co.

379, 1693

Cox, A. O. & J. P.

1430

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Cowell, Henry

F. A. Hihn Co. used steam, no bulls, in reply to Jesse D. Carr – 2/10/1903; referred to Henry Cowell who used "cattle for hauling wood" 2646

timberland owner named by F. A. Hihn to Geo. E. Carter & Sons, San Francisco 867

Cowell Lime & Cement Co., Henry

116, 2432, 2611, 3057, 3060, 3075, 3352, 3374, 3721, 3856

(Mr. George) 3182

(Mr. L. Lorenzen) 2693

Frank E. George asked for price on Red Oats 2591

Cowell State Park, Henry

F. A. Hihn agreed to donate $300 – 10% of the total cost toward construction of a road - today’s Highway 9 - passing the Big Trees) 176, 255

Cowell Lime & Cement Co., Henry

F. A. Hihn suggested a partition of ranch and separate mortgages 360
Craig, Fannie (Mrs. William Craig)

agreed to partition deed in re Estate of Sedgwick James Lynch partition of Spadra land of Lynch and Wright 2108

entitled to receive 3/30ths of S. J. Lynch Estate 815.1-815.2

F. A. Hihn wrote to City Bank to stop payment on lost check 1138

received 3/30ths of S. J. Lynch Estate's value from F. A. Hihn, Trustee 179

F. A. Hihn's letter was returned to F. A. Hihn, he forwarded it to her at Carlton Hotel, Pasadena 1179

mail sent to her in re Lynch Estate lost, Pasadena Postmaster advised to forward it to Mrs. Craig at Carlton Hotel, Pasadena 1086

Cramer, John Lewis

3643

Crane & Co.

503, 954, 989, 1234, 1426, 1440, 1489, 3061, 3265, 3591, 3652, 3678, 3742, 3786, 3872, 3898, 3953

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re to furnishing pipe to the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.1-151.2

Creamer, Theodore

(Tuttletown, Tuolomne County, CA)

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Credit

application referred to the City Bank for reply 416

F. A. Hihn was "very much opposed to all credit business, it does not pay." 1335

Credit Bureaus

F. A. Hihn accepted terms of Circular sent by Lumbermen's Credit Assn., authorized sending of its Redbook 3508

Credit Deposits

to account of F. A. Hihn 329, 350

Credit Memo

claim for Babbitt Metal returned to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3181

issued to Union Wood & Timber Co., c/o Ed Davenport, c/o E. K. Wood Lumber Co., San Francisco 1259

received and acknowledged from Francis Smith & Co. 1060

requested from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. for 54' rope, returned because order was for 90' 2413

Credit Rating

County Clerk, Santa Clara Co., asked for information on Hewitt & Morris, Coal & Wood dealers, San Jose 2307

Credit Report

F. A. Hihn Co. asked Mr. R. Jose at Hollister for credit worthiness of T. B. Evans of Hollister for firewood 1436

Creedon, J.

1796
Creighton, William M. (aka Wm. Crichton)

F. A. Hihn proposed that "Crichton’s man or some other suitable person be retained to attend the store and post office" at Laurel 2710, 2718

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290

mentioned by W. B. Anthony, who wrote Laurel Mill asking whether the order for Paul Berg "held by Crichton" was filled? 1070

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone (Supt., Laurel Mill) 3351

see also Crichton, William M.

Cressville, Tenn.

264

Crichton, William M.

(Highland merchant, Laurel Store) 3067, 3159, 3160; see also Creighton, William M. 2710, 2718

billed F. A. Hihn Co. for $39.80 for goods purchase by S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill, during January 1902; the Co. instructed Gibson not to buy from Crichton again, but to send his list to Hihn Co.'s office for purchase in San Francisco at cheaper prices 1305

F. A. Hihn inspected his general merchandise and made an offer at 75¢ on the dollar, and 10% discount for one week at sale 3067, 3068, 3145

F. A. Hihn refers to moving the location of Crichton’s Store at Laurel 3212

Hihn Co. objected to the purchase of groceries from W. Crichton, contrary to its instructions; orders for groceries & merchandise must be signed by S. L. Gibson 1891

Crichton Inventory & Appraisal

F. A. Hihn directed S. L. Gibson, at Laurel, to establish value of goods as of the present, and at what he thinks the goods will sell for 2891

Cristofanini, Antonio (Mrs.)

1313

Crocker Co., H. S.

57, 231, 279, 996, 1111, 2217, 2827, 2882, 3546, 3682

Crowe, W. H.

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Culbertson, Dean

1465, 1800, 1927, 1964

Cullpepper (Mr.) (San Antonio, TX?)

contract for some Eastland Estate property 841

Culverts

being built by John Zehren on Hihn’s property 113

Culverwell (Mr.) (Southern Pacific surveyor)

asked by F. A. Hihn if S. P. Co. would pay $300 to Mrs. Lindsay in agreement to move the Capitola Depot 1598

Cummings, Fred R. (Contractor)

1866

lumber ordered from Laurel Mill by Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for Sea Beach Hotel 2434, 2478, 2499, 2509, 2543
Cummings, Fred R. (Contractor)  
(continued)  

McNeil repair job: Santa Cruz Planing Mill submitted quotation for mill work 3125  

order of lumber from Laurel Mill via Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2706  

plans for Horton house changed, Cummings was asked to give a new bid for construction, and look at plans at Van Cleek’s office 3758  

Wessendorf Job: Santa Cruz Planing Mill bid on mill work to L.B. McCormick, F.B. [sic] Cummings, and Geo. W. Reed 3396

Cuneo, Mike  

704, 1011

Cunningham, A. L. (M.D.)  

2230  

mentioned in letter to Dr. George H. Martin in re W. D. Mearns 2526

Cunningham, Curtiss & Welch  

2196

Cups & Saucers  

order placed with S. Sternheim & Son (S.F.) was clarified 3793

Curio Store  

518

Curry, Charles Forrest (California Secretary of State)  

1623

Curtis, George  

3311

Cusack, Francis Wilmot  

bought water for irrigation from Hihn Co. (a Corralitos farmer in 1908 GR) 2861

Customer Relations  

J. J. Bevans at Salinas was thanked for his patronage, but no concession was allowed 1220

Cuzmovich (Mr.)  

had a contract to plow the Valencia Orchards of F. A. Hihn Co. 1542

Cyclops Iron Works  

3592, 3661, 3700
Daggett, R. B. [or H.] (Manager, Electric Storage Battery Co., S.F.)

F. A. Hihn made an appointment with him for Tuesday, Feb. 18th, 1902, “at my office” 1584

New York Belting advised that its price quote from Mr. Daggett was received but no decision yet made on Leather Belts for Laurel Mill 3923

referred to in letter from F. A. Hihn to H. E. Adams in re storage batteries for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1684

see also Chloride Accumulator

see also Electric Storage Battery Co.: sent F. A. Hihn telegram and letter in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. plan to implement battery storage 1643

Daily Reports style not satisfactory

Laurel Mill Supt. (R. T. Stone) was advised that “Sales to the Cook Houses, the Mill, Office, Logging and other departments of Laurel Mill should be sold at a profit to the store of 5% if sold in original packages or if sold in broken packages at 10% - to which should be added 5% on original cost for freight and hauling.” 3765

Dakin, H. R.

(Yulupa, Sonoma Co.) 2136, 2229, 2599

Hihn Co. asked Hartman Bros., Boulder Creek, if the shipment of Pickets had gone to Dakin yet 2542

Dakin, Isaac

2746

Dalton & Sons Co., Henry

1595, 1676

Damage to fences

Logging at Sulphur Springs, 600 to 800 feet of Hihn Co.’s fence knocked down by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. about 1901 in falling timber 2577

Damon, J. W.

hand delivered order for Laurel Mill to Dunham, Carigan & Hayden Co. for new shaft 216

Darling, Alice

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Daubenbiss, Alice (Mrs.)

1948
Daubenbiss, Lulu

daughter of Louisa Langenbeck
Daubenbiss and Frank Prewet
Sinclair Daubenbiss applied for
employment with F. A. Hihn, who
replied personally 1456

Davenport, Ed (J. E. Davenport, E. K. Wood Lumber Co.)

1259, 1354, 1438, 1560-1561

mention of letter from Mr. Davenport in re measurement of peeled Oak 1519

Hihn Co. wrote R.P.M. Greeley that it would have Mr. Davenport measure cars for quantity 1427

sample carload of Pine firewood sent to Independent Wood Co., S.F., from Felton 1710

Daves, Arthur L.

insurance policy cancelled and refund of $5.04 granted by Hihn Co.; report to Western Assurance Co./Watson Taylor & Sperry (Agents) 2624

resigned as bookkeeper and accountant for F. A. Hihn Co.; F. A. Hihn wrote favorable letter and offered to testify to his "good, faithful and honest work" 2615

Davis (Mr.) (electrician? at Stockton Gas & Electric Co.)

referred to by F. A. Hihn 960.1-960.3

Davis & Co., R. D.

2748

Davis, H. R.

2473

Davis, R. [Roy Hale Davis?]

2040

Davis, R. F.

154, 319

Hihn asked W. R. Johnson to go to Castroville and examine R. F. Davis' property and condition of the house 160

Davis, Thomas

Water Bill in arrears 2388

Davis, V. O.

2659

Davis, W. H. (Executive Secretary to Governor Henry T. Gage)

368, 1386

Davitt, Robert

358

Day Books

Day books for Lumber Yard at Salinas 33

F. A. Hihn directed W. B. Anthony on design of Order Books 2801

F. A. Hihn advised his Lumber Yard managers on procedures for keeping track of quality and quantity of lumber when received on rail cars; noted that an account book was being prepared to record all regrading 3782

Day Field

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier to plant corn on Day Field 2470
Day Valley (Valencia)

Frederick Otto Hihn reported to Prof. W. W. Clark (Watsonville) on his experiments with the Codlin Moth on Hihn properties at Hanthorne, Vineyard, Day Valley, and Rhodes 3658

given last preference for planting of apple trees, because F. A. Hihn Co. expected to sell the property 2220

property of Hihn Co., offer to A. P. Ruggles to lease, subject to conditions 563

Day, Asa Edwin

(farmer, Aptos) 3013

Frank Reanier directed to serve Summons on A. E. Day, have signed in presence of Notary or Justice of the Peace 2672

visited by Mr. Tracy on behalf of F. A. Hihn Co. for unpaid rent 621

Day, Myrtle?

(Mrs. E. Day) 3751

Day, Robert Denson

Frank Reanier had a broken arm; Hihn Co. ask if R. Day couldn’t be employed to drive team in his place 2409

Day Co., Thomas

2846, 3190, 3236, 3266

De Arman, E. L.

(Murphy Grant & Co.)

referred to in partial cancellation of items ordered for Laurel Store 3866

De La Mar (or Dela Mar) (Mr.)

his Nevada development of property was brought to attention of Mrs. Clas in Milwaukee 1503

Decorative Art Society

(Mrs. E. H. Perry, President) 1395, 1664

Real Estate development in downtown Santa Cruz, est. 204 Pacific Ave.: F. A. Hihn proposed remodeling of store occupied by Randall & Harris (with the Decorative Art Society upstairs) [be aware of changed street numbering] 1103.1-1103.2, 1238.1-1238.2, 1257

Decorators Supply Co.

(Chicago) 1636, 1663

Salinas Planing Yard was advised to the Co.’s "Capitals and Brackets" 1793

Deeds

Charles W. Horstman (Valencia) was asked to bring his contract for property in to office for exchange 138

Louis Larsen (Valencia) apparently paid his contract, Hihn Co. was to issue a deed 1899

Deer Valley (Valencia)

given preference for planting of apple trees 2220

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier on Orchard maintenance of the Hanthorn Place, etc. 2535
F. O. Hihn wrote Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees, etc 3233

Deer Valley and Berry Valley (Valencia)
proposed lease to William James Bomar; lease needed his signature 1048
car loads of oak wood left at head of Deer Valley; Tom Lewis contracted to haul it 754

Deere Implement Co.
645

Defender Metal
Hihn Co. asked Magnolia Metal Co. (New York) for quote on 1,000 - 1,500 lbs. of various types of metal delivered at Erie for carload of machinery 2513

Degan, L. P.
3919

Delaney, J. W. (Mr.)
2634

Delehanty, Daniel
55, 124

Dellamonica, Guliano
1557
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Demand for payment
sent to Salinas Valley Lumber Co. 111

DeMartini, G. B.
(Mr.) (Demartina) (San Francisco) 72, 199, 230, 299, 471, 780, 1550, 2088
complained of shortage on carloads of firewood, delay in shipments ordered 470-471
Firewood: dry Bull Pine (9 or 10 cords) in S. F. yard of G. B. DeMartini offered to Francis Smith & Co. 1830
shipment of redwood to him by A. Cappelmann 63
shipment of redwood to him by Laurel Mill 64
stop order for shipment of wood from Laurel 1002

Deming, Henry Seth
2055
F. A. Hihn sent him copy of letter on Lightner Mine 124

Demurrage Freight Charges on railroad cars
bad weather delayed unloading cars at Laurel Mill, due to heavy slides; J. H. Routt asked S.P. for waiver of demurrage 1785-1786
Electric railway was notified that two rail cars containing 2" redwood would be charged after May 6, '02 3677
Laurel Mill charged by Southern Pacific R. R. 1705

Dennison [Denison], George
owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn - "He ought to pay promptly." "... tell him ... that we give no credit on water." 1367
Water Bill in arrears 2388

Denver, CO.
Deposits to Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. (San Francisco)

account of F. A. Hihn with Donohoe Kelly Bank for $1500. 1753; for $2000. 1372; for $3000. 981

account of F. A. Hihn with Donohoe Kelly Banking Co., San Francisco 948

deposit tag unidentified: sent by Donohoe Kelley Banking Co. 1030; F. A. Hihn Co. wrote to Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. for explanation of unidentified deposit to F. A. Hihn’s account for $603.90. 1309

F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipts and deposit by Von Rhein Real Estate Co. 1316

F. A. Hihn deposited check from H. E. Adams to Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. 1958

sent to Donohue, Kelly Bank for F. A. Hihn account 521

Design

F.A. Hihn details specs to W.R. Johnston for “bed plate” for building 2309

DeValin, William H. (Patent Brick Co.)

633, 1739.1-1739.2, 1953

mentioned in letter to P. Caduc in re Brick making; use of oil or gas debated by F. A. Hihn 775.1-775.2

Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103

wrote to F. A. Hihn about the oil for the ovens 540

DeVille, P. L.
Co. responded with request for discount schedule 1307

Discounts (continued)

Brauner Co. (San Francisco) F. A. Hihn paid and reminded them of the discount allowed by them 1930

Carter & Co., George M. (San Francisco) schedule for prices submitted and for cash with order 526

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co.’s bill questioned, Hihn Co. asked for explanation 1096; Hihn Co. challenged bill from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 1231

Fuller Co., W. P. (San Francisco) claimed from 461; W. P. Fuller & Co. bills corrected to reflect discounts quoted to Hihn Co. 1355

Hihn Co. asked for discount on lumber purchased via David Roderick 3570

Hihn Co. complained about the discount rate to Whittier Coburn & Co. 3604

Hihn Co. complained to Dunham Carrigan & Hayden that it failed to give proper discount on Pulleys 3132

Hihn Co. deducted from Portland Lumber & Mfg. Co. bill for cash discount and inaccurate item 1285, 1295, 1651, 1653

Hihn Co. expected "full dealers discount" for hardware, pipe and pipe fittings sold at Laurel Store 3308

Hihn Co. sent Perry Andrews a rebate 3474

Perry M. Andrews claimed discounts as per quotes of J. H. Routt (confirmed by Hihn Co.); Hihn Co. wrote Routt for clarification 3446

Perry M. Andrews offered a 2% discount + contractor's prices on order for M. Grizich & Co. (Watsonville) 3530, 3532

Rice, Judson (San Jose) F. A. Hihn quoted special discount of 10% 1203

Russell & Rogers Co. (San Francisco) F. A. Hihn asked for additional discount 1078

Sussman, Wormser & Co. was asked for a discount on sugar purchased with rebate coupon 1206; claim from Sussman & Wormser for discount on Sugar as per previous bill 1283

Wilson & Bros. (San Francisco) quotation on doors, sash, screens, windows, etc. 1301

Discrepancy in Quantity

78 pieces in lumber shipment to Spreckels Sugar Co., Hihn Co. denied that its count could be off 2867

Disease in cattle

something F. A. Hihn had in common with Mrs. Hunt, with whom he shared the remedy of vaccination 206

Disputed Bills

F. O. Hihn responded to demand for payment of $12.28 to California Saw Works, stating that Hihn Co. was quoted 63¢ per foot for Case Hardened Chain 2362

Presho, M. (San Jose) over unpaid balance; no record of stakes being returned by customer 308

Stone Co., E. B. & A. L. order was explained by F. A. Hihn Co. 666; bill with E. B. & A. L. Stone Co. for lumber for the Catholic Church at College Lake, Watsonville 953

Southern Pacific Co., disputed bill 950
Strauss Co., Levi (San Francisco) overcharge on bill, F. A. Hihn deducted $7.50 and 6% for paying cash 415

Dividends

of $165 each 6-mos. acknowledged by F. A. Hihn on 11 shares of San Francisco Savings Union in F. A. Hihn's name, assigned by Alice Eastland in trust for Dr. & Mrs. Urquhart and children 1071

F. A. Hihn offered $20. to preservation of ancient pictures at Mission San Miguel 342; donated $10. 1570

F. A. Hihn offered to donate land and $200. worth of lumber for erection of a Catholic Church at Laurel 1573, 1642

Doan, Ernest

price quote request for potatoes 2733

see also Charity

see also Catholic Church

see also Soquel Congregational Church

Donkey Engine

Steam Whistle ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 1402

Donohoe, F. L.

(Agent at Narrow Gauge Depot, Southern Pacific Co., San Jose)

advised on weight of machinery destined for Laurel Mill 3818

Hihn Co. expected carload of machinery to arrive in San Jose; advised SP that each piece was to be weighed 3480

Donohoe Kelly Banking Company

(San Francisco) 252, 288, 329, 350, 495, 521, 612, 615, 948, 981, 1030, 1274, 1309, 1372, 1608, 1753, 1777, 1823, 1851, 1958, 2202, 2255, 2414, 2516, 2534, 2564, 2856, 2904, 3171, 3264, 3309, 3521, 3651

Cowell Lime & Cement, Henry: F. A. Hihn used Donohoe Kelly Bank for payment of bill 116

Eastland Estate: F. A. Hihn collected rent from S. W. Huddleston for Fritz mine, sent deposit 495; proposed as escrow agent for Fritz Mine
purchase by Fred Woodworth 1233; used as agent for deposit of down payment on Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site 1167

Fitch, George: a receipt for rent was forwarded to Donohoe Kelly with instructions to collect same and credit to account of F. A. Hihn Special 612

outstanding Note owed by F. A. Hihn ($10,000); Credit of $2,807. 2332

Stockton Gas & Electric Co. Bonds: payments made 752; F. A. Hihn asked H. E. Adams that $6000 be deposited to the account by Mar. 1, 1902, to cover interest due on bonds 1302.3; sent check for $1000 on account of March 1902 interest on bonds of Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1740; check sent to it for bond interest 1742

used by F. A. Hihn for Eastland Estate interests; instructed Joseph L. Eastland to take his letter and check to Bank and they would cash it 2312

see also Deposits

Doors

F. A. Hihn wrote to Rush Jose (Mgr. of Hollister Lumber Yard) asking for clarification on an order for Sash Doors 3267

common sash doors ordered from Wilson & Bros., S. F., for Hollister Yard 3260

F. A. Hihn ordered sash & screen doors for Hollister Lumber Yard 3306

Hihn Co. asked Standard Lumber Co. for discount sheet on Doors 3789

Hihn Co. ordered doors for J. J. Rose from Pacific Manufacturing Co. 3779

J. H. Routt offered $7.50 for 6 doors at 22 Green St. to T. W. Kelly of the Racket Department Store 2538

ordered for Hollister Lumber Yard from Wilson & Bros. (S. F.) by F. A. Hihn 3304

ordered from Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) for delivery to Santa Cruz 3578

ordered from Pacific Mfg. Co. for Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3417

Doors & Sash

Hihn Co. (for Santa Cruz Planing Mill) placed request for prices with Wilson & Bro. (S. F.) 3336

Hihn Co. (for Santa Cruz Planing Mill) placed request for prices with Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) 3337, 3402, 3545

Kittridge & Co., E. H.: prices requested for carload doors & windows 421

ordered from Pacific Manuf. Co. (Santa Clara) for Salinas Lumber Yard 3632

Pacific Manufacturing Co. (Santa Clara):

quote prices request from C. A. Hooper & Co. (S. F.) 2681

Sanger Lumber Co.: prices requested for carload doors & windows 421

to be shipped to W. E. Greene (Watsonville) 986; order to be hand smoothed 987; Salinas Planing Mill ordered from 1515; order of doors & sash to be shipped to W. E. Greene at Watsonville, not Salinas as previously instructed 1545-1546; asked to ship previously ordered doors and sash to Salinas and Santa Cruz 1628

Wilson Bros.: shipped order from in San Francisco to Laurel 239

Doors & Windows
order placed with Pacific Manufacturing, Santa Clara, for Sea Beach Hotel job, and for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2794

Doors & Windows (continued)

ordered for Salinas Lumber Yard from Wilson & Bros. (San Francisco) 2441, 2507

Santa Cruz Planing Mill placed order with Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) 3841

Santa Cruz Planing Mill sent two small doors to be glazed with "21 oz Glass Copper bars" to Whittier, Coburn & Co. (S. F.) 3842

Doors, Sash & Windows

ordered from Pacific Mfg. Co. 3572

Doran, Richard Emmett

3290

F. A. Hihn gave him letter of introduction to Fred Kilburn, Mgr., Ford & Co. 362

Dorn, Walter E.

3724

Dorr, S. J. (Mrs.)

1065, 3615, 3666

Dorsey, Rebecca Lee

(Physician, Los Angeles)

Gold Gulch mining option: bought by Theodore Martin (of Los Angeles) on property from F. A. Hihn, mentioned in newspaper account of suit against Hattie V. and E. J. Hinds for mining scam 2522.1-2522.3

Doud, Francis

2381

Dow & Co.

F. A. Hihn believed the Co. stocked steam pumps 1164

Drew & McDonald

3313

Driscoll

Mr. Spreckelson planted Newton Pippin trees from Driscoll 928

Duffey, A. D.

evidently wanted to sell his saw mill machinery 548

Dundon & Co., P. F.

price quote on Laurel Mill smoke stack requested from San Francisco com’s. 2450

Dunham (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn Co. unable to send a check to Laurel Mill, as room & boarding information was not available; his expense bill was not available 410

in re wire gauge for pinion gear 12-13

Dunham matter

mentioned by W. B. Anthony, who wrote Laurel Mill for particulars 1070

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co.

(San Francisco) 1, 20, 73, 78, 153, 162, 201, 216, 227, 232, 333, 351, 406, 408, 431, 594, 604, 651, 721, 742, 767, 822,
Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co.
(continued)

furnished pipe to Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 752

Hihn Co. forwarded a letter from DCH to R. T. Stone notifying him that order for shovels was cancelled due to unavailability 3595

kitchen supplies ordered for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill 821

letter asked for bid on Babbitt metal 2471

logging tools ordered for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill 822

not furnish size of steel bars needed at Laurel Mill for blacksmith shop 436

price quote on Laurel Mill smoke stack requested from San Francisco com’s. 2450

Dunham, J. O.

396, 513, 881

Dunlap, Frank Everett (Assemblyman)

referred to by F. A. Hihn in regard to Bill introduced in California Legislature that would have impact on Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 2753

Dunsmuir’s Sons Co.

check sent to Hihn Co. in error, returned to sender, E. J. Natusch, San Jose 2113

Dust Collectors

F. A. Hihn asked Drew & McDonald (San Jose) for information on its mill installations elsewhere, and gave size of rebuilt Laurel Mill as 60' wide x 150' long, with ground floor, etc. 3313

Dutch oven at Laurel

Hihn had letter sent to S. L. Gibson at Laurel with instructions for cutting bank for the Dutch oven 2163

Hihn authorized R. T. Stone to set the Monterey Boiler in place as a spare in the event that the other four failed; specified that the 2" air space be built in walls of dutch ovens at Laurel Mill 3662

Dutton (Mr.)

elected Director, San Francisco Gas & Electric Co. 1300.1-1300.2
Eagle Sign Co.

bill too high, F. A. Hihn told W. E. Corrigan to try elsewhere 939

East Cliff Drive

from Santa Cruz to Capitola proposed to be extended, discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

Eastern Lumber Co.

Price quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Simpson Lumber Co.; Eastern Lbr. Co.; Inman Paulson (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, & Santa Cruz 2971

Eastern & Western Lumber Co.

3948

Eastland (Mr.)

compensation from Patent Brick Co. mentioned by F. A. Hihn 2902

Eastland Estates (Alice Lander Eastland & Joseph Green Eastland; F. A. Hihn was Executor of both Estates)

A. C. Hihn wrote to A. T. Eastland regarding insurance policies for the Eastland Estate written by Hihn Co. with Watson, Taylor & Sperry (S.F.) 3562, 3563

account in City Bank of Santa Cruz, for Joseph L. Eastland, mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Alfred T. Eastland 806

additional insurance on building corner of Market and East St. (San Francisco) half of which the Eastland Estate owned 539

advertise in the Star "provided Colligan [W. E. Corrigan?] is willing to wait" - F. A. Hihn to A. T. Eastland 1393; advertisement in Star approved by F. A. Hihn in letter to Alfred T. Eastland 1700

advertisement run in San Francisco Evening Post did not comply with law, F. A. Hihn asked newspaper how mistake happened and who was at fault 1419

appraisers for Calaveras property named by F. A. Hihn to Charles B. Younger Sr.: James B. Luddy, Robert Gardner, and Alex Chalmers 1243, 1253; appointment of appraisers to set value of real estate in Calaveras Co. 1369-1370

asked by F. A. Hihn to send information from Otto Gas Engine Works to G. C. Hyatt at Stockton 456

assessment of Jones St. & Market St. properties not reduced as per arrangement, due to "the mortgage to City Savings Bank" 2015

Bon Air property was for sale, F. A. Hihn wrote Mr. J. W. McClure (Oakland) the procedure that he followed in Estate sales 1837

Burlwood: Roger Magee inquired about its purchase, F. A. Hihn replied that it would have to be sold through Probate proceedings 1063
Eastland Estates (Alice Lander Eastland & Joseph Green Eastland; F. A. Hihn was Executor of both Estates) (continued)

Calaveras Prospect: bills for notice and posting of sale of Fritz Mine received from F. J. Solinsky, Esq., San Andreas, Cal. 1240

check for $2300. in favor of Eastland Estate sent to Donohue Kelly Banking Co., S.F. 1608

claim for land made by Bon Air Coal, Land and Lumber Co of Tennessee; F. A. Hihn asked for information from Thomas B. Eastland 998

correction to newspaper notice in the San Francisco Star 1917

correspondence with Smith & Lansden of Sparta, Tennessee 261

dividends on shares of San Francisco Savings Union in name of Alice L. Eastland (30 shares) and Thomas G. Eastland (3 shares) were separate from 11 shares in F. A. Hihn’s name, those were assigned by Alice in trust for Dr. & Mrs. Urquhart and children 1074

Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. used by F. A. Hihn for Eastland Estate interests; instructed Joseph L. Eastland to take his letter and check to Bank and they would cash it 2312

Dr. Richard A. Urquhart, Los Gatos, ask F. A. Hihn if the Estate could contribute a memorial window to the Episcopal Church of Los Gatos; F. A. would not oppose it if Judge Hyland and the Eastland boys approved 915

Eastland Estate property in San Francisco: Mr. Mary O’Kane advised by F. A. Hihn what his intent was in re sale of lot occupied by her 1592

Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103; 3562

rental of Burlwood, Mill Valley; F. A. Hihn wrote Roger D. Magee with rate and conditions 2751

Eastland Heirs

F. A. Hihn proposed to adjacent property owner, E. B. Pond, that they either share common walls of Pond’s proposed building, or F. A. Hihn would buy 22.8 ft. strip from East St. to Steuart St. 2199

Eastland, Alfred T.


F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipt of rent of $3. for 1/4 of the Ione Coal mine from H. E. Adams 1687, 1689

F. A. Hihn admitted that the erroneous Eastland Estate advertisement was not the Evening Post’s fault; he sent payment for $16.50. 1683

F. A. Hihn approved James B. Luddy’s bill for appraism of San Andreas property 1682

F. A. Hihn asked for assessor’s parcel numbers on lots owned by Estate in San Francisco 152

F. A. Hihn asked Mrs Urquhart to proceed with improvements at Mirabel; offered to send 2 shares of S.F. Savings Union stock to her; sent his regards to Dr. Richard Urquhart, children Alice & Nancy 1697

F. A. Hihn asked Tom Eastland to check in with Mr. Law 883
F. A. Hihn clarified in detail to A. T. Eastland the legal requirement to advertise the sale of Estate property 1315

F. A. Hihn collected rent from George W. Huddleston for Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site 494-495

F. A. Hihn deposited $200. to account of Dr. Richard A. Urquhart (Los Gatos) who was guardian of his brother-in-law, Thomas B. Eastland 2073

F. A. Hihn discussed potential with Joseph L. Eastland 1167

F. A. Hihn gave his proxy to A. T. Eastland to vote at meeting of San Francisco Wire works 714

F. A. Hihn made a trip sometime before Dec. 1901 to Sparta, Tennessee, to examine Eastland Estate properties 341

F. A. Hihn made offer of sale of land to Mr. Shiner via Henry Maney, San Antonio, TX. 715

F. A. Hihn mailed checks for George Quarrie, John Furey, and A. T. Eastland to A. T. Eastland for disposition 1815

F. A. Hihn nominated him for Board of Directors, Lightner Mine, but withdrew his name 124

F. A. Hihn replied to Mr. J. Creedon, S.F., that he could only extend the lease for a short time since the Estate would be closed in the near future 1796

F. A. Hihn requested a statement of taxes due and description of the properties taxed from the Putnam County, Tennessee, Trustee Wheeler Harp 1194

F. A. Hihn sent checks to A. T. Eastland, noting several items of payment, and receipt of $5112.75 from Lightner Mining Co. 1835

F. A. Hihn stated his understanding of assessment to A. T. Eastland re San Francisco Taxes 2060

F. A. Hihn thanked Alex Chalmers for his prompt appraisal of the Fritz Mine 1883

F. A. Hihn wrote Thomas Magee that he would prefer to wait about 1 yr. until Thomas Eastland became of age, then property would be available to sell 1447

F. A. Hihn wrote to Joseph L. Eastland, gave him status of mortgage on certain properties, etc.; F. A. Hihn with Thomas B. & Joseph L. Eastland, held "the controlling interest in both the Stockton G. & E. Co. and in the Patent Brick Co." 1906

F. A. Hihn wrote to Thomas B. Eastland on general matters, especially his health 1936

Fritz Mine: Fred Woodworth’s bid was only bid and F. A. Hihn was ready to accept it; however, law would not allow payment of price beyond 1 year; Hihn revised escrow to read principal of $29,500 payable by Jul. 1, 1903; $500 paid as deposit 1233, 1756

Funds accounted to A. T. Eastland by F. A. Hihn 1622

Funds held by City Bank of Santa Cruz by F. A. Hihn, Executor 805-806

George W. Huddleston purchased the Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site from the Alice Lander Eastland Estate 1337, 1340, 1404

Henry Maney complained to F. A. Hihn about his contract with Mr. Shiner 1824
Eastland, Alfred T. (continued)

his check from Eastland Estate sent to him by F. A. Hihn 1815; sent check for $75 from Eastland Estate by F. A. Hihn 1835

in re "the Eastland league" in Texas, F. A. Hihn, Executor of the Estate of Alice Lander Eastland, wrote Henry Maney in San Antonio 1879

insurance on property in San Francisco; F. A. Hihn applied for lower rate; so advised A. T. Eastland 1458

Joseph L. Eastland’s account at City Bank "since Joe became of age" was being brought up to date by F. A. Hihn, Executor of Estates of Joseph Green Eastland and Alice Lander Eastland, Joe’s parents 820

Lightner trespass matter; response to C. M. Jackson, Stockton 1448

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to James B. Luddy 1703

oblique reference to Thomas Eastland in letter to H. G. Minor, Hotel St. Nicholas (San Francisco) 145

properties listed for sale by F. A. Hihn (probably in Marin County) 1571

property in San Antonio, TX: Ball & Fuller advised that Thomas B. Eastland was yet a minor and could not give clear title on property 842

property in San Francisco: F. A. Hihn threatened cancellation of insurance unless rate is favorable 969

property taxes for land in Cookeville, TN. 1692

property taxes for land in Sparta, TN. 1691

receipt for $300 paid by Huddleston on purchase of Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site 1423

report from the Lightner Mining Co. was received and F. A. Hihn comments favorably 2075

represented F. A. Hihn in San Francisco for Eastland Estate matters 1592

Rev. Naylet of St. Brendans (San Francisco) asked F. A. Hihn for lease on lot, but it was Eastland Estate property and Hihn replied that he expected the Estate to close in near future, when the lot would be sold 1795

sale of Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site reported to Santa Clara County Superior Court 1227

sale of Jones Street lot, San Francisco, readvertised due to defective previous advertisements 1232

shares of San Francisco Savings Union were in F. A. Hihn’s name, assigned by Alice in trust for Dr. & Mrs. Urquhart and children 1071

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements January 1902 of Eastland Estate and Hihn & Eastland approved by Hihn 1403

the notice of sale of real estate was published in "The Star" on the wrong date, had to be done over - F. A. Hihn would visit A. T. Eastland and get it done right 1482, 1487

Vickery, Atkins & Torrey (S.F.) bought some pictures from the Eastland Estate 1633; F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipt of check and asked Mr. Vickery to furnish list of remainder of pictures on hand 1641

was Secretary of the Stockton Gas & Electric Co., and F. A. Hihn was President 1740

Eastland, Alice Lander (Estate of)

(wife of Joseph Green Eastland; see his biography from Bancroft’s History of California) 714
Eastland, Alice Lander (Estate of) (continued)

Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site: F. A. Hihn was Executor; he received rents collected by Robert Gardner 716, 718; purchase bids to be received by A. T. Eastland 1052; F. A. Hihn sold the the Fritz Quartz Mine and Mill Site to George W. Huddleston, for $30,000. with $500 down 1227, 1811; Charles B. Younger Sr., Attorney for Executor, F. A. Hihn, filed return of account of sale of Fritz Quartz Mine and Mill Site 1325

Lightner Mine: $5112.75 received by F. A. Hihn on contract for purchase of 1819, 1823, 1825; half of proceeds of Lightner mine go to her 1182.3

Eastland, Joseph Green (Estate of)

account in City Bank of Santa Cruz mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Alfred T. Eastland 805-806

F. A. Hihn replied to Claus Flathman that he would consider purchasing his brick building at Steuart (Stewart) St. (S.F.) 1297

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Eastland Estate matters 264

see also his biography from Bancroft’s History of California 714

Eastland, Joseph Lander

(son of Alice Lander Eastland and Joseph Green Eastland; his guardian was Dr. Richard A. Urquhart) 39, 55, 209, 560, 806, 1167, 1781, 1906, 2312

asked F. A. Hihn to pay a bill at Shreve & Co., for which Hihn requests another copy of bill 1075

City Bank sent $1500 to his credit by F. A. Hihn 2122-2123

F. A. Hihn advised C. Haynert that he could release to Eastland specified goods from the Eastland Estate, marked for himself, and for Thomas B. 2128

F. A. Hihn advises Eastland to “break it off, my boy ...” 39

F. A. Hihn deposited his allowance of $750 for January at City Bank 2248

F. A. Hihn heard from him, on his way to Galveston, New Mexico, and to California; which he reported to Mrs. Richard A. Urquhart 1328

F. A. Hihn sent him copy of letter on Lightner Mine 124

F. A. Hihn wrote to Thomas B. Eastland on general matters, especially his brother’s health 1936

funds issued to him by F. A. Hihn, through City Bank of Santa Cruz 810

his account at City Bank “since Joe became of age” was being brought up to date 820

his note to be deposited to City Bank of Santa Cruz by F. A. Hihn 208

in the East but will return after holidays to sign deed of his 1/2 interest 112

Lightner Mining Co. dividend checks for Feb. 1902 for account of Joseph L. Eastland and Thomas B. Eastland (c/o R. A. Urquhart) sent to City Bank 1779

Lightner Mining Co. sent receipts for dividends for Feb. 1902 for account of Joseph L. Eastland and F. A. Hihn 1778

mail sent to him at McNutt Hospital, San Francisco 2387

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Eastland Estate matters 264
Eastland, Joseph Lander (continued)

owed money to H. Kramer of San Francisco; F. A. Hihn responded to Mr. Kramer that he would bring the debt to Eastland’s attention.

payments to City Savings Bank by F. A. Hihn on notes held in name of Eastland.

receipt sent by F. A. Hihn to Lightner Mining Co. for Feb. 1902 $27.15 dividend check.

Eastland, Thomas B.

883, 998, 1098, 1936

F. A. Hihn advised C. Haynert that he could release to Joseph L. Eastland specified goods from the Eastland Estate, marked for himself, and for Thomas B. 2128

Dr. Richard A. Urquhart (Los Gatos) asked F. A. Hihn if the Estate could contribute a memorial window to the Episcopal Church of Los Gatos; F. A. would not oppose it if Judge Hyland and the Eastland boys approved; F. A. was concerned about Tom’s health.

F. A. Hihn commented to Dr. Richard A. Urquhart about “Tom’s bad conduct.” 1088

F. A. Hihn deposited $200. to account of Dr. Richard A. Urquhart (Los Gatos) who was guardian of his brother-in-law, Thomas B. Eastland.

F. A. Hihn discussed behavior of his brother with Joseph L. Eastland.

F. A. Hihn sent check to credit of Dr. Richard A. Urquhart (Los Gatos), as Guardian of T. B. Eastland, for $27.15, representing dividends for February from the Lightner Mining Co.


F. A. Hihn wrote to Joseph L. Eastland, about condition of his brother Tom and his health; F. A. Hihn with Thomas B. & Joseph L. Eastland, held “the controlling interest in both the Stockton G. & E. Co. and in the Patent Brick Co.” 1906

identified as grandson of Thomas B. Eastland, Sr. 842

in Las Vegas (New Mexico) at the Casteneda Hotel nursing a cold, would go next to George Law at Folsom, N.M. 560

in Las Vegas (New Mexico) nursing a cold, would stand by his pledge to Uncle Dick Urquhart and F. A. Hihn.

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Eastland Estate matters.

money deposited to his account by F. A. Hihn.

heir to Estate of Alice Lander Eastland, reported in Dec. 1901 by F. A. Hihn that he “will not be of age for a year and a half.” 79

checks for dividends for Feb. 1902 for account of Joseph L. Eastland and Thomas B. Eastland (c/o R. A. Urquhart) sent to City Bank.

receipt sent by F. A. Hihn to Lightner Mining Co. for Feb. 1902 $27.15 dividend check.

Eaton, Robert William

Hihn suggested to Frank Reanier that Eaton, who lived half mile from Mrs. Day, could go to F. G. Burland’s to select trees ordered.

Eblis Switch (Santa Cruz County)

shipment point for railroad carload of firewood.
Henry E. Adams’ ltr. to him 4

Price quote on smoke stack for Laurel Mill requested from San Francisco companies 2450

Laurel Mill shipment of machinery arrived on May 18, 1903 at narrow gauge depot in San Jose; Hihn Co. advised that Eby Machinery Co. would send their agent to arrange shipment; asked about weight of equipment 3818

Eby Machinery Co., John D.

2145, 2179.1-2179.3, 2211, 2327.1-2327.3, 2328, 2338, 2518, 2739, 2775, 2781, 2788.1-2788.6, 2793, 2828, 2835, 2913, 2927, 2947, 2976, 3020, 3024, 3030, 3059, 3204, 3288, 3305, 3368, 3542, 3555, 3710, 3768, 3824, 3846, 3932

Eby, J. L.

Hihn Co. dunned five customers and threatened to cut supply if bill wasn’t paid by May 30, 1903 3934

Eccles railroad stop (Santa Cruz County) (Place Letter Sent To) 506, 1788, 1828, 2642, 2662, 3082, 3208, 3317, 3586, 3713, 3888

F. A. Hihn instructed his son F. O. to report to J. A. Carman at Eccles in re advancing money on his place 3386

J. A. Carmen had Hihn Co. deliver shakes from Laurel to Eccles 311

Lumber ordered for W. C. Forde, Eccles, for delivery at Union Mill Switch, near Eccles 2685

Eggleston, H. E.

rent account credited with payment 2375

El Monte (Los Angeles Co., Cal.) 1154

El Paso, TX 1827, 1833-1834

Elbone Gulch (aka Tunnel Gulch)

referred to by F. A. Hihn in his estimates of distances for building flume Laurel 3711

Edenvale (6 mi SE of downtown San Jose) (Place Letter Sent To) 2353, 2385, 2437, 2563

Firewood quote made to Pacific Foundry and Iron Works, San Jose, for delivery to Eden Vale 2218

Edson, L. (Mr.) 3679

Edwards, H. B. 1010

Egg cases

the Laurel Mill was asked to return all to Frank Reanier, immediately 3003

Eggerking Bros. 702

Ehda, C. L. (Mr.) 3952

El Monte (Los Angeles Co., Cal.) 1154

El Paso, TX 1827, 1833-1834

Eldridge (Mrs.)

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071
Electric Improvement Co. (San Jose)

Geo. E. Carter Co. advised on status of its order for Telegraph/Telephone Poles 1669

order for 50 Telegraph/Telephone Poles, 6X6 - 10X10 x 30" 1549

telegraph/telephone poles shipped from Laurel Mill for Geo. E. Carter Co.'s contract with Electric Imp. Co. 1657

Electric light lamps

ordered from California Electric Works, San Francisco, for shipment to F. A. Hihn Co., Santa Cruz 724

Electric Light Plant

F. A. Hihn submitted list of equipment to GE & Westinghouse for prices on "Material for Light Plant" 3894

J. R. Bashline (Salinas) was asked by F. A. Hihn (via W. R. Johnston) to come to Santa Cruz to "commence the Electric Light Plant at once." 3829

second request from General Electric Co. for price quote on material 3949

William Henry Weeks, Watsonville architect referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Abner McMahon in re bidding on a lighting plant for Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 3899

Electric lighting standards

proposed by F. A. Hihn for Stockton 367

Electric Lighting System

August Hihn, for the F. A. Hihn Co., sent a petition to the Santa Cruz Mayor and Council proposing to erect an electric lighting system for Santa Cruz 3776

electricity from Big Creek Power Co. offered; F. A. Hihn asked F. A. Angell & Bros. (Soquel) if they would join him in taking Big Creek's current, or Hihn would supply his own; needed decision to accommodate YWCA Conference in May '03 2462, 3225

Soquel and Capitola business men not inclined to join F. A. Hihn in buying electric current from Big Creek Power 3162

Electric Saw

Electric buck saw, and pipe cutter ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) for Laurel Store 3520

Electric Storage Battery Co. (R. H. [or B.] Daggett, Mgr.) 1584, 1643

Electric Street Railroad

mentioned in letter Hihn Co. wrote letter (later cancelled) to City Council about Hihn land ownership on Beach street 3619, 3625, 3646

Electric Wire

F. A. Hihn asked J. A. Roebling & Sons Co. for price quote on 11 miles weather proof wire 3895

(rubber covered): ordered from California Electrical Works, 547 Mission St., San Francisco 3875
Elliott, R. J. (Engineer, Santa Cruz)

442  
receipt for water and rent mailed; request for return of temporary receipt issued by A. C. Hihn 2792

Ellis, George

F. A. Hihn found error in Stockton Gas & Electric Co. payroll, Ellis was shorted $5.00. 1047

Ellis, Ozro M.

1521, 2419  
rented a lot from F. A. Hihn Co., Reanier was asked to confirm 276

Ellsworth (Mrs.)

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, '03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Elsom, William Marshal

1460  
Hihn wrote to Duncan McPherson, citing leasehold improvements required by Mr. Elsom at Soquel Ave. at Front St. site of Agricultural Fair Building 958

Emeline Street (Santa Cruz)

"leads to the County Hospital" 2482

Emery, Donald Duncan (Highland)

Emery’s fence to be repaired, S. L. Gibson had not yet reported quantity of wire required 794  
his fence was partially destroyed by fire, F. A. Hihn asked S. L. Gibson to determine amount of wire needed for repair 551  
seven coils of barbed wire ordered Jan. 31st to repair Emery’s fence; inquiry on Feb. 13th, 1902, asked what happened to order, wire not yet received 1530, 1533

Emmel, F. Jr.

2158

Empire Redwood Co.

its printed memo for lumber on hand was used as sample to order same from Sofia J. Mitchell 3808

Employees at Laurel Logging Operation

list of men and their wages 3629.1

Employment

A. Onnes was asked to provide particulars regarding his claim for wages at Capitola in Nov. 1902 3187  
application from Miss Nettie Park (Oakland) acknowledged 3655  
application of John Frykland (Boulder Creek) for position of band-sawyer considered 3106  
application of John Lewis Cramer (Boulder Creek) taken under advisement; he would be notified of result 3643  
application of John Mathews (Hollister) for position of carpenter considered 3107  
application of L. N. Spencer (Loyalton, Cal.) was received for consideration 3044  
application of Paul D. Howe (Placerville) for work as Filer of band saw placed on file 2442
Employment (continued)

Arthur L. Daves resigned as bookkeeper and accountant for F. A. Hihn Co.; F. A. Hihn wrote favorable letter and offered to testify to his "good, faithful and honest work" 2615

August Hihn wrote his father that Johnston was not using all short lumber at Santa Cruz Planing Mill, and that the number of employees should be cut 3454

August Hihn wrote his father that the Laurel Mill and Store operations should not both be under control of Mill foreman; also that Mr. Stone’s authority over setting of wages should be reduced 3454

Charles Gould’s application was "receiving attention" by F. A. Hihn 2640-2641

D. Malatesta (San Jose) was advised that Hihn Co. had no present need of carpenters, but would file his letter 3795

Daniel W. Johnston resigned his position as real estate agent for Hihn Co. 2349

F. A. Hihn acknowledged the application of Louis Gullixson (W. Berkeley) 2892

F. A. Hihn advised Mrs. A. F. Bates that her lady friend should send her experience directly to him for consideration 3510

F. A. Hihn advised R. T. Stone (Supt, Laurel Mill) that Hihn Co. was to approve in advance raises for any employee 3285

F. A. Hihn advised the Hansen Employment Co. that he had hired a Masseur and Masseuse 3855

F. A. Hihn denied that he had sent R. T. Stone’s letter to S. L. Gibson 3271

F. A. Hihn did not allow payment of an employee’s time on Sundays unless an agreement was reached beforehand; he paid R. T. Stone’s expenses for going to Santa Cruz to meet with Hihn, but not his time; Stone claimed $6.00 payment; Hihn challenged it, but would pay if Stone insisted 3500, 3938

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier on Orchard maintenance of the Valencia vineyard: "If more men are needed, get them." 2535

F. A. Hihn invited W. A. Childs to work as millwright 2652

F. A. Hihn offered a job to Lulu Greene (Soquel) if she would specify what she could do at Capitola 3419

F. A. Hihn referred Mrs. Dickey’s letter to Mr. Stone at Laurel 3205, 3249

F. A. Hihn responded to F. J. Mathews (Oakland) that the Capitola Barber Shop had been leased for 1903 3590

F. A. Hihn responded to G. H. Hewitt (Vallejo, Cal.) that if he was "young, stout, and thorough" he could find employment with Hihn Co. at Mill 2649

F. A. Hihn responded to Mrs. Daniel Hickey’s inquiry about the dismissal of her son for refusing to do the work asked of him by Mr. Stone 3199

F. A. Hihn wrote David Jacks that he could get a man "from $1.75 to $2.00 per day [plus] railroad fare and expenses" 3077

F. A. Hihn wrote F. W. Blume at Willits, CA., that he couldn’t be used at Laurel the forthcoming season, but "in case you should get out of employment, please let us know." 3078
Employment (continued)

F. A. Hihn wrote F.W. Blume that his work was satisfactory, he would have R. T. Stone confirm the position 3053-3054

Hihn Co. asked Frank Reanier for employment qualifications on Mr. Higgins to run a plant at Laurel, based on his pile driver experience at Capitola 3490

F. A. Hihn wrote letter of recommendation to Charles Stayton (band mill sawyer) at Scotia, with his best wishes 3589

Hihn Co. invited Mr. Butterfield, Millbrae, to accept job at Laurel Mill as millwright at $4.00 per day 2306

F. A. Hihn wrote R.T. Stone (Supt., Laurel) that inquires to Company produced satisfactory results in hiring, compared to "applying to employment offices. We also advertise sometimes." 3330

J. F. Hall (Fresno carpenter) advised that Hihn Co. had no present need of carpenters, but would file his letter 3794

F. A. Hihn wrote to B. H. Leigh that his application was under consideration 2813

J. Lewis wrote from San Francisco that his wages per month at Laurel Mill were only worth $45, not the $55 that he claimed; Mr. Stone confirmed it 3455

F. A. Hihn wrote letter of recommendation to Charles Stayton (band mill sawyer) at Scotia, with his best wishes 3589

F. A. Hihn wrote to B. H. Leigh that his application was under consideration 2813

J. R. Reish (Oroville) offered job at Laurel Mill as millwright 2324

F. W. Blume, band saw filer at Laurel Mill, was asked if he wanted job again in '03 on same terms as '02 2821

J. R. Reish (Oroville) offered job at Laurel Mill as millwright 2324

F. A. Hihn wrote to Tom Yamashita (Berryessa, San Jose) that he had 1000 cords of Tan Oak to be cut 2812

Letter of C. S. Benner mislaid and final answer was negative on job 2774

F. A. Hihn wrote to W. R. Porter, Watsonville, that he would consider Mr. Holway if anyone was considered for desired position 2368

Millwrights were paid $4.00 per day, board charged at 50¢ per day 2691

F. A. Hihn wrote to W. R. Porter, Watsonville, that he would consider Mr. Holway if anyone was considered for desired position 2368

Mr. A. Jacobson was advised by the Hihn Co. that Mr. Stone confirmed his wages, that he was not entitled to more than $45. per month 3458

F. W. Dodd advised that Hihn Co. did not need any more painters at present 3618

Mr. R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill) was asked to write to F. W. Blume in regard to position as saw filer; it also had letter from H. S. Burlingame to consider 2942

F. W. Ruppert’s application filed for later consideration 2464

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill Supt.) was asked for explanation of J. G. Beale’s claim of $55 per mo. wages 3518

Frank Lewis (Watsonville) application filed for later consideration 2463

R. T. Stone and S. L. Gibson both agreed that they didn’t hire J. G. Beal; Hihn Co. denied Beal’s claim for wages 3537

H. S. Burlingame application received 2939

Salary advances to Laurel employees not a usual custom, but $20 advanced to Theo. Ward with warning 2767

Hihn Co. advertised in Fresno Republican, San Jose Mercury, & Santa Cruz Surf for road builders & laborers for Laurel 3732
Employment (continued)

Saw Filer (Laurel Mill) application from Mr. Spencer (San Francisco) put on file for action in three or four weeks 3466

the Hihn Co. approved for R. T. Stone (Mgr., Laurel Mill) a schedule of wages for its Logging Department 3389

Thomas Parker (carpenter and millwright): F. A. Hihn sent him to Laurel with letter to R. T. Stone (Supt) with instructions to "Please give him a job" 3680

two painters were to report to Frank Reanier at Capitola after their work at Hotel Ben Lomond was completed 3491

wages for laborers, carpenters, etc. given by Hihn Co. 2760

Z. W. Brown wrote from Laurel that his wages per month at Laurel Mill were supposed to include meals, but this was disputed by August Hihn and Mr. Stone; Cal. Employment Agency hired him with incorrect information 3456

Z. W. Brown, J. Lewis, and A. Jacobson (Laurel Mill employees) applied at Hihn's Santa Cruz office for their pay, but Mill office had not sent time and rate information to verify claims 3397

Employment Applications (to F. A. Hihn Co.)

Anderson, J. A. (Eureka) filed for later consideration 1585

Campbell, A. E. (San Francisco) saw filer for Laurel Mill had already been engaged by the time application was received 1405

Chase, M. H. (Albion) application for saw filer was placed on file for future consideration 2052

Conroy, Fred (San Francisco) filed for future reference 1396

Contugga (Mr.) (Watsonville) was offered job at Laurel Mill loading railroad cars 2051

Culbertson, Dean employment offered as Manager of Santa Cruz Lumber Yard; duties outlined 1800, 1927, 1964

Dickson, F. Lindsay F. A. Hihn replied that there were no openings 973

Dickson, Gerald L. acknowledged from 149

Freitas, G. H. (Gualala, Cal.) 2

Hull, J. (Mr.) employment offer in lieu of paying bill 51

Marks, Harry B. (Santa Cruz) F. A. Hihn replied that there was no vacancy 1365

Shea, K. (Miss) application accepted by F. A. Hihn with his wish for her success 945

Sinnott, W. A. (Blue Lake, Cal.) application as sawyer filed for future reference 204, 226, 1895

Smith, Ella (Castroville) denied for lack of vacancy 509

Thompson, W. R. applied for job as donkey foreman at Laurel Mill, but Hihn Co. replied there was no vacancy 1425

Wood, W. B. (Los Angeles) for hotel job, received and filed, questioned by F. A. Hihn on several items of experience 1665, 1822

Engine Shaft

F. A. Hihn confirmed his orders for new crank with Eby Machinery 3353
England

F. O. Hihn described production of apples, acreage in apples, grains, and 250 car loads of apples shipped to England, China, and other countries 2474, 2514

English, A. H. (Mr.)

3809

English-Wallace Co.

3473

Ent, Walter N.

1399

Enterprise Foundry (Santa Cruz)

Hihn Co. shipped a Swedge to foundry to be leveled and planed 3722

Episcopal Church of Los Gatos

Dr. Richard A. Urquhart (Los Gatos) ask F. A. Hihn if the Eastland Estate could contribute a memorial window to the Episcopal Church of Los Gatos; F. A. would not oppose it if Judge Hyland and the Eastland boys approved 915

Equipment

disposal of Cast Iron Reducer 3143

Equipment repairs

for Laurel Mill handled by S. L. Gibson 201

Ercanbrack, Caleb Kendall

2428

Erdman (Mr.) (Paso Robles)

F. A. Hihn agreed "to try Mr Erdman for a while" in ltr. to A. R. Booth 1646

F. A. Hihn acknowledged certain transactions by A. R. Booth, in re Erdman clearing land, Otto Never buying wood grubbed by Erdman 2072

Erickson, N. A. (Mr.)

2027, 2285

Erickson, N. T. (Staff Captain, Salvation Army, Fort Romie, Soledad):

F. A. Hihn gives instructions to Erickson for building a reservoir - detailed costs included 1892.1-1892.2

Estimates

Hihn Co. offered to provide Hiram J. Wood (Watsonville contractor) with an estimate if he would send plan 3593

Esty, Jarvis D.

(Santa Cruz County Supervisor)

agreed to repay Hihn Co. for expenses in maintaining County Road 2489

Eureka

(Humboldt County, Cal.) (Place Letter Sent To) 629, 1585, 2713, 2779, 3045, 3484, 3536, 3649, 3654

F. O. Hihn wrote Milton Carson (Eureka) for referral to attorney who could examine two witnesses, 1 in Eureka, 1 in Ferndale 3409

Eureka Foundry & Machine Shop

3045, 3484, 3536

Hihn Co. asked price quote on lathe 2713
Evans, T. B. (Hollister)

943

F. A. Hihn Co. asked Mr. R. Jose at Hollister for credit worthiness of T. B. Evans of Hollister for firewood 1436

Evening News

(Santa Cruz daily newspaper, C. W. Williams, Publisher) 3890

Eviction

order for Mrs. Cristofanini was delivered to Sheriff Besse, but F. A. Hihn regreted her misfortune 1313, 1317

Ewell (Mr.)

Hihn Co. hired Ewell, A. Capplemann and son to repair Majors Creek flume 3278

Excessive Charge

for treading pipe returned to Byrne Bros. and deducted from remittance sent in payment of other work 3441
Fabia, E.
listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.1

Fahihn
(railroad junction, Felton; aka Fahihn Switch)
Fahihn “station” mentioned in letter to Mr. A. Stewart in re to shipment of hay and barley to Fahihn station 191; in re to loading of railroad rack cars for wood 601
Fahihn railroad siding "on old Felton branch" 325
railroad stake cars ordered from Southern Pacific Agent at Felton 2632
Southern Pacific R.R. asked to place two rack cars 1844
switch had 700 posts available for immediate shipment; R. P. Schwerin (Southern Pacific) asked for permission to ship 1237
telegraph poles, from 8 to 9,000 were ready for shipment, larger railroad car ordered 1348
used for carload of redwood fence posts offered to Miller & Lux 353

Fair lot
(corner of Front and Water St.; aka Fair Pavillion)
considered as possible Public Library Building site, but F. A. Hihn preferred Walnut Avenue 813

Fair Pavillion
Santa Cruz Fair Building Association (mortgage with City Savings Bank) 646

Fair View Park (Capitola)
damage to crops in SC, Cap & Wats RR right of way 2092
farming of Hihn’s property in charge of Frank Reanier 3178
Mr. Dunn rented at 9th Ave. 647
quoted at $200 per acre, and Hihn Co. would build a house for Mrs. Henderson (Oakland) 1547

Family of deceased
of concern by F. A. Hihn, he asked for report by Von Rhein Real Estate 203

Farley, P. G. (Salinas)
Salinas Planing Mill told to file a lien, as a "Complaint", against bill of P. G. Farley 1907

Farmer’s Union (Salinas)
E. F. Hawkins owed money to F. A. Hihn Co. on material supplied on Hawkins’ contract with Farmer’s Union; F. A. Hihn wrote, giving a rebate of 25% of the interest charged, but asked when could Hihn Co. expect settlement of account 1814

Farmers Union Lumber Co. (Salinas)
F. A. Hihn Co. sought information on C. P. Cooper’s account 595, 1312
Farmers Union Lumber Co. (Salinas)  
(continued)

legal matter with Walter Linforth, attorney; F. A. Hihn wrote that he hoped to get to the matter soon 1312

Feeley, Dennis Carlton

F. A. Hihn assured the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. Co. that it would not place any buildings on the Feeley tract and Soquel Wharf Co. land 3343

Felton, Cal.


barrels of lime ordered from Holmes Lime Co. from its Felton warehouse to Laurel Store 3826

car load of firewood from Felton ordered from "above the slide" 2246

Hihn’s ”old mill yard” mentioned in F. O. Hihn’s letter to N. H. Toft, Felton, in re location of Posts and bolts of Shingles, and Refuse wood to be loaded on railroad cars 2512

lease of land to Geo. Clement 2765

Pine firewood from Felton was not #1 so a 2nd carload could not be shipped 2981

Felton (Old Felton)

F. A. Hihn quoted lumber delivery to Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. (Santa Cruz and Oregon Pine) "at Old Felton" 3856

shipping point on railroad for shingles ordered by Geo. D. Sissons Lumber & Shingle, Indianapolis, Ind. 2380

Felton Brick Yard (of F. A. Hihn Co.)

Hihn Co. instructed Toft & Heligis not to load any more wood from Brick yard, ”as we may want to use it for making bricks” 1977

Felton Camp Ground

Hihn Co. proposed to Gus Washburn rental for 1903 season at one half gross receipts, plus acting as Hihn Co. agent for ”small favors” in Felton area 3234

Felton Depot

land east of - leased to Ed Hinds - lease sent to him for signature 2764

Felton Grove

Hihn Co. offered it for rent to Frank Jess Heligis, or Gus Washburn 2850

Hihn Co. would lease it for $100 per year, but not more than one year 2491
Felton land

for sale @ $20 to $100 per acre 583; F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1841.1-1841.2

Felton Lime

F. A. Hihn ordered 10 Bbl. Lime from H. T. Holmes Lime Co., for delivery from Felton to Laurel Store 3371

F. A. Hihn ordered lime from Holmes Lime Co., specifying that the lime should be shipped from Felton 3946

Felton Mill

instructed to cut redwood at upper end of R.R. track "near old mill" before rains washed out track 582; "rack cars" (railroad cars for firewood) needed at Gold Gulch or Felton 305; shipment of pine from Felton sent to Independent Wood Co., S. F., by Toft & Heligis, lessee of F. A. Hihn Co. property at Gold Gulch 1708, 1710, 1719

Felton Shingle Mill

1652

Hollister Yard order 2091

William Russell ordered to ship 6,000 #1 shingles to Laurel Mill 952

Felton to Santa Cruz road

Santa Cruz Board of Trade appointed Committee to propose improvements in Felton to Santa Cruz road, F. A. Hihn wrote report to Board of Supervisors 1470

Felton Water Works (Board of Directors)

F. A. Hihn gave his proxy to William Russell for a meeting of the Directors & Stockholders Apr. 11, 1903 3379

Fence Line at Skyland

E. R. Whitman was advised to "See Mr. King" for "fence line" 3319-3320

Fence Posts

carload offered to Miller & Lux at 10¢ each 353

carload offered to R. P. Schwerin at 10¢ each 354

carload ready for shipment to Southern Pacific Co. 423

H. W. Coon (Ben Lomond) was invited to bid on Posts; Hihn paying 6-1/2¢ for 3x4 x 6.5" and 9¢ for 4x5 x 7" Posts 3090

Hihn asked Hartman Bros. whether it could use an order 2900

Hihn Co. asked Miller & Lux whether it could use an order at 8.5¢ each 2901

Hihn Co. bought posts from D. A. Haines (Valencia) although price was considered high; hauled to Aptos 3087

Hihn Co. quoted posts @ 17¢ ea. plus fgt. from Watsonville in car lots to E. W. Carr (Salinas) 3594

Hihn Co. shipped two carloads to Miller & Lux 3064

price quote to Southern Pacific Co. from three locations: Fahihn, Laurel, Boulder 892, 896

quote mailed to E. E. Rodgers at Wheatland, Cal.: 10¢ each in carload, plus freight 1512

Southern Pacific Co., c/o Stevens, River Station, Los Angeles: 800 Redwood fence posts shipped by N. H. Toft, Felton 1270

ten thousand redwood posts quoted to Southern Pacific Co. at 13¢ ea. 3269
Fence Posts (continued)

two carloads of 6-1/2' ordered from Hartman Bros. (Boulder Creek), to be sent to F. A. Hihn Co., Los Banos 3088

Fencing

barbed wire and staples ordered for Chas. Grant, Wrights, from John S. Roebling Sons Co., San Francisco 2262, 2264

Fennell, W. J.

217, 854

Fennimore, M.

Assistant Slab Saw operator at Laurel Mill, was laid off in 1902 reduction of force 352

Fennimore, Milton Roney

F. A. Hihn donated $15 to him "to get that hook," but disclaimed any other obligation in response to Charles W. Horstman 659

Ferndale, Cal.

F. O. Hihn wrote Milton Carson (Eureka) for referral to attorney who could examine two witnesses, 1 in Eureka, 1 in Ferndale 3409

Fetherston, George Arthur

1788, 1828, 3082, 3713

Hihn Co. advised W. G. Stevenson (Southern Pacific Agent at Felton) that "Mr Featherstone" would have charge of Olympia for the 1903 season 3691

Olympia was rented to him for camping during 1903 season 3567

Fidel, Marcus (Skyland)

apparently wrote a complaint to Board of Supervisors in re F. A. Hihn’s position "in opening and maintaining roads"; F. A. wrote that he was astonished at Fidel’s negative letter 2993, 3212

property owner in Highland area mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to William B. Humphreyville 388

Fikes & Rosecrans (San Jose, CA)

996, 2046, 2185, 2410

carload of Madrona wood shipped from Laurel 1555

carload of peeled Oak wood ordered for Fikes & Rosencrans 2678-2679

Frank Reanier was loading a carload of firewood, Oak and Madrona, but was warned about holding the car too long and incurring demurrage charges 1750

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350

ordered carload of Tan Oak 2171

prices quoted for firewood 819

promised immediate shipment of firewood, Laurel Mill didn’t ship immediately; Mill was ordered to notify Hihn Co. immediately in future when its promises could not be kept 1484

ten carloads firewood + an order for 3 more from Laurel, both Tan Oak and Madrone for San Jose dealers 2818

two railroad cars of #1 Live Oak firewood ordered from Aptos Mill 1390
two railroad cars of 4-ft. Madrona ordered from Laurel Mill 1391

Filcher, J. A.

(Secy. & Gen’l Mgr, California State Board of Trade) 860

Filer of Band Saw

application of Paul D. Howe (Placerville) for work as Filer of band saw acknowledged 2442

Fire brick

described by F. A. Hihn as to suitability to store heat produced in ovens 540

Fire insurance agent (Chicago)

A. C. Hayner 306

Fire insurance rate

Electric lighting standards proposed by F. A. Hihn for Stockton 367

payment sent to L. & L. Fire Ins. Co., San Francisco 578

too high for building (not identified), since the improvements; F. A. Hihn asked for a reduction in rate 832

Fire Prevention

August Charles Hihn acknowledged receipt of a Match Safe from Harron, Rickard & Mc Cone, San Francisco 2597

F. A. Hihn gave instructions to R. T. Stone (Laurel supt.) for the construction of a flume to utilize the water of Burrell Creek for Laurel Mill, Cook House, and Fire Protection 3596

F. A. Hihn Co. ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. a "Fire Mill Hose" of 50 ft., 2-1/2 in. with brass nozzle 12 in. long 1006

Hanthorn place (Capitola) needed clearing for fire prevention, trees needed to be trimmed; Frank Reanier directed by F. A. Hihn to hire Japanese for the work 197

Laurel Mill watchman’s clock, two or four stations were established by Feb. 24, 1902 1736

Fire Salvage

F. A. Hihn wrote S. L. Gibson for information on various equipment that went through fire that might be used in other operations 2443

Fires

"our shingle mill was destroyed recently by fire" 2444

Laurel Mill "burnt down some time ago. We are rebuilding" needed belting from Sumner Belting, Tolland, CT 2129, 2729

Firewood Cutters Wanted

Santa Cruz Surf & Boulder Creek Mountain Echo advertisements 2906-2907, 2912

Firewood Prices

correction on Steam Red Wood sent to A. Benson, San Jose 3192

disagreement over price of firewood by O. K. Abel, San Jose 2819

Firewood Shortages

Hihn acknowledged the shortage reported by Metropolitan Powder Co. 3627
Firewood, Quality of

"these parties are inclined to kick whether they are justified or not ..."

2246

Firewood

#1 Steam Redwood quoted to Chrisman Bros., San Jose 2429

"Yard Pine" not available, but carloads of Tan Oak available at $8 per cord

3034

100 to 150 cords Redwood available from Laurel, dealers notified: C. L. Toor, Borchers Bros., E. J. Natusch, John Saunders (all San Jose) 2839

4 ft. redwood quoted to J. J. Carraher at Edenvale 2353

a carload of 4' Redwood firewood shipped to A. J. Nelson, General Feed Mills, Salinas, by Frank Reanier 2862

A. D. Campbell and C. L. Torr were offered carloads of wood hauled direct to the cars from the forest 2355

Abels (Abell), O. K. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046; shipment from Laurel Mill "soon as roads will permit hauling" 2081-2082

accounting submitted to Metropolitan Powder Co. (San Francisco) 3653

advertisement in local newspapers 224

allowance of $2.50, not $5.00 requested, on cord of Pine Wood for E. B. Mercadier; F. O. Hihn apologized for not calling on him, he ran short of time 2554

availability and prices from Aptos or Laurel; wood dealers notified (listed) 819 see also Prices

Baker, E. J. (Santa Clara) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046; cancel order 855; carload of Tan Oak with bark on to be shipped 846, 849; Live Oak unavailable at present, offered Tan Bark Oak with bark on, or Madrona Wood 814; railroad carload of Oak shipped 811

Blackman, E. L. (Alameda) shipped from Gold Gulch 85-86

Borchers Bros. (San Jose) Live Oak, Madrona, and Redwood shipped via railroad cars, credit allowed on bill for overcharges, claims, etc. 510; Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2053

Borchers Bros. ordered Madrone and Tan Oak, per F. O. Hihn 2843

Borchers Bros. were offered carloads of wood hauled direct to the cars from the forest 2356

Bull Pine shortage claimed by E. J. Natusch denied by Hihn Co.; inspection of rail cars in advance of removal required for valid claim 2113

Bull Pine Wood at Felton: A. C. Hihn asked the Southern Pacific Co. to grant a favorable rate on 300 cords of 4' "which is suitable for steam only" 921; "this is a new kind of wood in San Francisco...") 72

Buxton, Joseph C. hauled oak and redwood out of Valencia 754

C. L. Torr asked to send measurements to check against cars 3042

C. L. Torr’s carload billed to Fikes & Rosencrans 2410-2411

Cal. Fruit Canners Assn. (San Jose) slabs and Bull Pine quoted 1784
Firewood (continued)

California Powder Works ("Powder Mill") was owed five cars of 4’ Redwood 570; instructions sent to Charles Calin for loading carloads at Felton 898; ordered from Charles Calin, Felton: 30 to 50 cords of 4’ redwood 784; pine firewood shipment from Gold Gulch to 1 or 2 carloads to be deducted from the contract to supply 300 cords of redwood 434, 438; shipment from Felton by Toft & Helegis of 100 cords of 4’ Redwood 1807; shipments were hurried and increased to three carloads per day 1928

Calin, Charles to ship firewood from Felton 602

Campbell, J. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

carload of 14 cords 4’ Redwood shipped by Frank Reanier to J. J. Carraher, Edenvale (San Jose) 2477

carload of Peeled Oak ordered for Presho Bros. (San Jose) 3462, 3464

carload of peeled Oak shipped to Mathew Preshe (San Jose) 3325

carload of peeled Oak wood ordered for Fikes & Rosencrans, San Jose 2678-2679

carload of Peeled Tan Oak shipped to Chrisman Bros., San Jose, from Laurel Mill 2357

carload of peeled Tan Oak to be shipped from Laurel to Borchers Bros. 2391

carload of peeled Tan Oak to be shipped from Laurel to E. B. Mercadier 2390

carload of Pine ordered for O. K. Abel, San Jose 2186

carload of Pine ordered from Felton for O. K. Abel, San Jose 2170

carload of Redwood ordered for J. C. McPherson, Santa Clara 2187

carload of Redwood shipped to J. C. McPherson (Santa Clara) 2168

carload of Tan Oak for John Saunders ordered from Laurel Mill 2989-2990

carload of Tan Oak ordered from Laurel Mill for H. Newnham & Son 2298-2299

carload of Tan Oak to E. B. Mercadier (San Jose) from Laurel Mill 3291, 3293

carload shipped from Aptos to Castroville Creamery 3281

carloads of Madrone or Tan Oak available at $7 and $8.50 respectively 2722

carloads of Tan Oak and Madrone offered to several dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara 2654

carloads of Tan Oak offered to Chrisman Bros. (San Jose) at $8.00 per cord 2555

carloads of Tan Oak offered to E. P. Main (San Jose) at $8.00 per cord 2556

Century Mining Co. (San Jose) prices quoted 1008

Chrisman Bros. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

Chrisman Bros. ordered peeled Tan Oak 4’, hauled by team from woods 2222

claim allowed to John Saunders for 13 cord car of Slabs and 12-1/3 cord car 2557

claims for shortages must be made before wood is unloaded from railcar 894
Firewood (continued)

claims of Rotten Wood R.P.M. Greeley 2084

complaints about quality by Castroville Creamery 2806

Davenport, Ed mentioned in letter re measurement of peeled Oak 1519

DeMartini, G. B. (San Francisco) complained of shortage on carloads of firewood, delay in shipments ordered 470-471; shipped by railroad cars disputed; settled by F. A. Hihn Co. by issuing a credit memo for 20 cords of redwood 299; shortage claimed; Hihn Co. asked for more information 780; stop order for shipment of wood from Laurel 1002

disagreement on quantity of carloads shipped to C. L. Torr (San Jose) 2968

E. B. Mercadier advised that he would be supplied a carload of Redwood at $4 per cord from Aptos 2885

E. B. Mercadier’s order was acknowledged for a carload of 4’ Redwood 2980

E. Gilman, ordered carload of Madrone 4’ @ $6.75 per cord 2223-2224

E. J. Tann (Felton) was told to ship #1 firewood to C. L. Toor (San Jose), and to clear up balance in the forest; provide inventory; discontinue shipments to Powder Co. 2935

Evans, T. B. (Hollister) quoted railroad carload of redwood 4’ slabs @ $1.75 per cord + freight 943

F. A. Hihn notified Borchers Bros. (San Jose) that the Laurel Mill was delayed in starting up, due to late delivery of equipment from the east, therefore Hihn’s quote on Redwood Slabs would have to be postponed to the middle of June 3747

F. A. Hihn offered a carload of dry Tan Oak to E. J. Baker (Santa Clara) for $8.50 per cord + fgt. 3366

F. O. Hihn asked for cost accounting of gulching, trailing, hauling and loading firewood, Gibson’s time included 3914

F. O. Hihn submitted copy to Santa Cruz Sentinel for advertising firewood for sale 2702

f.o.b.c. freight charges [free on board cars at point of shipping or point of delivery, depending on quote] 854

Felton Pine was not #1 so a 2nd carload could not be shipped 2981

Fikes & Rosencrans (San Jose) two railroad cars of #1 Live Oak ordered from Aptos Mill 1390

Fikes & Rosencrans (San Jose) two railroad cars of 4’ Madrona ordered from Laurel Mill 1391

firewood produced by F. A. Hihn’s yard at Felton 188

firewood, peeled oak, sold at $9 per cord 64

Frank Reanier ordered to ship a carload of 4’ Redwood to C. L. Torr, San Jose 2598

Frank Reanier was given order to ship a carload of 4’ Redwood to E. B. Mercadier, San Jose 2979

Fred O. Hihn ordered a load of oak stove wood from F. G. Anthony, from the Shilling Place at Valencia 2280

Frederick Otto Hihn asked George Featherston (Eccles) for quote on 100 cords of redwood 3082

Freight Rate for firewood from Apts to Mountain View cost $1.75 per cord 2928
Firewood (continued)

Gaub, Henry asked if he could saw the wood at Capitola 1627

George Koerber & Son, San Jose, advised that Hihn Co. had Madrona wood, but “cannot gulch it at present” 2403

Gold Gulch: carload of pine firewood shipped from Gold Gulch to Ernst Luehnig Co., (Campbell) 2438

Greeley, R.P.M. (Oakland) allowed some claims 1553; apparently asked for an inspection of his carload of firewood, Hihn Co. replied by telegram to go ahead and unload, it was too late to send a company representative 1280; carload with 11-5/16ths Cords shipped to East Berkeley 1272; carloads shipped from Laurel Mill 562; Charles Calin (Felton) directed to ship a carload of oak to East Berkeley, in care of Pierce 283; Hihn Co. wrote that it would have Mr. Davenport measure cars for quantity 1427; measurement of carloads in dispute 1560-1561; measurement of carloads was to be done by Ed Davenport, San Francisco 1438; notified that railroad cars must be measured before unloading or no rebate could be allowed 1001, 1275; offered two carloads of Redwood 23; one car per day of Peeled Oak shipped from Laurel 1186; order of 3 railroad cars of Oak ordered from Laurel; cancelled; reordered from Charles Calin, Felton 944; shipment was to contain no large knots 653; shipments suspended 1273, 1281; to be shipped 3 carloads of oak from Felton 962; three carloads shipped from Felton by Charles Calin 561; two carloads for Greeley were to be measured for quantity by Ed Davenport 1354; two carloads of Live Oak wood from Nils H. Toft, Felton 1353; two carloads of Madrona ordered shipped from Laurel Mill, "load from switch near tunnel" 1286; two cars of oak wood shipped 1009

Greenwood, J. W. (San Francisco) four-foot peeled Oak wood offered 1773

Haslam, William Douglas (City Bank cashier) was shipped carload of Live Oak firewood from Aptos 1801

Hihn Co. asked Southern Pacific Co. (G. W. Luce) to renew Freight Rates for 1903 as per list for lumber and firewood 2493

Hihn Co. billed him for shipment on Car #490 2384

Hihn Co. had no dry Pine on hand, in reply to Presho Bros. (San Jose) 3400

Hihn Co. ordered N. H. Toft, Felton, to ship #1 firewood from Gold Gulch 2852

Hihn Co. quoted J. J. Carraher for dry 4' Redwood at $4.25 per cord 2385

Hihn Co. was anxious to clean its inventory because the firewood season was "fast passing", so ship Tan Oak from Laurel Depot 2890

Hihn Co., F. A. carload of Bull Pine from Felton shipped to Santa Cruz 1792

Hodgdon, George (Santa Cruz) ordered a half-cord of Oak firewood; paid $4.00 on deposit 1860

Hollister Creamery, quoted redwood @$3. per cord, f.o.b. Aptos 1513

Holmes, W. P. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

Independent Wood Co. (San Francisco) conditions of sale specified two carloads ordered from Fahihn Station at Felton 1846

John Saunders (San Jose) was shipped 5 carloads of “dry steam redwood” 2870

Jose, R. (Hollister) slabs from Laurel offered 1436
Firewood (continued)

Koebber, Geo. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

Krewson, J. B. (San Jose) four-foot Madrona shipped from Laurel 882; carload of 11 cords shipped c/o Borchers Bros., San Jose 897; Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

Kuchenbeiser & Son, F. (San Jose) prices quote 1005

Laurel Mill told to ship carload of Madrone at refuse freight rate to F. A. Hihn 3232

Laurel Mill was asked to hurry shipment to parties in San Jose 2855

Laurel Mill: advised of rates for wood for tenants of Hihn Co. houses, but no unauthorized collecting would be allowed 1097; had 10 carloads of seasoned Redwood slabs available for shipment; letter sent to 14 dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara 984, 996; prices green slabs $1.50 per cord, dry slabs at $2.00 1486; three-foot & four-foot green slabs shipped to Salinas from Laurel; "We are now operating the Mill and have about a car of slabs per day to dispose of. How many shall we ship to Salinas ..." 1400

Lewis, Tom hauled oak and redwood out of Valencia 754

Madrone was packed from woods direct to switch at Tunnel #2, Laurel 1284

Madrone & Peeled Oak ordered by McCracken Bros., San Jose 2085-2086

Madrone not available due to heavy rains; Tan Oak available for Hewitt & Morris, San Jose 2578

Main, E. P. (San Jose) 2029, Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

McPherson, J. C. (Santa Clara) one carload of oak sent 377; ordered firewood 385; shipped a railroad carload of Madrona from Laurel 746, 748; shipped two railroad carloads of Oak from Aptos 747; Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2030, 2046

measurement of carload reported to Borchers Bros. on their claim 2439

measurement on rail car challenged 2239

measurements on rail cars taken by agent of rail not accurate 2088

Mercadier & Sons (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350

Mr. E. Gilman (Campbell, Cal.) advised that no 4-ft. Redwood or Pine was available, but carloads of Peeled Tan Oak were available 2617

N. H. Toft ordered to ship wood to C. L. Toor (San Jose), California Powder Works, et al. 2687-2688

Natusch, E. J. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

no Yard Redwood, but a carload of Steam Redwood could be shipped to A. Benson (San Jose) 3169

Notley Bros. (San Jose) billed 429

O’Connell Bros., Fikes & Rosencrans, A. D. Campbell, O. K. Abel, and Borchers Bros. ordered carloads of Tan Oak from Laurel 2171
Firewood (continued)

O’Connell, C. T. (C. F. O’Connell & Bro., San Jose) to pay in advance 339, 479; freight bills belong to F. A. Hihn Co. if they pay for it, so notified 1007

offer sent to E. J. Natusch (San Jose) for carloads of Tan Oak from Laurel 2920

one carload of Tan Oak shipped from Laurel Mill to Reliable Wood & Coal Yard, San Jose 2588

order for carload of 4’ Redwood sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola for Frank Blackie at Grave Switch, Salinas 3828

order for carload of Tan Oak firewood quoted to Hewitt & Morris 2308

order for Redwood at $3. per cord from Aptos, ordered from Frank Reanier 2670

order from Aptos acknowledged to C. L. Torr, San Jose, at $3.00 per cord 2673

order from Borchers Bros. turned down due to weather 2314

order of another carload to Hewitt & Morris (248 N. First St., San Jose) 2406

Peeled Tan Oak offered at $7.50, Madrone at $7.00 per cord from Laurel 2773

Peeled Tan Oak quoted at $7.00 per cord to R.P.M. Greeley, Oakland 2519

Peeled Tan Oak sold for $8.50 per cord 2130

Pine quoted to S. G. Rodeck, Campbell, at $6.00 per cord 2363

Powder Wood, Madrona, Redwood, plus shakes - Hihn wanted a count of stock at Laurel Mill, and costs for packing, hauling, and loading on R.R. cars 3548

Presho, Matthew (San Jose) prices quoted $5.50 for oak, f.o.b. Aptos; $5.50 for Madrone, f.o.b. San Jose 834

price $8 cord, Frank Reanier notified 2585

prices quoted for Oak, Pine, Redwood to Borchers Bros. 2111

Prices: as of Jan. 11, 1902 listed 988; carload of 4 ft. Redwood at $4.62 1/2 per cord 103; quote for dry slabs at Laurel for $2.00 cord 1246; quoted: 4-ft Redwood select @ $6.50 per cord, freight F.O.B.C. = free on board car 86; quoted: seasoned madrone at $7.00 f.o.b.c. San Francisco 247; the cost of production, per cord of green slabs, was $1.50, freight to Salinas $2., W. R. Johnston advised that Salinas Yard’s current price of $3.25 had to be raised by 25¢ per cord. 1400

Quilty, C. W. (San Jose) car of slabs shipped by rail car billed 178

quote for Tan Oak at $8.50 per cord mailed to Mathew Preshe (San Jose) 3300

quote of 10 cords = $42.50 to J. J. Carraher, Edenvale (San Jose) 2437

quote to Pacific Foundry and Iron Works, San Jose, delivery to Eden Vale 2218

quoted to E. J. Natusch, San Jose, at $8.50 for Tan Oak, $7.00 Madrone 2651

rail car of redwood ordered for Castroville Creamery, Castroville, Cal 2633

railroad car shipment challenged as to correct measure, price adjusted from $5.25 to $5.00 199
Firewood (continued)

railroad shipping rates from Felton had been quoted at $2 per cord on redwood, special on pine 564

Reanier, Frank advised of rates for wood for tenants of Hihn Co. houses, but no unauthorized collecting would be allowed 1044; loading a carload of firewood, Oak and Madrona, for Fikes and Rosencrans, but was warned about holding the car too long and incurring demurrage charges 1750

received check from E. Gilman, replied no Bull Pine available, but #2 Steam pine was; price furnished upon reply 2404

reference made to earlier letter to Metropolitan Fuse & Match Co. 3164

Refuse Oak was classed lower for freight rate, consisting of peeled Oak, Madrona, and Live Oak mixed 2589

request for confirmation of order sent to Brochers Bros. (San Jose) for three carloads of Tan Oak from Laurel 2923

Salinas Planing Mill was shipped carload of 4' redwood from Aptos Mill 437

San Francisco & San Joaquin Coal Co. (Tesla, Cal.) slabs; green & dry quoted from Laurel Mill 1432

Saunders, J. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

several hundred cords of Tan Oak were ready to be cut "above Capitola", and a contract offered to E. M. Parrott 2667

several railroad cars of "good dry steam Redwood" available at Aptos siding; Hollister dealers notified 1380

shipment of #1 Pine to C. L. Torr 2816

shipment of carload to San Jose, any party that would take it: C. L. Torr, Borchers Bros., E. B. Mercadier, or Hewitt & Morris; S. P. Freight Agent asked to call them and deliver car to whomever would accept carload 2401, 2405, 2407

shipment of Peeled Oak Wood to C. T. O'Connell, San Jose 2142, 2144

shipment of Redwood would be shipped to C. L. Toor, as soon as roads would permit hauling 3463

sold by railroad car, complaints on measurements for oak and pine wood 297

shipped by railroad from Felton to San Francisco at $2.50 per cord for redwood, plus freight 142

shipped from Felton to Eblis Switch, Santa Cruz 286

Smith & Co., Francis dry Bull Pine (9 or 10 cords) in S. F. yard of G. B. DeMartini offered to Smith 1830

statement account sent E. B. Mercadier 3564

Stewart, A. ordered to load railroad rack cars for wood at Fahihn switch 601

Tan Oak at $8.00 per cord sent to Hewitt & Morris, San Jose, Cal. 2316

Tan Oak ordered for E. B. Mercadier, San Jose, from Laurel Mill 2315

Tan Oak was selling at $8.50 cord, less 50¢ if paid in 10 days 2888

Tan Oak with bark at Laurel offered to H. Newnham & Son, San Jose 2278

ten carloads + an order for 3 more from Laurel, both Tan Oak and Madrone for San Jose dealers 2818
Firewood (continued)

Tesla Coal Co. (San Jose) Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered 2046

the Laurel Mill was ordered to ship C. L. Torr 150 cords Redwood at rate of 2 cars per week (from Mar. 2, 1903) 2886-2887

the Laurel Mill was ordered to ship J. C. McPherson 1 carload of Tan Oak 2889

Thefts: suggestion that in box cars firewood could not be pilfered too much 1438

Thomas, T. W. (Valencia) was allowed to sell stove wood at $4 per cord, credit to his account, off property 1752

Toft, N. H. (Felton) complaint was sent to him that Pine wood had been improperly loaded on cars, wood having fallen off in transit 1269

Torr, C. L. (San Jose) order acknowledged 1379; dry and green slabs ordered from Laurel Mill 1389, 1481, 1496, 1677-1678, 1721, 1729 1389, 1481, 1496, 1677-1678, 1721, 1729

two carloads of Tan Oak shipped from Laurel Mill to E. P. Main, San Jose 2587

two carloads Pine shipped to C.L. Torr 3021

two cars 4’ Redwood shipped to Mountain View to Wheeland Brick Co. 2932, 2938

two cars of Tan Oak ordered for Borchers Bros., San Jose 2184

Union Wood & Timber Co. (San Francisco) instructions sent to Charles Calin for loading carloads at Felton 898; offered two carloads of select 4’ Redwood @ $5.25 per cord including freight 609; order received 337-338; railroad carload of dry ... redwood shipped from Felton 736; ordered 3 cars of Pine Wood (Steam wood) from Felton 528; shipped two carloads of 4’ pine from Felton 426; shipped four cars per week of Pine wood 636, 1105

First National Bank (Salinas)

F. A. Hihn was resigned to apparent fact that it was not to settle dispute over its account?, and would not pursue it further "unless they admit that they are wrong." 1422

Fishel Company, James

487, 608, 730

Fisher, Rev. Father

3705

Fisher, George H.

474

Fisher, Walter R.

310, 640, 1000

Fishermen’s Houses (Capitola)

repair bill for Capitola Wharf,fishermen’s houses,warehouse, etc., sent to Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 2461

Fishing

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to D. W. Johnston, as C. B. Younger Jr. having supplied the Hihns with some trout "brought down from Big Creek"; F. A. Hihn thought that since D. W. Johnston did "not speak of [his] health but of fine trout, I take it that the trout agree with you" – Johnston was staying at the Riverside Hotel, Reno, NV 3752
Fitch, George

a receipt for his rent was forwarded to Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. with instructions to collect same and credit to account of F. A. Hihn Special 612

Fixing of Prices

Prices for #2 shingles had not been set with Loma Prieta Lumber Co., Hihn’s competition 665

Flashlights

ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., S. F. 2825

Flathmann, Claus

(San Francisco) (San Francisco property of F. A. Hihn at East St. & Steuart St.) 613, 1297, 1397

rent reviewed by F. A. Hihn in letter to A. T. Eastland 710; F. A. Hihn referred to him the matter of street improvements in San Francisco 840; mentioned by F. A. Hihn in regard to proposed excavation on adjoining property in San Francisco 802; San Francisco property of F. A. Hihn, at East St. & Steuart St., leased to Claus Flathmann, who "built a brick building on it, which belongs to him." Hihn asked City Street Improvement Co. who was responsible for street improvements? 610, 613; Claus Flathmann sub-let to Pacific Coast Wrecking Co. 970

Flatiron Building

(Hugo Hühn’s Santa Cruz building)

offered to the Decorative Art Society for $20 - $35, depending on size of space (lately occupied by the Seaside Creamery) 1395

Fletcher (Mr.)

in re. Mr. Dunn’s rental of house at 9th Ave., Fair View Park, Capitola 647

Fletcher, W. H.

(or W. R.) 184, 639

lease sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola 218; Capitola Cigar Stand leased to him for the 1902 season 908, 930

Flickenger, J. H.

F. A. Hihn wrote to Tom Yamashita c/o of Flickenger (Berryessa, San Jose) that he had 1000 cords of Tan Oak to be cut 2812

Flint, L. C.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Flooring

widths of 1-1/4” and 1-1/2” ordered for Salinas Planing Mill 1431

Flooring & Lath Shipments

order placed for Salinas Lumber Yard from Bellingham Bay Lumber Co., shipment via Moss Landing 2973

price quote on Pine flooring requested from Wendling Lumber 3435

corrected bill sent to Hollister Lumber Yard by Hihn Co. 3492

F. A. Hihn wrote to Edwin H. Bell (Portland, OR) that he was bidding on a job that required Bell’s kiln dried flooring; Hihn asked for shipping time from Portland, etc. 3877

order delayed to J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) due to weather, F. A. Hihn apologized for delay 3302
Floristona

Nevada County, Cal. 1962

Flour

A.C. Hihn asked quote on four tons of White Rose flour from Wm. G. Alexander (Sperry Flour Co.) 3910

F. A. Hihn ordered two barrels of Sperry Flour for Laurel Store 3507

Flume at Laurel

F. A. Hihn sent his estimates of distances, etc., for building flume at Laurel to R. T. Stone (Supt.) 3711

Flume at Toll House Saloon (Felton)

flume broken down, Hihn asked Emil J. Tann what it would cost to fix it 3229

flume was broken down, Hihn Co. asked Emil J. Tann to fix it 3231, 3298

Flume Decay

F. A. Hihn realized that the flume would decay eventually, but by building a ditch underneath, the water would flow in the ditch 3596

Flume, Blackburn Gulch

the flume on Henry Call’s property in Blackburn Gulch was to be removed by agent of F. A. Hihn Co., according to Albert J. Hihn 2919

Flume, Majors Creek

Hihn Co. hired Mr. Ewell, A. Capplemann and son to repair flume 3278

Flumes

Lumber order for G. W. Rowe for flume could not be filled in March '03, Laurel Mill would not be rebuilt for two months 3098

F. A. Hihn wrote his nephew, A. J. Hihn, about an offer from Mr. Lecureuil for lumber to rebuild the flumes at Valencia and Majors Creek 3516

Fogg, Harry

leased property from Jane Lynch 229, 263

Fogg, Royal W.

see Loma Prieta Lumber Co.

see also Fogg, Vora W.

Fogg, Vora W. (Mrs.)

2042

contracts assigned to F. A. Hihn Co. were sent to Royal W. Fogg for delivery to Mrs Fogg for signature and return for cancellation to Hihn Co. 1606; Royal W. Fogg was sent a corrected copy of assignment of contract to F. A. Hihn from Mrs. Fogg 1922

Fongg?, C. W.

J. H. Routt would repay car fare of C. W. Fongg from Berkeley to Laurel 1767

Ford, E. (Mr.)

3433

Ford & Co., Charles

(Watsonville) 47, 1123, 1838, 3851

asked for their price on 3 to 10 tons of #1 Black Seed Oats 1123; price quote in car load lot on Feed Barley requested 1838
Ford & Co., Charles (continued)

F. A. Hihn gave Richard Emmett Doran a letter of introduction to Fred Kilburn, Mgr., Ford & Co. 362

price requested on feed & seed oats 2537

see also Kilburn, Fred (Mgr.)

Ford land

F. A. Hihn told John S. Chapman, in re Lynch Estate, to have judgment entered against himself Mrs. Lynch and her children entered, and advise him of costs 361

Ford, Sanborn & Co.

overcharged Hihn Co. $158.83, at retail prices; F. A. suggested he could buy in San Francisco next time 119

Forde, William C.

2662

was asked to forward his list of lumber ordered 2642

Foresters job

bids for doors and sash received from 3 firms, W. R. Johnston, Salinas, asked to evaluate 785, 823

Windows and doors quote from Wilson & Bro., San Francisco 723

Forestry Commission for California

F. A. Hihn proposed improvement to G. B. Ludworth, Division Chief, U.S. Bureau of Forestry 447

Forgeus, J. W.

[Forgeus & Coope Real Estate] 2665

August Hihn asked Frank Reanier to have Mr. Peck make out his bill for hauling lime from Williams ...
Francis Smith & Co.
971, 1060, 1477

Frazier, J. L.
(S.P.R.R. Superintendent) 324

Free Library Building

Library Building proposed for Walnut Avenue, F. A. Hihn asked Henriette Kunitz if she would release her warehouse and right of way for the building 813

Free rent or pasture

Frank Reanier was not to allow any at places in his charge: "Soquel, Capitola, Aptos, Valencia and vicinity" 1748

Freight charges & bills

by Narrow Gauge Railroad quoted for shipment of Redwood 4x5x7 Split Posts from Laurel 1202

excessive freight charged, so F. A. Hihn claimed 1933

Hewitt & Morris (wood dealer, San Jose) asked to return bill 2798

Hihn Co. asked C. L. Torr (San Jose) to forward freight bills so it could balance its books 3805

Hihn Co. asked Hartmann Bros. (Boulder Creek) to send freight bills 3900

Hihn Co. asked Hewitt & Morris (San Jose) to send it the bill on the Tan Oak shipped to them 2562

Hihn Co. asked SP for consideration on charges and freight on rejected lumber shipped to West Oakland 3725

Holmes Lime Co. since charge had been paid already 327

inquiry as to when freight bill was paid on shipment from Loma Prieta Lumber Co. to Salinas Lumber Yard 965

rate for lumber (to Phoenix, AZ) was "far in excess" of recent quote 1121

rates on Southern Pacific R.R. questioned by F. A. Hihn Co. 1611

Salinas Planing Mill was asked to ascertain cheapest way of shipping moulding to Watsonville 1790

Freight Claims

equipment for Laurel Mill was loaded on flat car instead of box car, Hihn Co. made claim for extra freight $3.80 3136

F. W. Ruppert mailed F. O. Hihn the unsettled demurrage bills 2424

Hihn asked G. W. Luce to hold action on claims mailed to him Mar. 7, 1903 2974

Hihn Co. asked G. W. Luce of SP Co. for reconsideration on freight claim 3050

Hihn Co. asked Pacific Car Service Bureau for adjustment 2232

shipment of shingles from Laurel to Santa Cruz, freight rate disputed 2660

Freight Demurrage

and excess freight charges claimed by F. A. Hihn Co. on bill from Union Wood & Timber Co., S. F. 2054

see also Demurrage

Freight Expense

F. O. Hihn sent check to Ed Green for his trouble in weighing the various pieces of equipment 3628
Freight Expense (continued)

Perry M. Andrews (Watsonville) was advised that he should forward his expenses in freight and he would be credited on account 2866

Freight Rates for Lumber

claim to S. P. for excess charges on shingle bolts from Laurel to Santa Cruz 2304

dispute by O. K. Abel responded to by F. W. Ruppert 2340

F. A. Hihn solicited special rate from S. P. Co., noting that he had "routed the shipment" of sawmill machinery over its line, asked rate of 3¢ per ton or less 2540

F. O. Hihn ordered a carload of rough wood sent from Laurel to Santa Cruz Lumber Yard, to be billed as "refuse wood" 3467

firewood from Aptos to Mountain View cost $1.75 per cord 2928

from Laurel to Salinas quoted at $1.925 per M. feet, initially charged by Southern Pacific to Hihn Co.; Hihn Co. asked for "half the rate to reship" due to the Planing Mill fire 2849, 2949

Hihn asked D. Jones (Ben Lomond) to load 26 M. shakes on car, bill for 24 M. 3403

Hihn asked SP for better rate on machinery shipment from Monterey 3513

Hihn Co. asked Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. to load 9 M. ft. lumber on car for Hollister and bill for 8 M. as Green Lumber 3393

Hihn Co. asked for special rate on #2 fire wood from Laurel to Santa Cruz 2334

Hihn Co. asked Southern Pacific Co. (G. W. Luce) to renew rates for 1903 as per list for lumber and firewood 2493

Hihn Co. asked Southern Pacific for bill of shipments: Jan. 1 to Mar. 19, ‘03 3122

Hihn Co. asked SP for rate to move a power plant from Monterey 3422

Hihn Co. asked SP to reply to request for rates on lumber 3526

Hihn Co. disputed Southern Pacific Co.’s interpretation of rules in re Redwood Bolts and proper rate for freight 3017

Hihn Co. expected carload of machinery to arrive in San Jose; advised SP that each piece was to be weighed 3480

Hihn Co. paid invoice less extra freight to Eureka Foundry Co. (Eureka, Cal.) 3045

Hihn Co. requested quote from SP on handling lumber 3407

Hihn Co. was hoping that Southern Pacific would allow a special rate for shipping lumber from Salinas to Santa Cruz 2858

J. [sic] Newnham & Son (San Jose) asked to forward freight bill car #300 2610

Luce, G. W., Gen’l Frt. Agt., Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco, sent letter to Hihn Co. regarding freight rates on wood (refuse wood $1.35 cord) 2394

on Pickets changed after sale was made, claim made to SP 2169

Powder wood shipment from Laurel to Stege (Contra Costa Co.) planned, freight rate sought from SP 2379, 2382
Freight Rates for Lumber (continued)

products made at Laurel Mill, SP asked for freight rates on full carloads to 18 California locations for Fruit Trays & Box Shooks 3523

settlement check sent to Eureka Foundry for lathe shipped to Laurel 3484

special rate for Madrone firewood used for shipment to F. A. Hihn from Laurel 3232

Freitas, G. H.
2

French (Mr.)

mentioned in letter to F. A. Hihn by his son Frederick Otto Hihn in re offer made for timber in Hester Creek 2692

French, George (Mrs.)
419

French, George

(sawed shingles for F. A. Hihn Co.) 419, 1552, 2049, 2869, 2926, 3047

his bill had to be verified by Frank Reanier before Hihn Co. would pay 3749

French, Sherman

#2 & #3 Redwood and Pickets and Shakes quoted to him, 2% for cash; plus freight to Watsonville 2853

French Gulch

question put to S. L. Gibson: Did you some time ago sell a Pine tree in French Gulch to Mr. Hanthorne? 1093

Fresno, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 534, 593, 1539, 2148, 3256, 3732, 3794

Grape Stakes, quote of $37.50 per thousand including freight to Fresno 593

Fresno Lumber Co.
2148

Fresno Republican

Hihn Co. advertised in Fresno Republican, San Jose Mercury, & Santa Cruz Surf for road builders & laborers for Laurel 3732

Freyer, Albert

(in re leases in San Francisco) 35

Freygang Leary Co.

(San Francisco) 1818, 1840, 1879, 2062, 2345, 2412, 2495, 3051.1-3051.2, 3079.1-3079.2, 3183, 3201, 3324, 3945

Fritch coal

bill approved by F. A. Hihn 939

Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site (Calaveras County)

advertisement of sale to appear in Calaveras Prospect newspaper in San Andreas, Cal. 863, 864, 1052

Eastland, Alice L. (Estate of): F. A. Hihn was Executor; he received rents of Fritz mine collected by Robert Gardner 716, 718; mentioned in letter to James B. Luddy 1703

Gardner, Robert: F. A. Hihn received rents of Fritz mine collected by Robert Gardner 716, 718
Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site (Calaveras County) (continued)

Hihn, F. A. collected rent from George W. Huddleston for Fritz mine, credited to Alice Lander Eastland Estate 494-495; discussed potential with Joseph L. Eastland 1167; expressed his valuation of its value to James B. Luddy 1370; thanked Alex Chalmers for his prompt appraisal 1883; wrote to Thomas B. Eastland on general matters, especially his health; sale of Fritz claim at $30,000 progressing 1936

Huddleston, George W.: F. A. Hihn collected rent from George W. Huddleston for Fritz mine, credited to Alice Lander Eastland Estate 494-495; purchased the Fritz claim for $30,000. with $500 down, from Estate of Alice Lander Eastland 1227, 1337, 1811; legal description given in Acceptance of George W. Huddleston bid to purchase the Mine & Mill site from the Alice Lander Eastland Estate 1340; payment of $500. acknowledged by F. A. Hihn to Fred Woodworth, Esq. 1404; receipt for $300 paid by Huddleston for purchase of same 1423

Solinsky, F. J. (San Andreas, Cal.) bills for notice and posting of sale of Fritz Mine received 1240

Woodworth, Fred bid was only bid and F. A. Hihn was ready to accept it; however, law would not allow payment of price beyond 1 year; Hihn revised escrow to read principal of $29,500 payable by Jul. 1, 1903; $500 paid as deposit 1233, 1756

Younger, Charles B. Sr. (Attorney for Executor, F. A. Hihn, Estate of Alice Lander Eastland) filed a return of account of sale 1325

Froelich, Christian

3119, 3143

Froni, P.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.1

Fruit dryer and lot in Soquel

Frederick Otto Hihn replied to Ozro M. Ellis about Soquel fruit dryer & lot 2419

Fruit Trays

E. W. Herrold (San Jose) was quoted price of 35¢ ea. on lots of 1000 or less, 5% discount on lots over 1000 3659

Fruit Trays & Box Shooks were products made at Laurel Mill, SP asked for freight rates on full carloads to 18 California locations 3523

number of trays delivered to W. H. Aiken’s place at Wrights was in dispute; Mr. Campbell representing Aiken; Mr. Gibson representing F. A. Hihn Co. 3665

W. H. Aiken was billed for 400 trays delivered to him, no discount allowed 3663

Fruit Trees

Charles Spreckelson (Soquel fruit grower) when to Watsonville for Apple trees for F. A. Hihn Co. 1562

Fruitvale

Alameda Co., Cal. 27, 86

Fry, Jerry

(wages for tree fallers debated by F. A. Hihn, who refers to Fry “getting rather old”) 262

Frykland, John

3106
Fulda Bros.
(San Francisco)

August Charles Hihn requested price quote on steel tanks from three S.F. firms 2683

Fuller & Co., William P.

104, 161, 163, 291-292, 405, 461, 584, 741, 893, 918, 1130, 1147, 1226, 1266, 1355, 1421, 1670, 1685, 1829, 2582, 2638, 2701, 2865, 2977, 3247, 3270, 3348, 3354, 3359, 3372, 3404, 3411, 3493, 3495, 3601, 3602, 3640, 3669, 3671, 3735, 3760, 3822, 3861

charged $16.50 for 12 sash, unglazed; F. A. Hihn Co. asked W. R. Johnston (Salinas Planing Mill) if he could make sash cheaper 1377

supplied glass to Paso Robles Springs Hotel: F. A. Hihn sent bill he asked Otto Never to approve and return with report 1694

Fuller, Percy McDonald
(City Engineer) 1081.1-1081.2, 3268

Hihn Co. looked for its set of Assessment maps at his office, to no avail 2484

Funerals

Hihn, Louis W.: Wessendorf & Staffler (undertakers) were asked for rendering of statement [for expenses for funeral of Louis W. Hihn] 280

Snodgrass, Thomas (Watsonville) F. A. Hihn unable to attend 536, 541

Furey, John

his check from Eastland Estate sent to A. T. Eastland 1815; check for $25. sent from Eastland Estate 1835

Furnaces, Brick

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Tracy Engineering Co., San Francisco 88

Furniture

specifications by F. A. Hihn sent to Salinas Planing Mill for desks for his Santa Cruz office 123.1-123.3; F. A. Hihn redesigned office furniture specs for W. R. Johnston, Salinas Planing Mill, to construct desks and pedestals for the F. A. Hihn Co. Santa Cruz office 1422, 1424.1-1424.3; F. A. Hihn issued corrections to W. R. Johnston of the Salinas Planing Mill for pedestals for office desks earlier submitted by plans 2083
Gaba, Marks

Gaba Junk Store (337 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz, next to Agricultural Fair Pavillion at Soquel & Pacific) 1152; mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to William Elsom about sale of property 1460

Gabriel, H. A.

(Rev., Sacred Heart Novitiate) 1573, 1642, 1698;

see also Catholic Church

Gage, Henry T. (California Governor)

F. A. Hihn accepted appointment as Director, Ag. Dist. No. 14, but made it clear he preferred service on Cal Poly board 368; F. A. Hihn acknowledged his appointment as a Trustee of Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 1386; F. A. Hihn reported to Governor Gage on San Luis Obispo properties available for the campus of Cal Poly, and the selection made, negotiations, etc. 2058.1-2058.5

Gambiano, P.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Gamble, A. W.

1548

Ganiard, Peter

2490

Garber, E. R. (Judge)

F. A. Hihn stated that he had known Judge Garber since 1865 and had confidence in his “learning and ability” and would ask for his advice in Lightner vs. Utica 1182.2-1182.3

Garcia, F.

705

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn that Garcia could “Work.” to pay bill 1367

Garcia, J.

worked with H. A. Olmstead at Monterey moving, boxing, and unloading machinery to send to Santa Cruz 3502

Gardener, W. M.

somehow involved in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991

Gardening

F. A. Hihn commented on several possibilities to Henry E. Adams who apparently asked Hihn for some ferns; Hihn referred to his “gardener who did that has gone to Klondike” 2078

F. A. Hihn stated his interest in House and Garden magazine, asked for cost, etc. 1858

Gardiner (Gardner), John M.

2110, 3559
Gardiner Syndicate

lumber prices quoted for Electric Railway: Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watsonville R.R. 2110

Gardner (or Gardener), Robert

716, 718, 1369

F. A. Hihn identified him as a retired blacksmith at Angels Camp 1243, 1253

Appointment as appraiser to set value of real estate in Calaveras Co. 1370

Garfield Park

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1841.1-1841.2

Garland, William

advised Mrs. Jane Lynch to build a retaining wall; F. A. Hihn agreed, but advised her to "wait a little" 249

Garrett, J. Henry (merchant grocer)

in re apples purchased by F. A. Hihn Co. 10, 21

Gas vs. Coal

price comparison and burning capacity 1300.1-1300.2

Gass (Mrs.)

boarding house at Felton, in re mule packer of F. A. Hihn Co. 234

Gass, W. H.

315

Gates, L.

60

Gates, Lewis L.

(Painter) 3318, 3496

Gatiss, P. H. (Mr.) (Paso Robles)

F. A. Hihn wanted to know who he was, asked of Otto E. Never 214

Gaub, H. P.

leased land from F. A. Hihn Co. in 1900-1902, for which the Co. intended to lease to another party 929

Gaub, Henry

1627

Gay Place (at Summit)

owner in Highland area mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to William B. Humphreyville 388

was rented 2267

Gehring, H.

(Norman Gehring?) 2003

General Electric Co.

56, 166, 210, 343, 417; (H. A. Russell, Agent) 1662; (Mr. Waller) 1696; mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter about the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.2; controversy with (Mr.) Waller 1300.1-1300.2; F. A. Hihn agreed to pay $4000 for a power line from Knights Ferry (Stanislaus County) to the Royal mine, built by General Electric Co. 1583, 1699, 2435, 2494, 3894, 3949

F. A. Hihn submitted list of equipment to GE & Westinghouse for prices on "Material for Light Plant" 3894

"George F."

Laurel Mill labor rate and boarding status requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507
George, Frank E.
(Mgr., Cowell Lime Co.) 2591
at Henry Cowell Co. asked for availability of Barley feed 3182

Gerlefeen, H.
paid $7.20 for Feb. 1902 for his blacksmithing on F. A. Hihn's property, Los Gatos 1894

German language
letter to Gottlieb Klingler 912-913

Getzschmann, Frederick Robert (Mrs.)
3102

Giant Powder Co.
722, 3634, 3844

Gibson (Mr.)
F. A. Hihn had not yet heard from him "in relation to the proposed new line", so he advised W. H. Aiken that investment in City Bank was good 67; "house near where Gibson lived" offered to Cal Humes, because the Valencia place occupied by him was sold by F. A. Hihn Co. 1714

Gibson, Cecil (Master)
2126

Gibson, Simeon L.
(as Laurel School District Trustee) 348
(as Superintendent, Laurel Mill)
letters to him: 26, 80-81, 110, 147, 236, 262, 289-290, 312, 347, 352, 357, 378, 397-398, 409-410, 448, 468, 481, 488, 524, 532, 551, 558, 577, 587, 654, 661, 732, 794, 808, 887, 933, 982, 1003, 1093, 1126, 1261, 1290, 1305, 1310, ...


bookkeeping: Hihn Co., on last day of Jan. 1902, asked the managers of Laurel (S. L. Gibson), Capitola (Frank Reanier), and Salinas (W. R. Johnston), to report cash on hand, and send their Day Books to Santa Cruz office 1261

handled equipment repairs for the Laurel Mill 201

Hihn Co. objected to the purchase of groceries from W. Crichton, contrary to its instructions; orders for groceries & merchandise must be signed by S. L. Gibson 1891

his letter mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone 3249

his report mentioned in Hihn Co. letter to R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill supt.); additional information required 3548

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290

J. G. Beale claimed that S. L. Gibson was a witness to the conversation with R. T. Stone in re rate of pay at Laurel 3518

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to his son F. O. Hihn 2799

mentioned in letter to Wm. M. Crichton in re Laurel Store 3159

rebuked by F. A. Hihn for inaccurate Laurel timekeeping procedures 80-81

reference in letter to T. H. Wolfe in re "report signed by Mr. West and Mr. P. N. Johnston concerning timber cut on F. A. Hihn Co's land" 148
Gibson, Simeon L. (continued)

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone (Supt., Laurel Mill) 3351

the number of Fruit Trays delivered to W. H. Aiken’s place at Wrights was in dispute; Mr. Campbell representing Aiken; Mr. Gibson representing F. A. Hihn 3665

William Crichton billed F. A. Hihn Co. for $39.80 for goods purchase by S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill, during January 1902; the Co. instructed Gibson not to buy from Crichton again, but to send his list to Hihn Co.’s office for purchase in San Francisco at cheaper prices 1305

working at Laurel Mill at $90 month plus one meal per day, August Hihn wrote to his father about employees 3454

Gillette, Felix

(of Nevada City, Cal.) 1058, 1119, 1695

F. A. Hihn wrote Gillette to determine availability of late walnut trees and vines resistant to phyloxera 1058

F. A. Hihn wrote T. G. Burland, Watsonville Nursery, to determine availability of late walnut trees such as those being raised by Gillette 1056

Gillon, James

(President, Paso Robles Springs Hotel) 220, 452, 968, 1106, 1205.1-1205.2, 1461.1-1461.2, 1471.1-1471.2, 1526

challenged claim of son of William Thompson 221

F. A. Hihn approved Wm. Thompson’s bill, forwarded it to James Gillon for payment; explained the problem in continuing his services 1133

Gilman, E.

2223, 2224, 2404; [E. Gillman] 2617

Gilroy

shipment of lumber from J. H. Kruse, San Francisco, prices requested 592

shipment of lumber from Port Costa Lumber Co., Vallejo, prices requested 591

shipment of lumber from Simpson Lumber, prices requested 589

shipment of lumber from Stone, prices requested 590

Glass

Corrugated Skylight Glass ordered from Whittier, Coburn & Co. 2374

Hihn Co. ask W. P. Fuller Co., and Whittier Coburn & Co. for price quotes on various types and sizes of glass: Lights, Bent Lights, Corrugated, Chrysmatic, and Ground glass 2977

Hihn ordered from Whittier, Coburn 3620

regular and Plate Glass quotes asked from W. P. Fuller Co., S. F. 2638

request for quote on glass sent to W. P. Fuller, also Whittier, Coburn & Co. 3495

Santa Cruz Planing Mill shipped 2 pcs Swell Sash to W. P. Fuller & Co. for glazing 3601

W. R. Johnson ordered glass from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) 3404

windows and Chipped Glass order placed with W. P. Fuller & Co. for Salinas Lumber Yard 3760
Glass Breakage

George Hovey (Salinas) sent a bill of particulars of broken glass in shipment with orders to present bill with shipping receipt to R. R. Agent 3763

Glass Diamond, Putty

ordered from W. P. Fuller Co. (S.F.) 3247

Glass & Mirrors

Glass was cheap enough that Hihn Co. ordered its Salinas Planing Mill to buy unglazed sash and do the glazing at Salinas 1536, 1540

new price list requested from W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco 1266

new price list requested from Whittier, Coburn & Co., San Francisco 1265

order for Salinas Planing Mill questioned by Santa Cruz office of F. A. Hihn Co.: what grade? 1620

ordered for O. Christensen, Watsonville, from Fuller Co. 292

ordered for Salinas Planing Mill 1004; from Fuller Co. 291; from Whittier, Coburn & Co. (San Francisco) 1028, 1847, 1960

ordered for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard (Hihn Co.) from Whittier Coburn & Co., S.F. 1532

ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. for Santa Cruz Planing Mill and J. J. Bevans (Salinas) 3822

ordered from W. P. Fuller Co. for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3640

price quotation requested from W. P. Fuller Co. 1147; for list of 30 boxes of various sizes of glass 1685

price quote requested from Whittier Coburn, S.F., for list of 30 boxes of various sizes of glass 1686

Salinas Planing Mill asked to confirm order that would be placed the following day 1803

Salinas yard advised of price and discount sheet received from Whittier Coburn & Co., another from W. P. Fuller Co. to follow 1343

shipment from W. P. Fuller Co. to Salinas yard of F. A. Hihn Co. 104

shipment of glass for Salinas Planing Mill by steamer from W. P. Fuller & Co., S.F. 1829

windows ordered for Laurel Mill 2038

Gleason, E. G.

1128

Glenwood Lumber Co. (San Jose) 5, 1810, 1849, 1988; see also Rodgers, W. J. (President)

in re claim against Matt Williams 638

Laurel Mill: assorted sizes and grades of lumber offered to Glenwood Lbr. Co. 1809-1810

lumber shipped to Sunset Telephone Co. at Glenwood 1614

order shipped from Laurel Mill 1987-1988

reference to its letter in re lumber prices 872

referred to by F. A. Hihn 101

Glenwood, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2707, 2219

15,225 #1 Shingles @ $1.50 per M ordered from Holmes Lime Co. for Villa Fontenay 2785
Glenwood, Cal. (continued)

Shingles purchased by F. A. Hihn Co. from Holmes Lime Co. for shipment to Villa Fontenay 2771

used as receiving point for lumber to Villa Fontenay; prices quoted as F.O.B. cars Glenwood 2575

Globe Iron Works (Stockton)

William R. Johnston requested prices on iron and wood pulleys, shafting, boxes for Laurel Mill from Globe Iron Works, Stockton 2485

Gold Gulch

"men are changing all the time"; W. H. Gass was asked for weekly statement of each man’s board bill 315

"rack cars", Railroad cars for wood needed at Gold Gulch or Felton 305

carload of pine firewood shipped from Gold Gulch to Ernst Luehning Co., (Campbell) 2438

Charles Calin was in charge of pack mules 278

Firewood shipped to E. L. Blackman, Alameda 85-86

Hihn Co. asked Emil J. Tann what it would cost to load balance of wood, posts and shingle bolts along the track 3229

Hihn Co. asked Nils H. Toft to load balance of wood, posts and shingle bolts along the track 3230

Hihn quoted steel rails from Gold Gulch to R. E. Steele at New Year’s Pt. 3449

Inventory of wood & posts, etc ordered from N. H. Toft, Felton 2227

mining option bought by Theodore Martin (of Los Angeles) on property from F. A. Hihn, mentioned in letter by Hihn to Editor, Santa Cruz Surf 2522.1-2522.3

N. H. Tolf requested report number of hours worked by Albert Cappelmann Jr. 2319

pack trains for fire wood moved from Laurel to Gold Gulch, returned after ten days to Laurel 187

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties: "all machinery has been taken away" 1717

Split Posts, 1800 or 1900 4x5–7 @10¢ ea., quoted to Stockton Lumber Co. 459; carload of Redwood 4x5x7 Split Posts ready for shipment, Salinas Yard asked if they could handle another car 1201

Telegraph poles: Gold Gulch & Laurel stock quoted to Geo. E. Carter & Co., San Francisco 1239; to be shipped to Geo. E. Carter & Co. 1375; supplies offered to Geo. E. Carter & Co. 1758

Toft & Heligis (Felton) proposed contract for handling wood onto railroad cars sent to them 1090

Toft, Nils H. was ordered to prepare to load one car of Poles at Gold Gulch, car on order 1345

Gold Prospecting

F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipt of information on "Prospect" from Frank Solinsky 886

F. A. Hihn forwarded mining venture letter to A. T. Eastland, mentioning that he might join if Eastland was interested, along with Henry and Frank Adams 731
Gold Prospecting (continued)

F. A. Hihn forwarded mining venture letter to Henry E. Adams, mentioning that he might join if he and A. T. Eastland were interested 734

F. A. Hihn gives tentative response to H. F. Anderson about mine near Carters [aka Summersville, Tuolumne Co., Cal.]; "Were I younger, I would not need any one to assist me." 1072

F. A. Hihn gives tentative response to H. F. Anderson; series of questions about mine near Carters [aka Summersville, Tuolumne Co., Cal.]. 833.1-833.2

F. A. Hihn responded to J. F. Anderson that he was "too old for active work" but still "take a lively interest in mining ever since 1849" 725

F. A. Hihn told Henry E. Adams that no harm done in declining proposition about mine near Carters [aka Summersville, Tuolumne Co., Cal.]. 844

in letter to A. T. Eastland, F. A. Hihn responded to J. F. Anderson's proposal that he would not participate in proposed mining venture - "too much occupied to take on any more load" 884

venture mentioned in letter to A. T. Eastland in re J. F. Anderson of Carters, Cal. 1099

Goldberg, Bowen & Co. 133

Golden Gate Meat Market 3227

Golden Rule

stated in response to Wm. M. Crichton (Laurel Store), F. A. replied that "We claim we have done and are willing to do as we wish to be done by and we trust you will see it that way." 3159

Goodyear Rubber Co. (San Francisco)

asked to bid on Laurel Saw Mill belts 3645

Gonzales, Cal.

530, 553, 738, 934, 993, 1040, 1209, 1364, 1586, 1771, 1772, 1967, 2242, 2261, 2305, 2602, 2725, 2804, 3035, 3039, 3055, 3451, 3761, 3820, 3911

lumber delivered for Glenwood Lumber Co. 5

Good, A. H. (Mr.) 3728

Goodall Perkins & Co.

295

steamers landed at Capitola Wharf on Saturdays 1324.1-1324.2; necessity of steamer personnel’s use of wharf questioned 1619

Gophers

men working on Hanthorne Place asked for traps 2772

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier to "Poison the gophers, never let us on them." at Valencia 2535

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees 3233

Gore, Albert Daniel 1314
Gorham Rubber Co. (San Francisco)
asked to bid on Laurel Saw Mill belts 3645

Gorna, Albert
on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2020.1-2020.2

Gould (Mr.)
wages for water man at Laurel debated by F. A. Hihn with S. L. Gibson 262

Gould, Charles
(Gould Family of Laurel) 2640
August Hihn wrote to his father that he understood Mr. Gould was to be discharged, but found him in charge of Mill tramway 3454
F. A. Hihn questioned who he was; his experience with Gould family had not been satisfactory 3285

Gould, J. B.
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Gould, Johnny
sent a reimbursement check; several Goulds had accounts with the F. A. Hihn Co. at Laurel 409

Gould, Sarah A.
Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Gould, W. H.
listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Gourdie, Arthur Ellsworth
28, 169

Gow, B.
listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Grace & Dudfield
282

Grading of Telegraph poles
#2 rated 10% lower than #1, #3 rated 25% lower than #1 1027

Graham (Mr.)
mentioned in letter to Paul Shoup, Div. Freight Agt., S. P. Co., San Jose 2660

Grand Rapids, MI
(Place Letter Sent To) 2444

Grant & Co., Charles
2228, 2241, 2264, 2310, 2336

Grant, Charles (Wrights)
farmed Spanish Ranch 387; was sent squirrel poison by Frank Reanier 557
Frank Reanier was asked to ship Grant, at Wrights, 2 quarts of squirrel poison 2378
Grace & Dudfield (Palo Alto) carloads quoted 282
Grants Pass, Josephine County, OR 1472
Grape Stakes

notified by Hihn that E. J. Helping impounded 10 head his stock because they were ruining his crops at Capitola 3803

Pierce Lumber Co. (Fresno) ordered 534; Hihn Co. inquires of Hartman Bros., Boulder Creek, what their price is for a carload of 2x2-3 ft. stakes 458, 535; quote of $37.50 per thousand including freight to Fresno 593

Spanish Ranch rented "last five years" to "Mr Grant" - previous to May 7 '03 3688

Turner, A. J. (San Francisco) asked if he still needed some 967

two coils Barbed Wire ordered for Charles Grant (Wrights, CA) from J. A. Roebling & Sons Co. 3852

Graton & Knight Mfg. Co. (San Francisco)

an order of Emery Wheels was ordered from California Saw Works to be sent to G & K for shipment with a belt order from it 2959, 2961

Graves, J. A.

(Graves, O'Melveny & Shankland, Attorneys) 568, 630, 2754

advised F. A. Hihn that R. C. Steele was a responsible man for lease of Lynch Estate property 2107, 2108

telegram sent to notify him that the correct lease was mailed 2559

see also O'Melveny, H. W.

Greed, Joe

on payroll for Laurel Mill Feb. 1902; Hyer, George or Gordon: on payroll for Laurel Mill Feb. 1902 2016.3

Gred, Moe

Laurel Mill labor rate and boarding status requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507

Greeley, R.P.M.

18, 23, 527, 879, 894, 1001, 1272, 1275, 1280, 1287, 1427, 1553, 1727, 2084, 2384, 2519, 3338, 3714

Charles Calin, at Felton, directed to ship a carload of oak firewood to him at East Berkeley 283

complaint reported to Laurel Mill by F. A. Hihn Co. 877

firewood: one car per day of Peeled Oak shipped from Laurel to him at San Francisco 1186

measurement of carloads of firewood in dispute 1560-1561

promised immediate shipment of firewood, Laurel Mill didn't ship immediately; Mill was ordered to notify Hihn Co. immediately in future when its promises could not be kept 1484

shipment was to contain no large knots 653

shipments from Laurel Mill of peeled oak to Greeley suspended until further notice 1659

shipments of wood of all kinds were suspended 42, 294

shipped oak wood from Felton 602

to be measured for quantity by Ed Davenport 1354

Great Falls, MT

(Place Letter Sent To) 2671, 2842, 3138

Great Western Smelting-Refining Co.

letter sent asking bid on Babbitt metal 2471
**Greeley, R.P.M.** (continued)

two carloads of Live Oak wood ordered for Greeley from Nils H. Toft, Felton 1353

Greene's Gilroy job: plaster caps were on contract, but Salinas Planing Mill failed to bill them; F. A. Hihn Co. asked the Mill for an explanation 1452

mentioned in regard to his contract for plaster caps, glass, and sash – errors in contract pointed out to Salinas Planing Mill 1508

**Green, Ed**

(Freight Office, Narrow Gauge Depot, South Pacific Coast Railroad) 3628

order of doors & sash from Pacific Manufacturing Co., Santa Clara, to be shipped to him at Watsonville, not Salinas as previously instructed 1545-1546

referred to in letter to W. R. Johnston Salinas Planing Mill & Greene's contract for Hihn Co. to supply mill work 1413

was shipped doors from Pacific Manufacturing in Santa Clara 986

**Green, Lulu**

(Mrs.) 3904 (Greene) 3419

**Green, T. J. (Mr.)**

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Mrs. Almira Hunt (in re Lynch Estate) 3430

**Greene, Harry Ashland**

3406

F. A. Hihn bought electric power plant and associated machinery from Greene for $2500; in exchange for lumber and materials for a building designed by W. H. Weeks (Architect) for $5000. 3425, 3584

Hihn Co. submitted a bid to William Henry Weeks on Mill Work for Harry Ashland Greene's building in Monterey 3128

**Greene, W. E.**

(Salinas & Watsonille) (W. E. Green) 2609, 3103

F. A. Hihn Co. inquired of its Salinas Planing Mill about payment of Green 'at Watsonville' 275

freight should be charged Pacific Manufacturing Co. (Santa Clara) on Sash and Door for Greene from Watsonville to Salinas and return to Watsonville 1925

**Greenfield, C. E. (Mr.)**

3675

**Greenwood, J. W.**

1728, 1773

**Grey & Co., Geo. D.**

(Agents Bender Mill & Lumber Co.) 2970, 3547, 3571

**Griffin, Frederick E.**

(Santa Cruz painter) 2333, 2396

**Griffith Co.**

F. A. Hihn paid its Lynch Estate bill 2754

**Grinnion, P.**

order of lumber delivered from Santa Cruz Lumber Yard, as ordered by Hihn 3811
Grizich & Co., M.

3529, 3531

Groceries

request to Wm. Cluff Co., S.F., for quote of prices and discounts on list of items 1638

Groskamp, A.

("Groshcamp place") (Valencia)

Hendrik W. Huber lived on Groskamp’s since Nov. 1, 1900; in re water usage etc. 925; in re Hendrik W. Huber (Valencia farmer) residing on the Groshcamp place; in re his water use, his own pipe, etc.; Hihn Co. sent him a bill; Frank Reanier sent to confer with him 1262

Grover & Co.

James Harvey Logan wrote F. A. Hihn about a lease with Grover, to which Hihn stated that “we have not had any interest” for years; asked Logan and Skirm to state their claim if they had one. 1020-1021

Grover, Dwight William

3644

Gualala

(Mendocino County, CA) 2

Gullio, T.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Gurney (Mr.)

was asked for more information in re his proposal for power generation from water ditch 2157

Gullixson, Louis

2892

Gutta Perchas & Rubber Mfg Co.

3924
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

in re Valencia road repairs: from Vineyard to Bean Hill; bill questioned 1214; Valencia roads - "from Bon Air Vine Yard to H. Haines place," Bear Spring Road repaired by Harry Haines for $50. 1248

Half Moon Bay, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2254

Hall, Benson W.

made payment on lumber account; F. A. Hihn expected full amount, wrote John S. Collins (County Supervisor) about it, stating his expectation "that the full amount would be paid when Mr. Hall received his money from the County." 964

Hall, James A. (Watsonville)

mentioned by Aug. C. Hihn in letter to Otto Stoesser in re railroad franchise to Watsonville Transportation Co. 2686

Hall, J. F. (Esq.)

3794

Hall, W. J.

2474

Halliburton, A. (Mr.)

2994
Ham Co., A & C.

1092, 1599, 1903, 2260, 2335, 2546, 2718, 2727, 2911, 3008, 3497, 3636, 3772

Hames?, Emma

Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

Hamilton job

Hihn Co. asked Rush Jose (Hollister) to confirm quantity of Rustic lumber to be cut for Hamilton job 3129

Hammer & Co., F. H.

1563, 1921

Hammer, Charles

pall bearer in funeral of L. W. Hihn 1140

Hams & Bacon

ordered for Laurel Store from A & C Ham Co. (San Jose) 3772

Handley, Tom

Walter B. Anthony, Hihn bookkeeper, asked A. Cappelmann to verify if Tom Handley worked during Dec. 1901 with him 1013

Hanford, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2147

Hansbrough & Johnston

(Builders Exchange) 3878

Hansen Employment Agency, C. R.

3814, 3855

Hanson, D. N. (Mr.)

Water Rate is $1.00 month for his residence including 2 people, small flower garden "when we have water to spare" 2629

Hanthorn (Hanthorne) place (Capitola)

F. A. Hihn ask Frank Reanier if Mason or Larsen would plant corn or potatoes on Hanthorn Place 2470

F. O. Hihn reported to Prof. W. W. Clark (Watsonville) on his experiments with the Codlin Moth on Hihn properties at Hanthorne, Vineyard, Day Valley, and Rhodes 3658

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about gophers & trees 3233

needed clearing for fire prevention, trees needed to be trimmed; Frank Reanier directed by F. A. Hihn to hire Japanese for the work 197

pruning and planting of trees; Japanese workers; poisoning gophers 2772

see also Hanthorne (Mr.)

see also Hanthorne, Dora (Mrs. William Alfred Hanthorne)

see also Hanthorne, William Alfred (Estate of)

Hanthorne (Mr.)

question put to S. L. Gibson: Did you some time ago sell a Pine tree in French Gulch to Mr. Hanthorne? 1093
Hanthorne, Dora (Mrs. William Alfred Hanthorne)

2545, 2752

advised by letter that the personal property left by her in the house she formerly rented from Hihn Co. would have to be removed; it was about to be rented 3113

Hanthorne, William Alfred (Estate of)

his widow, Dora, and three children were supported by F. A. Hihn 2545

Hardell Cabin (at Laurel)

289

Hardware

Chabot cocks ordered from San Fran. 2132

F. A. Hihn Co. asked Benjamin Lloyd of San Francisco to come down and take charge of it @ $5. per day 2112

request for prices on washers, bolts, & rods from Dunham, Carrigan-Hayden 2296

request for prices on washers, bolts, and rods from Paine Bolt Co. 2297

request for prices on washers, bolts, and rods from Risdon Iron Works 2297

supplies ordered for Laurel Store 3738

Harness Equipment

A. C. Hihn ordered straps and harness leather from Daniel Williams (Santa Cruz harness maker) 3697

Harp, Wheeler (Trustee, Putnam Co., TN)

1194, 1692

Harper, L. A.

698

Harper, S.

F. A. Hihn Co. asked W. R. Johnston to collect all bills that Harper may have against the Hihn Co. 1376

Salinas yard returned his bill; F. A. Hihn Co. complained of improper bookkeeping procedure 1038

Harrington, D. J. (Mr.)

3052

Harrington, Moore & Co.

3031, 3146, 3174, 3200, 3277, 3340

F. A. Hihn offered proposal to Harrington & Moore (Santa Cruz) to supply fresh meat to Laurel Mill 3146

F. A. Hihn withdrew proposal to Harrington & Moore (Santa Cruz) to supply fresh meat to Laurel Mill 3174

F. A. Hihn asked for quotes on steer meat 3031; declined offer 3200

Laurel Mill ordered to return Meat Sacks to Santa Cruz for Harrington & Moore 1667

Harris Bros. (Henry S. Harris, Gent's clothing, etc., est. 204 Pacific Ave.)

F. A. Hihn proposed a remodeling of the store [be aware of changed street numbering] 1103.1-1103.2, 1238.1-1238.2, 1257

Harris, J. H.

compensation from Patent Brick Co. mentioned by F. A. Hihn 2902

Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103
Harron, Rickard & McConne

2597

Hart, Orville F.

(Branciforte blacksmith) 667

Severio, John (Santa Cruz blacksmith) advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner (copy sent to O. F. Hart) 2415

Hart, R. (Mr.)

3667

Hartman Bros.

(Boulder Creek) 458, 535, 2137, 2445, 2542, 2868, 2900, 2956, 3088, 3180, 3361, 3900

hay was ordered delivered 3280

heavy rain caused delay in shipment of Pickets to H. R. Dakin from Boulder Creek 2599

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to Hartman Bros. (Boulder Creek) in exchange for lumber of split stuff 3048

request for price and delivery on 1 to 20 carloads of shingles sent to Hartman Bros., S. H. Rambo, and Horstman Bros. (all Boulder Creek), and "Mr. Young – Ben Lomond" 2998

Harvey (Mr.)

named R. C. Steele as lessee for Lynch Estate property at Spadra 2107, 2108

Haslam, William Douglas

(Cashier, City Savings Bank see also City Bank; City Savings Bank) 345 advised by F. A. Hihn about the value of the horses and wagon offered by unnamed party 545

F. A. Hihn sent him copy of letter on Lightner Mine 124

in re to interests of Joseph L. Eastland 39

pall bearer in funeral of Louis W. Hihn 1140

shipped carload of Live Oak firewood from Aptos 1801

Hastings, N. S. (Mr.)

apparently complained about condition of house at Laurel, F. A. Hihn instructed S. L. Gibson to make repairs 2197-2198

Hastings, Robert L.

278

bill for looking after mules wasn't available so F. A. Hihn Co. unable to send a check to Laurel Mill 410

evidently a teamster in charge of mules in pack train at Laurel, moving to Gold Gulch for ten days, returning to Laurel 187

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290

Hastings, S. L.

responding to a claim by Hastings, J. H. Routt reported to F. A. Hihn Co. on quantity and quality of lumber delivered to Paso Robles Springs Hotel 2565.1-2565.2, 2724.1-2724.3

Hauling

bark hauled by Alonzo Sands 2460

Havens, Roscoe

1474
Hawkins (no first name)

accused of personal spite, destroying fixtures, and stealing personal effects – against Thomas Hagan of Eureka, Cal. 629

Hawkins suit

F. A. Hihn sent check to C. B. Younger Jr. in payment of expenses 2549

Hawkins, E. F. (Salinas)

139, 1814

pipe from his "stock" at Santa Cruz Lumber Yard shipped to Laurel Store 3574

Hay (Oat & Wheat)

balance of last year’s crop offered to California Powder Works 3223

Frederick Otto Hihn offered a trade to McAbbe Bros. (Boulder Creek), hay for lumber, shingles, posts, pickets or shakes 3089

Hihn Co. advised Wm. Baird (Soquel) to move fast if he needed more hay, since it was expected to be sold rapidly 3312

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to Hartman Bros. (Boulder Creek)(et al.) in exchange for lumber of split stuff 3048

J. H. Routt, for Hihn Co., replied to M. Williams of Salinas that Hihn Co. didn’t need any Hay; did he have any Barley for sale? 2523

offered to F. W. Johnson, Watsonville 2525

offered to George Hovey, Salinas 2532

offered to McEwen Bros., Watsonville 2524

price set at $12. ton for Salinas Yard 2468

Hayes, J. N. (Mrs.)

1125

Hayes, William

1177

Hayner, A. C.

306

Haynert, C.

799, 2128

Hayward

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as "evidence of ..." in Lightner Mining Co. vs. Utica Mining Co. (trespass lawsuit brought by Lightner Mine i.e. F. A. Hihn et al, discussed by him in letter to Frank P. Adams 1182.1-1182.3

Haywood Bros. & Wakefield Co. (San Francisco)

414

Heald, Ann (Mrs.)

3674

Heard, George W.

1292

Heason, George W.

2422, 2509, 2655, 3072, 3086, 3460, 3486-3487, 3511, 3515, 3811, 3883

D. W. Mearns made inquiry of Geo. W. Heason about order of material for Laurel Store, ordered additional paint 3696
Heason, George W. (continued)
Manager of Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for F. A. Hihn Co. 3845
named by F. A. Hihn in letter to W. R. Johnston in re keeping Heason’s hours worked, reporting once a week 2309
order for 500 battens of lengths 12 to 20 placed with Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for Tres Pinos Warehouse Co. 3920

Hedgpeth (Mr.)
mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re order for Laurel Mill machinery 2179.2

Hedgpeth, A. N.
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Hedgpeth, Clarence
Oiler of equip. at Laurel Mill, was laid off 1902 in reduction of force 352

Hedrick place (Valencia?)
available for rent, offered to A. P. Ruggles for his friend 2166

Heffleman, Henry K.
2482

Heligis, Frank Jess
contract for handling wood onto railroad cars sent to Toft & Heligis at Felton 1090; apparently accepted: Co. sent envelopes for shipping receipts to whom wood is consigned 1095

see also Toft & Heligis 1095, 2491, 2850

Helping, E. J.
2023, 2231
Charles Grant (Wrights) notified by Hihn Co. that E. J. Helping impounded 10 head of his stock because they were ruining his crops at Capitola 3803

Henderson (Mr. (304 Montgomery St., S.F.)
owed F. A. Hihn Co. $10.56; Hihn Co. sent bill to O. F. Von Rhein Real Estate Co., S.F., for collection 990
F. A. Hihn Co. had a claim against him, which he disputed 1415-1416

Henderson (Mrs.) (Oakland)
1547

Henderson (Prop., Santa Cruz House)
168

Henderson, J. E. see American Home Finding Association

Hendez, M.
mentioned in letter to George Hovey (Salinas) in re Luis Ramean’s account 3150

Hendry, T. O. (Mr.)
(c/o Hotel Metropole) 3110

Hendy Machine Works, Joshua
114, 571, 2800, 2895, 3175, 3879
Colburn’s Machine shop had Set Works for Laurel Mill (received from Hendy Machine Co.); Colburn requested call from R. T. Stone for further instructions 3329
referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. M. Briare in re defective gas machine 3387
Henry, F. J. (Mgr.)

see Ramona Hotel (San Luis Obispo)

Henshaw, Buckley & Co.

207, 430, 3176, 3331, 3334

F. A. Hihn believed the Co. stocked steam pumps 1164

rep of Co. called on F. A. Hihn in S.F. in re specifications of boilers for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1572

Heppner & Co., H. A.

830

Hercules Manufacturing Co. (Stockton)

3783, 3802, 3812 (Hercules plaster fibre)

Hercules Manuf’g Co. asked to send bale of its fibre as sample 3783

Hercules Manuf’g Co. asked to send price of bale of its fibre sent as sample so Hihn Co. could sell it 3802

Hihn Co. ordered a crate of bales and agreed to introduce it to the trade from its Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3812

Heron, E. A. job

(by J. J. Rose, Ben Lomond) 3558

Herron [sic], E. A. (Mrs.) 3477

Hihn Co. bid on Mill work for Heron’s two-story house 2983-2984, 3032

Order of lumber shipped from Santa Cruz Lumber Yard to Ben Lomond for E. A. Heron 3804

Quote on Lumber and mill work for House submitted to J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) - Heron job used as comparison 3863

Herrick, F. C.

F. A. Hihn mailed check to City Bank for drafts to pay 5 accounts 3880

Herrin, William Franklin?

or William J.? Herrin (Attorneys)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. E. Adams in re Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo: F. A. Hihn explained the background of his appointment by Governor Henry T. Gage 1417

Herrold, E. W. (Mr.)

3659

Herstine (Mr.)

2872

Hesser, Ross

Laurel Mill labor rate and boarding status requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507

Hesser, S. (Mrs.) 1

924

water payment overdue 1319

Hester Creek

F. A. Hihn Co. inquired of George French (Soquel millman about his plans to log the timber at Hester Ck. 1552

value of timber, shingles, and land made by F. O. Hihn to his father 2692
Hewett and Morris

(Wood & Coal Dealers, San Jose) 2406, 2562, 2578, 2798, 3759

carloads of Tan Oak and Madrone firewood offered 2654

shipment of firewood to San Jose for any party that would take it: C. L. Torr, Borchers Bros., E. B. Mercadier, or Hewitt & Morris; S. P. Freight Agent asked to call them & deliver to whomever would accept carload 2401, 2405

County Clerk, Santa Clara Co., asked for Credit Rating information on Hewitt & Morris, Coal & Wood dealers 2307

order for carload of Tan Oak firewood quoted 2308

ten carloads firewood + an order for 3 more from Laurel, both Tan Oak and Madrone for San Jose dealers 2818

Hewitt, G. H.

2649

Heyman, J.

247

Hickey, Daniel (Mrs.)

1464, 3199

Hickey, Daniel

1407

see also Hicky, Dan

Hickman, Thomas

2760

Hicks Judd Co.

3554

Hicky, Dan

in list of houses & tenants at Laurel 290

Higgins (Mr.)

employed as Engineer at Laurel Mill by Mr. Stone; August Hihn wrote his father that Higgins was incompetent at Valencia and Capitola 3454

Hihn Co. asked Frank Reanier for employment qualifications on Mr. Higgins to run a plant at Laurel, based on his pile driver experience at Capitola 3490

High Tide Line of 1866

mentioned in letter (later cancelled) to City Council about Hihn land ownership on Beach street 3619, 3625, 3646

Highland

(Santa Cruz County, Cal. (aka Laurel, The Summit; or F. A. Hihn’s Lot No. 1 of the Soquel Augmentation Rancho 387

F. A. Hihn agreed to have the land surveyed that William Henry Aiken wished to buy 1940

Metcalf Place (at Skyland offered for sale to J. B. King 1791

property for sale offer to William B. Humphreyville 388

see also Laurel

Highland School

the Laurel Mill was ordered to supply four 6 x 6 x 20’ #1 Redwood timbers; it was suggested that the order might be filled with rejected telegraph poles 796
Highland Timber

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protested to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1717

Highway 9 Construction (Santa Cruz to Felton)

by Donations, of which F. A. Hihn agreed to donate 10% of total cost, or $300. 176, 255; Santa Cruz Board of Trade appointed Committee to propose improvements in Felton to Santa Cruz road, F. A. Hihn wrote report to Board of Supervisors 1470

Hihn & Eastland

collections for December 1901 reviewed by F. A. Hihn in letter to A. T. Eastland 710; January 1902 Statement of Receipts and disbursements of Eastland Estate and Hihn & Eastland approved by Hihn 1403

Hihn Company, F. A.


[In Book 50 there are 1,158 letters “From” the F. A. Hihn Company]; [letters on behalf of the Hihn Company sent by: (F. O. Hihn) 2280, 2674; (W. R. Johnston) 3128, 3760; (M. Lindsay) 3538, 3540, 3587, 3588, 3595; (W. D. Mears) 3316, 3548, 3552, 3574, 3585, 3696, 3833, 3849, 3916, 3917; (J. H. Routt) 2110, 2528; (per Ruppert) 3582-3583; (for Santa Cruz Water Works) 3481

"As we are closing out our business at Apts..." it would make a discount of 10% on 6-room house and lot 3727
bills explained by F. A. Hihn for material supplied on Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1205.1-1205.2

bills for lumber supplied to Paso Robles Springs Hotel approved by F. A. Hihn 968, 972

certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in F. A. Hihn Company in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L. W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice and Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

company office located at Cor. Lincoln & Pacific in 1901 newspaper ad 224

described as "not only dealers but manufacturers, having a saw mill of our own in the Santa Cruz mountains" by F. O. Hihn to J. M. Huddart 3037

had no financial interest in Paso Robles Hotel, only F. A. Hihn personally 2724.2

in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2

J. H. Routt, on behalf of the F. A. Hihn Co., proposed, in a letter to Mr. A. C. Bassett, General Superintendent of SP Co., an arrangement with the Southern Pacific Co. to form a partnership for supplying lumber in the Monterey Bay area with the Southern Pacific Co. 2675

Land Department had new bookkeeper, Walter B. Anthony, and he asked Henry Clay Nicholson to study his land contract and raise questions if he didn’t understand it 1644

Laurel Mill order for House, Chicken Pens, Barn – F. A. Hihn Co. built cottage 1631.1-1631.2, 1639

technology for Laurel 2167

letters addressed to 407, 469, 1248; see also Anthony, Walter B.; Gibson, Simeon L.; Johnston, W. R.; Laurel Mill; Reanier, Frank (Supt., Aptos, Capitola, Soquel, Valencia properties of F. A. Hihn Co.); Salinas Planing Mill & Lumber Yard; Santa Cruz Planing Mill & Lumber Yard

offered to build a house for R. [or W.] C. Reveal, Felton, if the four improved properties did not suit him 2383

ordered 2 tons of Red Oats from Henry Cowell for delivery at its barn on Church St., Santa Cruz 2611

paid taxes to California State Controller 755

Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 6

sent check to Henry E. Adams to pay for "street work done on [its] property" in Stockton 2386

shipment of lumber to the Santa Cruz lumber yard 11

Telephone System: Simeon L. Gibson was asked to inspect & repair telephone line from Laurel to County Line; Frank Reanier would do the balance 1867-1868

Hihn Water System (Hihn Water Co.)
described by F. A. Hihn in offer to J. W. Forgeus; stated it was for sale, but present time not favorable 2665

Walter B. Anthony, Hihn bookkeeper, asked A. Cappelmann to verify his Water Works time with Mr. Tait, and verify if in Dec. 1901 Tom Handley worked with him 1013

Hihn, Agnes

Appeared in Court as Attorney to Probate Will of her brother, Louis William Hihn 55
Hihn, Agnes (continued)

F. A. Hihn notifies Prof. Frank P. Russell that City Savings would extend his loan; also sends regards to Mrs. Russell and Miss Alice; thanks him for best wishes extended on marriage of Agnes 787

her father apologized to Professor Frank P. Russell, San Jose, for her failure to call or write him and Mrs. Russell about her marriage 772

marriage to C. B. Younger Jr. commented on by F. A. Hihn: "If my own wishes were to be consulted I would not begin to trade even" 735.4

Hihn, Albert Joseph "Bert" (F. A. Hihn's nephew)

1049, 1053, 1367, 2165, 2215-2216, 2943, 3038, 3040, 3516, 3642; (for the F. A. Hihn Co.) 2934; (for Santa Cruz Water Works) 3000, 3014, 3018, 3097, 3130-3131, 3194-3198, 3524, 3608-3609, 3674-3675, 3786

advised that he made an error in price of pipe to Starbuck 1049

claimed payment for water service for P. L. DeVille, on behalf of the Hihn Co. 435

delivered contract and letter to Fred D. Baldwin for road water 89

delivered rent bill to Ms. Lulu Verser 41

F. A. Hihn forwarded his letter in answer to Miss Morgan's complaint about low water pressure 3335

Frank Chandler (Santa Cruz blacksmith), Orville F. Hart (Branciforte blacksmith), and John Severio (Santa Cruz blacksmith), advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner 2415

his uncle, F. A. Hihn, asked him to ascertain availability & capability meters to measure water for berry growers 3642

mentioned by Fred O. Hihn in letter to A. A. Morey about Water Co. bills, etc. 1970

wrote letter to Francis Wilmot Cusack in regard to water bill for irrigation 2861

wrote to Henry Call and indicated that someone from the Hihn Co. would remove the flume from his property in Blackburn Gulch 2919

Hihn, August Charles vs. Santa Cruz Fruit Growers' Union

F. A. Hihn sent check to C. B. Younger Jr. in payment of expenses 2549

Hihn, August Charles

(Pres., F. A. Hihn Co.) (letters from 25, 118, 202, 300, 432, 923, 1257, 1500; [in Book 50 there are 125 letters "From" A. C. Hihn.]

advised Mrs. Harriet Israel Hihn (Mrs. L. W. Hihn) that policy for $400 (on what is not indicated) was renewed 2623

cement ordered from Western Fuel Co., San Francisco, by steamer 2593

die/tap/nuts ordered for Laurel Mill from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2635

F. A. Hihn stated to his son August that sales at their Santa Cruz lumber yard were slow, and asked him "What do you propose?" 1587

instructed W. B. Anthony to send Bills (Notes) Payable to F. A. Hihn; balances at City Bank and Donohue Kelly Bank also provided 2332
Hihn, August Charles (continued)

interest in Saloon occupied by Thomas Armstrong, to be deeded to A. C. Hihn 2213

issued a temporary receipt for water and rent to R. J. Elliott 2792

logging tools for the Laurel Mill were to be apportioned to each employee on the books 654

logging tools ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco, for the Laurel Mill 651

logging tools ordered from Simonds Saw Co., San Francisco, for the Laurel Mill 652

mailed letter to Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. in re poor grade of Oregon Pine 3163

mentioned by Hihn Co. wrote Perry M. Andrews asking for opportunity to bid on his lumber and mill work 3694

mentioned in re A. Sands, who hauled bark for Hihn Co., D. W. Johnston was asked for his opinion on compensation 3214

paid his bill to A. Andrews (San Fran.) 2684

placed order for door with Wilson & Bro., San Francisco 2498

request for bill from Nathan Dohrman & Co. 62

requested an itemized statement of his account with City of Paris 2831

requested an itemized statement of his account with Nathan-Dohrman Co. 2832

requested price quote on steel tanks from three S.F. firms 2683

scheduled a meeting at Moss Landing with A. C. Bassett for Feb. 12, 1902 1442-1444

sent check Andrews Diamond Palace 2240

sent signed checks to A. T. Eastland 1251

signed certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in F. A. Hihn Company in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L. W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice and Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

would call upon Otto D. Stoesser ca. Mar. 12, 1903 2995

wrote to Eby Machinery Co. in re equipment for Laurel Mill, as per "the verbal agreement with our F. A. Hihn" 2947

wrote to Otto D. Stoesser to protest the granting of a freight franchise to Watsonville Transportation Company in Watsonville; he warned that this would lead to the Co. taking privileges without restriction 2686

Hihn, Edward F. (son of Lewis Emil and Johanna Hihn)

employment in San Francisco 1898

Hihn, Eulice William (son of Louis W. Hihn, grandson of F. A. Hihn)

1749

a mare was pastured on Liliancrantz’ Aptos Ranch, at F. A. Hihn’s expense; a colt was promised to his grandson, probably Eulice 248
Hihn, Eulice William (son of Louis W. Hihn, grandson of F. A. Hihn)

certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in

F. A. Hihn Company in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L. W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice and Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

connection with Harry Armstrong - see Letter from F. A. Hihn upon receipt of Harry’s photograph 1797

good wishes from his grandfather, F. A. Hihn 1166

Hihn, Frederick Augustus

(letters to him) 422, 942, 1257, 1744, 2267, 2283-2284, 2323, 2332, 2692, 2829; (c/o Potter Hotel) 2924; 3437, 3438, 3454, 3488, 3519, 3629.1-3629.3, 3817, 3834; [There are 437 letters "From" F. A. Hihn, signed or attributed to him.]; (for Tessie Hihn and Agnes Hihn) 3885; (by M. Lindsay) 3702, 3897, 3899


regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

"very much opposed to all credit business, it does not pay." 1335

considered purchase of land for burial of the Catholic members of his family 862

electric fixtures ordered for residence 2283

endorsed Frank C. Jordan for Clerk of the Supreme Court 2076
(continued) regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

F. A. Hihn recommended that Miss Harriet Taylor, Gen. Secretary, YWCA, contact Frank Reanier for immediate needs, since he was out of town quite a bit 2560-2561

F. A. Hihn stated his "aim to encourage and patronize home industries" 3295

gave his proxy to William Russell for a meeting of the Directors & Stockholders Apr. 11, 1903, of the Felton Water Works 3379

gave outline of his young years, his 52 years in California, and only one vacation, was now 72 years old and wanted to quit; proposed settlement of Lynch Estate 815.1-815.2

F. A. Hihn gave personal recommendation for Thomas H. Wolfe 90

gives advice to grandson Eulice that "brain is and always will be boss" over muscles 1749

going to San Francisco, could be reached at Palace Hotel 255

Hihn, Frederick Augustus: probable author of letter to W. E. Maxey from Thomas Armstrong 2213

in re California Cured Fruit Association, stated "that I trust our Association will long continue to live and prosper" 2077

in re Gold Prospecting, F. A. Hihn gives tentative response to H. F. Anderson about mine near Carters [aka Summersville, Tuolumne Co., Cal.]: "Were I younger, I would not need any one to assist me." 1072

in re Union Labor, he said that he "deem it bad policy to go into a meeting with anyone until [he is] fully prepared as the other side." 2157

in response to Thomas Hagan of Eureka, Cal.: "F. A. Hihn Co. They, myself included, have certainly tried very hard to save themselves without injuring you." 629

issued corrections to W. R. Johnston of the Salinas Planing Mill for pedestals for office desks earlier submitted by plans 2083

mentioned in letter to J. R. Bashline (Salinas) that he was considering what action to take on unspecified matter 3622

on subject of Private vs. Public ownership of Company: F. A. Hihn remarked to Mrs. Clas in Milwaukee that "If what they say is true [about De La Mar's company] why do they want to sell their stock?" 1503

opposed Santa Cruz City’s issue of bonds, and taxes imposed to pay bonds 2127

ordered and received linen from Levi Strauss & Co., and complained about price 1459

paid Shreve & Co. amount billed, except for repair of his [unnamed] daughter’s watch, which she claimed that it wasn’t fixed 764

recommends to Dora Hanthorne that she might make a living by producing millinery and selling it at the Women’s Exchange in San Francisco 2752

regretted "the death of the pile driver man and am pleased it is not our job and that no damage occurred [sic] to the building on our lot." 1315

replied personally to employment application of Miss Lulu Daubenbiss (daughter of Louisa Langenbeck Daubenbiss and Frank Prewet Sinclair Daubenbiss) 1456

replies in German to C. Cappes (Burlingame, Cal.) 1882
(continued) regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

reported that he was going south on April 25, 1903 3581

sent greetings and best wishes to P. Caduc for speedy recovery 237

sent letter to A. A. Taylor, Editor, Santa Cruz Surf 2708

sent payment to Levi Strauss & Co., San Francisco 2195

somehow involved in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991

Special Account: check for $2300. in favor of F. A. Hihn Special sent to Donohue Kelly Banking Co., S.F. 1608

stated his interest in House and Garden magazine, asked for cost, etc. 1858

stated that he owned about two thirds of the stock of the F. A. Hihn Company 77

stated that he was leaving for the South tomorrow morning (April 8, 1903) 3363

stated to his son August that sales at their Santa Cruz lumber yard were slow, and asked him “What do you propose?” 1587

suggested to Janet Adams how she might study views of the Paris Exposition and then relate what she learned in conversation 712

unable to attend the Thomas Snodgrass funeral, since he over-exerted himself on Christmas morning and wished to take care of himself, wrote to Otto Stoesser 541

was to be asked about the grafting of trees at Valencia 1542

went to San Francisco on Tuesday March 17, 1903, and wrote R. M. Briare that he would go to Oakland and stay with him over night (Hotel Metropole) 3070

with Thomas B. & Joseph L. Eastland, held “the controlling interest in both the Stockton G. & E. Co. and in the Patent Brick Co.” 1906

wrote response to Edward Leedham Sr. (gardener) giving attention to his request 2894

wrote to Mrs. Frank Lewis & Family thanking them for the Christmas card and greetings, and “beautiful photo” 2192

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo):

acknowledged his appointment as Trustee of Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 1386

asked for delay in response until his return from Southern California 3566

took train via Laurel @ 2:45 on Friday, Feb. 28, 1902, headed for San Francisco meeting of Cal Poly Trustees; would pick up car report from D. A. LaPorte (Agent for S. P. Co. at Laurel) 1812

see also Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo)

see also Curry, Charles Forrest (Honorable California Secretary of State)

see also Gage, Henry T. (Governor of California)

see also John, Warren M. (Assemblyman; Trustee, Cal Poly)

see also Kirk, Thomas J. (California Superintendent of Public Instruction)
regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo):

see also Smith, Sylvester C. (State Senator; Congressman; Trustee, Cal Poly)

see also Wickson, Edward James (Professor, UC Berkeley; Trustee, Cal Poly)

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

Banking:

A. C. Hihn instructed W. B. Anthony to send Bills (Notes) Payable to F. A. Hihn; balances at City Bank and Donohoe Kelly Bank also provided 2332

acknowledged receipt of Dividends on shares he owned of San Francisco Savings Union 937

acknowledged the receipt of $12. for 1901 services as a Director of the City Savings Bank 623

acknowledged the receipt of $24. for 1901 services as a Director of the City Bank 624

Bank Book sent to Donohoe Kelly Bkg. Co. for posting of up to date balance 1851

check for $2600 sent to Donohoe-Kelly Bank for his account 288

check from SP sent to Donohoe Kelly Bank for F. A. Hihn’s account 3171

claimed to be very busy 1936-1937

delivered a letter of recommendation to Louis Pioda, surveyor; Chief Deputy Assessor, etc. 3611

deposit of $2,500 credited to Donohue Kelly Bank 2516

Hihn Co. sent check to Donohue Kelly Banking Co. for $203.29 from Southern Pacific Co. to credit of F. A. Hihn 2564

Hihn Co. sent F. A. Hihn’s bank book to Donohoe Kelly Banking Co. for posting of interest 3651

his bank book sent to Donohoe Kelly Bank for balancing to March 1, 1903 2856

his bank book was sent to Donohue Kelly Bank for updating to Feb. 1st, 03 2534

identifies himself as Vice President of City Bank of Santa Cruz 568

in re Bonds of City of Los Angeles discussed with J. A. Graves, Attorney, Los Angeles, on behalf of City Savings Bank 630

mentioned to Eliza Sloan that City Bank, in which he was "interested", was lending money, but he did not "have myself any money to loan." 2750

payment of note of $10,000 to Donohue Kelly Bank 2255

sent a check for $3,000 to Donohue Kelly Bank for deposit to his account 2904

Southern Pacific Co. sent check to F. A. Hihn for $565.42; Donohue Kelly Bank asked to deposit it to his account 2414

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Charity and Donations:

"Golden Rule" stated in response to Wm. M. Crichton (Laurel Store), F. A. replied that "We claim we have done and are willing to do as we wish to be done by and we trust you will see it that way." 3159

charity – "We appreciate, however, that your Society is for public benefit and not for private gain ...", the rent for Women’s Decorative Art Society was set at $15 per mo. 1395
regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Charity and Donations:

Charity -- unable to respond to Claus Flathman (Oakland due to insufficient information 1397

chastised R. T. Stone for his charging for a full day of time for trip from Laurel to Santa Cruz on Sunday, March 1, 1903; asked him to be credited for that day’s time 3500

did not allow payment of an employee’s time on Sundays unless an agreement was reached beforehand; he paid R. T. Stone’s expenses for going to Santa Cruz to meet with Hihn, but not his time; Stone claimed $6.00 payment; Hihn challenged it, but would pay if Stone insisted 3938

donated $15 to Milton Roney Fennimore "to get that hook", but disclaimed any other obligation in response to Charles W. Horstman 659

donated Christmas gifts to boys of Edward West’s family at Laurel, for which Mrs. West wrote a thanks 611

Eviction order for Mrs. Cristofanini was delivered to Sheriff Besse, but F. A. Hihn regreted her misfortune 1313; gave her a check for $15, paid $5 for her goods to be moved to her new home, and the balance to her. 1317

gave book as Christmas present to Frank, who was riding his bicycle on Christmas 713

generosity toward employees revealed in letter to John Kennedy at Laurel (possibly Kennedy’s marriage?); Hihn offers to procure furniture for Kennedy 2653

his policy on donations - 10% of total subscription by others - "If that should prove insufficient, I will add." 3330

indicated he was aiding in the purchase of a lot for the local headquarters of the Salvation Army 2160

not satisfied with work done on Highway 9, asked for a final accounting 255

offered a donation to S. P. of ornamental trees for Capitola Depot, extra land for siding, and appreciation for a “stylish depot building” 2903

pledged $1000 and perhaps 25% of cost of acquiring Public Library Building site 813

responded to Mrs. H. M. Conant and her husband Roger that the price of the firewood would be at his cost 512

sent a check to California Electrical Works (S. F.) even though the goods had not been received, "rather than have a disagreement" 3023

sent a few dollars to Wesley Coats at Vancouver, B.C., indicating that business was slack "owing to the adverse water bond decision" in Santa Cruz – "Santa Cruz, myself included, feels poor" 1934

sent a variegated creeping evergreen plant to Mrs. Richard A. Urquhart 1328

sent Christmas check to W. E. Corrigan 2193

sent greetings and best wishes to P. Caduc for his apparent recovery and authorizing distribution of Xmas gifts, same as usual 511

stated that he was a member of the American Home Finding Assn., wrote to it about two children that needed to be removed from their Grandmother, he asked for advice 1467
(continued) regarding F. A. Hihn’s matters: Charity and Donations:

widow of William Alfred Hanthorne and three children were supported by the kindness of F. A. Hihn 2545

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Eastland Estate and Eastland family:

acknowledged receipt of pay roll from Lightner Mining Co. 1463

advised Cyrus Thompson (Lockhart, TX) to secure loan from City Bank of Santa Cruz that description of property, etc., should be pledged as collateral 1889

advised Joseph L. Eastland against the impact of drinking liquor 1167

Dividends of $165 each 6-mos. Acknowledged by F. A. Hihn on 11 shares of San Francisco Savings Union (shares were in F. A. Hihn’s name, assigned by Alice in trust for Dr. & Mrs. Urquhart and children 1071

made a trip (sometime before Dec. 1901) to Sparta, Tennessee, to examine Eastland Estate properties 341

offers advice to Joseph L. Eastland on a more frugal life style 209

receipt sent to Lightner Mining dividend ck. for Feb. 1902 $353.70 1780

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Lumber Mills & Yards:

“set A. C. Bassett straight” when he countered Bassett’s letter of complaint, Hihn complained that “a certain party, not a contractor, bought lumber from the Loma Prieta Lumber Co at contractors’ rates.” 3489

“There is no use of bewailing the error of the past. I am ready to grapple the future.” - response to A. C. Bassett, Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 3784

acknowledged receipt of drawings & memo from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 2194

admitted to R. T. Stone (his Superintendent at Laurel) that his plan for building a reservoir was better than his own; sent a rev. const. plan 3250

apparently decided to order from S. H. Chase Lumber Co. in order to help support Chase in business, and, of course, to control prices; he asked A. C. Bassett (Loma Prieta Lumber) to do same 3717

apparently had to settle personnel problems, see letter to James D. Rickard 2807

apparently had to settle personnel problems, see letter to R. T. Stone 2805

asked S. L. Gibson to “please consider that we are all liable to err”; in response to Gibson’s apparent complaint about R. T. Stone 3251

asked W. R. Johnston to meet him at Salinas train on Jan. 31, 1902 1249

complained to Judson Mfg. Co. that its price allowed on 8500# cast scrap was $1.00 lower than what he could have received in Santa Cruz, and freight being less than half than to Emeryville 3774

complimented H. A. Olmsted (Monterey) on his "quite satisfactory" work and reports in re dismantling, packing and shipping of equipment from Monterey to Santa Cruz 3581
First National Bank (Salinas): F. A. Hihn resigned to apparent fact that it was not to settle dispute over its account?, and would not pursue it further “unless they admit that they are wrong.” 1422

had letter sent to S. L. Gibson at Laurel with instructions for cutting bank for the Dutch oven 2163

had to calm the rage of R. T. Stone (Mgr. Laurel Mill) in re complaint of S. L. Gibson 3271

Hihn wrote H. A. Olmstead (Monterey) that Mr. Green’s bid on brick at $20. was less than Hihn anticipated, so Hihn advised Olmstead to take brick at that price 3777

in reply to R. T. Stone (Superintendent of Laurel Mill) that ‘I regret that you should have expressed yourself so forcibly for which there ought to be an certainly is no necessity whatever. It is my desire to make all communications as pleasant and harmonious as possible. If we have to differ, which is apt to occur, it is better that no hard words be used.’ 3074

in San Francisco on April 10, 1903 - based on ltr. to H. A. Greene (Monterey) 3406

in San Francisco to check on Western Union’s order for telegraph poles 287

instructed S. L. Gibson on procedure for marking O.K.s on the time book 110

left for S.F. the evening of Mar. 10, 1903; wrote R. T. Stone at Laurel that he would take the pipe cutting machine, etc. and report on his return 2996

letter to Eby Machinery Co. in re equipment for Laurel Mill, as per “the verbal agreement with our F. A. Hihn” 2947

(continued) regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Lumber Mills & Yards:

Convention of Manufacturers and Dealers, proposed by S. H. Chase (San Jose), Hihn was skeptical about its success because the “leaders in that line do not seem yet to be ready to live and let live.” 1161

designed new spool for cable, asked J. O. Dunham for suggestions 881

directed Frank Reanier to have pickets made from downed timber along Bridge Creek 2134

directed R. T. Stone in methods of keeping records of sales at Store, hiring practices of employees, and buying a cash register (although he could probably get one cheaper than $125) 3161

directed R. T. Stone to gather discarded headblocks so he could sell to someone who wanted to build a cheap mill 3303

F. A. Hihn authorized the Santa Cruz Lumber Yard to reduce prices to meet all competition, and 2% cash discount 3883

F. A. Hihn bought electric power plant and associated machinery from Harry Ashland Greene (Monterey) for $2500; in exchange for $5000 value in lumber and materials for a building for Greene, designed by W. H. Weeks 3425

F. A. Hihn designed a Day Book for Laurel Store and sent specs to Freygang-Leary Co. (S. F.) 3051.1-3051.2

F. A. Hihn directed R. T. Stone to direct the Cook at Laurel Mill to make liberal use of sourkraut, beans, prunes, pitted plums, squash, and dried apples – instead of canned fruits; asked if there was any demand for hay to outsiders 2982
regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Lumber Mills & Yards:

notified by J. H. Routt that he had written to Eby Machinery Co. warning the Co. that late delivery of the new Laurel Mill equipment would be serious; Hihn was in S. F. and should he see Mr. Eby, Routt hoped that Hihn would bring the matter to Eby’s attention 2829

received letter from Matthew Preshe regarding expenses for shipment of lumber, but forwarded it to Hihn Co. for answer 1462

received letter from Mr. D. Culbertson at Caspar, Mendocino County, Cal., and ask if he was still open for a position suitable to him 1465

received letter from Mrs. Hickey at Laurel, but forwarded it to Hihn Co. for answer 1464

redesigned the configuration of Laurel Mill “to avoid the expense of a debris conveyor” 2799

sent a revised construction plan for Reservoir to R. T. Stone (his Superintendent at Laurel) 3428

states plan to build a lumber dryer, powered by steam produced from waste steam from Laurel Mill boilers 1739.2

wrote to Joshua Hendy Machine Works asking for an offer on machine 2895

wrote to Joshua Hendy Machine Works to settle amicably 3 issues regarding contentious transactions 3879

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Lynch Estate and Lynch family:

apologizes to Mrs. Almira Hunt for delay in responding to her letter 96, 99

gave outline of his young years, his 52 years in California, and only one vacation, was now 72 years old and wanted to quit; proposed settlement of Lynch Estate 815.1-815.2

noted in letter to Mrs. Lynch that he had “had charge of the Lynch Estate” for twenty-one years 190

received 5% fee of $150. on sale of R. R. Right of Way across Lynch Estate property at Spadra, Los Angeles County, for $3,000. 179

urged arbitration rather than a law suit in dispute by Charles M. Wright in re commission for sale of Lynch-Wright property in L.A. 2059, 2069

Wright, Charles M. (joint owner of Los Angeles property with Sedgwick J. Lynch) claimed he sold 5 lots and Hihn deducted commission from his share of the proceeds 2069

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Paso Robles property, including Paso Robles Springs Hotel:

found fault with contract performance of Cahill & Hall’s installation of elevator at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1469.1-1469.2

intended to go “very soon” to inspect elevator installed or repaired at the Paso Robles Springs Hotel by Cahill & Hall Elevator Co., San Francisco 776

took inventories of lumber delivered to Paso Robles Springs Hotel 2565.1-2565.2, 2724.1-2724.3

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Paso Robles Springs Hotel:

advised Mrs. Jane Lynch that he had served her for 21 years since S. J. Lynch died, for little compensation 270, 272
regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

Real Estate transactions of F. A. Hihn Co.:

evidently had gone to Salinas on Jan. 31, 1902; August C. Hihn wrote his for instructions on proposal of Thomas W. Kelly for rental and remodeling of store on Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz 1257

in San Francisco on April 14, 1903, and his Co. in Santa Cruz mailed him quotes received by telephone on sewer pipe from Steiger & Clark & Son 3437

instructed his son F. O. to report to J. A. Carman at Eccles in re advancing money on his place 3386

Marcus Fidel of (Skyland) apparently wrote a complain to Board of Supervisors in re F. A. Hihn’s position "in opening and maintaining roads"; F. A. wrote that he was astonished at Fidel’s negative letter to Supervisors 2993, 3212

mentioned in letter to Frederick E. Griffin in re painting work at Laurel: "F. A. Hihn is absent at present." 2396

referred H. F. Anderson letter to his sons 144

rejected price for lots in Capitola belonging to Mrs. Arabella Lindsay 1025

rejects price quoted by "Messrs McAfee Bros." as "beyond our conception of value" 1884

stated his opinion of real estate property in Santa Cruz - 25% loss due to failure of Bond Election 2055

stated that he had "full discussions with [his] sons" in considering lease price for Capitola Hotel 1954.2

target of allegations in Gold Gulch mining scam of Hattie V. and E. J. Hinds 2522.1-2522.3

timberland owner named by F. A. Hihn to Geo. E. Carter & Sons, San Francisco 867

wrote the James H. Rucker Co. to proceed with plowing/planting grain on 13 acres "on which I am foreclosing" at Rucker (Santa Clara Co.) 2191

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

Santa Cruz District Fair Board Membership:

advised D. McPherson that giving the plans for remodeling Pavilion front would offend the architect, "mill men do not generally make and give out plans. Please consider that the ones in this case were made especially for my use." 3853

compared the cost of furnishing a fence for Duncan McPherson, $15.57 vs. $33.15 at Loma Prieta Yard 91

made suggestions to Duncan McPherson in re Agricultural Association bookkeeping 625

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters:

Stockton Gas & Electric Co.:

advised General Electric Co. that he had paid his September 7th bill of $396 210

advised Henry Eastland Adams that taking only 50 ft. poles was better than 40s and 45s, that a stronger pole is secured with a very small increase in cost 3833

apparently received salary of $250, per mo. as President of Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1296
regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Stockton Gas & Electric Co.:

Battery technology and costs of storage, etc. discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. E. Adams 1439

complained about his health, a cold lingered, preventing him from trip to Stockton 2175

complained of “suffering from a cold” 12/30/1902 2157

complained of a cold; told H.E. Adams to try the 10% wage increase with Union Labor 2159

contemplated a trip to San Francisco, etc., to examine Moore & Co. engine 1015.1-1015.2

directed Henry E. Adams in bookkeeping procedures for accounts in arrears, establishes method of avoiding debts that would be invalid due to statute of limitations for the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 93

feared expansion of his involvement in Stockton Gas & Electric Co.: “Were I younger or were there some younger available blood in our Company” 135.1-135.2

identified himself as President of Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 136

instructed Henry E. Adams on design of bars for the back of the boilers 109

not opposed to organized labor’s demand for wage increase, provided the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. rates could be increased 2156

planned a trip to San Francisco on Tuesday, Feb. 11, 1902, to visit Charles C. Moore & Co. to inspect gas engine, and the San Francisco Gas & Electric Co. 1398.2

planned a trip to San Francisco on Wednesday, Feb. 11th; would call on Tracy Engineering Co. 1454

received salary of $250 mo. as President, Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1859

suggests to Otto Gas Engine Works how they might cast cylinders in two parts 94

with Thomas B. & Joseph L. Eastland, held “the controlling interest in both the Stockton G. & E. Co. and in the Patent Brick Co.” 1906

wrote a congratulatory letter to Henry E. Adams, Stockton Gas & Electric Co., that the SG&ECo. lost only one lamp in the severe recent wind storm 1910

regarding F. A. Hihn’s personal attitudes and other matters: Valencia properties

F. O. Hihn inspected trees at Valencia sent by Burland Bros., who apparently did not comply with order; F. Á. Hihn wrote Burland for help 2140, 2146

mentioned in letter from F. O. Hihn to Frank Reanier in regard to Deer Valley, alencia 2772

Hihn, Frederick Day

a mare was pastured on Liliancrantz’ Aptos Ranch, at F. A. Hihn’s expense; a colt was promised to his grandson, Eulice or F. D. Hihn 248

Hihn, Frederick Otto

(letters to him 128, 235, 413, 792, 1073, 1193, 1197, 1751) (letters in reference to him 82, 1298, 1717, 1970); [In Book 50 there are 85 letters “To” or “From” Frederick Otto Hihn, signed or attributed to him.]

and Daniel W. Johnston owned a piece of property jointly and this letter proposed a sale of his half 2648
Hihn, Frederick Otto (continued)

apologized for not calling on E. B. Mercadier, he ran short of time; allowed $2.50 firewood, not $5 requested 2554

asked George Featherston (Eccles) for quote on 100 cords of redwood 3082

asked W. B. Anthony to report to F. A. Hihn on the status of W. G. McLellan’s account 2284

attempted to have Mr. F. H. Lange (Salinas pay outstanding bill 1339

City Bank of Santa Cruz Cashier

Thomas G. McCreary wrote Frederick O. Hihn for an evaluation on loan application of E. C. Tully of Bitterwater Valley, San Benito Co. 2674

evaluated the Hester Creek timber for his father 2692

examined land that Walter G. McLellan (San Jose) intended to purchase; stated condition and what he intended to do to improve land before purchase was consummated 2669

expected in San Jose few days (Jan 19, ’03) 2390

expected to visit San Francisco about sockets within the month of April ’03, would visit Thomas Day Co. 3266

F. A. Hihn Co. ordered two wash tubs ”same as made for our Mr. F. O. Hihn” 275

Freight: dispute by O. K. Abel responded to by F. W. Ruppert 2340

gave instructions to Frank Reanier to send two teams to Laurel 326

his father, F. A., told him that he was in charge of ”All the Real Estate of the firm ... including the lots in San ...
Hihn, Frederick Otto (continued)

mentioned in ltr. to G. B. Demartini 2088

mentioned in order for Lumber Purchases: Hihn Co. bought list of Kiln Dried Clear Pine from Wendling Lumber Co. 3816

offered a trade to McAbbe Bros. (Boulder Creek), hay for lumber, shingles, posts, pickets or shakes 3089

offered to show real estate for sale to R. [or W.] C. Reveal, Felton 2383

on Apr. 3d, 1903, F. O. Hihn asked C. L. Torr (San Jose) to answer his Mar. 5th letter: "Delays do not help matters any." 3310

ordered trees for a family orchard 2370

ordered trees for his own use from Burland Bros. 2209

quoted a price of 7¢ per tree by Watsonville Nursery 911

quoted firewood prices to Fikes & Rosencrans, San Jose 2185

quoted price of telegraph poles to Geo. E. Carter & Co., but it was limited to stock on hand 1375

referred to by F. A. Hihn, letter to D. W. Johnston in re land lease of "Ware" - presumably Lewis T. Ware 3752

referred to by his brother, August, in letter to George Hovey (Salinas); he expected to be in Salinas in a few days and would "go over matters" with him 3741

replied to Ozro M. Ellis about Fruit dryer and lot in Soquel 2419

represented the F. A. Hihn Co. to sell poles to the Western Union Telegraph Co. 92

requested immediate action from Bender Bros, San Francisco, to send the promised report 1298

responded to Mrs. F. S. Clark (Santa Clara) with land prices and agricultural products, apples, etc. 3083

sample beans grown on Schilling Place to be sent F. O. Hihn by Frank Reanier 2470

sold 1000 to 6000 25-ft. poles to Western Union Telegraph Co. 1330

sought price quote on buggy from Columbus Buggy Co., San Francisco 2281

submitted copy to Santa Cruz Sentinel for advertising firewood for sale 2702

Subscription to Western Fruit Grower for F. O. Hihn, and F. A. Hihn Co. ordered by mail from St. Joseph, MO 1035

took Borchers Bros. firewood order 2391

touted Santa Cruz Co. for its climate and produce 2844

visited the Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco. 1308

W. R. Johnston sent James McDougall (Salinas) berry bushes that "F. O. Hihn promised you some time ago" 3126

was intending to ask Mrs. Moran for a right of way through her land for the Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watsonville Electric Railway 2918

was leaving at 8 am to look over the Hihn ranches, and invited C. L. Ehda to join him 3952

was to carry out details of remodeling the Wells Fargo Express office to be rented by F. A. Hihn Co. 3936, 3942
wrote his father that an awning was not promised to Mr Bay nor Mr Thompson (Wells Fargo Express Co.) 3859

to A. A. Morey and explained the Water Co. rates and payment policies 1970

wrote to A. A. Morey and explained the Water Co. rates and payment policies 1970

wrote his father that an awning was not promised to Mr Bay nor Mr Thompson (Wells Fargo Express Co.) 3859

to A. A. Morey and explained the Water Co. rates and payment policies 1970

Fred O. Hihn expressed his happiness that she had a pleasant trip (May 8, 1903 letter) 3712

Fred O. Hihn let her know that he offered to sell her house for $900. through Mr. Parker 3712

her brother-in-law, Frederick Otto Hihn, asked her to name her price for a house and lot on Encinel St. and on River St. so that he might quote same to prospective buyers 3534

her policy for $400 (on what is not indicated) was renewed 2623

Hihn, Grace E. (Mrs. August Charles Hihn)

3049

Hihn, Harriet Israel (Mrs. Louis William Hihn)

1166, 1836, 2259, 3279

certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in F. A. Hihn Company in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L. W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice and Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

Estate of [presumed recipient] 3873

his "death did not come unexpected" 55

his death on Oct. 23, 1901 was cause of the closing of the F. A. Hihn Co. 1140

Insurance on property of L. W. Hihn’s on north side of Encinal St. insured, Harriet asked for authorization to renew 2259

probate of estate filed in Superior Court, Santa Clara Co., Nov. 14, 1902 3873

Hihn, Teresa (Theresa) (aka Teresa Hihn Moore)

certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in F. A. Hihn Company in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L. W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice and Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

good wishes from her grandfather, F. A. Hihn 1166

Hihn, Harry see Ready, Theresa (Tessie Hihn) (aka Tessie Ready Hall)

711

in re Holy Cross Church Parsonage: F. A. Hihn offered to Rev. Father Fisher a pledge of lumber at $150., possibly higher, in response to Tessie Hihn’s appeal to him, and a visit from Rev. Fisher (when F. A. Hihn was absent) 3705
Hihn, Therese Paggen (aka Therese Paggen, Mrs. F. A. Hihn)

joined F. A. Hihn in thanking Mrs. Frank Lewis for gift of a picture of an ox team on the Felton Road 515

mentioned by her son, Frederick Otto Hihn in letter to his sister in law, Harriett Hihn 3279

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to D. W. Johnston, thanking him for his kind greetings, to which he returned greetings of "Mrs Hihn and myself" 3752

Hihn’s "old mill yard"

mentioned in F. O. Hihn’s letter to N. H. Toft, Felton, in re location of Posts and bolts of Shingles to be loaded on railroad cars 2512

Hills Bros. Coffee

2809, 3475, 3551, 3734, 3766

Hinds (Mrs.)

property rented to Chin Que for which he was charged $10 per mo. by Hihn Water Co. 3194-3195

Hinds, C. J. (Mr.)

1026, 1996, 3210

Hinds, Ed

2764

Hinds, Hattie V. and E. J. (Mrs. & Mr.)

mentioned in F. A. Hihn’s letter to Editor, Santa Cruz Surf, in re mining venture on Hihn lands purchased by Theodore Martin for Mrs. Hinds 2522.1-2522.3

Hinds, S. G. see City Street Improvement Co. Hitton Gas Coal

Howard Co. (John L. Howard, Pres.)

Howard Co.’s contract to supply coal for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. was to expire, F. A. Hihn asked A. T. Eastland to obtain new bids on 1,000 Hitton gas coal 759

Order of 1200 tons of coal for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1228-1229

Hodgdon, George (27 Avalon St., Santa Cruz)

ordered a half-cord of Oak firewood; paid $4.00 on deposit 1860

Hoffmann, Christian

lot on east side of Front St. opposite Cooper St. considered as possible Public Library Building site, but F. A. Hihn preferred Walnut Avenue 813

mentioned as owner of lot that Samuel Leask might acquire for “the proposed church” 1826

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to City Bank about Eliza Sloan’s wish to borrow money on her lot 2749

Hoffman, W.

water bill in arrears 2742

Hog Cholera

F. A. Hihn advised Frank Reanier that a preventative was powdered charcoal 3301

Hogs at Laurel

too many for the season, Mr. Reanier would get some of them 532

Hoke, Theodore L.

2873
Holbrook, Merrill & Stetson

3080

Hollenback, Henry Gorden

(Conductor, So. Pac. Railroad)
delivered letter from Hihn Co. to W. G. Stevenson at Felton 2936

Hollingshead, E.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

in re. Mr. Dunn's rental of house at 9th Ave., Fair View Park, Capitola 647

Hollister, Cal.

943, 1150, 1380, 1436, 1513, 1520, 1909, (Place Letter Sent To) [In Book 50 there are 41 letters Sent To Hollister, the site of a F. A. Hihn Co. Lumber Yard.]

Hollister Creamery

1513

notified of several railroad cars of "good dry steam Redwood" available at Aptos siding 1380

Hollister firewood dealers

notified several railroad cars of "good dry steam Redwood" available at Aptos siding 1380

Hollister Light and Power Co.

notified of several railroad cars of "good dry steam Redwood" available at Aptos siding 1380

Hollister Lumber Yard (F. A. Hihn Co.) (Mr. Rush Jose, Mgr.)

2190, 2287, 2695, 2697, 2773, 3099, 3257, 3306, 3395, 3426.1-3426.4, 3492, 3512, 3778, 3848, 3876; see also Rush, Jose

Bookkeeping: Hollister Lumber Yard, Salinas Lumber Yard reminded to deposit cash on hand at Dec. 31st 2117

C. Richardson claimed his commissions for selling lumber for Yard; Rush Jose asked for clarification 2475-2476

carloads of lumber to be shipped 2531

common sash doors ordered from Wilson & Bros., S. F. 3260

delays in construction of Laurel Mill were causing a strain on lumber supplies, and jobs were being lost to competition - see letter to Rush Jose, Mgr. Hollister Lumber Yard May 18, 1903 3831

discussed with J. M. Button of Hollister: apparently not operating in 1901, but Hihn hoped to have stock and open in 1902 1150

doors ordered for Hollister from Wilson & Bros. (S. F.) by F. A. Hihn 3304

F. A. Hihn asked W. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) if the balance of the order would be supplied, although Booth was unable to supply Hollister order 3785

F. A. Hihn Co. stated to Mr. R. Jose that it did not wish to bid on his job, because it might compete with a Hollister yard it might open 1909

F. A. Hihn ordered poles and lumber for Hollister Lumber Yard from Wm. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) 3731

F. A. Hihn ordered shipment of 2 cars of lumber from I. T. Bloom 3704
Hollister Lumber Yard (F. A. Hihn Co.)
(Mr. Rush Jose, Mgr.) (continued)

F. A. Hihn responded to Rush Jose (Mgr.) that he expected that once the Laurel Mill was in operation, the supply of lumber would be more regular; provides list of current 2-car shipment 3703

F. A. Hihn sent a new price schedule for lumber from Laurel 3378

F. A. Hihn wrote Rush Jose on lumber prices and hauling prices; offered to advance cost of acquiring team for teamster to haul, and pile lumber 3606

F. A. Hihn wrote to Rush Jose (Mgr. of HLY) asking for clarification on an order for Sash Doors 3267

Henry Lewis Middleton mentioned in re Hollister Lumber Yard and wholesale prices asked by Rush Jose, Mgr. 2433

Hihn Co. ordered shipment of Oregon Pine from Wendling Lumber Co. 2953

Hollister: compliance with bookkeeping procedures requested of Rush Jose 2094

Lumber ordered from Laurel Mill 2358.1, 2360.1-2360.2

lumber returned from Hospital job credited 2093

lumber shipment to stock yard 3395

new price list sent to Rush Jose, Mgr. 3426.1-3426.4

one door with glass in upper panel ordered from Wilson & Bros. 3172

Redwood lumber ordered for Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz lumber yards from Mendocino Lumber Co. (S.F.) 3447

Redwood ordered from Mendocino Lumber Co. (San Francisco) for Hollister Lumber Yard 3517

rendering of book balance questioned 2398

Rush Jose was asked by the Hihn Co. for his report of Sales and Receipts for Dec. 1902 2377

Rush Jose was asked to report on enclosed bills 3617

Shingles from Felton Shingle Mill 2091

Union Lumber Co. & Mendocino Lumber Co. asked to quote on special sizes and grades of Redwood for Hollister 2480

use of day book columns specified so quantities of Common and Clear lumber could be determined 3626

Windows & Screen Doors: ordered from Wilson & Bro. 2897

Hollister Water Co.

1380

Hollister, W. W. (Estate of) (Santa Barbara)

1250, 1357, 1804

made an inquiry of Hihn Co. for Posts for shipment to Gaviota Station; F. O. Hihn proposed a trade to Southern Pacific R.R. Co. "if freight rates will permit" 1356- 1357

Holmes Lime Co., H. T.

327, 1514, 1566, 2592, 2771, 2785, 3371, 3482, 3826, 3946
Holway, Howard S.

2943, 3000, 3038

F. A. Hihn wrote to W. R. Porter, Watsonville, that he would consider Mr. Holway if anyone was considered for desired position 2368

his letter acknowledged 2361

Holy Cross Church Parsonage

F. A. Hihn offered to Rev. Father Fisher a pledge of lumber at $150., possibly higher, in response to Tessie Hihn’s appeal to him, and a visit from Rev. Fisher (when F. A. Hihn was absent) 3705

Home Construction

F. O. Hihn gave instructions to C. J. Todd on placement of house, etc. 2738, 3022, 3096

price quote on lumber submitted to W. E. Greene, Watsonville 3103

Home Costs

Hihn Co. proposed to offer all millwork for a four-room cottage at Paraiso Springs for $275.80 and lumber for $452.00 incl. freight to Soledad 3055

Home place

mentioned by Hihn Co. in letter to Mr. C. Schilling in re to bill for hay at Home place 1184

Hong Sing

price quote request for potatoes 2733

Hooker & Co.

2681, 2683, 3245

Hooper & Co., C. A. (San Francisco)

August Charles Hihn requested price quote on steel tanks from three S.F. firms 2683

Hoops

property owner in Highland area 388

Hopkins, Milo Henry (carpenter)

offered to take pine lumber shipped in error to Ben Lomond and use it or sell it for commission 3254

Hopkins, Timothy

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to accountant John W. Doman in re to figures and other information required on a macademized road project 803

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in demand for payment sent to Salinas Valley Lumber Co. 111

timberland owner named by F. A. Hihn to Geo. E. Carter & Sons, San Francisco 867

Horgan, George D.

3049

Hornage, George

F. A. Hihn asked Henry Adams about him for possible stock salesman for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 853.1-853.2

mentioned in F. A. Hihn’s letter in re shares of stock in Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 146

Horse Clipping Machine

1
F. O. Hihn settled with owner of saddle, on behalf of Harriett (Hattie) Hihn
F. A. Hihn reported to City Bank on condition of its horses, which Hihn had taken charge of 1591

order placed with Main & Winchester 3902
Hahn suggested to Rush Jose (Hollister Lumber Yard) that a teamster and one or two heavy young horses might be necessary for hauling lumber from rail line to the yard, although he would prefer not to buy a team if it could be avoided 3937

Horse Saddle & Equipment
order for Laurel Mill, placed with Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2395

Horse Shoes
horse was lame due to improper shoeing, F. A. Hihn advised W. D. Haslam as to value of horses offered 545
Hahn directed the Laurel Mill to cut down on feeding the horses when they were not working 2453

Horse Team
Four horse team, if not used at Laurel, should be moved to Aptos or Capitola 1371
mare was pastured on Liliancrantz’ Aptos Ranch, at F. A. Hihn’s expense; a colt was promised to his grandson, probably Eulice 248
Rentals of flats and cottages for rent by Hihn Co. at Santa Cruz Beach and Capitola Beach sent to A. T. Cathcart, but no stables connected 3867

Horses
F. A. Hihn advised W. D. Haslam at City Bank that horses and wagon, etc., would sell at $200, and they were in very good condition after resting during the period of the rains 2056
F. O. Hihn directed the Laurel Mill to cut down on feeding the horses when they were not working 2453

Horsehair (for plastering)
F. A. Hihn ordered 3 bushels from Cowell Lime Co. (Santa Cruz) for Laurel 3374

Horstman, Charles W. (Valencia)
138, 659, 1144
Fihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863
mentioned by F. O. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier 2580, 2772

Hydric Paris Green
Hihn Co. ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) 20 lbs. Paris Green, which was guaranteed to meet the test of UC Ag Exp Sta, Berkeley 3602

Horticultural Paris Green
Hihn Co. ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) 20 lbs. Paris Green, which was guaranteed to meet the test of UC Ag Exp Sta, Berkeley 3602

Horton house

plans changed, C. J. Todd was asked to give a new bid for construction, and look at plans at Van Cleek’s office 3758

plans changed, W. F. Jess was asked to give a new bid for carpentry, and look at plans at Van Cleek’s office 3757

Hospital (in Hollister?)

lumber returns credited contract price 2093

Hotaling, Anson Parsons

stores ”near the St. George” Hotel mentioned in letter to T. W. Kelly by F. A. Hihn 1478

Hotel Capitola

Hihn Co. notified R. M. Briare, Oakland, that the American Committee of Young Womens’ Christian Association would meet in conference at Hotel Capitola from May 15 to 25th, 1903, accepting F. A. Hihn’s proposition, rather than Briare’s 2389

site of YWCA conference in May 1903 2561

see also Capitola Hotel, Hotels

Hotel de Redwood Gulch

Surveying Instructions: F. A. Hihn instructed his son, August, to “have Sargeant” [T. D. Sargent] survey a grade for a pipe line from reservoir to the Laurel Cook House at Hotel de Redwood gulch 3420

Hotel employment

W. B. Wood (Los Angeles applied for hotel job; application received and filed, questioned by F. A. Hihn on several items of experience 1665

Hotels

F. A. Hihn asked Asst. Mgr. Hotel Coronado for assistance in securing for Mr. Briare (Hotel Capitola) waitresses for 1903 season 3314

F. A. Hihn asked Orchestra Leader, Hotel Coronado, for assistance in securing for Mr. Briare (Hotel Capitola) four-piece orchestra for 1903 season 3315

Park Hotel (Capitola see Lewis, Frank J. (Mrs.); Paso Robles Springs Hotel; Ramona (San Luis Obispo); Richards, J. R. (Hotel Brokers Co.); Santa Cruz see Marks, Harry B.; St. James; St. Nicholas (San Francisco see Miner, H. G.

Sea Beach Hotel: Hihn Co. bid on millwork for improvements as per plans by E. L. Van Cleek @ $2485. 2434

see also Capitola

see also Capitola Hotel

see also Hotel El Paso de Robles

see also Lewis, Martha J. Reed (Mrs. Frank F. Lewis)

in re Park Hotel, Capitola 219, 515, 2006, 2125, 2192

see also Never, Otto E.

see also Pacific Ocean House

see also Palace Hotel (San Francisco)

see also Paso Robles Hot Springs Hotel

see also Paso Robles Hotel Company 2225, 3839

see also Paso Robles Springs Hotel

see also Ramona Hotel (San Luis Obispo, F. J. Henry, Mgr.)
C. J. Todd (carpenter) was advised to see Van Cleek in regard to the Houghton house plans, value set at $750, by F. O. Hihn; he asked Frank Reanier for his evaluation.

House and Garden (magazine)

1858

House Mover

F. A. Taylor, Monterey, invited to estimate cost moving Santa Cruz building.

Hovey, George

(employee of F. A. Hihn Co. at Salinas Yard) 33; 2201, 2207-2208, 2247, 2256, 2293, 2342, 2532, 2762, 2858, 2881, 2898-2899, 2909, 2967, 3065, 3073, 3084, 3101, 3111, 3123, 3150, 3239, 3253, 3621, 3684, 3741, 3763

asked to come from Salinas Planing Mill to take charge of Santa Cruz Yard for interim, after Andrew H. Kane's resignation, until Mar. 17, 1902 when a new manager takes over.

F. O. Hihn instructed W. R. Johnston of the Hihn Co.'s Salinas Planing Mill on keeping accounts up to date; Mr. Hovey would explain it to him.

Hihn Co. ordered a Day Book from LeCount Bros. (S.F.) for Salinas Lumber Yard c/o Geo. Hovey.

Hihn asked price quotes from Bellingham Bay Improvement Co., Hubbard & Carmichael; & Wendling Lumber.

Hubbard squash

offered to James Fishel Co. of San Francisco: $7.00 offered by Fishel; Hihn countered with $10 a ton in sacks for 15 tons 608; Fishel's offer of $7. rejected by Hihn 730; ten tons available, 5 to 12 lbs. each; “What can you pay for them f.o.b.c. Capitola?” 487

Huber, Hendrik W. (Valencia farmer)

his statement in re water usage from Valencia Water Works, etc. 925

in re his water use, his own pipe, etc.; Hihn Co. sent him a bill; Frank Reanier sent to confer with him.

Howard Co., E. A. (John L. Howard, President)

contract to supply coal for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. was to expire, F. A. Hihn asked A. T. Eastland to obtain new bids on 1,000 Hitton gas coal.

F. A. Hihn directed Stockton Gas & Electric Co. to settle with Howard Co. for $625.

order of 1200 tons of coal for Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

Howe, Paul D.

2442

Howe, Samuel

572

Hubbard & Carmichael (San Jose)

1084

Hihn asked price quotes from Bellingham Bay Improvement Co., Hubbard & Carmichael; & Wendling Lumber.

Howe co., E. A. (John L. Howard, President)
Huddart, J. M.

3037

Huddleston, George W.

F. A. Hihn collected rent from George W. Huddleston for Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site, credited to Alice Lander Eastland Estate 494, 716, 718

purchased the Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill site from the Alice Lander Eastland Estate 1337, 1340, 1404; for $30,000. with $500 down, from Eastate of Alice Lander Eastland 1227, 1811

Hudson, R. W.

3823

Hühn, Hugo F. (brother of F. A. Hihn, living in Zurich)

monthly remittance; letter cancelled - no reason indicated 976

see also Hihn, Hugo F.

Hull, J.

51

Humbly, W.D.J. (Secy.) see Seaman, J. B. (Pres. Society of Santa Clara County Pioneers

Humes, Cal

the Valencia place occupied by him was sold by F. A. Hihn Co. 1714, 1716, 1748

Humphreyville (Humfreville), William Beaver

159, 257, 388, 1938

Hunt, Almira (Mrs.) (Daughter of S. J. Lynch)

66, 96, 99, 206, 266, 498

agreed to partition deed in re Estate of Sedgwick James Lynch partition of Spadra land of Lynch and Wright 2108

entitled to receive 3/30ths of S. J. Lynch Estate 179, 815.1-815.2

F. A. Hihn asked her to look over the letter from T. J. Green and if approved, sign next to her mother’s signature (Mrs. Jane Lynch) 3430

Hunt, George

lease to be signed, sent to Frank Reanier 38; lease to be signed 107

Hunt, W. H.

lease sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola 218

Huntington (Mr.)

gas making machine for Capitola defective, F. A. Hihn complained to R. M. Briare to get Mr Huntington to fix it 3387

Searchlight machine (offered by Mr. Huntington) proposed by F. A. Hihn for production of lights at Capitola Hotel 3333

Hurd, Ulysses S.

706

Hutchinson, E. H. (miner)

hired by Rebecca Lee Dorsey to establish mine at Gold Gulch 2522.3

Hyatt, C. G.

Hyatt, C. G. (continued)

boilers design was still of concern to F. A. Hihn, Frank Adams, G. C. Hyatt 773

F. A. Hihn replied to Cal. Hydraulic & Engineering Co., S.F., that he would forward its proposal to G. C. Hyatt at Stockton "who has charge of the boiler proposition" 1893, 2067-2068

F. A. Hihn wrote H. N. Tracy that the specs for boiler were received and he would confer with Mr. Hyatt at Stockton before deciding on action 733

his letter to Otto Gas & Engine Works Co. was approved by F. A. Hihn 212

mentioned in F. A. Hihn’s letter to H. E. Adams 1149

resident Director, Stockton Gas & Electric Co. & President, Stockton Iron Works – so identified by F. A. Hihn 94

see also Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

Hyland, M. H. (Judge, Superior Court, San Jose)

Dr. Richard A. Urquhart, Los Gatos, ask F. A. Hihn if the Estate could contribute a memorial window to the Episcopal Church of Los Gatos; F. A. would not oppose it if Judge Hyland and the Eastland boys approved 915

mentioned by C. B. Younger Sr. as Santa Clara Co. Superior Court judge in Eastland Estate probate 1253

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re to sale of Fritz Mine to client of Fred Woodworth, S.F. 1756-1757
Ice Machine

Ice making machine offered by Cyclops Iron Works (San Francisco) was considered by F. A. Hihn, but the price was higher than he expected ($1375.) 3592

Illich, Peter

owed Hihn Co., payment of 20%, or $5.00, sent by Attorney John H. Leonard 2365

Illys & Co., John G.

228

Illuminating Oil

tank ordered for Laurel Store from Standard Oil Co. (San Jose) 3736

Imus Jr., Hiram

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as father of Eliza Sloan 2750

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to City Bank about Eliza Sloan’s wish to borrow money on her lot 2749

Incandescent lights

F. A. Hihn stated that he desired to “prepare for the future” for the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.2

Incubator

discussed in letter to Robert Paget 1480

Hihn Co. offered to Mrs. King (Eccles) to sell it for $30 or rent it 3888

Indebtedness

E. F. Hawkins raised by F. A. Hihn Co. 139

O. H. McLaughlin to the Moss Landing Yard 140

Indemnity Bond

signed by F. A. Hihn Co. mailed to D. A. LaPorte at Laurel 777

Independent Electric Light & Power Co. (San Francisco)

acknowledgment of receipt of paid bill by Ind. Elec. from A. T. Eastland received by F. A. Hihn 749

F. A. Hihn discussed rates n letter to A. T. Eastland 710

Independent Wood Co. (San Francisco)

1710, 1846

carloads of Pine Firewood shipped from Felton by Toft & Heligis 1848

Indianapolis, IN.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2164, 2380, 2440

Inman Paulson Co.

Price quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Simpson Lumber Co.; Eastern Lbr. Co.; Inman Paulson (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, & Santa Cruz 2971
Installment purchase

terms for real estate outlined in offer to Mr. J. James of Skyland 1429

Insurance Agency for F. A. Hihn Co.

managed by Thomas H. Wolfe for ten years, ca. 1892-1902 90

Insurance Policies

A. C. Hihn wrote to A. T. Eastland regarding policies for the Eastland Estate written by Hihn Co. with Watson, Taylor & Sperry (S.F.) 3562

A. C. Hihn wrote to A. T. Eastland regarding policies for the Eastland Estate written by Hihn Co. with Watson, Taylor & Sperry (S.F.) 3563

property of L. W. Hihn’s on north side of Encinal St. insured, Harriet asked for authorization to renew policy 2259

renewal for Hattie Hihn 2623

Insurance Premiums

paid by F. A. Hihn Co. and added to J. W. Marnell’s "land account" 1346

Investment in land

was F. A. Hihn’s preference, even though oil exploration was to take place on land 211

Ione Coal mine (Eastland Estate)

F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipt of rent of $3. for 1/4 of the Ione Coal mine from Henry E. Adams 1687, 1689

I.O.O.F. Cemetery street railroad line

August C. Hihn responded to Otto D. Stoesser’s letter concerning Santa Cruz street railroads & freight hauling 3326

Iron

an offer of $12 ton for used iron from A. Sugarman & Bros., San Francisco, was rejected as too low 3104

plain and corrugated ordered from Pacific Hardware Co., San Francisco 2608

price quote requested from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S. F.) 3373

Iron Pipe

500 ft. replacement pipe ordered as sample from Schaw Batcher Co. with understanding if it was o.k. the Santa Cruz Water Works would order the balance of 1500 ft. 3664

F. A. Hihn asked Francis Smith & Co. (S.F.) for quote on 1200 ft. iron pipe with extra coat of asphaltum 3598

Iron prices

requested from Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco 375

Iron Roofing

August Hihn responded to Kentucky Iron Roofing Co. (Covington, KY) that Hihn Co. was not presently interested but price quote would be welcome 3807

price quote on Corrugated requested from Pacific Hardware Co. (S.F.) 3947

Iron Sheaves, Chilled Cast

ordered for Laurel Mill c/o Laurel Store from Murrey Bros. (S.F.) 3933

Iron Works, Cyclops

F. A. Hihn responded that he would give further consideration to proposal 3700
Iron Works, Cyclops (continued)

F. A. Hihn was giving their offer further consideration 3661

Irving & Casson

F. A. Hihn mailed check to City Bank for drafts to pay 5 accounts 3880

Izant, William

sang at funeral of Louis W. Hihn 1140
J

Jacks or Prisers

ordered installed at Laurel Mill to "aid in piling lumber and loading cars"
1490

Jacks, David

(Monterey) 3077, 3095, 3135, 3141

Jackscrew

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill) was asked to send size of jackscrew so that gear wheels and pinions could be ordered 3916

supplies for Jackscrew ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3931

Jackson (Mr.)

concerning Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 605.1-605.3

F. A. Hihn quoted Henry E. Adams’ letter about broken gas pipe; Hihn ordered a survey of all lines supplying Jackson: "Why should Jackson suffer by our broken service?" 752

lease had “expired” but "it behooves us to seek to continue our friendly relations" - F. A. Hihn 1300.1-1300.2

Jackson, A. J. (Mrs.)

29, 1159

Jackson, C. M.

1448, 1761.1-1761.2, 1886

Jacobson, A. (Mr.)

3458

Employment: Z. W. Brown, J. Lewis, and A. Jacobson (Laurel Mill employees) applied at Hihn’s Santa Cruz office for their pay, but the Laurel Mill office had not sent time and rate information to verify claims 3397

James, C. H.

shipped eight car stakes to F. A. Hihn at Santa Cruz; Hihn Co. asked for information from Frank Reanier at Capitola 1845

James, J.

1429

Jamestown

and Copperopolis were possible venues for expansion of electric power for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 135.1-135.2

Japanese (at Valencia)

Frank Reanier was asked "Why do you not charge the Valencia Japs with the 20 sacks of Rice" 1923

pruners from Santa Clara Valley would be hired by Frank Reanier for trimming Hanthorn place and Berry Valley (Valencia) 197
Japanese labor

25 acres to be cleared by men supplied by Yamada & Co. @ $30 per acre + $2.50 per cord for firewood + Food and Hardware 2188-2189

at the Hanthorne Place had not been seen; F. O. Hihn asked Frank Reanier to investigate 2772

F. A. Hihn wrote to Tom Yamashita (Berryessa, San Jose) that he had 1000 cords of Tan Oak to be cut 2812

George Snow, tree faller recommended by F. A. Hihn to David Jacks "says that he can fell the trees and the Japs can work up the trees after they are felled." 3095

H. Kikuda, Watsonville, asked to supply men for Laurel, etc. 1083

in re Pruning -- F. A. Hihn wrote Frank Reanier regarding progress of "the two Japs" 1079

Yamada & Co. was sent a letter of satisfaction for chopping wood and clearing land 3676

Japanese Star C. rice

ordered for Japanese employees at Laurel and at Valencia; H. Kikuda so notified 1621; from Wm. Cluff Co., S.F. 1624

Jardine Machine Works

552, 554, 614, 1713

Jaynes, Frank (Manager-Supt., Western Union Telegraph Co., San Francisco)

92, 302, 309, 316, 363, 373, 425, 1612

was advised that telegraph poles were in short supply 455

see also Western Union Telegraph Co.

Jenkins, W. H.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Jensen (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn asked Henry E. Adams, Stockton, if Jerome Haas was available to come to Santa Cruz and drill for oil; also if Mr. Jensen had same experience 1178

Jensen, N. O. (Tres Pinos)

1946

shipment of lumber from Laurel Mill 1948-1949

Jersey City, N.J.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3108

Jess, F. W.

in re McNeil repair job: Santa Cruz Planing Mill submitted quotation for mill work 3125

Jess, William Francis

(Santa Cruz carpenter) 3757

Hihn Co. bid on millwork for improvements as per plans by E. L. Van Cleek @ $2485. 2434

Jeter, William Thomas

588

John, Warren

recommended by Warren R. Porter, for which F. A. Hihn acknowledged, without pledging anything; "but your recommendation has a great deal of weight with me." 1384
John, Warren M. (Trustee, California Polytechnical School)

2066

Johnson, Anna

water bill in arrears 2742

Johnson, Frederick William

2525

Johnson, J. C.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Johnson, Rebecca I.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Johnson, W. H. (Floriston, Nevada Co., CA)

1962

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Johnston (Mr.)

employee, F. A. Hihn Co. lumber yard 7

the weight of C. Schilling's hay in dispute; W. B. Anthony for F. A. Hihn Co. wrote Frank Reanier for consultation with Mr. Johnston and Mr. Sawyer 809

Johnston, Daniel W.

(Real Estate Agent for F. A. Hihn Co.)

947, 991, 1604, 1932, 1962, 1964, 2112, 2267, 2484, 2566, 2648, 2705, 2761, 2988, 3214, 3752

A. C. Hihn wrote to his father that Johnston was not using all short lumber at Santa Cruz Planing Mill, and that the number of employees should be cut 3454

asked Ed West, Laurel Mill, for list of timber cut on Aiken's property, and vice versa 947

Capitola: Hihn Co. wrote R. M. Briare asking for information on the whereabouts of several printing cuts given to him the previous year by D. W. Johnston 3408

delivered electrical fixtures ordered for F. A. Hihn's residence 2283

discussed in letter to Robert Paget in re Incubator 1480

F. A. Hihn proposed to have Johnston deal with William B. Humphreyville 257

Hihn Co. instructed Toft & Heligis not to load any more wood from Brick yard, "as we may want to use it for making bricks" - load according to instructions of D. W. Johnston 1977

Hihn Co. paid him by check $275 "in full for services ..." 2630

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to A. C. Bassett, Mgr., Loma Prieta Lumber 2541
Johnston, Daniel W. (continued)

mentioned in letter to Frederick E. Griffin in re painting work at Laurel 2396

outstanding City Bank note ($5,000) 2332

Public Library site documents delivered to him 906

resigned his position as real estate agent for F. A. Hihn Co. 2349

somehow involved in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991

would call on B. F. Davis at Castroville to look at his property 154

Johnston, P. N.

reference in letter to T. H. Wolfe in re "report signed by Mr. West and Mr. P. N. Johnston concerning timber cut on F. A. Hihn Co's land" 148

Johnston, William R.


arranged a satisfactory settlement with W. C. Waters at Spreckels, Cal. for claim of shortage on lumber shipment 3011

asked George Hovey, Salinas, to ask George Lacey about lathe and price 2342

Bookkeeping: Hihn Co., on last day of Jan. 1902, asked the managers of Laurel (S. L. Gibson), Capitola (Frank Reanier), and Salinas (W. R. Johnston), to report cash on hand, and send their Day Books to Santa Cruz office 1261

F. A. Hihn made it clear to George Heason the relationship of the lumber yard vs. the lumber mill under the operation of W. R. Johnston 3515

Frank Chandler (Santa Cruz blacksmith), Orville F. Hart (Branciforte blacksmith), and John Severio (Santa Cruz blacksmith), advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner 2415

his letter sent by F. A. Hihn to James Gillon, President of the Hotel Co. 1205.2

his name appears on list of discounts for Doors, Sash, etc. 2770

in re claim against Matt Williams and in re Glenwood Lumber Co. 637-638

in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel: Mr. C. W. Lumbert to be notified that his bid made to W. R. Johnston to do the plastering in the elevator shaft was accepted 483

ordered equipment for Planing Mill 2781

ordered pipe for Planing Mill (Galvanized Pipe order from W. W. Montague & Co., S. F.), followed up on by A. C. Hihn 2838

ordered pipe for Planing Mill 2780
Johnston, William R. (continued)

ordered Smoke Stack for Laurel Mill from W. W. Montague & Co. 2503

placed order for sash 2969

remodeling front of Pavilion was to cost about $96.00, Hihn had W. R. Johnston estimate cost, and Hihn reported to Duncan McPherson & asked him to decide which option he preferred 3832

requested prices on iron and wood pulleys, shafting, boxes for Saw Mill from Globe Iron Works, Stockton 2485

sent to Paso Robles Springs Hotel to inspect functions of the elevator 1204.1-1204.2

shortage of lumber for Spreckels Sugar Co. was not resolved; previous correspondence by Mr. Routt (no longer in Hihn’s employ) was unsatisfactory to Hihn Co.; W. R. Johnston put in charge 2966

was to carry out details of remodeling the Wells Fargo Express office to be rented by F. A. Hihn Co. 3936, 3942

Jonas, David (Proprietor, Jonas' Shoe & Clothing House, Pacific Ave.)

1956

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Jones, A.

water Bill in arrears 2388

Jones, Clayton

2921

Jones, D. (Esq.)

3403

Jones, D. V.

3440

Jones, W. C.

3027

Joost & Fisher & Co.

165

Jordan, Frank C. (Candidate for Nomination, Clerk, Cal. Supreme Court)

2076

Jordan, William

(Coast station, Santa Cruz Co.)

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Jose, Rush (Mgr., Hollister Lumber Yard)

Jose, Rush (Mgr., Hollister Lumber Yard) had not received an accounting for 4 or 5 mos. 3454

Hihn sent a new price list for Hollister 3426.1-3426.4

August Hihn wrote to his father that Jose (Hollister Lum. Yard) had not received an accounting for 4 or 5 mos. 3454

F. A. Hihn ordered sash & screen doors for Hollister Lumber Yard 3306

see also Hollister Lumber Yard
Judah, H. R.

(Southern Pacific Co.)

mentioned in letter to J. W. Lewis (SP agent at Santa Cruz) in re to Olympia, which was rented to Mr. Fetherston of Felton for 1903 season for camping 3567

Judd, Albert N.

583

Judson Manufacturing Co.

331, 2915, 3147, 3483, 3499, 3670, 3746, 3774

Judson Powder

a dozen boxes ordered from Giant Powder Co. for Laurel Store 3844

Juett, H. B.

1037

Junker, W. A.

2177, 2703, 2972

F. A. Hihn ordered payment from J. C. Rued, Pres. of Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co., for W. A. Junker’s payroll for week ending Jan. 17, ’03 2426

his name appears at top of page 266 on list of lumber for Paso Robles Springs Hotel 2565.1-2565.2, 2724.1-2724.3

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel payroll 2106

same letter sent to W. H. Weeks 2178

shipment of lumber for Paso Robles Springs Hotel ordered from Wendling Lumber Co., San Francisco, was short; claim made to Wendling by F. A. Hihn Co.; Junker gave tally to Hihn Co. 2214
Kaill, Richard N. (Mrs.)

1213, 1755

Kaiser, J.

695

Kane (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Mr. P. Caduc in San Francisco in re Hihn's ideas on use of gas or oil for burning bricks 775.2

Kane, Andrew H.

(manager of F. A. Hihn Co.'s Santa Cruz Lumber Yard) 258, 340, 477, 1488; resigned March 1, 1902 1787

Kane, George P.

Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103

Kane, T. F.

(contractor, Watsonville) 22, 59, 2047

in re Valley Catholic Church, Watsonville

asked by F. A. Hihn to report on behalf of Rev. Father Placetus Krekeler for donation of lumber 75

lumber and mill work furnished to him 321

was shipped 110,000 shingles to "College Church" Valley Catholic in Watsonville 376, 857

mentioned in report to E. B. & A. L. Stone in disputed bill for lumber 953

K

Kaye & Uhden Tract

subdivision developed by Cope & Parker 923

Kaye, Charles

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Labor Dispute: F. A. Hihn inquired of W. R. Johnston why Charles Kaye had been refused to be supplied with window frames, that Hihn's Santa Cruz Planing Mill (W. R. Johnston, Supt.) mill men would quit if Kaye was furnished what he ordered 3884

Kearns, Thomas

2574

Kelley (Mr.) (S. P. Co. agent in Salinas)

mentioned in letter from J. H. Routt (Hihn Co.) to G. W. Luce (S. P. Co.) 2529

Kelly, Angeletti

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Kelly, John Jr.

(Dr.) (Riverview Sanitarium, Peekhill-on-Hudson, N.Y.)
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

proposed to rent store from F. A. Hihn Co. [be aware of changed street numbering] 1103.1-1103.2- 1238.1-1238.2, 1257, 1478, 2538

Kent, John J. [?]

2653

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.

mentioned as "engineer of the bull donkey" at Laurel 2710

water bill in arrears 3188

Kennedy Rabyjohn Art Co.

118, 202, 300, 432

Kenny, Barker &

letter returned by Hihn. to Byrne Bros. 3469

Kent, Isaac

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

lease sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola 45, 107, 218

Kent, J. E.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Kent, Lewis E.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Kentucky Iron Roofing & Co.

3807

Kerfect, E. M. (Mr.)

2481

Kern County (mentioned)

55

Keswick Electric Power Co.

565

Keystone Avenue (Santa Cruz)

Hihn Co. hoped to extend water pipes to Howard Holway’s home and get additional customers to reduce cost 2943

Kidd Drilling Co., Murray

sold equipment to Valencia Oil Co. for oil exploration 2614

Kidder, Peabody & Co.

asked for a copy of the trust mortgage of Stockton Gas & Electric Co.; F. A. Hihn approved it in letter to H.E. Adams 1302.3
Kidwell, H. F.

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, '03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Kikuda, H. (Laurel Mill)

782, 1083, 1219, 1621

kitchen supplies ordered for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill 821

kitchen supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., San Francisco, for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson 739

logging tools ordered for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill 822

mentioned in letter from Hihn Co. to Dickerman & Torchiana 2803

soap & tobacco ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., S.F. 1502

Kilburn, Fred Augustus

(Mgr., Charles Ford & Co.) 362, 1593, 2717

Valencia: harrow design specified to F. G. Anthony for orchards; Kilburn informed Hihn of its use 2249

King City, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2430, 3052

Hihn Co. would make Church Pews and other items as per spec. by D. J. Harrington, King City 3052

Hihn Co. would quote C. L. Steiner if he would send list of material 2430

King (Mrs.)

3888

King, E. B. (Mr.) (Skyland)

E. R. Whitman was advised to "See Mr. King" for "fence line" 3319-3320

King, Fred

notified that his water service would be discontinued unless payment made 2952

King, Hanford

3726

King, James Birkett

1791, 2626, 3320

Kingman, AZ

(Place Letter Sent To) 3728

Kirby, George

(F. A. Hihn asked Richard A. Urquhart about him) 1137

Kirchner (Mr.)

purchased lumber, billed to New York Cloak & Suit Co., San Francisco 2552

Kirk, Joseph

(Attorney, Law Department, Board of Trade of San Francisco) 97

Kirk, Thomas J.

(California Superintendent of Public Instruction) 2065

Kittredge & Co., E. H. (San Francisco)

bid on Foresters job for doors and sash, W. R. Johnston, Salinas, asked to evaluate 785
Klingler, Gottlieb J.  
(Santa Cruz cabinet maker and millman)  
390, 912-913, 3504

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

was witness to order of Mr. Henderson for lumber furnished to a Santa Cruz hotel 1416

Knight, Noah M.  
1428

lease for Capitola property sent to Frank Reanier 183

lease for Post Office at Capitola was to be returned immediately 544

leased Post Office at Capitola from F. A. Hihn Co. 276, 669

Knight Ferry Power  
electric line proposed to equip the Royal mine with power 735.3

in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 135.1-135.2

power mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams, Stockton 84

power house: F. A. Hihn agreed to pay $4000 for a power line from Knights Ferry (Stanislaus County) to the Royal mine, built by General Electric Co. 1583

trade referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry Adams 960.1-960.3

was sought as acquisition of new power by F. A. Hihn for Stockton 598

Koerber & Son, George  
2403

Kramer, H.  
1418

Krekeler, Placetus  
(Rev. Father) 32, 75, 303, 321, 857; see also Catholic Church

mentioned in report to E. B. & A. L. Stone in disputed bill for lumber 953

Krewson, J. B.  

prices quoted for firewood 819, 897, 1517

Kropley, William  
672

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn - "Give him work." 1367

Kruger, Fred  
1455

Kruse Lumber Co., J. H.  
(San Francisco) 22, 74, 196, 592, 1245, 1527, 1616

Lumber (Channel Rustic #2): carloads offered several lumber companies 2492

request for quote on lumber, Oregon Pine 196

Kuchenbeiser & Son, F.  
1005
Kunitz, Henriette C. Marwede

813

would release her right of way for the a public thoroughfare and Public Library building 906

Kusin, John

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn - "Work." 1367

578

Labish, R.

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Labor Contracts

25 acres to be cleared by men supplied by Yamada & Co. @ $30 per acre + $2.50 per cord for firewood + Food and Hardware 2188-2189

F. A. Hihn requested of Tom Nolan "not to call at our place and try to hire our men" 1158

filer's job for the Laurel Mill was offered to A. E. Campbell; letter states terms & conditions, asking for him to state his terms 1254-1255; offered to J. F. Conroy 1256

H. Kikuda asked for 10 to 15 men to clear land, cut wood, grub out stumps at Laurel 1219

two laborers employed at Salinas Planing Mill at $1.75 (rate not indicated, probably per day), and the Hihn Co. questioned why it was necessary 1413

value of a day's labor at $1.50, although "We do not think he is worth over $1.50 ... unless he works harder." 898

William Hayes (Ben Lomond) was asked if he could be hired to run shingle and shake machine at Laurel 1177

Labor Dispute

F. A. Hihn inquired of W. R. Johnston why Charles Kaye had been refused supply of window frames; Hihn's Santa Cruz Planing Mill (W. R. Johnston, Supt.) mill men would quit if Kaye was furnished what he ordered 3884

Labor Strikes

mentioned by Hihn Co. in re promises by lumber yards in fulfilling orders 3848

Labor Wages

F. A. Hihn stated to A. C. Bassett, Mgr., Loma Prieta Lumber Co., that "It is far from me or my Company to wish to cut rates, particularly at the prevailing high price of labor.” 2541

values of wages given by F. A. Hihn Co. for pick and shovel men, woods, carpenter work, and common laborer 2760

Lacey, George

(Machine shop, Salinas)

claim sumitted to W. R. Johnston, Salinas, was questioned by F. A. Hihn Co. 164

W. R. Johnston asked George Hovey, Salinas, to ask George Lacey about a lathe and price he would take for it 2342

Laguna Gulch (Lagoon Gulch)

one of the features mentioned by F. A. Hihn in relation to building of a new road at the Summit 387-388
Lamb, F. H. (Mgr., Western Union Tel. Co.)
287, 3235, 3297

Lambert, C. W.
mentioned in Hihn's letter to W. R. Johnston in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel 486
payment approved by F. A. Hihn for work on Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1205.1-1205.2

LaMontanya & Co., J. D.
2581, 2603

Land Clearing
25 acres to be cleared by men supplied by Yamada & Co. @ $30 per acre + $2.50 per cord for firewood + Food and Hardware 2188-2189

Land For Sale
Hihn Co. offered several places to Victor L. Boeck (Hawaii), with stated prices, in Live Oak and Capitola 3380
Santa Cruz, Fair View Park, and Capitola: Hihn describes what is available 132
Valencia, and at Wrights: Hihn describes what is available 131
Wrights proposed by Mr. Helming? 1938

Land For Rent
F. A. Hihn Co. agreed to rent field mentioned by Mrs. J. N. Hayes of Felton for $15. for abt. 8 months 1125

Lange, F. H.
1339

Langtry, J. H. (Supt., Wells Fargo Co.)
2417, 2508, 2698, 3284, 3687

Lanthier, Edward
care of his horse at Laurel Mill questioned by Hihn Co. 1490
got an advance on wages of $5.00; F. O. Hihn objected: “it takes too much of the clerks’ time in this office to look up their account.” 1392
Laurel Mill ordered to regulate the hay and feed, and keep Lanthier’s horse from feeding 1371

LaPorte, Delbert Arland
(Agent of Southern Pacific Co. at Laurel)
36, 147, 180, 301, 324-325, 777, 1812, 2236
asked to send January report to Hihn Co. 1410
in arrears for rent at Laurel 289
in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290
submitted a bill of $5.65 for damage to railroad car 323
was to have Laurel house rent free if conditions were met; S. L. Gibson questioned whether conditions had been met, or collect rent 312

Larimore, ND
(Place Letter Sent To) 3033

Larsen, Charles August

1707
F. A. Hihn agreed with Frank Reanier that C. Larsen should cultivate land near Hanthorn Place free of charge 2470
Larsen, Charles August (continued)

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Larson, Louis (Larsen)(Aptos farmer)

1524, 1706, 1899

lease sent to Frank Reanier for Larson’s signature 1050

Lath

10,000 laths ordered for Laurel Mill from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (S.F.) 3296

Hihn Co. cancelled a previously placed order for Lath with Bellingham Bay Lumber Co. (S.F.) 3360

Russell & Rodgers, San Francisco, shipped wrong size 836

Laughlin, A. H. see McLaughlin, O. H.

Laughlin, S. N. (Moss Landing)

price quote in car load lot on Feed Barley requested 1838

Laurel Creek?

Laurel Mill was asked if pasture might be arranged “along the east branch ...” for loose stock causing annoyance 1490

Laurel, Cal. and/or Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.)


(Place Letter Sent To): [In Book 50 there are 129 letters Sent To Laurel, Cal., the site of F. A. Hihn Co.’s saw mill and Company Town.]

"large number of stock around Laurel, and if feed is handy it will be taken"; feed boxes locked 1371

a 2" rope was picked up from G. W. Simmons and taken to Laurel 3134

Books designed by F. A. Hihn for Laurel, detailed printing specifications sent to Freygang-Leary (S.F.) 3079.1-3079.2

Cook House expenses were higher than former months, cook advised that good food was expected but care to avoid waste was also expected 2090

equipment maintenance procedure specified to S. L. Gibson: rubber hose was to be hung and dried well 2250

F. A. Hihn asked S. L. Gibson whether the LaPorte house needed repapering; how about others? 887
Laurel, Cal. and/or Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

F. A. Hihn solicited business from S. P. Co., noting that he was a “heavy freight and passenger customer and being also the owner of Capitola” 2539

F. A. Hihn specified that "all the #1 and #2 potatoes" grown on Hihn properties in Valencia were to be used at Laurel 2470

Frank Reanier was ordered to ship to Laurel, 10 tons Hay, and straw for bedding men and horses 2378

Frederick E. Griffin was paid for his painting work 2396

Gibson, Simeon L. given instructions on improvements to site 532

Hastings, N. S. (Mr.): apparently complained about condition of house at Laurel, F. A. Hihn instructed S. L. Gibson to make repairs 2197-2198

Hickey, Daniel sent a bill for rent of house at Laurel, with request he present bills of expense on monthly basis 1407, 1410

Hihn Co. requested report on all S. P. railroad cars, with commodities and consignees, for year Jan ’02 to Jan ’03 from Felton 2236

Hihn proposed roads Summit Area 2452

Hihn sent six small receipt books sent to R. T. Stone (Superintendent, Laurel) with instructions on their use 3252

Hihn, F. A.: had letter sent to S. L. Gibson at Laurel with instructions for cutting bank for the Dutch oven 2163

houses need new roofs, paint, papering, repairs, etc.; F. A. Hihn authorized work to S. L. Gibson 982

logging tools ordered from San Francisco 2162

order for meat from Walti-Schilling (Santa Cruz) specified by W. D. Mearns 3849

Pine from Felton was not #1 so a 2nd carload could possibly be shipped from Laurel 2981

pipe ordered from Crane & Co. and Hihn complained of no dealer’s discount extended to the purchase price 3265

railroad cars and telegraph poles were to be hauled by cable, but evidently the "expense as well as the danger" of that method changed to teams 577

rents of houses raised to $1.00 per month per room, and $1.00 per month for water 1808

rents of tenants were in arrears; collection was ordered and tenants were to be notified that all rents were to be paid in advance henceforth; refusals were to vacate premises 1722

road maintenance (County Road) directive issued to S. L. Gibson 2489

S. L. Gibson and/or W. P. Mearns requested to report on condition of everything 1731

seven coils of barbed wire ordered Jan. 31st; inquiry on Feb. 13th, 1902, asked what happened to order, wire not yet received 1530, 1533

Trespass on Hihn Co. land implied in letter to E. R. Whittman and Mr. Fidel (both of Laurel) in regard to pasturing cattle on Hihn lands 2694

white-wash and painting crew to Laurel soon 982

windows and doors ordered from Wilson Bros., San Francisco 790
Laurel, Cal. and/or Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

see also Gibson, Simeon L.

see also Kikuda, H.

see also LaPorte, Delbert Arland

see also Laurel Mill

Laurel Camp

bid (to supply Laurel Camp) of Victor Cauhape (San Jose) arrived too late for consideration 3347

F. A. Hihn stated his terms for a contract to Walti & Schilling to furnish fresh meat to his Laurel Camp for '03 season 3381

Laurel Farming

Hihn Co. asked R. T. Stone for report on "land should be ploughed at once" 3184

Laurel Flume

F. A. Hihn gave instructions to R. T. Stone (Laurel supt.) for the construction of a flume to utilize the water of Burrell Creek for Laurel Mill, Cook House, and Fire Protection 3596

Laurel Logging Camp

Hihn proposed terms of contract to furnish fresh meat to Laurel Camp for the 1903 season at 6-1/2 & 7-1/2¢ per lb. 3344

Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.)

2090, 2100, 2101, 2142, 2171, 2299, 2316, 2357, 2358.1-2358.4, 2359.1-2359.2, 2360.1-2360.2, 2453, 2589, 2678, 2682, 2685, 2767, 2777, 2818, 2840, 2854, 2855, 2870, 2886, 2889, 2890, 2930, 2955, 2990, 2997, 3003, 3006, 3043, 3170, 3189, 3232, 3291, 3325, 3397, 3464, 3467, 3527, 3638, 3765, 3871, 3914

"burnt down some time ago. We are rebuilding" needed belting from Sumner Belting, Tolland, CT 2129, 2729

"hope to start up our Mill next week for about a month's run" 1018

"hope to start up our Mill within ten days" -- Jan. 23, 1902, ltr. to Pacific Manufacturing Co. 1118

"I' beams ordered from Judson Mfg. Co. (S.F.) with cast iron pulleys 3147

"It will probably be three or four months before our new mill is ready for operation." - from Jan. 5, '03 2242

"our new mill will not be ready for operation before May 1st" 2295

"We are now operating the Mill and have about a car of slabs per day to dispose of." 1400

"We expect to run our Saw Mill in about two weeks, weather permitting" -- Jan. 14, 1902 909

10,000 laths ordered for Laurel Mill from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (S.F.) 3296

Advertising: F. A. Hihn placed ad in Santa Cruz Surf for Road Builders and Laborers for Laurel Mill 3740

Air Pipes & Hoods ordered from Montague & Co., San Francisco 2964

application of John Frykland (Boulder Creek) for position of band-sawyer considered 3106

August Hihn asked R. T. Stone to confer with Ed West to determine need for spools and stands for logging 3928

barbed wire and staples ordered from Roebling & Sons Co. 2661
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

barn door hardware and other tools and supplies ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3041

delays in construction were causing a strain on lumber supplies, and jobs were being lost to competition - see letter to Rush Jose, Mgr. Hollister Lumber Yard May 18, 1903 3831

cotton hose ordered: Boston Hose & Rubber Co., asked prices on rubber belting etc. 3544

cowen Fire Brick, balance of carload ordered from Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. (San Francisco) 3057

credit memo requested from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. for 54’ rope, returned because order was for 90’ 2413

die/tap/nuts ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2635

dogs for headblocks available in 24” size only, F. A. Hihn asked R. T. Stone for confirmation on size - or the size needed would have to be ordered from the East 3287

dogs for lumber mill carriage ordered from Henshaw Buckley & Co. 3176

Eby Machinery Co. in re equipment for Laurel Mill, as per "the verbal agreement with our F. A. Hihn" 2947

ed west: foreman logging operation 3629.1

eleven barrels of lime ordered from Henry Cowell Lime Co. 3060

employment application of John Mathews (Hollister) for position of carpenter considered 3107

engine shaft was apparently too large for the lathe of Catons Foundry 3191

bedding: #1 Hay shipped should not be used for bedding; if bedding is needed, Hihn Co. would ship some straw 2955

blue prints for operating floor of new Mill ordered from Eby Machinery 2338

boiler needed repair, Hihn Co. sent Mr. Pringle from Santa Cruz to conduct hydrostatic test, wondered if boiler needed replacement 3316

boiler tubes ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3076

boilers to be repaired, but Hihn Co. hadn’t yet decided on course of action 3329

bookkeeping - Day Book ordered from LeCount Bros., San Francisco 2331

books: sample of printing of Sales book for Laurel Mill sent for bid to Pacific Press Publ Co. (Oakland) 3580

buildings for fruit boxes authorized 186

carloading peeled Oak wood orders 2678-2679

clarification of previous order for equipment ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S. F.) 3716

clock dials ordered: Simonds Saw Co 2946

construction on Dryer for Lumber (kiln) was to commence soon 2050

Corrugated Iron ordered for Laurel Mill from Pacific Hardware & Steel Co. 2860
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

- Equipment for Laurel Mill was loaded on flat car instead of box car, Hihn made claim for extra freight $3.80 to SP 3136

- Equipment order to Eby was interpreted correctly 2976

- Equipment ordered by F. A. Hihn from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2791

- Equipment ordered by F. A. Hihn from Eby Machinery Co., San Francisco 2793

- Equipment ordered from California Saw Works and Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., San Francisco 2959

- Equipment ordered from California Saw Works and Graton & Knight Mfg. Co., San Francisco 2961

- Equipment ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2647

- Equipment ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3683

- Equipment ordered from Eby 2927

- Equipment ordered from Eby Machinery Co., S.F. 2788.1-2788.6

- Expected to start up in ten days for 1 mo. 1027

- Extensive machinery list 2944.1-2944.3

- F. A. Hihn ordered spools cast at Santa Cruz Foundry 3290

- F. A. Hihn states plan to build a lumber dryer, powered by steam produced from waste steam from Laurel Mill boilers 1739.1-1739.2

- F. A. Hihn's plan for a Kiln to dry lumber outlined to W. H. DeValin at San Rafael 1953

- F. O. Hihn instructed the Laurel Mill to weigh each piece of equipment as it is unloaded from cars, undoubtedly for the purpose of Cost Accounting of freight costs 3527

- F. O. Hihn requested the safe lock combinations 3871

- F. R. Cummings order lumber from Laurel Mill via Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2706

- F. W. Blume, band saw filder at Laurel Mill, was asked if he wanted job again in 1903 on same terms as 1902 2821

- Files ordered from Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 2625

- Fire Prevention: Laurel Mill watchman's clock, two or four stations were established by Feb. 24, 1902 1736

- Firewood was still a product being shipped, in spite of the fact that the new Mill was not yet operational 2818

- Firewood: F. A. Hihn notified Borchers Bros. (San Jose) that the Laurel Mill was delayed in starting up, due to late delivery of equipment from the east, therefore Hihn's quote on Redwood Slabs would have to be postponed to the middle of June 3747

- Firewood: Powder Wood, Madrona, Redwood, plus shakes - Hihn Co. wanted a count of stock at Laurel Mill, and costs for packing, hauling, and loading on R.R. cars 3548
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

four San Francisco firms asked to bid on belting for Laurel Saw Mill – F. A. Hihn wrote that "We are about ready to belt our new saw Mill at Laurel, Cal." 3645

Fred Griffin asked to delay resumption of his work until further notice 2333

good weather spurred reforms in loading practices of railroad cars, maintenance of cables, etc. 2050

Governor Spring ordered from Eby Machinery Co. 3030

hardware ordered for Laurel Mill from Payne Bolt Co., San Francisco 2402

Hihn advised Eby Machinery Co. (S.F.) to make new crank for Engine Shaft 3288

Hihn advised N. Jensen (Tres Pinos Warehouse Co.) that the mill was not yet in operation and Hihn Co. had to rely on other mills to supply lumber 3860

Hihn advised Western Union (F. H. Lamb) that poles were unavailable, but the Laurel Mill would be running June 1st when poles would be supplied if ordered 3297

Hihn asked Chase Lumber Co. if there was a San Jose machine shop that could do some work on his 9” Engine shaft 3154

Hihn asked Crane Co. for bid on belts, rubber and leather, for the saw mill "now being constructed at Laurel" 3678

Hihn asked Drew & McDonald (San Jose) for information on its Dust Collector installations elsewhere, and gave size of rebuilt Laurel Mill as 60’ wide x 150’ long, with ground floor, etc. 3313

Hihn asked for price quote on misc. equipment from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3616

Hihn authorized R. T. Stone to set the Monterey Boiler in place as a spare in the event that the other four failed 3662

Hihn clarified order with Dunham Carrigan & Hayden for wheel barrows 3216

Hihn Co. advertised in Fresno Republican, San Jose Mercury, and Santa Cruz Surf for road builders and laborers for Laurel Mill 3732

Hihn Co. advised the Cal. St. Bd. of Trade that its Mill "burned down last summer" and expected to have the new one in operation by "the first of May." 2826

Hihn Co. anticipated the Mill would be in operation by June 1st 1903 3367

Hihn Co. asked for discounts from Menaska Wood Split Pulley Co. 3944

Hihn Co. asked Magnolia Metal Co. (New York) for quote on 1,000 - 1,500 lbs. of various types of metal delivered at Erie for carload of machinery 2513

Hihn Co. asked Mr. C. Froelich (San Francisco) for price on cast iron reducer 3119

Hihn Co. claimed shortage of 3-3/4 gallons of Coal oil short; Wellman-Peck & Co. replied that neither it nor Standard Oil Co. had ever had a claim of this type; Hihn Co. was asked to tell it how the Oil was measured and report back 3552

Hihn Co. expected carload of machinery to arrive in San Jose; advised SP that each piece was to be weighed 3480

Hihn Co. expected full operation of mill by June 1, 1903 3293
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

Hihn Co. expected it to be operational by June 15, 1903 3659

Hihn Co. forwarded a letter from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. to R. T. Stone (Laurel supt.) notifying him that order for shovels was cancelled 3595

Hihn Co. invited Mr. Butterfield, Millbrae, to accept job at Laurel Mill as millwright at $4.00 per day 2306

Hihn Co. made claim for equipment not yet received from Eby Machinery Co.: Shimmer Matcher Heads, dado heads or Mitre cutter 3555

Hihn Co. ordered "Cowen" Firebrick for Laurel Mill from Henry Cowell Lime Co. 2432

Hihn Co. ordered 2 carloads of com. well burnt brick from San Jose Brick Co. for Laurel Mill 3350

Hihn Co. ordered a check valve from Crane & Co. (S.F.) 3953

Hihn Co. requested inventory of lumber on hand 3189

Hihn Co. responded to inquiry of Truckee River General Electric Co. (S. F.) that its Laurel Mill was not yet in operation, expected June 1st to be able to respond to its orders 3573

Hihn Co. wrote Reed & Cleve (San Francisco) for expected delivery of the patterns for bronze gears for head blocks 3538

Hihn Co.'s Laurel Mill was not yet in operation (Apr. 20), expected it in operation by June 1st, 1903; advised Rush Jose (Salinas Lumber Yard) that lumber he needed was not available in San Francisco 3512

Hihn confirmed arrangement & instructed H. A. Olmstead (Monterey) on his charge to ship boiler and other machinery to Laurel and Santa Cruz or Capitola? 3424, 3502

Hihn confirmed his orders for brick, lime, cement, and pine tar 3353

Hihn expected more control over content of rail cars once the Mill got started 3937

Hihn gave instructions to R. T. Stone (Laurel supt.) for the construction of a flume to utilize the water of Burrell Creek for Laurel Mill, Cook House, and Fire Protection 3596

Hihn notified Rush Jose (Hollister Lumber Yard) that some of his order was placed, but Laurel Mill was not yet operational; when it is "we trust our troubles with lumber orders will then come to an end" 3876

Hihn offered proposal to Harrington & Moore (Santa Cruz) to supply fresh meat to Laurel Mill 3146

Hihn offered R. T. Stone position as Superintendent 2710

Hihn ordered a drop forge chain pipe tongs from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3148

Hihn ordered a Hall & Brown Sticker machine from Eby Machinery 3305

Hihn ordered Lard from Harrington & Moore (Santa Cruz) and asked for price that would compete with dealers in Santa Cruz, San Jose & Los Gatos 3277

Hihn replied to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. and ordered pipe stock and dies, and steel rods 3025

Hihn replied to Eby Manf. Co. in regard to exact measurements on the pulley and engine 3024
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

Hihn requested a price quote on band saw filing room equipment from Eby Machinery Co., California Saw Works, and Simonds Saw Co. 3932

Hihn responded to Rush Jose (Mgr., Hollister Lumber Yard) that he expected that once the Laurel Mill was in operation, the supply of lumber would be more regular; provides list of current 2-car shipment 3703

Hihn sent a new price schedule for lumber Laurel to Hollister Lumber Yard 3378

Hihn solicited special rate from S. P., noting that he had "routed the shipment" of sawmill machinery over its line, asked for rate of 3¢ per ton or less 2540

Hihn stated that "the new mill is nearing completion" 3056

Hihn withdrew proposal to Harrington & Moore (Santa Cruz) to supply fresh meat to Laurel Mill 3174

Hihn wrote John D. Eby, Eby Machinery Co., confirming that certain equipment was to be included in his order; he asked if it wasn't usually a part of the "transfers" - why would it have to be ordered specifically? He was also concerned about the delay in shipment of the equipment 3020

horse team supplies ordered from Main & Winchester, San Francisco 2945

instructions sent by J. H. Routt to Laurel Mill for maintenance of slab firewood shipment, freezing pipes, etc. 334

J. H. Routt replied to A. Wideman Co. (Gonzales) that the Hihn Mill would be operational by May 1, 1903 2804

J. R. Reish (Oroville) offered job at Laurel Mill as millwright 2324

kitchen bacon ordered from A & C Ham Co., San Jose 2335

kitchen supplies ordered from San Francisco 2133

kitchen supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., S. F. 2486

kitchen supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., San Francisco 2258

kitchen supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., San Francisco 2337

lard oil ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. 2865

lathe ordered from Eureka at $250., if price acceptable 2779

lathe purchased from Eureka Foundry (Eureka, Cal.), freight settlement check sent for $6.02 3484

Laurel Warehouse Report book ordered holes punched, detachable sheets 2345

letter asking for bid on Babbitt metal sent to three San Francisco firms 2471

List of Pulleys and hardware sent to Portland, OR, Postmaster, asking him to forward same to "responsible parties dealing in Pulleys, Shafting &c" 2511

logging equipment was to be ordered, F. A. Hihn wrote R. T. Stone asking what had happened to order 3410

Logging tools - inquiry to Eby Machine Co., San Francisco, for price of Hill's Steam Nigger 2145
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

Logging tools - order to Eby Machine Co., San Francisco 2328

logging tools & kitchen tools ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3005

logging tools ordered from Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco 2226

logging tools ordered from San Francisco 2143

lumber for carriage frame ordered from Simpson Lumber Co., to be milled by California Planing Mill 2447

Lumber order for G. W. Rowe for flume could not be filled in March '03, Laurel Mill would not be rebuilt for two months 3098

Lumber order for Salinas Lumber Yard 2167, 2183

lumber required of Burnett Bros. (Sacramento) was not yet available, "In a few weeks our new saw mill will be in operation...." 3166

Lumber shipped to Spreckels Sugar Co., Spreckels, Cal. 2533

Lumber Yard Day Book specifications given to LeCount Bros. 2373

machinery ordered from Eby Machine Co. 2179.1-2179.3, 2211

machinery ordered from Eby Machinery Co. (S. F.) was delayed, prompting F. A. Hihn to complain that "we are now far beyond the time contemplated for the completion of the mill." 3710

Magnolia Metal ordered from Simonds Saw Manufacturing Co. 2570

millwrights were paid $4.00 per day, board charged at 50¢ per day 2691

movement of logging operation from "east branch" discussed with F. A. Hihn 245

Mr. Potter (the cook) was asked to take inventory of all provisions, on the last day of each month, and daily receipts by keeping a pair of scales for weighing meat, vegetables, etc. 2854

Mr. Stone was identified as Laurel Mill foreman; mentioned in letter to prospective Millwright, John W. Rigsby (McCloud, Ca) 2691

nails ordered from Roebling & Sons Co. (San Francisco) 2741

New York Belting advised that its price quote from Mr Daggett was received but no decision yet made on Leather Belts for Laurel Mill 3923

one ton of coal ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 2637

order for Company Store supplies 65

order for Firewood, Madrone & Peeled Oak ordered by McCracken Bros., San Jose 2085-2086

order for Horse Shoes, and an Egg Beater, placed with Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 2395

order for Spring (with nut on end of spring) "in case of another break", from Eby Machinery Co. 3059

order from Eby Machine Co. of new equipment to rebuild after fire 2327.1-2327.3

order of Lumber from Laurel Mill for M. Williams, Gonzales 2682

order placed with Bowers Rubber Co. for Live Oak Brand belting 3957

orders for firewood to be shipped to San Jose, Santa Clara, etc. 2171
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

orders for Hollister, Salinas, & Santa Cruz Lumber Yards of F. A. Hihn Co. 2358.1

Oregon Pine lumber for saw mill carriages request for quotation from Port Costa Lumber Co. & E. K. Wood Lumber 2505

Oregon Pine timbers for Laurel Mill sawmill carriage were unavailable in San Francisco, F. A. Hihn directed S. L. Gibson to cut them from Santa Cruz Pine, Laurel, per specs of Mr. Stone 2550

our Aptos Saw Mill, which Mill was moved (in 1900) from Aptos to Laurel 108

Pine timbers to be sawed or hewed for rebuilding of Mill listed by F. A. Hihn 2456

planing equipment shipment put on hold with Eby Machinery Co., S.F. 2775

price quote on leather belts requested from L. P. Degan (S.F.) 3919

price quote on smoke stack requested from San Francisco companies: John D. Eby, W. W. Montague, P. F. Dundon, Dunham-Carrigan & Hayden 2450

price quote requested from Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg Co. for Rubber Belts for Laurel Mill 3924

price quote requested on shafting, boxes, collars, pulleys from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2579

prices and sizes of Electric Poles quoted to R. Hart (Santa Maria), starting abt. June 15, when Laurel Mill would be in operation 3667

quotes for supplying snatch blocks of chilled cast iron requested from J. S. Roebling & Sons Co. & American Steel & Iron Works 3745

quotes for supplying snatch blocks of chilled cast iron requested from American Steel & Iron Works 3748

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill Supt.) was asked for explanation of J. G. Beale’s claim of $55 per mo. wages 3518

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill) was asked to send size of jackscrew so that gear wheels and pinions could be ordered 3916

R. T. Stone was asked for list of fittings for Monterey Boiler that he wanted sent to Laurel 3917

railroad ties at two switches to be replaced by S.P.R.R., F. A. Hihn suggested using his ties at Laurel 115

referred to by F. A. Hihn in his estimates distances, building Laurel flume 3711

Reliance Dogs ordered for Laurel Mill via Henshaw, Bulkey & Co. (S.F.) 3329, 3331

request for prices on Pulleys and hardware from Allis Chalmers Co., San Francisco 2510.1-2510.2

Routt, J. H. requested permission from S. P. Co. to place a telephone in its office to facilitate communication between S. P. & Laurel Mill 1723

San Jose meat companies asked for quote on price of fresh steer meat for 1903 season at Laurel Mill 3127

Saw Filer application from Mr. Spencer (San Francisco) put on file for action in three or four weeks 3466

Set Works ordered from Joshua Hendy Machine Works (S.F.) 3175
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

- shipment of Channel Rustic #2 to Union Lumber Co., San Francisco 2527-2528

- shipment of machinery arrived in San Jose, Eby Mach. Co. notified 3846

- shipment of machinery arrived on May 18, 1903 at narrow gauge depot in San Jose; Hihn Co. advised that Eby Machinery Co. would send their agent to arrange shipment; asked about weight of equipment 3818

- shipment of machinery from Eby Machinery Co. included wrong saws 3368

- shipment of machinery had arrived in San Jose on Apr. 23, 1903, fgt. agent telephoned to notify Hihn Co.; Hihn also notified Eby Manufacturing 3541-3542

- shortages of equipment supposedly shipped reported to Eby Mach. Co. 3768

- Smoke Stack for Laurel Mill ordered from W. W. Montague & Co. 2467, 2607, 2789

- Snatch block Sheivis with metaline Bushings cored for 3/4" rope ordered for Laurel Mill from Murray Bros. (S.F.) 3685

- Spreckels Sugar Co. given credit for bookkeeping error made by clerk at Laurel, plus freight, etc. 2616

- Standard Oil Co. ordered to send car tank of Coal Oil to Laurel Mill 2257

- started its first cut of telegraph poles on Feb. 4, 1902, for the 1902 season 1330

- stationary engine with cable to be used for lumber and railroad cars 317

- steam gauge sent to Murray Bros. for testing 1148
Laurel Mill (F. A. Hihn Co.) (continued)

tank of coal oil ordered from Standard
Oil Co., San Jose 2547

telephone Line: F. A. Hihn directed R. T.
Stone to get line in order at Laurel
3303

telephone system -- would it be an
advantage? J. H. Routt for F. A.
Hihn Co. asked S. L. Gibson "What
advantages would be gained"? 1808

telephone wires down 490

the engine shaft was sent to Eby
Machinery Co. for cutting and
turning 3204

the Hihn Co. approved for R. T. Stone
(Mgr., Laurel Mill) a schedule of
wages for its Logging Department
3389

the Mill and large portion of stock lost
by fire, could not decide what to do
about stock at Paso Robles Farmers
Alliance Business Association 2180

the new mill was not expected to be
ready to supply a full range of stock
needed by Charles White,
Campbell, until May or June 1st,
1903 2817

Thomas Parker (carpenter and
millwright): F. A. Hihn sent him to
Laurel with letter to R. T. Stone
(superintendent) with instructions
"Please give him a job." 3680

told to economize - use cable instead of
chain for raising gates; cows should
do without bran as grass is good
now 1974

Tool & Die cutting equipment, price
quote from Dunham, Carrigan-
Hayden 2776

tools & equipment ordered from
Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co.
2783

twenty-eight changes in plans of Mill
design specified to Mr. Stone 2317

two grades Babbitt Metal ordered from
Selby Smelting & Lead Co. 2569

used Coal Oil from Standard Oil 2905

W. R. Johnston ordered equipment for
Planing Mill from Eby Machinery
Co. 2781

W. R. Johnston ordered pipe for Planing
Mill Blower System 2780, 2838

W. R. Johnston ordered Smoke Stack
from W. W. Montague & Co. 2503

wages paid in 1901-1902 sent to R. T.
Stone [but not present with this
letter] 2951

wallpaper ordered from Uhl Bros., San
Francisco 2173

watchman’s reports had not been
received by Hihn Co., explanation
sought 2777

Western Union Telegraph Co. Inspector
due at Laurel Mill on Monday, Feb.
24, 1902 1709

William R. Johnston requested prices on
iron and wood pulleys, shafting,
boxes for Saw Mill from Globe Iron
Works, Stockton 2485

windows ordered from Whittier, Coburn
& Co., S.F. 2038

wintertime operations questioned 235-
236

Laurel Mill Bookkeeping

asked to send time books to Santa Cruz
office 1774

August Charles Hihn directed that
logging tools for the Laurel Mill
were to be apportioned to each
employee on the books 654
Laurel Mill Bookkeeping (continued)

Day Book reference requested by Hihn Co. 1944

Inventory categories specified 524

Inventory of horses, wagons, harness, furniture, etc. requested from S. L. Gibson 1310

inventory of each cook house requested 1878

list of houses and tenants with rental rates sent to S. L. Gibson at Laurel 289-290

list of shipments overdue from D. A. Laporte 301

teamsters were apportioned the hay and barley for their teams 654

teamsters’ reports - instructions on notations specified 481; instructions on how to annotate report for receipt of Barley and Hay 717

weight of meat was to be entered in Day Book 1763

control of meat supplies was a problem, special instructions were issued 1602

Cook House equipment ordered from Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co., S.F. 2031

Cook House supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., S.F. 1764

cooks for logging camp and Mill discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Fred O. Hihn 1073

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. could not locate 4-gallon Iron Stew Pot, so Hihn Co. told Co. that a 6-gallon pot was o.k. to send 1344; kitchen equipment ordered 1223; kitchen equipment: stew pot & dishpans 1258

Egg Beater ordered for Laurel Mill, placed with Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 2395

F. A. Hihn directed R. T. Stone to direct the Cook to make liberal use of sourkraut, beans, prunes, pitted plums, squash, and dried apples – instead of canned fruits; asked if there was any demand for hay to outsiders 2982

F. A. Hihn directed S. L. Gibson to examine spring, take measurement of flow to Cook House 587

F. A. Hihn notified R. T. Stone (Laurel) that henceforth (Mar. 12, 1903) “Mr Mearns” as Clerk, would attend to ordering of all supplies 3019

Hihn Co. objected to the purchase of groceries from W. Crichton, contrary to its instructions; orders for groceries & merchandise must be signed by S. L. Gibson 1891

kitchen supplies ordered from 433; (for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson) 739, 821, 743, 1042, 1260, 1361, 2033

Laurel Mill Cook House

26

A & C Ham Co. (San Jose)

agate stew pot, 16” x 18” ordered from Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 2625

Amaya, B. (Mrs.) inquired about running the cook-house 914

Bacon & Ham ordered from A. & C. Ham Co. (San Jose) 3008

baking pans ordered from 1501

coffee “for Saw mill use” ordered from Hills Bros., San Francisco 2809
Laurel Mill Cook House (continued)

order for kitchen supplies clarified as "Ground Spice" 1199

ordered food supplies in bulk 200

picnic ham ordered from A. & C. Ham Co., San Jose 2260, 2546, 2727

price of fish, quantity of order, and procedure for ordering stipulated by Santa Cruz Office of F. A. Hihn Co. 1667

price quote requested on meat for kitchen 1092; supplies ordered from 1903; ham and bacon ordered from 1599

Reanier, Frank (Capitola) supplies ordered from 1901

rolled oats, corn meal, cinnamon, and nutmeg ordered from Sussman & Wormser, San Francisco 2397

sugar ordered 1995

supplies order from Sussman Wormser & Co., San Francisco 2810, 2911

supplies ordered from 1600, 1900

supplies ordered from Sussman Wormser & Co. 2548, 2636, 3007

supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co., and Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., S. F. 2910

Surveying Instructions: F. A. Hihn instructed his son, August, to "have Sargeant [T. D. Sargent] survey a grade for a pipe line from reservoir to Laurel Cook House 3420

Sussman Wormser & Co. (San Francisco)

vegetables ordered from Frank Reanier at Capitola 2037

Western Meat Co. (San Francisco) requested a quote for beef from 1551

Laurel Mill Cook House (Logging Camp):

cooks for logging camp and Mill discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Fred O. Hihn 1073

F. A. Hihn notified R. T. Stone (Laurel) that henceforth (Mar. 12, 1903) "Mr Mearns" as Clerk, would attend to ordering of all supplies 3019

supplies ordered from Frank Reanier, Capitola 1902

supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co. (S.F.) 1131, 1504, 1601, 2034

Laurel Mill employees & employment

filer's job for the Laurel Mill was offered to A. E. Campbell; letter states terms & conditions, asking for him to state his terms 1254-1256

Hayes, William (Ben Lomond) was asked if he could be hired to run shingle and shake machine at Laurel 1177

Kikuda, H. labor contractor asked for 10 to 15 men to clear land, cut wood, grub out stumps 1219

contract issued to Mr. H. Kikuda of Watsonville for cutting shingle bolts 782

labor rates and boarding status of employees requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507

"owing to the recent severe storms, we are obliged to suspend operations at the Mill for a few days" - Feb. 25, 1902 report to Geo. E. Carter & Co. 1758

reduction of work-force for 1902, certain employees were laid off 352

Thompson, W. R. applied for job as Donkey foreman, but Hihn Co. replied there was no vacancy 1425
Laurel Mill employees & employment
(continued)

wages and boarding required "at our camps" and "no one given free board" 1808

Wing, W. A. (Grants Pass, OR) offered job as edgerman at $3. per day without board 1472

Laurel Mill equipment & hardware

American Steel & Wire Co. (San Francisco) steel cable ordered 766; asked for quote on spools, gypsies, sheaves, and cable 905

axe handles ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden, San Francisco 2376

axes and sledges ordered 431

band saw needed was 12" x 52' long 1494

belts & Hoses not needed at present 1145

blasting powder ordered from Giant Powder Co., San Francisco 722

box for Bull Donkey ordered from Union Machine Co., San Francisco 1871

broken tap replacement ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden, S.F. 1568

bull donkey rope, guy wires, wire rope, drum of donkey - must be covered in rain 1126

cable sheaves ordered from American Steel & Wire Co. 771

Chilled Cast Iron Sheaves, ordered from Murrey Bros. (S.F.) 3933

Crane & Co. (San Francisco) soldering supplies ordered 989

dies ordered 581

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (San Francisco) steel needed for blacksmith shop unavailable 436

Eldorado Engine Oil ordered 424; engine oil ordered 1225

equipment ordered 1252, 1264

equipment: oiling of ropes 238

F. A. Hihn bought a lathe for his sawmill and a union-man runs it 10 hrs. a day at $3.00 919.2

F. A. Hihn designed new spool for cable 881

hardware & horse shoes ordered 1569; hardware ordered 408, 1972, 1986

inquiry on bits for edger and other items ordered for Laurel Mill, reply requested 1966

J. O. Dunham was sent a check in appreciation for his interest in "Mill, Cable lines and hoisting apparatus" 513

logging equipment (falling axes) ordered from Miller Sloss & Scott, San Francisco 949

logging equipment ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 651, 1402

logging tools ordered for H. Kikuda c/o S. L. Gibson 822

logging tools ordered from Simonds Saw Co., San Francisco 652

logging tools were ordered, but need was questioned; use of certain tools from other Hihn Co. operations was urged 1711

manufacture of a shaft by Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. of San Francisco 78
Laurel Mill equipment & hardware
(continued)

McCormick Bros. asked for quote on spools, gypsies, sheaves, and cable 904

Mill equipment was at Aptos 108

nails and Shake Wire ordered from John A. Roebling’s Sons & Co., San Francisco 793

new pinion for planer ordered from American Saw Works 902

new pump valve for Donkey Engine ordered from Murray Bros. 903

order for black iron pipe, dipped, from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden was modified: send plain and “we are prepared at Laurel to dip this stock” 1085

order for engine oil from Standard Oil Co. 182

order for wedges, axes specified 351

order for wire nails placed with J. Roebling Sons Co., S.F. 1897

ordered barbed wire from American Steel & Wire Co., San Francisco 1212

ordered from American Steel & Wire Co. coils of 18-gauge shake wire 1329

ordered hack saw equipment from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 1094

ordered machinery equipment from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 1091

ordered nuts, washers, files, etc. from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 1188

ordered saws and saw handles 304

ordered supplies for next season: axes, sledges, wedges, water kegs, files, etc. 333

pinions, gears and bushings ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 901

Railroad car damage to Southern Pacific cars damaged in Hihn’s yard at Laurel 488

Railroad cars were delayed at Laurel Mill due to broken cable used in loading cars 1140

Robb Edger shifters for saw manufactured by Risdon Iron Works needed replacement 2028

sawmill equipment ordered from Dunham, Carrigan Hayden & Co. 20

Shake Wire, Nails, Windows and Doors ordered from San Francisco 807

size of drum mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to J. O. Dunham at Laurel, probably the drum of the hoisting engine at the tunnel 396

Standard Oil Co. (San Jose)

steel ordered 742, 767, 1221

steel shaft ordered 153; confirmed an order for a steel shaft 1874

supplies for Saw Mill use ordered: screening, oil cans 1271

supplies ordered: coal, blank nuts, tree clips 2045

tools ordered 1222; including a half-ton of Blacksmith’s Coal 721
Laurel Mill Lumber Price Quotes & Shipments

Carter & Co., Geo. E. telegraph poles:
Gold Gulch & Laurel stock quoted 1239; telegraph poles were to be shipped 1375

Chase Lumber Co., S. H. assorted sizes and grades of lumber offered 1809-1810

Glenwood Lumber Co. assorted sizes and grades of lumber offered 1809-1810; lumber order shipped to San Jose 1987-1988

Greeley, R.P.M. response to letter from; shipments would be better in future 879

Loma Prieta Lumber Co.: F. A. Hihn Co. offered lumber at retail and wholesale prices to A. C. Bassett 1446; with exception of 2X4 - 14 & 16 #2, which was unavailable at present 1579; Lumber ordered for Loma Prieta Lumber Co. at Capitola 1217; at Gilroy 1224; at Monterey 1979; at Pacific Grove 1980; at Salinas 1982; at Sargent, Santa Clara Co. 1537; at Tres Pinos - one car shipped, second car ordered 1981, 2048; at Watsonville 931, 1538

McDonald, J. C. (Watsonville) lumber prices quoted 1263

messages sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of “good, dry Madrona wood” at Laurel 1350

Oak firewood shipped to San Francisco from Laurel was short a cord, claim is made that it fell from railroad car 720

Pacific Car Service Bureau (San Francisco) claims to be evaluated by representative from 1198

Salinas Planing Mill order of lumber 1449; shipped 2 carloads of lumber, including battens, to Salinas because the Santa Cruz yard was overstocked 1195

San Francisco & San Joaquin Coal Co. (Tesla, Cal.) firewood slabs (green & dry) quoted from Laurel Mill 1432

Scott & Van Arsdale Lumber Co. (Stockton) carload of Redwood 4x5x7 Split Posts ready for shipment, asked if they wanted one or more; prices and freight quoted 1202

Southern Pacific Co. made a claim for demurrage, 1 day, 1 $ 469; charged demurrage on railroad cars at Laurel Mill 1705

Stockton Gas & Electric Co. quotation sent for telegraph poles available at Laurel, prices and freight given 1267

Torr, C. L. (San Jose) expected to start operation in one week, when slabs would be available for shipment at $1.50 per cord, etc. 1236

Western Union shipped from Laurel Depot to Lovelock, Nevada, telegraph poles 473

Western Union Telegraph Co. shipment delayed for week until Laurel Mill’s cable system was operating 1019; Mr. Smith to visit Laurel Mill to inspect Telegraph-Telephone Poles 1672-1673

Wideman, A. (Gonzales) lumber shipment 585, 618

Laurel Mill Teams

carload of hay and straw sent with instructions on use: “oat straw is not used for bedding” 1033

horse shoes ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden, S.F. 1569
Laurel Mill Teams (continued)

Reanier, Frank (Capitola) was ordered to haul to Santa Cruz 1 wagon load of oat & barley straw for shipment to Laurel 1034

was shipped 1 railroad carload (10 tons) of hay for its teams from Frank Reanier (Capitola) 620

Laurel Mule Train

John Leo Trevethan (Happy Valley) hired to go to Laurel for trailing and packing at $2.00 per day 3762

Laurel Reservoir

F. A. Hihn admitted to R. T. Stone (his Superintendent at Laurel) that his plan for building a reservoir was better than his own; sent revised plan 3250, 3428

Laurel Roll

mentioned in ltr. to J. D. Rickard 3133

Laurel School District

F. A. Hihn apologized to Cecil Gibson, unable to attend the closing exercises 2126

Hihn Co. sent request to S. L. Gibson (Laurel) to have Trustees of Laurel School District issue warrant to pay bill 3339

list of property owners was sent to S. L. Gibson, F. A. Hihn wanted it returned 661

location described as "between Tunnels #2 & #3 of the South Pacific Coast Railroad and includes about two miles of said Railroad" 634

Trustees 348, 817.1-817.2

Laurel School District Schoolhouse expansion

addition designed by Edward L. Van Cleek 808

Expansion to accommodate increase in students, property owners to pay pro-rata share of $500 348

F. A. Hihn asked S. L. Gibson when the work was to be done, who was to do it, at what price? 397

F. A. Hihn Co. offered to supply lumber, shingles, doors, locks, etc. for $262.40 for #1 lumber, discounts for grades #2 and #3 817.1-817.2

F. A. Hihn reported that the City Savings Bank would pay its share of expanding the school 397

F. A. Hihn states that he "built the present school house many years ago at my own expense" 372, 634

Laurel Mill School improvements authorized by F. A. Hihn 347-348

List of Lumber required for construction of School House addition 817.1-817.2

the Laurel Mill was asked for a statement of charges for hauling lumber for School 1905

unusually severe storms in Santa Cruz Mountains caused slides on wagon roads, etc.; men laid off or shifted to other work at Laurel - "cut the wood and do the grubbing near Schoolhouse" 1805

updated list of Laurel School District property owners sent to Southern Pacific Co. 374

Laurel Store

100 lbs. Hills Bros. coffee ordered 3766
Laurel Store (continued)

100 lbs. powdered sulphur ordered from Redington & Co. (S. F.) 3708

a dozen boxes of Judson Powder ordered from Giant Powder Co. for Laurel Store 3844

a tube expander ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3498

an Electric buck saw, and pipe cutter ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3520

an order for 10 gal. Asphaltum placed with W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) 3861

Arbitration offered as alternative to suit threatened by Wm. M. Crichton over Hihn’s move to take over Laurel Store 3160-3161

August Hihn asked for quote on 12 tons of grain for Laurel Store from William G. Alexander (Mgr., Sperry Flour Co., San Jose) 3910

Barley, Bran, Flour shipped by Sperry Flour Co., Santa Cruz 3641

barrel of linseed oil ordered from W. P. Fuller Co. 3270

barrels of lime ordered from Holmes Lime Co. from its Felton warehouse to Laurel Store 3826

Blacksmith’s Coal: a ton was ordered for Laurel Store by F. A. Hihn from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3881

Blasting Powder & Sticks ordered from Giant Powder Co. (S.F.) 3634

Books: proofs of Laurel Store books ordered from Freygang-Leary were corrected by F. A. Hihn; asked if they had a “machine or appliance for printing bills” 3324

candies, fruit, mixed merchandise, rice, tobacco ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co. (S.F.) 3276

Cheese & Butter ordered for Laurel Store from Roberts & Chittenden 3773

clothing ordered from Levi Strauss 3550

Coffee ordered for Laurel Store from Hills Bros. (S.F.) 3475

Corn Meal and Rolled Oats ordered from Sperry Flour Co., Santa Cruz 3259

D. W. Mearns made inquiry of George W. Heason, Mgr., Santa Cruz Lumber Yard about earlier order of material for Laurel Store, ordered additional paint 3696

Daily Reports style was not satisfactory, Laurel Mill Supt. (R. T. Stone) was advised that “Sales to the Cook Houses, the Mill, Office, Logging and other departments of Laurel Mill should be sold at a profit to the store of 5% if sold in original packages or if sold in broken packages at 10% - to which should be added 5% on original cost for freight and hauling.” 3765

employees could charge at the store; Hihn Co. apparently deducted from the semi-monthly pay check 3638

F. A. Hihn appointed S. L. Gibson as head of store, outlined the procedures for billing employees, profit margin, etc. 2710

F. A. Hihn asked 20 sacks of Napa cement as sample from E. B. & A. L. Stone 3370

F. A. Hihn asked A & C Ham Co. (San Jose) for its best prices on ham, bacon, lard, etc., to compete with Wrights, Los Gatos, and San Jose stores 2718
Laurel Store (continued)

F. A. Hihn asked Roberts & Chittenden for quote on Creamery Butter by the case for Laurel 3273

F. A. Hihn bought William Creighton’s store at Laurel, planned to run it as a company store 2718, 3145

F. A. Hihn complained to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. about the manner in which it failed to send bills and copies of bills for Laurel Store and home office 3943

F. A. Hihn designed a Day Book and sent specs to Freygang-Leary Co. (S. F.) 3051.1-3051.2

F. A. Hihn directed R. T. Stone in methods of keeping records of sales at Store, hiring practices of employees, and buying a cash register (although he could probably get one cheaper than $125) 3161

F. A. Hihn inspected William M. Crichton’s Laurel Store general merchandise and made an offer at 75¢ per dollar, and 10% discount for one week at sale 3067-3068

F. A. Hihn ordered 10 Bbl. Lime from H. T. Holmes Lime Co., for delivery from Felton to Laurel Store 3371

F. A. Hihn ordered 25 bbls. Lime shipped from Felton to Laurel Store 3482

F. A. Hihn ordered 3 bushels horsehair from Cowell Lime Co. (Santa Cruz) for plastering at Laurel 3374

F. A. Hihn ordered brushes from W. P. Fuller & Co., to be shipped via Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden’s shipment 3411

F. A. Hihn ordered goods for “the store that we have opened at that place” - he stated that he intended to “compete with San Jose and Los Gatos dealers.” 3144

F. A. Hihn ordered Iron and plumbing supplies from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3668

F. A. Hihn ordered macaroni, spagetti, and salt from Sussman, Wormser 3415

F. A. Hihn ordered merchandise from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3416

F. A. Hihn ordered stationery, hand soap, fishing gear, etc. from Cal. Notion Co. (S.F.) for resale; he asked for best prices to compete with other dealers 3414

F. A. Hihn ordered tools and cupboard hardware from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3633

F. A. Hihn ordered two barrels of Sperry Flour for Laurel Store 3507

F. A. Hihn ordered varnish, etc. from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) for Laurel Store 3735

F. A. Hihn refers to moving the location of the store 3212

F. A. Hihn responded to Mrs. Daniel Hickey’s inquiry about the dismissal of her son for refusing to do the work asked of him by Mr. Stone (Supt., Laurel) 3199

food supplies ordered from A & C Ham Co. (San Jose) 3636

food supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co. 3635

Glass ordered for Laurel from W. P. Fuller Co. (S.F.) 3671

groceries and tobacco ordered by F. A. Hihn for Laurel Store 3737
Laurel Store (continued)

ham and bacon ordered from A. & C. Ham Co. (San Jose) and F. A. Hihn asked for wholesale prices that would compete with other stores in San Jose, Santa Cruz, etc. 3497, 3772

hardware ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3258, 3738

Hihn Co. advertised for rent the second story of Laurel Store - 6 rooms - and a number of Laurel dwellings in the San Jose Mercury 3780

Hihn Co. asked R. T. Stone for a report 3184

Hihn Co. expected "full dealers discount" for hardware, pipe and pipe fittings sold at Laurel 3308

Hihn Co. ordered 10 bbls. from Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. 3352

Hihn Co. ordered ledger binders from Hicks Judd Co. (San Francisco) 3554

kitchen supplies ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co. 3543

Laurel Mill and Store 3553; August Hihn wrote to his father that these two operations should not both be under control of Mill foreman 3454

Laurel Store: windows and doors ordered from Wilson & Bros. 3173

merchandise (food, tobacco) ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co. 3921

merchandise ordered from Sussman, Wormser & Co. (S.F.) 3478

Nails & Shovels ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3549

Nails ordered for Laurel Store from J. A. Roebling & Sons Co. (S.F.) 3398

Norway rivets and Flange couplings ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3843

Oil (Illuminating) ordered from Standard Oil (San Jose) for Laurel Store 3465

order for iron rods, nuts, and other construction supplies sent to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3412

order from Buckingham & Hecht (S. F.) placed by F. A. Hihn 3494

order from Hills Bros. for M & J Ground Coffee @ 25¢ per lb. 3551

order of paid and related material order from W. P. Fuller Co. for Capitola 3493

Paint: White Lead paints ordered for Laurel Store from Fuller Co. 3372

Painting Supplies ordered for Capitola and Laurel Store from W. P. Fuller & Co. 3669

painting, papering, plastering 3388

part of order with Murphy Grant & Co. (given to Mr. E. L. DeArman) canceled by F. A. Hihn 3866

Pig Lead ordered for Laurel Store from Selby Smelting & Lead Works 3857

Pine Tar (Stockholm) ordered for Laurel Store from W. P. Fuller & Co. 3348

Pipe and Fittings ordered by August Hihn for Laurel Store 3798

Pipe from the "stock" of E. F. Hawkins at Santa Cruz Lumber Yard shipped to Laurel Store 3574

plumbing ordered 3167

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill) was sent sketch of shelving and counters, perhaps for the Laurel Store 3427
Laurel Store (continued)

shipment of pipe for steam boiler ordered from Crane & Co. 3591

supplies ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3275

tableware ordered from S. Sternhaim & Son (San Francisco) 3733

tank of Illuminating Oil ordered for Laurel Store from Standard Oil Co. 3736

the Laurel Store was the focal point for all receipts of equipment, supplies and merchandise; employees were to then allocate to the various departments = mill, logging or otherwise 3429

the proofs of the books ordered for Laurel Store were overdue from Freygang-Leary Co. (S.F.) 3183

W. D. Means ordered sash hardware from Geo. W. Heason, Mgr. Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for Laurel Store 3585

Wheat, Flour, Barly, etc. ordered from Laurel Store from Sperry Flour Co. (Santa Cruz) 3775

wheelbarrows & padlocks ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3177

Wm. M. Crichton advised by F. A. Hihn of his intention to take over the store 3159

Laurel Street house (94 Laurel St.)

was available to rent, Mrs. McKey invited to take it at $20 per month 596

Lautier, Ed

F. A. Hihn Co. sent a check to Laurel Mill 410

Law, George (Folsom, N.M.)

to be visited by Thomas B. Eastland 560

Tom Eastland there, liking it, and living up to his pledges 1167

Law

F. A. Hihn demonstrated his knowledge of the law and procedures 1182.2-1182.3

Lawsuits

Balfour, Guthrie Investment Co.: mentioned in reference to law suit in Fresno Superior Court (Jan. 11, 1897) vs. Benjamin A. & Ruth G. Woodworth & F. A. Hihn Co. 1798

F. A. Hihn conferred with Walter Linforth 250

F. A. Hihn sent check to C. B. Younger Jr. in payment of expenses for August Charles Hihn vs. Santa Cruz Fruit Growers' Union, and Hawkins suit 2549

Woodworth, Benjamin R., (Benjamin A.) & Ruth G. (Fresno): reference to law suits in Fresno Superior Court (1895 & 1897) 1798

Lawyers' contingency fees

F. A. Hihn said that he did "not employ attorneys in that way. I pay them whether they win or lose." 1182.2-1182.3

Lead (Pig)

three bars pig lead ordered by steamer from Selby Smelting & Lead Works 3583

Lead Paint

paint and related material ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) for Capitola 3493
Lease (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn mentioned him in letter to Richard A. Urquhart, in re a stone mason 1137

Lease, G. E. (Mr.)

2756

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Paso Robles Hotel Co. lumber quality 2724.2-2724.3

Leases of F. A. Hihn Co. Property

Clements, George (Felton) sent for signature 233

F. O. Hihn sent proposed lease for Capitola Grocery Store to F. A. Angell & Bro. (Soquel) for the 1903 season 3743

Frank Reanier was sent a lease for E. J. Wood to have him sign 2883

land near Toll House, Highway 9, left for J. A. Rountree for signature 2301

Leonard, James sent for signature 812

McCart, J. J. to return lease signed 106

Paget, Robert G. (Felton) sent for signature 992

Savio & Ferogiaro: letter to Mike Cuneo, in re his brother and lease of Savio & Ferogiaro 1011

sent proposed lease to W. A. Sears at Wrights 3744

sent to E. R. Whitman, Wrights, for signature 2786; ask return signed lease 2289

to Charles Grant, Wrights, Cal. 2228

to Thomas Armstrong 1/9/03 2303

Wood, E. J. send to Capitola 194

Leask, Samuel

1137?, 1826

Leather Belts

New York Belting advised that its price quote from Mr. Daggett was received but no decision yet made 3923

LeCount Bros.

49, 504, 1565, 1762, 1969, 2119, 2331, 2344, 2373, 2639, 2680, 2820, 3004, 3109, 3158, 3436, 3450

Lee (Dr.)

2877

Lee, A. (Mr.)

3587; c/o George W. Magwood 3939

Lee, Julius

bill from B. F. Westenburger for Estate of J. F. Cooper referred to Estate, Lee & Wyckoff, Attorneys 2104

Lee, Song

lease sent to Frank Reanier to be signed by Lee for Capitola Laundry 3792

Lee, W. H.

1483

allowed rebate of $3.00 per month by F. A. Hihn in letter to Roscoe Havens, Oakland 1474

Leedham, Edward Sr.

2894, 3346, 3363

Leet, Walter

(Gold Gulch Toll House) 3231, 3298
Leet, Walter (continued)

flume and fence around it at Toll House
Saloon at Gold Gulch was broken
down, Hihn Co. asked Leet to have
it fixed by Emit Tann or someone
for $2.50 3229

Legal Action Contemplated

F. A. Hihn gave instructions to Henry
Eastland Adams (Stockton Gas &
Electric Co.) to consult an attorney,
act on his advise, investigate
carefully 3718

Leibrandt, F. (Leabrant)

F. A. Hihn Co. ordered the Laurel Mill
to charge for shake wire when it is
furnished to shake makers, like F.
Leibrandt 1323

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel
290

Laurel Mill was asked about report on
bill for shake wire 1918

Leibrandt Bathhouse

mentioned in letter Hihn wrote (later
cancelled) to City Council about
Hihn land ownership on Beach
street 3619, 3625, 3646

Leigh, B. H.

2813

Leland, G. H.

(Mgr., Simpson & Hack Fruit Co.)

August C. Hihn quoted price of $4255.
to Simpson & Hack Fruit Co. for
lumber and shingles f.o.b.
Watsonville 3906

Leme

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as "the
evidence of Hayward, Leme and
Shinil [?]" in Lightner Mining Co.
vs. Utica Mining Co. trespass
lawsuit brought by Lightner Mine
i.e. F. A. Hihn et al, discussed by
him in letter to Frank P. Adams
1182.1-1182.3

Lemos, M.

684

Lenhart, J.

693

Leonard & Co. - Leonard Brothers (San
Andreas)

550

371 pounds Barley purchased from
Leonard & Co. by Tom Lewis 1923

Hihn Co. inquired of Frank Reanier, if
Mr. Leonard had any barley for sale
1968

Leonard, James

812

Leonard, John H.

2365

somehow involved in Justice Court:
Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington
& Pecarovich 991

Leoni (Mr.)

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F.
A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn - "Work."
1367

price quote request for potatoes 2733
Letters not identified

(letters from) 130, 407, 1014, 1043, 1082, 1107, 1475, 1615

(letters to) 988, 1103.1-1103.2, 1238.1-1238.2, 1906, 1936, 1951; not indicated, but he had gone this day to Salinas 1257; not indicated; but see p. 880, where "Campbells" is indicated 1797

Lettunich & Co., W. M.

2288

Levi’s

F. A. Hihn ordered a "piece of sheet linen" 938

Levinson & Wust

in re. Mr. Dunn’s order 647

Levit, M. (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn disagreed with him over cost of drayage of rail 114

Levy & Co., A.

1492

Lewis (Mr.) (S. P. Co. agent in Santa Cruz)

mentioned in letter from J. H. Routt (Hihn Co.) to G. W. Luce (S. P. Co.) 2529

Lewis

lease sent to Frank Reanier 38

Lewis, Frank J.

2463

Lewis, J. (Mr.)

3455

Employment: Z. W. Brown, J. Lewis, and A. Jacobson (Laurel Mill employees) applied at Hihn’s Santa Cruz office for their pay, but the Laurel Mill office had not sent time and rate information to verify claims 3397

Lewis, James

son of Mrs. Frank F. Lewis, in re her home being offered for a bargain 219

Lewis, James Frazier

2008

Lewis, Martha J. Reed (Mrs. Frank F. Lewis)

in re Park Hotel, Capitola 219, 515, 2006, 2125, 2192

Lewis, Tom

car loads of oak wood left at head of Deer Valley; Tom Lewis contracted to haul it 754

371 pounds Barley purchased from Leonard & Co., F. A. Hihn Co. would re-charge him against the wood that he was cutting & hauling 1923

Laurel Mill was asked about report on bill for horse feed 1918

Library Building

proposed for Walnut Avenue, F. A. Hihn asked Henriette Kunitz if she would release her warehouse and right of way for the building 813

F. A. Hihn subscribes $1500. toward purchase of lot at $5100. from Bank of Santa Cruz County 906

site offered by F. A. Hihn 861

see also Santa Cruz Library
Liebes & Co., H.  
2097  
Lien Law (Mechanic's Lien)  
  sent to Salinas Planing Mill for their study 222  
  had to be timed precisely: instructions on Black job in Salinas 320  
  Salinas Planing Mill told to file a lien, as a "Complaint", against bill of P. G. Farley 1907  
Lighting  
(Electric Light Plant)  
  J. R. Bashline (Salinas) was asked by F. A. Hihn (via W. R. Johnston) to come to Santa Cruz to "commence the Electric Light Plant at once." 3829  
Lightner Mine  
(Lightner Mining Co.) 55  
  B. F. (or W. F.) Wellington Jr., Secy. 1463, 1778, 1780-1782, 1819, 1825, 2075  
  Eastland Estate (Alice Lander Eastland) held an interest in real estate in Calaveras Co., including the Lightner Mine at Angels Camp 1370  
  F. A. Hihn discussed potential with Joseph L. Eastland 1167  
  F. A. Hihn notified A. T. Eastland of the receipt from the Co. of $5112.75 on account 1835  
  F. A. Hihn represented D. Delehanty by proxy at annual meeting of Board of Directors 124  
  F. A. Hihn sent his comments on various subjects to H. E. Adams; compressed air in re to the Lightner 576.2  
  $5112.75 received by F. A. Hihn (Executor, Estate of Alice Lander Eastland, on contract for purchase of Lightner Mine 1819, 1823, 1825  
  F. A. Hihn was pleased with the yield during January 1902, suggested to C. M. Jackson that a new shaft should be located 1761.1-1761.2  
  dividend for Feb. 1902 for account of Thomas B. Eastland was $27.15; sent to Dr. Richard A. Urquhart, Los Gatos, his Guardian 1776; for account of Joseph L. Eastland and Thomas B. Eastland (c/o R. A. Urquhart) sent to City Bank 1779  
  receipts for dividends for Feb. 1902 for account of Joseph L. Eastland and F. A. Hihn returned to Co. 1778  
Lightner Mining Co. vs. Utica Mining Co.  
  trespass lawsuit brought by Lightner Mine i.e. F. A. Hihn et al, discussed by him in letter to Frank P. Adams 1182.1-1182.2; discussed by him in letter to C. M. Jackson 1761.1-1761.2  
  trespass matter would be considered by F. A. Hihn; response to C. M. Jackson, Stockton 1448  
Liliancrantz, Henry Tod  
(Liliencrantz Co.) (Aptos) 248, 444, 827-828  
  Claim by F. A. Hihn that Liliencrantz had used water for five years without payment to Hihn Co. 828  
  Claim for overcharge of $8. on lumber to Liliencrantz taken under advisement 827  
  complained about non-delivery of lumber as ordered and billed 824
August Hihn asked Frank Reanier to have Mr. Peck make out his bill for hauling lime from Williams Landing and he would collect from Mr Forgeus 3912 barrels ordered from Holmes Lime Co. from its Felton warehouse to Laurel Store 3826

F. A. Hihn ordered 10 Bbl. Lime from H. T. Holmes Lime Co., for delivery from Felton to Laurel Store 3371

F. A. Hihn ordered 25 bbls. shipped from Felton to Laurel Store 3482

F. A. Hihn ordered lime from Holmes Lime Co., specifying that the lime should be shipped from Felton 3946

furnished to Salinas Lumber Yard by F. A. Hihn Co. at $2.25 per barrel 2795

H. T. Holmes Lime Co. overcharged Hihn Co. 10¢ per bbl. - for which a refund was requested 1566

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to W. C. Reveal (Felton Shingle Mill) in exchange for shingles, pickets, posts, or lime 3046

Hihn Co. ordered 10 bbls. Lime from Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. for Laurel Store 3352

Lawrence Lorenzen (Wharfinger, Henry Cowell Lime Co., Santa Cruz) ordered by Hihn Co. to ship 30 bbl. Lime to Salinas Lumber Yard, via steamer to Moss Landing 2693

Lincoln, Orlando J.

complained about electric lights outage, Hihn Co. forwarded complaint to Santa Cruz Electric Light & Power Co. 2957

F. A. Hihn stated that he didn’t know him; in re Utica Mining Co. case 1182.2-1182.3

Lindsay, Anthol Thomas

256

Lindsay, Arabella (Mrs. Thomas Lindsay)

959, 1025, 1303

proposal to move the Capitola Depot made some progress with Mrs. Lindsay agreeing to accept two lots from F. A. Hihn Co. and $300 cash 1598

F. A. Hihn’s proposal to Southern Pacific for the Depot Hill site, which he owned, depended on Lindsay trading some other land with F. A. Hihn 924, 1087.1-1087.2

Lindsay, Clyde

(Mrs.)(Santa Cruz County Auditor’s Office) 3650

Lindsay, M.

3519

Lindsay, Thomas (Wharfinger Soquel Wharf)

891, 1324.1-1324.2, 1619, 1821

sent F. A. Hihn a circular proposing the installation of a guard rail and lamp installed for safety of persons 1820-1821

Lindsay & Netherton

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165
Liners

J. H. Routt, for Hihn Co. wrote to Nils Toft, Felton, asking him for report on what "Liners" he had cut on Hihn lands 2600

Linfirth, Walter Herbert

97, 250, 1312

F. A. Hihn stated that "he is attending to my business in San Francisco" and "I deem him a good lawyer" 1182.2-1182.3

suggested by F. A. Hihn to be the attorney in the Utica Trespass case proposed to C. M. Jackson at Stockton 1761.1-1761.2, 1886

Lingleville, TX

(Place Letter Sent To) 2474

Linseed oil

barrel ordered for Laurel Store 3270

Liquor Licenses

Hihn Co. asked R. M. Briare to sign two and return them for filing before Board of Supervisors (presumably one for Capitola Hotel, the other for 271 Fairview Ave., Capitola) 3756

Liquor sales

F. A. Hihn referred to the (1902) anti-saloon ordinance being implemented in the County 1954.2

Liston (Mr.)

Hihn sent painting instruction for Liston to R. T. Stone, Supt., Laurel Mill 3329

Live Oak Brand belting: order placed with Bowers Rubber Co. for Live Oak Brand belting 3957

Littlefield, C. L.

681

Littlefield, Fred L.

680

Live Oak

Hihn Co. offered several places of Land for Sale to Victor L. Boeck (Hawaii), stated prices, in Live Oak and Capitola 3380

Lloyd, Benjamin

2112

Loans

F. A. Hihn offered to endorse I. T. Bloom's bank note for $1000. 3613

F. A. Hihn to Professor Frank P. Russell (San Jose) 772

Lockhart, Texas

649, 658, 1022, 1889

F. A. Hihn discussed potential of land with Joseph L. Eastland 1167

Logan, James Harvey

1020

Logging and Logging Equipment

band saw needed was 12" x 52' long 1494

falling tools at Laurel, use what's useable, before more are ordered 533

operations in Winter F. A. Hihn asked his son, F. O. Hihn, to calculate cost of logging in wintertime 235; asked S. L. Gibson same 236
Logging and Logging Equipment
(continued)

road signals operated by batteries 56

to close for Winter 1901-02 next week 82

used by F. A. Hihn Co. described to California Wire Works as "Bull-Donkey and Cable" 769

used cable and bull-donkey 771

Logging at Sulphur Springs

600 to 800 feet of fence knocked down by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. about 1901 in falling timber 2577

Logging Costs

Ed West’s list of proposed hires is discussed by F. O. Hihn in letter to F. A. Hihn, analyzing costs per M. bd. ft. 3629.1

Logging Techniques

F. A. Hihn Co. used steam, no bulls, in reply to Jesse D. Carr – 2/10/1903 2646

Logging Tools

A. C. Hihn asked R. T. Stone to confer with Ed West to determine need for spools and stands for logging at Laurel 3928

List of Tools for Laurel logging operation, loaned to Ed West 3629.1

Loma Prieta

(settlement, Santa Cruz County)

F. A. Hihn wrote to Tom Yamashita (Berryessa, San Jose) that he had 1000 cords of Tan Oak to be cut 2812

Loma Prieta Lumber Co.

76, 117, 126, 404, 737; (A. C. Bassett, Mgr.) 804, 873, 1021, 1069, 1215-1217, 1442, 1444, 1499, 1511, 1535, 1579, 1626, 1660; (Royal W. Fogg) 1606, 1922; (H. D. Smith, Agent-Supt.) 1645; 1759, 1994, 1997; (Alfred C. Williams, Secretary) 285, 1445, 1495, 2131, 2155, 2275, 2941, 3219; (A. C. Bassett, Mgr.) 2352, 2541, 3485, 3784; (Alfred L. Williams, Secy.) 2851, 3341

an order of lumber shipped to Loma Prieta Lumber Co. at Watsonville, from Laurel Mill 931

at Gilroy lumber order to be shipped from Laurel Mill to Co. 1224

at Monterey: Lumber ordered from Laurel Mill 1979; shipment of 10 pcs. 2 x 20 - 16 Rough clear from Laurel Mill 1857

at Opal: inspects the lumber from F. A. Hihn very closely; Hihn Co. told W. R. Johnston at Salinas to use the same close inspection 770; F. A. Hihn Co. asked Loma Prieta Lumber Co. for its prices at Opal (Capitola) 1445

at Pacific Grove: Lumber ordered from Laurel Mill 1980

at Salinas: Lumber ordered from Laurel Mill 1982

at Sargent, Santa Clara Co. lumber order from Laurel Mill 1537

at Tres Pinos, shipment of lumber from Laurel Mill 1116; one car shipped, second car ordered: Lumber ordered from Laurel Mill 1981

at Watsonville lumber order from Laurel Mill 1538

Car Stakes rate from Laurel Mill set rate of #2 lumber 933
Loma Prieta Lumber Co. (continued)

establishment of prices vis-a-vis F. A. Hihn Co.’s Salinas Planing Mill for lime, cement and hair 872

F. A. Hihn asked Loma Prieta Lumber for quote on lumber delivered to Opal 3307

F. A. Hihn in letter to A. C. Bassett (Loma Prieta Lumber Co.) ask if he would place order to help support Chase by ordering from him 3717

F. A. Hihn wrote another letter to Duncan McPherson with comparative costs to remodel the front of the Pavilion; used LPLCo. bid of Dec. 12, 1901 as comparison to SCPM bid of May 1903 3864

Hihn Co. sought a common price with LPLCo. on double-headed tanks 1191

Hihn’s Laurel Mill supplied lumber to Salinas & Watsonville 31, 46

in re shingles; W. R. Johnston, Salinas, was asked to contact Mr. Porter of L.P.L.Co. to check on price; Hihn Co. questioned the $2.40 that Johnston was selling them for since Hihn had an agreement with L.P.L. Co. 781

its orders were to receive priority 2050

its prices for cement adopted by F. A. Hihn Co., so ordered for Salinas Planing Mill 1508, 1511

J. H. Routt, for the F. A. Hihn Co., replied to A. C. Bassett’s letter in regard to prices charged for lumber, etc. 2784

order of Nov. 30th, 1901, to Salinas, to be dispatched 271, 273

placed orders with Laurel Mill 1495

placed orders with Laurel Mill for its Gilroy yard 1497

placed orders with Laurel Mill for its Watsonville yard 1498; shipment of lumber from Laurel Mill 1880

price list for #3 lumber quoted by F. A. Hihn Co. at “ten or more cars, at $10.00 per M. ft. F. O. B. Laurel” 1499

prices for redwood water tanks sent to Salinas Planing Mill, as agreed with Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 464

receipt and voucher transacted with Alfred Williams 3165

reference to F. A. Hihn Co.’s inquiry about prices for Split Posts and Pickets; W. R. Johnston would be notified as soon as possible 899

referred to in letter to Duncan McPherson in re costs of plan #1 and plan #2 for remodeling front of Pavilion 3853

requested survey of a line between it and Hihn Co. 2824

Santa Cruz: shipment of lumber from F. A. Hihn’s Laurel Mill 1881, 1999

shipped redwood lumber to Salinas yard of F. A. Hihn Co.; Routt ordered that the shipment be graded carefully and reported to him 664

two carloads of lumber shipped from Laurel Mill to LPLCo., Watsonville 1068-1069

unfullfilled orders for lumber 172-175

W. R. Johnston, Salinas, was asked to compare the L.P.L.Co. price on tanks 1122

Loomis, Bessie (Mrs. E. T.)

158, 1605
Lorenzana, A.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value.

Lorenzen, Lawrence

(Wharfinger, Henry Cowell Lime Co., Santa Cruz)

ordered by Hihn Co. to ship 30 bbl. Lime to Salinas Lumber Yard, via steamer to Moss Landing.

Loryea, S. (Mrs.)

2711

Los Angeles & San Bernardino Railroad

acquired right of way across Lynch Estate property at Spadra, Los Angeles County, for $3,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.

(letters sent to): 361, 391, 568, 606, 630, 788, 951, 1062, 1107, 1155, 1211, 1558, 1665, 1732, 1741, 1766, 1816, 1822, 1887, 1942, 2059, 2069, 2108, 2482, 2490, 2559, 2754, 3369

F. A. Hihn advertised privately to Messrs Wright & Callender, Los Angeles, that a Los Angeles lot belonging to Mrs. Jane Lynch was for sale at $13,500.

Los Banos

two carloads of 6-1/2' fence posts ordered from Hartman Bros. (Boulder Creek), to be sent to F. A. Hihn Co., Los Banos.

Los Gatos, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 51, 113, 750-751, 837-838, 843, 885, 890, 915, 978-979, 1010, 1088, 1137, 1328, 1573, 1582, 1642, 1697-1698, 1776, 1894, 2073, 3954, 3955

F. A. Hihn responded to John Zehren that he would try to get there, but urged him to write.

Loss Potential

A. C. Hihn warned Rush Jose (Hollister Lumber Yard) that he was quoting Oregon Pine flooring too cheap.

Lost Shipment

sockets from Thomas Day Co. apparently lost.

Low (Mr.)

held a patent (1889), in which Mr. Martin may have had some rights.

Lowe, Dawson see Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo)

Loyalton, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3044

Luce (Luse), G. W.

(General Freight Agent, Southern Pacific Co.)

2169, 2265, 2304, 2334, 2379, 2431, 2493, 2529, 2849, 2928, 2949, 2974, 3017, 3050, 3136, 3523

F. W. Ruppert mailed Hihn the unsettled Freight Claims, demurrage bills.

sent letter to Hihn Co. regarding freight rates on wood (refuse wood $1.35 per cord).

see also Southern Pacific Co.

Luddy, James B. (San Andreas)
Appointment as appraiser to set value of real estate in Calaveras Co. of Alice Lander Eastland Estate 1369-1370

F. A. Hihn identified him as a searcher of records and assistant to attorney Frank Solinsky of San Andreas 1243, 1253

Luehning Co., Ernst (Campbell)
carload of pine firewood shipped from Gold Gulch 2438

Lum Mow
3196

Lumber (redwood)

ordered for Salinas Planing Mill from San Francisco Lumber Co., San Francisco, via steamer to Moss Landing 443

ordered from Albion Lumber Co., San Francisco 428

Lumber (rustic)

F. A. Hihn wrote the Builders Assn. in San Francisco that he had no more in stock 380

on hand at Aptos but was not to be sold in Salinas, reserved for other lumber yards 641

Rustic lumber from Laurel offered to A. J. Turner, San Francisco 967

Rustic lumber, 1x8s & 1x10s, almost out of stock, G. X. Wendling, San Francisco, asked to wait for startup of Mill 848

Rustic price quote; split grape stakes, etc. 1080

Though lumber not available, other lumber sizes offered to A. Wideman Co., Gonzales 1040
two carloads of 2x8, 2x10, 2x12 shipped from Laurel Mill to Santa Cruz Lumber Yard of F. A. Hihn Co. 910

Lumber (special woods)

Lumber flooring: Salinas Planing Yard could buy from Ford, Sanborn & Co. 1000 ft. of 1x4 #2 if the grade was good 917

ordered for Salinas Lumber Yard from Scott & Van Arsdale, S. F., via steamer via Moss Landing 1978, 2043-2044

Lumber and Cement

prices quoted to Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. Co. 2645

Lumber and lath

orders for Santa Cruz and Salinas from Russell & Rodgers were subject of inquiry material unspecified 517

Lumber and Milling

F. A. Hihn replied to inquiry from Fred F. Wheeler (Los Angeles) that it would quote prices if he would send list 3369

Lumber availability

Hollister Lumber Yard advised that Hihn did not have the sizes requested, would advise if they became available 3257

I. T. Bloom asked delivery date of lumber for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3539
Lumber bill

not precise enough for F. A. Hihn, returned to John H. Sinkinson 37

Lumber By-products

products made at Laurel Mill, SP asked for freight rates on full carloads to 18 California locations for Fruit Trays & Box Shooks 3523

Lumber claim

E. B. & A. L. Stone, error blamed on their shipping clerk 916

Lumber Exchanges

F. A. Hihn offered to exchange some Rustic and Redwood flooring with A. R. Booth (Boulder Creek) since he was short of some sizes of Common 3151

F. A. Hihn offered to exchange some Rustic and Redwood flooring with Big Basin Lumber Co. since he was short of some sizes of Common 3152

F. A. Hihn offered to exchange some Rustic and Redwood flooring with McAbee Bros. (Boulder Creek) since he was short of some sizes of Common 3153

Lumber falsely measured

challenged by F. A. Hihn Co. 16

Lumber Freight Rates

Hihn Co. asked Southern Pacific Co. (G. W. Luce) to renew Freight Rates for 1903 as per list for lumber and firewood 2493

Lumber grading

definition of No. 1 grade Redwood 27 definitions of various planed surfaces emerge in instructions sent by J. H. Routt, manager of F. A. Hihn’s Santa Cruz lumber yard 186

F. A. Hihn advised his Lumber Yard managers on procedures for keeping track of quality and quantity of lumber when received on rail cars; noted that an account book was being prepared to record all regrading 3782

F. A. Hihn asked A. H. Kane for his evaluation of grading of lumber 340; lumber measurement caused disputed prices 18

Quality of lumber (Rustic) difference specified to Modesto Lumber Co. 2205

Quality of lumber (Rustic) questioned by Messrs. Sweet & Loop 2204, 2253

Lumber Inventory

Laurel Mill asked for inventory 3189

Lumber marketing

Andrew H. Kane was advised by J. H. Routt (of Hihn Co.) on marketing #2 shingles and #2 & #3 lumber – clear & #1 grades sell themselves 1488

F. A. Hihn Co. reported to State Board of Trade that it cut 700,000 board-feet of lumber per mo. for 5 to 6 mos. per yr.; all Redwood except "a very small portion which is Pine." 860

Frank Reanier was asked to solicit orders for lumber in Aptos, Capitola, Soquel and vicinity, and for Mill Work 1567

Lumber orders

12 x 12 x 12 Redwood Clear Dry was not available in San Francisco, Hihn Co. asked W. R. Johnston (Salinas) for advice 1541
Lumber orders (continued)

by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. for its Watsonville and Santa Cruz yards 126, 137; for 10,000 ft. 1x10 - chan. Rustic No. 1 by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. could not be supplied due to lack of railroad cars 117; at Capitola 1215-1216, 1997

car load available, can Salinas use? 1210

for Salinas Valley Lumber Co., San Luis Obispo, was short on desired lengths, alternate sizes offered at discount 1832

Lumber Price Quote

bid submitted to Peter Wichman, Watsonville 2757

E. J. Helping, Wrights, Cal., with request for substitutions 2231

F. A. Hihn asked Eastern & Western Lumber Co. for price quote on Oregon Pine, and asked for allowance on freight if surfaced, and charges for surfing 3948

F. A. Hihn authorized the Santa Cruz Lumber Yard to reduce prices to meet all competition, and 2% cash discount 3883

F. A. Hihn told Rush Jose, Mgr. of the Hollister Lumber Yard, that if the price for lumber in Hollister as provided by Hihn Co. was not competitive, Hihn would make some adjustment 3778

Hihn Co. advised Geo. Hovey the rates to be used in charging the Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3111

Hihn Co. asked for price quotes from Bellingham Bay Improvement Co., Hubbard & Carmichael, and Wendling Lumber Co. 2859

Hihn Co. complained to Wendling Lumber Co., San Francisco, about its higher prices, asked for rebate 2520
Lumber Price Quote (continued)

Hihn Co. noted that prices had "fallen off the past few days and are likely to go lower." 3905

Hihn Co. quoted price on list sent by Hollister Lumber Yard 2697

Hihn Co. wrote to Alfred L. Williams, Secretary of Loma Prieta Lumber Co., at Capitola, for approval on setting new prices charged at Santa Cruz 2851

Laurel list amended by J. H. Routt 2840

Laurel Mill could furnish to G. K. Wendling of San Francisco, a car load of green Rustic lumber 874

Lumber prices and sizes quoted to Spreckels Sugar Co. 2313

Lumber prices quoted Francis Doud, Monterey, delivery Doud’s Switch 2381

made to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. for delivery at Clear Creek, but Co. was advised that Boulder Creek was closest siding 3431

new price list sent to George Hovey, Salinas Lumber Yard 2881

of Oregon Pine sent to Salinas Planing Mill 223

offered lumber at retail and wholesale prices to A. C. Bassett 1446

Oregon Pine was increased by $2.00 per M, March 18, 1903 3072

price quote requested from J. H. Kruse, San Francisco, for dry Oregon Pine tongue & groove #1 1245

price quote requested from Wendling, Cross & Augsburry, and Simpson Lumber Co., for dry Oregon Pine tongue & groove #1 1244

quotations asked of San Francisco’s Albion, Union, Hanify and Casper lumber companies 307

quotations sent to F. O. Oakes, Prunedale, 4’ long lumber at $10.00 per M. f.o.b. Mill 243

quotations to A. Williams of Southern Pacific Co. 285

quote and sizes for T. F. Kane (Watsonville) 2047

quote for 2x10 & 2x12 to Geo. E. Carter Co., San Francisco, from Laurel Mill 909

quote for 30 to 40 M. ft. from Laurel Mill to Glenwood Lumber Co., San Jose 1849

quote for odd sizes and grades at Laurel Mill made to Puget Sound Lumber Yard (Oakland) 1813

quote requested of C. B. Mirackle (Patchen) delivered to Alma station 3211

quote sent Tres Pinos Warehouse Co. 2712

quoted “subject to change without notice”, Maria Antonelli denied a rebate of $3.30 as requested 121

quoted on carload lots to W. H. Booth, Boulder Creek, from Laurel Mill 1039

quoted Perry Andrews, Watsonville 2644

quoted to A. Wideman Co., Gonzales 738

quoted to G. H. Robinson, Great Falls, MT; and encouraged him to move to Santa Cruz Co. 2842

quoted to I. T. Bloom 3539
Lumber Price Quote (continued)

quoted to J. M. Gardiner for Electric Railway 2110

quoted to Judson Rice at San Luis Obispo 1208

quoted to Southern Pacific Co. (10 x 14 and 12 x 12 timbers 277

quoted to Wendling, Cross & Augsbury Co., San Francisco 1101

rates to Southern Pacific Co. questioned 567

request for prices on Oregon pine to be shipped from "the North" by Simpson Lumber Co. 192; Kruse Lumber Co. & E. K. Wood Lumber Co. 196

requested for Gilroy 589-592

request to Simpson Lumber Co. for quote on Pine flooring 3418

White, Charles (Campbell) was asked if he could use several carloads of lumber from Laurel 1556

Lumber Purchases

availability and price asked of Mendocino Lumber Co. 3224

F. A. Hihn advised Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. that it could not supply lumber orders without relying on other mills, because Laurel Mill was not yet rebuilt and operational 3856

F. A. Hihn asked I. T. Bloom for quote on Santa Cruz Pine; also offered to endorse a bank note for $1,000 3613

F. A. Hihn asked Loma Prieta Lumber Co. quote on lumber delivered to Opal 3307

F. A. Hihn asked W. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) if the balance of the order would be supplied 3785

F. A. Hihn inquired of A. R. Booth (Boulder Creek) on availability of ties, telephone poles, and clear lumber 3692

F. A. Hihn notified Rush Jose (Hollister Lumber Yard) that some of his order was placed, but Laurel Mill was not yet operational; when it is "we trust our troubles with lumber orders will then come to an end" 3876

F. A. Hihn ordered from I. T. Bloom (Boulder Creek) 3729

F. A. Hihn ordered Pine and Redwood from S. H. Chase Co. (San Jose) 3612

F. A. Hihn ordered poles and lumber for Hollister Lumber Yard from Wm. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) 3731

F. A. Hihn ordered R.W. and Santa Cruz Pine from S. H. Chase Co. 3289

F. A. Hihn ordered shipment of 2 cars of lumber for Hollister Lumber Yard from I. T. Bloom, Boulder Creek 3704

F. A. Hihn ordered timbers from S. H. Chase Lumber Co. 3854

F. A. Hihn was ready to pay his bill with Simpson Lumber Co., but there was an error or two in the bill, plus he would like to have a Dealer’s Discount 3840

F. A. Hihn wrote I. T. Bloom for prices 3739

F. O. Hihn asked Mendocino Lumber Co., San Francisco, if they had any over stocked lumber; if so, he would be able to sell it. 2451

from J. H. Kruse Lumber Co. (San Francisco) 74
Hihn bought Oregon Pine from Bell-
ingham Bay Imp. Co. 2449, 2487, 2501, 2544, 2735, 2782, 3238, 3392-3393, 3630

Hihn Co. asked for a response to its letter of Jan. 30th on prices for Redwood from Wendling Lumber Co. 2834

Hihn Co. asked for discount on lumber purchased via David Roderick (Monterey) 3570

Hihn Co. asked S. H. Chase Lumber Co. (San Jose) how soon and what price it could furnish lumber as specified 3800

Hihn Co. asked Wm. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) for quote on Pine, and quantity he expected to cut 3439

Hihn Co. bought list of Kiln Dried Clear Pine from Wendling Lumber Co. 3816

Hihn Co. bought Oregon Pine from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. for Santa Cruz (via Narrow Gauge) and Hollister (via Broad Gauge), but had to restrict lengths to 30 ft. due to length of cars on the Narrow Gauge 3445

Hihn Co. claimed Redwood 3x6 from Union Lumber, shipment overdue 2114

Hihn Co. gave shipping instructions to Union Lumber Co. 3862

Hihn Co. ordered from I. T. Bloom (Boulder Creek) a substantial order of 1 X 10 & 1-1/2 X 10 for Laurel Mill's orders that Hihn Co. could not otherwise fill 3767

Hihn Co. ordered from S. H. Chase Lumber Co. redwood and pine 3221

Hihn Co. ordered Sugar Pine from Scott & Van Arsdale (S.F.) via steamer 3323

Hihn Co. wrote Mendocino Lumber Co. and asked when it could expect shipment on order 3365

Hihn Co. wrote to I. T. Bloom, W. H. Booth, and S. H. Rambo (all Boulder Creek) and C. B. Miracle (Patchen) with order of Redwood timbers and ask for availability - any or all 3827

Hihn Co.'s purchase from I. T. Bloom was modified from earlier order, and Hihn agreed to take offal that was produced fulfilling order: 4000 ft. of 1-1/2x10 3940

lumber ordered from I. T. Bloom for Tres Pinos Warehouse Co. 3719

order for Redwood and Pine sent to Mendocino Lumber Co. (S. F.) 3357

order placed with I. T. Bloom (Boulder Creek) 3905

ordered from Laurel Mill for Salinas Lumber Yard 2167

Oregon Pine ordered from Bellingham Bay Improvement Co. 2466

Pine (Sugar) ordered from Scott & Van Arsdale Lumber Co. (San Francisco) for Santa Cruz Planing Mill for customer Willis Mix (Gonzales) 3819-3820

Pine Sized ordered for J. J. Rose, (Ben Lomond) and F. A. Hihn Co. from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (S.F.) 3009

price quote on Pine flooring requested from Wendling Lumber 3435

price quotes requested from Geo. D. Grey & Co., agents of Bender Mill & Lumber Co. 3547

Redwood #1, 1 pc. 6 x 12 - 14', ordered from Union Lumber Co., San Francisco, for N. A. Erickson (Salvation Army, Soledad) 2285-2286
Redwood & Pine ordered from Mendocino Lumber Co. 3292

Redwood lumber ordered for Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz lumber yards from Mendocino Lumber 3447, 3517

request for quote on Oregon Pine, and Lath from Bellingham Bay Lum. Co. 2848

request for quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, & Sugar Pine from Bellingham Bay 2847

Santa Cruz Planing Mill ordered Sugar Pine from Scott & Van Arsdale (S.F.) 3951

shipment delay from Mendocino Lumber Co. caused concern for Salinas customer of F. A. Hihn Co. 2666

shipment for Perry Andrews from Bellingham Bay Lumber Co. 2689-2690

shipment from Laurel Mill to Tres Pinos Warehouse Co. 2731

shipment from Santa Cruz Yard to Salinas Yard 3511

shipment of Channel Rustic #2 to Union Lumber Co., San Francisco, from Laurel Mill 2527-2528

shipment of T & G Pine ordered from Bellingham Bay Improvement Co. 2960

Lumber Sales

(14,324 ft.) ordered from Laurel Mill for Salinas Lumber Yard 2348

Channel Rustic #2, carloads offered to several lumber companies in S.F. 2492

Channel Rustic (16,000 ft.) ordered from Modesto Lumber Co. 2347

Channel Rustic 1x10 offered to Central Lumber Co., Hanford 2147

Channel Rustic 1x10 offered to Fresno Lumber Co., Fresno 2148

Channel Rustic 1x10 offered to Modesto Lumber Co., Modesto 2152

Channel Rustic 1x10 offered to Scott & Van Arsdale, Stockton 2150

Channel Rustic 1x10 offered to Stockton Lumber Co., Stockton 2151

Channel Rustic 1x10 offered to Union Lumber Co., Bakersfield 2149

Channel Rustic ordered from Laurel Mill for Salinas Lumber Yard 2346

Hihn Co. asked A. Wideman (Gonzales) to clarify his order 2219

Hihn Co. offered abt. 50,000 ft of #1 & #2 Redwood to Hansbrough & Johnston (San Francisco) 3878

order for W. C. Forde, Eccles, needed clarification 2662

order from Laurel Mill for M. Williams, Gonzales 2682

order from Laurel Mill for Perry M. Andrews, Watsonville 2759

order from Laurel Mill for Salinas Lumber Yard 2730

Lumber Quality

Hihn Co. advised George Hovey (Salinas Lumber Yard) to set aside shipment of lumber from Bellingham Lumber and grade it very close 3121

San Francisco Inspection: "Please have attached to bill the Inspector’s certificate that the grade is No 1 merchantable." - with order to Union Lumber Co. 3868
Lumber Sales (continued)

order of 6000' of lumber for A. Wideman Co., Gonzales 2261

order of Channel Rustic from Laurel Mill for Salinas Lumber Yard 2354

order for W. C. Forde, Eccles, for delivery at Union Mill Switch 2685

order at contract price from Laurel Mill for Perry M. Andrews, Watsonville 2658

order for G. W. Rowe for flume could not be filled in March '03; Laurel Mill would not be rebuilt for two months 3098

order of lumber from Laurel Mill to Santa Cruz Lum. Yard, F.R. Cummings 2706

Lumber shipments

by Rail from Felton to Mountain View 9

correctness of bills for same 22

from Albion Lumber needed 254

shipment of lumber from Laurel Mill to Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 76; at Tres Pinos, Cal. 1116; of 10 pcs. 2 x 20 - 16 Rough clear to Loma Prieta Lumber Co., Monterey 1857

shipment ordered from Laurel Mill to Salinas Yard 1089

shipment to S. H. Chase Lumber Co., San Jose, from Laurel Mill 1853

shipment to Salinas Planing Mill 1401

to Railroad Company in San Francisco from Laurel 533

Wideman Co., A. (Gonzales) shipment 993; from Laurel Mill 1359

see also Laurel Mill Lumber Price Quotes & Shipments

Lumber Supply

Hihn Co. advised D. J. Murphy, Chief Engineer, Santa Cruz Capitola & Watsonville R. R., that it could not supply the lumber ordered, but would continue seeking sources 3825

Lumber surfacing

to be quoted by Simpson Lumber Co. 616

Lumber Yards

Memoranda of Lumber on Hand ordered from Pacific Press Publ. Co. 3927

Lumbermen's Credit Association

3508

Lumbert, C. W. (Mr.)
to be notified that his bid made to W. R. Johnston to do the plastering in the elevator shaft at Paso Robles was accepted 483

Lynch (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. E. Adams in re Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo: F. A. Hihn explained the background of his appointment by Governor Henry T. Gage 1417

Lynch, Jane Donohue

(Mrs. Sedgwick James Lynch) 179, 190, 229, 249, 251, 270, 272, 370, 501, 1076, 1385, 1941, 2269

agreed to partition deed in re Estate of Sedgwick James Lynch partition of Spadra land of Lynch and Wright 2108
Lynch, Jane Donohue (continued)

Hihn, F. A. indicated that he had no written contract with her but had no doubt that she would approve of his act, if he sold property in Los Angeles 1211

letter to C. M. Wright in re Estate of S. J. Lynch 70

received 17/30ths of Estate’s value from F. A. Hihn, Trustee 179

told Elmer Simpson that she had no money to buy him out 369

wrote Almira Hunt with explanation of proceeds from sale of railroad right of way, and $20,000 worth of property was set off for Mrs. Lynch 266-269, 815.1-815.2

Lynch, Sedgwick James (Estate of)

Almira Hunt (Daughter of S. J. Lynch) was asked by F. A. Hihn to look over the letter from T. J. Green and if approved, sign next to her mother’s signature (Mrs. Jane Lynch) 3430

advised Jane Lynch that Mr. Wright’s offer was not satisfactory 1076

advised Mrs. Lynch that he would not gamble the hope of winning a lawsuit, but settling out of court 370

Craig, Fannie (Mrs. William Craig) apparently F. A. Hihn’s check was lost; he stopped payment until he heard back from her 999

F. A. Hihn paid the Griffith Co. bill for the Lynch Estate to J. A. Graves 2754

Fogg, Harry land rented to whom a signed lease was sent by the F. A. Hihn Co. 263

Ford land: F. A. Hihn told John S. Chapman, in re Lynch Estate, to have judgment entered against himself Mrs. Lynch and her children entered, and advise him of costs 361

Hihn, F. A. advertised privately to Messrs Wright & Callender, Los Angeles, that a Los Angeles lot belonging to Mrs. Jane Lynch was for sale at $13500 1732

land at Spadra to be leased to R. C. Steele 2107-2108

letter was returned to F. A. Hihn, he forwarded it to her at Carlton Hotel, Pasadena 1179

list of Lynch Trust Property in account with F. A. Hihn Company 179

Lynch & Wright’s Spadra Ranch partition for the benefit of the heirs 170

Mary Jane Withee sent $60 check 2268-2269

property in Los Angeles, a lot 192.8 x 130 ft. at 7th & Lucas offered to Daniel T. Althouse for $60 per front foot 1211

quoted price of property to Wright & Callander, Los Angeles 1816

raised the price to $75 per ft on part of lot belonging to Mrs. Jane Lynch 1941-1942

request to William J. Lynch to return balance due 496; to Mary Jane Withee to return signed voucher 497; to Almira Hunt to return signed voucher 498; to Elmer Simpson to return signed voucher 499; to Fannie Craig to return signed voucher 500; to Jane Lynch to return signed voucher 501

sent Mrs. Fannie Craig a check to replace the wayward letter sent earlier 1135-1136
Lynch, Sedgwick James (Estate of)  
(continued)  

Simpson, Elmer offered a trade for Santa Cruz or part of block on Boyle Heights, Los Angeles 369; Elmer Simpson wanted $3000. cash for his part of the Estate 370  

Statement of Distribution as sent to each of the Estate's Beneficiaries 502  

statement of Lynch Trust Property in account with F. A. Hihn Company 190  

to be paid $100. from Wm. J. Lynch's interest in the Lynch trust 1385, 1388  

Wright, Charles M. joint owner of Los Angeles property of Sedgwick J. Lynch & Wright was handled by F. A. Hihn, Executor of Estate; apparently Wright was claiming commissions on sales of Seventh Street tract 1766, 2059; Hihn proposes alternative methods of partitioning Lynch & Wright Ranch 2069; offered to sell his 1/3d interest for $55,000 940; sent F. A. Hihn a check for $3,000., the Estate's share of proceeds from the Spadra Ranch 942  

wrote Almira Hunt with explanation of proceeds from sale of railroad right of way, etc. 266-269  

wrote Charles M. Wright that he wanted to settle Estate; proposed partition of Spadra Ranch 815.1-815.2  

wrote Jane Lynch with explanation of balances and charges made to finalize the Estate 270, 272  

accounting as of Nov. 8, 1901, sent to Jane Lynch 251  

Lynch, William J.  

269, 496, 538, 2736  

agreed to partition deed in re Estate of Sedgwick James Lynch partition of Spadra land of Lynch and Wright 2108  

identified as married man for purpose of a partition deed of land at Spadra 2108  

received 3/30ths of S. J. Lynch Estate's value from F. A. Hihn, Trustee 179; was sent a check for $85 from F. A. Hihn 538  

Lynch, William J. (Mrs.)  

F. A. Hihn complied with her request for $100, but advised her on "spending the capital" of the Lynch Estate; "of course sickness will excuse an attack on the principal" 1388  

Lynch Trust Property  

accounting sent to William J. Lynch by Walter Bennett Anthony, on behalf of F. A. Hihn 2736  

Lyndon & Son, James H. (Los Gatos merchant)  

furnished lumber for culvert built by John Zehren 113  

Lynsky, Walter  

F. O. Hihn addressed his letter to Mrs. Moran in care of Lynsky 2918  

Lyon & Hoag  

3069  

Lyons, C. W. (Mrs. aka Annie Adcock)  

referred to in letter to Frank Tracy (Salinas) as Mrs. C. W. Lyons = "Mrs Lyon was formerly Miss Annie Adcock" – which asked Tracy to collect interest and principal from Mrs. Lyons 3750, 3755, 3797, 3799
Macademized road project

accounting requested of John W. Doman by F. A. Hihn 803

Macdonald Lumber Co.

Lumber, Channel Rustic #2: carloads offered several S.F. lum. companies 2492

Machine Shop

F. A. Hihn asked Chase Lumber Co. (San Jose) if there was a machine shop in San Jose that could do some work on his 9" Engine shaft 3154

Mack, A.

686

MacPherson, J. C. (Santa Clara)

carloads of Tan Oak and Madrone firewood offered 2654

Macy, George

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

his lost check was reissued, notice to banks to not honor original 2758

Madera (Mrs.)

the price charged to her for "book rack" was 50¢ and Hihn Co. complained that was too low 1347

Magazines

F. A. Hihn stated his interest in House and Garden magazine, asked for cost, etc. 1858

ordered for F. A. Hihn Co. lumberman & ideal home magazines 1983

Magee & Sons, Thomas (San Francisco)

30, 559, 575, 789, 1054, 1447

forwarded a bill for Eastland Estate advertisement run in San Francisco Evening Post. It did not comply with law, F. A. Hihn asked newspaper how mistake happened and who was at fault. 1419

had a purchaser for Jones Street lot (San Francisco) belonging to Eastland Estate 1232

F. A. Hihn requested a response to his letter of Dec. 28th, 1901

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Eastland Estate 152

relayed the fact of a bill by Roulean, Simpson & Miller Title Co. for probate work in Marin County, and Santa Clara County 569

Magee, Roger D.

1063, 2751

Magee, Thomas

bid of the Colgans sent by C.B. Younger Sr. to F. A. Hihn in San Francisco, with advisory that sale could not take place until proper notice was filed 422

Maggs, C.

Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481
Magnolia Metal Co.

Hihn Co. asked Magnolia Metal Co. (New York) for quote on 1,000 - 1,500 lbs. of various types of metal delivered at Erie for carload of machinery 2513

Hihn Co. asked Simonds Saw Co. for permission to return unused portion, "Your price ... is too high." 2676

ordered from Simonds Saw Manufacturing Co., San Francisco, for Laurel Mill 2570

Mail Delivery

Hihn Co. desired to contract for carrying mail from SP train to Capitola post office, present contractor "not in harmony with us" 3575

Rural Delivery Route 2452

Mail Orders

F. A. Hihn ordered "outfit" from Shaw Walker Co. (Muskegon, Mich.), and asked that it be sent on approval 3332

Main & Winchester

2945, 3902

Main, E. P. (Mr.) (or E. L.)

819, 2029, 2556, 2587

Majors Creek

F. A. Hihn's water rights mentioned in letter to J. W. Forgeus 2665

Majors Creek Flume

F. A. Hihn wrote his nephew, A. J. Hihn, about an offer from Mr. Lecureuil for lumber to rebuild the flumes at Valencia and Majors Creek 3516

Hihn Co. hired Mr. Ewell, A. Capplemann and son to repair flume 3278

Makrell, C. (Mr.)

3926

Malatesta D. (Mr.)

3795

Mallory (Mr.)

had fatal accident in San Francisco, F. A. Hihn denied any liability but stated he was interested in helping widow with necessities; he was glad to learn she would receive $2000. from Workmen 392

Maney, Henry

79, 715, 726, 841, 1824

F. A. Hihn's proxy for meeting of California Wire Works sent to A. T. Eastland, in response to Mr. Maney's letter 710

mentioned in letter to A. T. Eastland in re to 4,400 acres of land at $3. per acre 77

Mansfield, OH

(Place Letter Sent To) 3056

Manufacturers and Dealers

Convention proposed by S. H. Chase (San Jose): F. A. Hihn was skeptical about its success because the "leaders in that line do not seem yet to be ready to live and let live." 1161

Maps

F. A. Hihn Co. sent a map of the City of Santa Cruz to Mr. C. Quiggle (San Francisco) and charged 75¢, which is what it cost Hihn Co. to have it made 3886
Maps (continued)

F. A. Hihn requested GLO map of U.S. from U. S. Senator Geo. C. Perkins 2457

F. A. Hihn thanked U.S. Senator George C. Perkins for the U.S. map received 2716

Hihn Co. looked for its set of Assessment maps at various offices, to no avail, asked Daniel W. Johnston for help 2484

March, George 697

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Marketing of Lumber see also Lumber marketing

Frank Reanier was asked to solicit orders for lumber in Aptos, Capitola, Soquel and vicinity, and for Mill Work 1567

Marks, Harry B. (Hotel Santa Cruz) 1365

Marnell, James W. 120, 1346

Marnell, Michael

desired to do hauling (he was about 82 years old) to apply to his land contract with the Hihn Co. 1409

Marnell, T. J. & J. W. (c/o Draymen) 3116

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, ... because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Martin, A. T.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Martin, George H. (Dr.)

Dr. George H. Martin charged $50 for two consultations in case of Hihn employee, W. D. Mearns; Co. asked Dr. A.L. Cunningham for assistance 2230, 2526

Martin, John

F. A. Hihn was fearful of having to sell the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. to "John Martin and his crowd" - for stock in his Company - no cash 1939.1-1939.2

Mr. Low held a patent (1889), in which John Martin may have had some rights 1859

Martin, Theodore (of Los Angeles) 391, 606

bought property from F. A. Hihn, mentioned in letter by Hihn to Editor, Santa Cruz Surf 2522.1-2522.3

Martin, W. A.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863
Martini (Mr.) (Paso Robles)
F. A. Hihn approved him putting up fence, F. A. Hihn to pay for material 1646

Mason, John F.
(and/or Harry D. Mason)
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in regard to planting and harvesting Hanthorn Place on shared basis 2470

Masonic Hall (Salinas)
Salinas Planing Mill sent a list of plaster brackets, caps, etc. to F. A. Hihn Co. for order 1637

Masseur/Masseuse
Hihn Co. inquired of C. R. Hansen Employment Agency (S.F.) for a masseur and masseuse for its steam bath department at Capitola Bath House 3814

Hihn advised the Hansen Employment Co. that he had hired same 3855

Match Safe
August Charles Hihn acknowledged its receipt from Harron, Rickard & McCone, San Francisco 2597

Matheson, John S.
formerly of St. James Hotel (San Jose) F. A. Hihn Co. inquired of his whereabouts from Hotel 1414, 1593, 1655

Mathews, F. J.
3590, 3865

Mathews, John
3107

Mathews, R.
1241

Mathews, Sam (Salinas)
City Bank of Santa Cruz Cashier Thomas G. McCreary wrote Frederick O. Hihn for an evaluation on loan application of E. C. Tully of Bitterwater Valley, San Benito Co.; Hihn wrote Mathews for his evaluation 2674

Mattison, Frank (County Assessor)
1717, 1841.1-1841.2, 2013
Assessments in City of Santa Cruz too high; County Assessor petitioned for conformity with outside City 1648

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter of recommendation to Louis Pioda 3611

was suggested by F. A. Hihn for a Sons of Pioneers Committee to be formed because of the Pioneers’ advancing age 465

Mauldin, Robert
order for his 3,000 gal. tank 2898

Maxey, W. E.
2213

Mayfield (aka Palo Alto), Cal.
68

Mayne, George
2922
McAbee Bros.

(Boulder Creek) lumber mill 1768, 1884, 1950, 3089, 3153

Hihn Co. asked McAbee Bros. if they would subcontract for 10 to 20 percent of their production in poles 1768

Hihn Co. offered oat hay to McAbee Bros. (Boulder Creek) in exchange for lumber of split stuff 3048

McAdams, J.

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

McCall, Frank

2627

McCall, James

688

McCart, J. J.

43, 106

formerly leased property from Jane Lynch 229

repaired Pelton Street house belonging to the Estate of S. J. Lynch 179

McCarthy (Miss)

Mirabel rented as a Sanitarium (Los Gatos?) questioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Dr. Richard A. Urquhart, was unsure of Miss McCarthy’s ability 751

F. A. Hihn sends her letter to Dr. R. A. Urquhart 838

McCarthy, Theresa Earles (Miss)

843

McChesney (Mrs.)

satisfaction of mortgage issued to her by F. A. Hihn on behalf of the Eastland Estate 1622

McClellan, Walter G.

3263

McCloud, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2691

McClure, J. W.

1837

McConnell, G. W.

(San Benito Assessor)

sent Tax bill for 1903 for Hihn’s Hollister lumber yard ($66.22) 2933

McCormick Bros.

904

McCormick, Lewis Bell

former Santa Cruz resident anticipated going into wood business in Salinas; F. A. Hihn Co. denied him credit 1115

Hihn Co. bid on millwork for improvements as per plans by E. L. Van Cleek @ $2485. 2434

in re McNeil repair job: Santa Cruz Planing Mill submitted quotation for mill work 3125

plans for Horton house changed, McCormick was asked to give a new bid for construction, and look at plans at Van Cleek’s office 3758

Wessendorf Job: Santa Cruz Planing Mill bid on all mill work to L. B. McCormick, F. B. Cummings, and Geo. W. Reed 3396
McCracken Bros.
2085

McDonald, J. C.
1263

McDougall, James
W. R. Johnston sent James McDougall (Salinas) berry bushes that "F. O. Hihn promised you some time ago" 3126

McEwen Bros.
2524

McGilley, Rose (Miss)
1045, 1207

McGuffick (Mr.)
in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 598

McKay, Neil (Santa Cruz printer)
1434-1435

McKean Co., Pa.
(Place Letter Sent To) 2514

McKean, F.
2657

McKey (Mrs.)
596

McKiernan, Charles (Estate of)
timberland owner named by F. A. Hihn to Geo. E. Carter & Sons, San Francisco 867

McKinney, H. E. (Attorney)
 instructed by F. O. Hihn to make deed for his half of property owned jointly by D. W. Johnston 2648

McLaughlin, O. H.
(Moss Landing) (also shown as 'Laughlin, A. H.') 140, 783, 907, 1113
price quote requested on feed and seed oats 2537

McLellan Place (Soquel?)
Frank Reanier ordered to ship 500 apple trees to J. A. Carmen (or Carman), Eccles for planting at the McLellan Place 2612

McLellan, Walter G.
(San Jose) (McLillan, Walter E. 240); 2294, 2643, 2669
failed to make payments on his land contract; F. O. Hihn asked that the contract be returned 2594

F. O. Hihn asked W. B. Anthony to report to F. A. Hihn on the status of McLellan’s account 2284

McMahon, Abner (Hon.)
3899

McMahon, H. (Mrs.)
resided at 34 Lincoln St., S.C. 1604

McNamee, Hugh (Rev. Father)
862
see also Catholic Church
McNear, G. W.

1171, 1200

Hihn Co. asked for quotes on car loads of cement FOB San Francisco, from E. B. & A. L. Stone Co. (Oakland); J. D. Spreckels & Co., Cowell Lime Co., Western Fuel Co., and T. W. McNear (all the latter of S. F.) 2833

McNeil repair job

Santa Cruz Planing Mill submitted quotation for mill work 3125

McPherson, Duncan

54, 91, 127, 475, 625, 760, 958, 1152, 1293, 1861, 3832, 3853, 3864

advised on costs of plan #1 and plan #2 for remodeling front of Pavilion 3853

F. A. Hihn and Duncan McPherson intended to improve the Pavilion building on Soquel Ave. 3660

F. A. Hihn and McPherson intended to remodel Pavilion, an estimate of mill work and labor furnished by Hihn’s manager of Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3817

W. R. Johnston made estimate of cost of mill work and glass for remodeled front of Pavilion, with copy to F. A. Hihn and Duncan McPherson 3834

see also Santa Cruz Sentinel

McPherson, Fred D.

(Grocer, Santa Cruz) 1277-1278

mentioned in letter to T. W. Kelly by F. A. Hihn 1478

McPherson, J. C.

(Santa Clara) 385, 439, 748, 2030, 2187, 2888

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of “good, dry Madrona wood” at Laurel 1350

ordered a carload of Redwood firewood from Aptos via Frank Reanier 2168

prices quoted for firewood 819

was shipped a railroad carload of Madrona firewood from Laurel 746, 748; from Aptos 747; was shipped two railroad carloads of Oak firewood at Santa Clara 377

McQuigg, Martin V.

(Pres., Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Railway Co.) 2418

Mearns, W. D. (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn notified R. T. Stone (Laurel) that henceforth (Mar. 12, 1903) “Mr Mearns” as Clerk, would attend to ordering of all supplies for Laurel Mill, Logging and Cook Houses 3019

F. A. Hihn wrote R. T. Stone that “Mr Mearns has my instructions” in re painting, papering, plastering the Laurel Store 3388

mailed letter for F. A. Hihn Co. 3513

Medical Services: Dr. George H. Martin charged $50 for two consultations in case of Hihn employee, W. D. Mearns; Co. asked Dr. A. L. Cunningham for assistance 2526

Medical Services: Dr. George H. Martin charged $50 for two consultations in case of Hihn employee, W. D. Mearns; Co. asked Dr. A. L. Cunningham for assistance 2230

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to W. B. Anthony, in re bookkeeping 2801

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone (Supt., Laurel Mill) 3351
Measurements of firewood

in dispute between F. A. Hihn and Mr. W. J. Fennell, San Jose 217

see also Firewood

Meat

(for Laurel Lumber Mill Cookhouse & Store)

bid (to supply Laurel Camp) of Victor Cauhape (San Jose) arrived too late for consideration 3347

F. A. Hihn asked for quotes on steer meat from Harrington, Moore & Co.; Walti & Schilling Co. (both Santa Cruz) 3031

F. A. Hihn asked for quotes on steer meat from Harrington, Moore & Co.; declined offer 3200

F. A. Hihn stated his terms for a contract to Walti & Schilling to furnish fresh meat to his Laurel Camp for 1903 season 3381

Hihn Co. asked Harrington & Moore for adjustment of price on meat to 8¢ per pound 3340

Hihn Co. proposed terms of contract to furnish fresh meat to its Laurel Camp for ’03 season at 6-1/2¢ & 7-1/2¢ per lb. 3344

Laurel Mill ordered to return meat sacks to Santa Cruz for Harrington & Moore 1667

Laurel Store was the focal point for all receipts of equipment, supplies and merchandise; employees were weigh meat and then allocate to the various departments = mill, logging or otherwise 3429

price quote from butcher at Salinas requested from W. R. Johnston 1674

Mechants' Association (San Francisco)

1770

Medical Services

Dr. George H. Martin charged $50 for two consultations in case of Hihn employee, W. D. Mearns; Co. asked Dr. A.L. Cunningham for assistance 2230, 2526

Mein, H.

worked on culvert for John Zehren 113

Melville, John

1041, 2696

Menaska, WI.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3944

Menaska Wood Split Pulley Co.

3944

Mendocino Lumber Co.

2451, 2666, 3224, 3292, 3357, 3365, 3447, 3517

asked to quote on special sizes & grades of Redwood to Hollister Lum. Yard 2480

Merasoli, C.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Merbus (Mr.)

mentioned in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co., F. A. Hihn attempted to get favorable rate from Francis Smith & Co., San Francisco 971
Mercadier, E. B. & Sons

(San Jose) 984, 2315, 2390, 2554, 2885, 2980, 3564
carload of Tan Oak Firewood to E. B. Mercadier from Laurel Mill 3291, 3293
carloads of Madrone or Tan Oak available at $7 and $8.50 respectively 2722
message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350
offer sent to Mercadier for carloads of Tan Oak firewood from Laurel 2920
prices quoted for firewood 819
shipment of carload of firewood to San Jose for any party that would take it: C. L. Torr, Borchers Bros., E. B. Mercadier, or Hewitt & Morris; S. P. Freight Agent asked to call them and deliver car to whomever would accept carload 2401, 2405, 2407

Merch lumber (merchantable)
defined by Transcriber 225

Merchandise on Consignment
list of merchandise consigned J. Nicol-son on commission (Mar 6, ‘01) 3115

Merchandise Orders from Hihn Co. Subsidiaries
Tres Pinos lumber order ack. 3723

Merchandise Returned
Pacific Supply Co., unsolicited watch 2985

Merle Co., A.
acknowledgment of receipt of cancelled check to Merle Co. from A. T. Eastland received by F. A. Hihn 749
F. A. Hihn in letter to A. T. Eastland said he authorized gate to be built, sent a check for $15., if W. E. Corrigan approved 710

Merrill, Benjamin F.

2005, 3226, 3261
lease for Capitola Meat Market sent to Frank Reanier for Merrill to sign if he agreed with terms 3299

Merrill, George H.
Pioneers, Santa Cruz County Society of California: F. A. Hihn advises Henry Fell Parsons on what information to get from G. H. Merrill as application for membership 465

Merrill, J. M.
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863
Letter in re. the assess. on his property under contract sent in error 2908

Metal
Hihn asked Magnolia Metal Co. (NY) for quote on 1,000-1,500 lbs. various types of metal for carload of machinery 2513

Metcalf Place (at Skyland)
mentioned in letter to James Birkett King (Laurel), asking him if he desired to rent the Metcalf pasture 2626
offered for sale to J. B. King 1791
Metropolitan Fuse & Match Co.

2089, 3105, 3164

aka Metropolitan Powder Co. 2382, 3222, 3653, 3627

Verbal Agreements: after he left employ of Hihn, J. H. Routt was asked if he made agreement with Metropolitan Fuse & Match Co. in re powder wood and short lengths; Hihn Co. could find no record of agreement or a contract 3016

Meyer, Ernest Emil

387, 586

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to William B. Humphreyville 388

Meyers, M. F.

(Mr.), Cashier, Commercial Bank & Trust Co. (San Francisco)

inquired of F. A. Hihn about property for sale; F. A. had none "now that I care to dispose of." 2613

Michaels, M. F.

1798

sent itemized bill against Mrs. Burkett, for which Frank Reanier was asked to comment 1737

Middleton Lumber Yard

apparently a yard at Hollister was assessed, Hihn Co. asked for copy from Rush Jose, its Mgr. Hollister 2933

Middleton, Henry Lewis

454, 1597

mentioned in re Hollister Lumber Yard and wholesale prices asked by Rush Jose, Mgr. 2433

Military Esplanade (Santa Cruz subdivision)

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1841.1-1841.2

Milk and Cream Depot

mentioned by F. O. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier 2580

Mill Valley, Cal.

1571

Millbrae, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2306

Miller & Lux

353, 2295, 2901, 2958, 3064, 3218

Miller (Mr.)

in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 598

Miller Bathhouse

mentioned in letter Hihn Co. wrote letter (later cancelled) to City Council about Hihn land ownership on Beach St. 3619, 3625, 3646

Miller, L. S.

Hihn Co. dunned five customers and threatened to cut supply if bill wasn’t paid by May 30, 1903 3934

Miller, Ralph

mentioned by F. A. Hihn stating his desire to clarify ownership so that the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Electric RR would know its rights and privileges 3202, 3619, 3625
Miller, S. S. (Mrs.)

price quote request for potatoes 2733-2734

Miller Sloss & Scott

949

Mills (Capt.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn stating his desire to clarify ownership so that the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Electric RR would know its rights and privileges 3202, 3619, 3625, 3646

Mills, Charles A. (Capitola)

Frank Reanier was instructed on collection of water bill 1331

Millwrights

J. R. Reish (Oroville) offered job at Laurel Mill as millwright 2324

F. A. Hihn responded to G. H. Hewitt (Vallejo, Cal.) that if he was "young, stout, and thorough" he could find employment with Hihn Co. at Mill 2649

Hihn Co. invited Mr. Butterfield (Millbrae), to accept job at Laurel Mill as millwright at $4.00 per day 2306

millwrights were paid $4.00 per day, board charged at 50¢ per day 2691

Milpitas, Cal.

242, 440

Milwaukee, Wis.

1503

Miner, H. G. (c/o Hotel St Nicholas)

145, 974, 1368

F. A. Hihn proposed that he become a sales agent for electric signs in Stockton 974

Minneapolis, MN.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2158

Miol (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as "attorney" in Lightner Mining Co. vs. Utica Mining Co. trespass lawsuit brought by Lightner Mine i.e. F. A. Hihn et al, discussed by him in letter to Frank P. Adams 1182.1-1182.3

Mirabel

F. A. Hihn asked Mrs. Urquhart to proceed with improvements at Eastland Estate's Mirabel 1697

F. A. Hihn declined to lease an insane sanitarium to Benjamin & Robertson, Los Gatos, based on advice of Dr. & Mrs. Richard A. Urquhart 890

F. A. Hihn leased to Benjamin & Robertson, Los Gatos, for an insane sanitarium 843

F. A. Hihn willing to lease under certain conditions for an insane sanitarium to Benjamin & Robertson, Los Gatos 837-838

rented as a Sanitarium (Los Gatos?) questioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Dr. Richard A. Urquhart, was unsure of Miss McCarthy's ability 751

Miracle, C. B.

(Patchen) (Mirackle) 3211

Hihn Co. wrote to I. T. Bloom, W. H. Booth, and S. H. Rambo (all Boulder Creek) and C. B. Miracle (Patchen) with order of Redwood timbers and ask for availability - any or all 3827
**Mitchell, Sofia J.**

3808

**Mix, Willis**

(Gonzales) 3055, 3761

Doors, Glass, Drawers, Shelves of redwood quoted to Willis Mix (Soledad), substitute Sugar Pine size from San Francisco requested 3915

Pine (Sugar) ordered from Scott & Van Arsdale Lumber Co. (San Francisco) for Santa Cruz Planing Mill for customer Willis Mix (Gonzales) 3819-3820

**Modesto, CA.**

(Place Letter Sent To) 2152, 2205, 2347, 2371

**Modesto Lumber Co.**

2152, 2205, 2347, 2371

**Moise, Klinkner & Co.**

1724

**Molalesta, P.**

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

**Molares, M. (Mr.)**

2880

**Molares, Paul**

2497

**Moldings (mouldings)**

ordered from Smith & Young for Salinas 880

ordered for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard from Salinas Planing Mill 1720

**Money Lending**

Hihn would take $10,000 at 3%; mentioned by F. A. Hihn, offer to J. W. Forgeus 2665

**Monopoly Proposal**

J. H. Routt, on behalf of the F. A. Hihn Co., proposed an arrangement with the Southern Pacific Co. to form a partnership for supplying lumber in the Monterey Bay area 2675

**Montagle (Mr.) (Paso Robles)**

F. A. Hihn stated to A. R. Booth that he was hesitant to accept bid to “cut 300 cords of wood in the pasture” 1230

**Montague & Co., W. W.**

2467, 2503, 2506, 2607, 2780, 2789, 2838, 2964, 2964

price quote on smoke stack for Laurel Mill requested from San Francisco cos. 2450

**Montclair, NJ**

492, 650, 1873, 1914

**Monteith, H. B. (Mrs.)**

1618, 2021

**Montieth, J. H.**

685

Water Bill in arrears 2388

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

**Moore & Co., Charles C.**

395, 446, 1163
Moore & Co., Charles C. (continued)

discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to G. C. Hyatt 1189.1-1189.2

F. A. Hihn contemplated a trip to San Francisco, etc., to examine Moore & Co. engine, with the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. electrician 1015.1-1015.2

had a Westinghouse Gas Engine to sell 383

mentioned by F. A. Hihn to H. E. Adams 1398.1-1398.2

supplier of gas & electric engines to Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1302.1-1302.3

type and size of engine used by Moore of interest to F. A. Hihn 1300.1-1300.2

Westinghouse Gas Engine in his shop in San Francisco 1149

Moore, Charles

water bill in arrears 2742

Monterey, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2302, 2372, 2381, 2448, 2744, 3077, 3095, 3135, 3141, 3406, 3424, 3425, 3502, 3503, 3570, 3581, 3777

Monterey Boiler

R. T. Stone was asked for list of fittings that he wanted sent to Laurel 3917

Monterey County Courthouse (Salinas)

F. A. Hihn’s Santa Cruz Planing Mill bid on mill work for the Tax Collector’s Office and District Attorney’s Office 3623

Monterey Custom House

Sash & windows ordered from Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) for delivery to Monterey Custom House 3577

Moran

(Mrs. or Miss) c/o Walter Lynsky 2918

Morasko, Frank

2744

Morey, Archibald A.

(Cashier, Peoples’ Bank) 1970

Morgan (Miss)

3335

Morgan, Francis Edward (Dr.)

859

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn thought that “I think we owe him for going to Laurel.” 1367

Morgan, M. (Mrs.)

2737

Morgan, Mary E. (Miss)

3401

Morosoli, G.

Laurel Mill labor rate and boarding status requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Morrell (Mr.)

reported 3,500,000 bd.ft. timber was questioned, including Mr Morrell’s 3429
Morrell, Hiram

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone in re building flume; "we own both sides of the gulch up to Morrell’s land" 3596

Morris, S. U. (Mrs.)

3672

Morrison Bros.

2007

Morrison place

(in Capitola) (lease sent to Frank Reanier, Capitola 45

Morrison, George

3390

Morrison, H. M.

2631

Mortgages

F. A. Hihn wrote to E. Leedham about his mortgage, ask for acreage to be measured 3346

F. A. Hihn wrote to E. Leedham and expressed "lively interest in your enterprise” (unspecified) 3363

Mosquito abatement

sought by F. A. Hihn: in old railroad turn-table pit near Santa Cruz Foundry, near Cherry St., declared a nuisance by F. A. Hihn and neighbors 1863

Moss Landing

140, 783, 907, 1113

Cement ordered for Salinas Planing Mill from H. T. Holmes Lime Co., San Francisco, via Moss Landing 1514

Cement ordered from Howard Co., San Francisco, for Salinas Lumber Yard, via steamer at Moss Landing 2350

delivery of Lumber (special woods) ordered for Salinas Lumber Yard from Scott & Van Arsdale, S. F., via steamer via Moss Landing 1978, 2043-2044

Flooring & Lath Shipments: order placed for Salinas Lumber Yard from Bellingham Bay Lumber Co., shipment via Moss Landing 2973

Lawrence Lorenzen (Wharfinger, Henry Cowell Lime Co., Santa Cruz) ordered by Hihn Co. to ship 30 bbl. Lime to Salinas Lumber Yard, via steamer to Moss Landing 2693

O. H. McLaughlin (O. N. Laughlin) was asked to turn in his Inventory 907; was asked to determine value of 3 to 10 tons of black seed oats 1113

order of lumber from Union Lumber Co., San Francisco, shipped to Salinas Lumber Yard 1451

port of entry for shipments of lumber to F. A. Hihn Co.’s Salinas Lumber Yard from Simpson Lumber Co. for Oregon Pine 1333, 1433

used as point of shipment for Shakes from S.F. for Salinas Planing Yard 1616-1617

used by F. A. Hihn Co. as receipt point for shipment of lumber by San Francisco Lumber Co. to Salinas Planing Mill 443

used by F. A. Hihn Co. as receipt point for shipment of Sugar Pine by dealer selected by Albion 427-428

via steamer used as means of shipment from San Francisco for band iron 162; for windows 163
Moss Landing Lumber Yard

Moss Landing Yard referred to in ltr. of O. H. McLaughlin 140

Mr. O. H. McLaughlin asked to inventory yard and send to F. A. Hihn Co. 783

Mote, E. E.

(Mgr. Pac. Car Service Bureau) 1198, 1785, 2139

F.W. Ruppert mailed F.O. Hihn unsettled Freight Claims, demurrage bills 2424

Mouldings

Hihn Co. set prices for Loma Prieta Lumber Co. on what appears surplus 3341

Smith & Young (San Francisco) was asked to send mouldings and samples 3624

Mountain Echo

(Boulder Creek newspaper) 2907

advertisement: Wood Cutters Wanted 2912

Muessdorffer, C. A. (Mr.)

100

in re leases in San Francisco 35

Mules & Horses

used for pack trains at Felton by A. Stewart 191

used for pack trains put out to pasture near the Tollhouse on Highway 9 234

used in Laurel and Gold Gulch for pack trains to haul firewood 187, 278

Mule Trains

John Leo Trevethan (Happy Valley) hired to go to Laurel for trailing and packing at $2.00 per day 3762

F. O. Hihn was conservative and afraid profits would be "eaten up by mule feed" 3914

Municipal Ownership

gas & electric works Labor Relations referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry Adams 960.1-960.3

Murcatori, B.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.1

Murphy

in re a check paid "to charge Cook House" at Laurel 26

Murphy Grant & Co.

3866

Murphy, D. (Mr.)

3561

Murphy, D. J. or D.W.

[sic] (Chief Engineer, Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville RR)

advised by Hihn Co. that it could not supply the lumber ordered, but would continue seeking sources 3825

ordered lumber from F. A. Hihn Co. for Capitola, Santa Cruz & Watsonville Railway Co. 2714

prices quoted for lumber and cement 2645, 3100
Murphy, D. J. or D.W. (continued)

railway notified that two rail cars containing 2" redwood would be charged Demurrage Charges after May 6, ’02 3677

timbers available immediately from Hihn Co. 3836

Murray Bros.

903, 1148, 3933 ; (Murrey Bros.) 3685

Murray Kidd Drilling Co.

F. A. Hihn urged the acceptance of offer for drilling oil well for Valencia Oil Co. 1304

Hihn Co. asked V. O. Davis, Station Agent at Chittenden for a response to any earlier letter and list of tools belonging to that Co. 2659

proposal for oil exploration was approved by F. A. Hihn for Valencia Oil Co. 1578

Murrey, George D.

3649

Muskegon, MI

(Place Letter Sent To) 3332

Mustagno (Mr.) (Paso Robles)

M. Lindsay wrote F. A. Hihn in San Francisco that A. R. Booth telephoned from Paso Robles to report that Mr. Mustagno asked $200 to clear land 3519

Mystic Metal

Hihn Co. asked Magnolia Metal Co. (New York) for quote on 1,000 - 1,500 lbs. of various types of metal delivered at Erie for carload of machinery 2513
Nails & Shovels

ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 3549

Nails ordered for Laurel Store from J. A. Roebling & Sons Co. (S.F.) 3241, 3398

Nathan-Dohrman & Co.

2832, 2940, 3186

National Cash Register Co.

3506

Native Sons Hall

(Salinas or Santa Cruz?)

size of “Lockers” requested from A. J. Uncapher (Salinas) 2925

Natural Gas

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams, Stockton: “pleased to learn we are getting more customers for N. Gas” 84; see also Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

Natusch, E. J.

(San Jose) 2113, 2651

carloads of Tan Oak and Madrone firewood offered 2278, 2654, 2920

100 to 150 cords Redwood Firewood available from Laurel, dealers notified: C. L. Toor, Borchers Bros., E. J. Natusch, John Saunders (all San Jose) 2839

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of “good, dry Madrona wood” at Laurel 1350

prices quoted for firewood 819

Naval Reserves

billed by A. J. Hihn for water six months in advance, since they do not get their allowance regularly; bill sent to William T. Forsyth 2934

Naylet, J. F.

(Rev., Rector of St. Brendans) 1795

see also Catholic Church

Negro, J.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Nelson (Mr.) (Wrights)

his land was damaged by fire and skid road; S. L. Gibson was ordered to confer with Ed West and report 794; was asked to meet with S. L. Gibson for estimate 795

Nelson, A. J.

(General Feed Mills, Salinas)

4’ redwood firewood @ $4.62 per 1/2 cord shipped to him at Salinas 281

F. A. Hihn ordered one carload of firewood to be shipped to Nelson at Salinas 103

carload of 4’ Redwood firewood shipped to him by Frank Reanier 2862
Nelson, Law (Mr.)

referred to in letter to Thomas B. Eastland from F. A. Hihn, who urged Tom to see him 1098

Netherton, Edward W.

125, 314, 384

bill for ad in Salinas Evening Democrat had not been rendered 1730

formerly a Santa Cruz printer, now in employ of Salinas newspaper, owes F. A. Hihn Co. house rent and water bills 420

requested to send a bill to the F. A. Hihn Co. immediately so it could be paid 314

Nevada

shipment of 25 ft. telegraph/telephone poles to Western Union T. Co. 1709

Western Union Tel. Co., Wadsworth, Nevada: prices for poles was to be left blank on invoice 1760

Nevada City, Cal.

1058, 1119, 1695

Never, Otto E.

(jessee of Paso Robles Springs Hotel) 214, 483-485, 800, 888, 956, 1349, 1694

"declined to accept elevator" installed by Cahill & Hall Elevator Co. 1469.1-1469.2

elevator work expenses at Hotel reported to him 452

F. A. Hihn thought that he would take the firewood, since it was near the hotel 1646

he purchased "wood grubbed out by Erdman on Lot "G" at 50¢ a cord." 2072

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to James Gillon, in re maintenance inspection by F. A. Hihn: heating, painting, planting of vegetation, etc. 1461.1-1461.2

mentioned in Hihn's letter to W. R. Johnston in re Hotel 486

Mr. C. W. Lumbert to be notified that his bid made to W. R. Johnston to do the plastering in the elevator shaft was accepted 483

referred to by F. A. Hihn in re Hotel repairs thereto 1205.1-1205.2

requested that steam pipes needed to be covered at Hotel 972

Nevins, E.

letter from F. A. Hihn in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel payroll delivered to Nevins 2426

New Brighton

Staten Island, New York 55, 124

New York

New York (Place Letter Sent To) 1162, 2141, 2160, 2234, 2513, 2985

New York Belting & Packing Co.

(San Francisco) 3720, 3923; asked to bid on belting for Laurel Saw Mill 3645

New York Cloak & Suit Co.

2552

Newman, Fred

(Seaside Creamery) 3274
Newnham & Son, H.

2278, 2298, 2610

Newspaper advertisements

Homes and Lots for Sale by F. A. Hihn Co. at 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 6¢ per day 1383

Newspapers

Santa Cruz Sentinel, F. A. Hihn subscribed for himself and Mrs. J. A. Rogers in El Paso, Texas 642

Nicholson, Henry Clay

1644

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Nicholson, J. & H.

commission paid by F. A. Hihn Co. to John Wilson Toof for his part in sale of land to them 1117

Nicholson, Jesse O.

386, 1635, 3115, 3382

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Niehaus & Co., E. F.

3556, 3579

Niles, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2330

Noble, Augustus

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier to accommodate him on the pair of gates he desired 3301

land sold to F. A. Hihn "some time ago" was still causing trouble; Hihn wrote to determine problem. 765

Nola, F.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.1

Nolan, Tom

1158

Nolen, William W.

F. A. Hihn mailed check to City Bank for drafts to pay 5 accounts 3880

Nonotuck Silk Company

1132

Northern Security Oil & Transportation Co.

purchase of Stock in Co. declined by F. A. Hihn Co. 2496

Northern Spy apple tree root-stock

mentioned 2209, 2277, 2294, 2330, 2473, 2567

Northrop, Earl C.

Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103

Norway iron

F. A. Hihn ordered Iron and plumbing supplies from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) for Laurel Store 3668
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Norway iron (continued)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from Risdon Iron Works offered to Hihn Co., answer delayed 472</td>
<td>F. A. Hihn signed notes and returned them to &quot;My dear Miss Florence&quot; 761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notley Bros.**

429, 852, 985
O'Connell & Bros., C. T. (or C. F.)
339, 479, 1007

O'Conner (Father)
in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 605.1-605.3; lease had "expired" but "it behooves us to seek to continue our friendly relations" - F. A. Hihn 1300.1-1300.2

O'Kane, Mary (Mrs.)
1592
F. A. Hihn reported to A. T. Eastland in regard to an Eastland Estate property 1622

F. A. Hihn told Rev. Naylet of St. Brendans (San Francisco) that he would try to protect her interests 1795

O'Melveny, H. W.
1062, 1766, 2059, 2069
see also Graves, J. A. (Graves, O'Melveny & Shankland, Attorneys)

O'Reilley, Philip J. (Rev.)
342, 1570
see also Catholic Church

Oak firewood

carload of peeled Oak shipped to Mathew Preshe (San Jose) 3325

F. A. Hihn offered a carload of dry Tan Oak to E. J. Baker for $8.50 per cord+ftgt. 3366

O. K. Abel asked for a report 3217

shipped to San Francisco from Laurel was short a cord, claim is made that it fell from railroad car 720

Oakes, F. O.
243

Oakland Gas & Electric Co.
(John A. Britton, Supt.) 1029

Oakland, Cal.
(41 letters in Book 46): 18, 23, 296, 381, 493, 527, 537, 590, 666, 763, 879, 894, 916, 953, 1001, 1029, 1079, 1176, 1272, 1275, 1280, 1287, 1297, 1397, 1427, 1467, 1474, 1483, 1547, 1553, 1574, 1595; Oakland (East) 1676; 1727, 1813, 1837, 1885, 1911, 1937, 1954.1-1954.2, 2076; (In Book 50: Place Letter Sent To) 2084, 2230, 2384, 2389, 2519, 2677, 2833, 3070, 3110, 3149, 3295, 3333, 3338, 3356, 3370, 3387, 3394, 3408, 3452, 3477, 3479, 3558, 3568, 3580, 3590, 3610, 3655, 3702, 3714, 3756, 3788, 3813, 3838, 3865, 3893, 3903, 3918, 3927

Oat Hay

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to W. C. Reveal (Felton Shingle Mill) in exchange for shingles, pickets, posts, or lime 3046

Cowell Lime Co., Henry (Frank E. George, Mgr.) asked for price on Red Oats 2591
Oat Hay (continued)

Hihn Co. ordered 2 tons of Red Oats from Henry Cowell for delivery at its barn on Church St., Santa Cruz 2611

price quote requested from G. Schaeffer (Alameda); Wetmore Bros., and Wallace & Kerr, for Burbank Potatoes for seed, and same for Oats 2551

Ocean View House

aka Ocean Villa Hotel

aka Ocean Villa and Cottages

A. J. Hihn quote water rate to Mrs. Bruchi 3097

Hihn Co. drafted an agreement and sent it to Mrs. R. M. Clark for her agreement on supply of water from Hihn’s Water System for the Ocean Villa Hotel 3958

Mrs. R. M. Clark at Ocean Villa advised by A. J. Hihn that the proposition offered on Feb. 19, 1903 was the best the Hihn Co. could provide on the supply of water 3609

O’Connell & Bros., C. T.

2099, 2239

ordered carload of Tan Oak 2171

Office Shelving

R. T. Stone (Laurel Mill) was sent sketch of shelving and counters, perhaps for the Laurel Store 3427

Ohdo, T.

744, 1291

Ohland (Mr. & Mrs.)

Ranchers in Parkfield were hopeful of loan from City Bank to buy Schied property, east of Paso Robles; F. A. Hihn approved their loan 345

Ohlmeyer, Henry

(Leader of Orchestra, Coronado Hotel) 3315

Oil

used for fuel at Stockton Lighting 39

Oil (Coal)

ordered for Laurel Mill from Standard Oil Co. 1518

tank of coal oil ordered from Standard Oil Co., San Jose, for Laurel Mill 2257, 2547

Oil (Lubricating)

cylinder and spindle oil ordered from Standard Oil Co. (San Jose) for Frank Reanier at Capitola 3806

Eldorado Engine Oil ordered from Standard Oil Co. (San Jose) 3930

Oil (Illuminating) ordered from Standard Oil (San Jose) for Laurel Store 3465

Oil Exploration

at Ben Lomond and Valencia discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. Francis Anderson 335

F. A. Hihn approved the proposal of Murray-Kidd Drilling Co. for Valencia Oil Co. 1578

F. A. Hihn asked Henry E. Adams, Stockton, if Jerome Haas was available to come to Santa Cruz and drill for oil 1178
Oil Exploration (continued)

F. A. Hihn signed a lease with Valencia Oil Co. 1104

F. A. sent $1,000. to Wm. M. Aydelotte and approved of drilling plan for Valencia Oil Development 1957

F. A. Hihn’s Valencia property leased to Valencia Oil Co. for 12 yrs. 2614

in Santa Cruz County by H. Francis Anderson (Ben Lomond) was proposed by F. A. Hihn 211

on F. A. Hihn’s Valencia land 19, 255

payments on Contract received from H. Francis Anderson for Valencia Oil Co. 1168-1169

proposed contracts for Valencia Oil Co. prepared by F. A. Hihn for delivery to H. Francis Anderson 1129

Oil Tank

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams, Stockton, “I dislike putting it in the ground so close to our well. Can you not find space on gas ground?” 84

the possibility of it leaking into the well of the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. was a concern of F. A. Hihn 151.2

Olive Spring Road

defined by F. A. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier – “I am of the opinion that the Olive Spring road has not been correctly platted.” 3753

Olive Springs

camping ground, not for rent 195

Olive Springs (Santa Cruz Co., CA.)

(Place Letter Sent To) 2291

Olive, George

F. A. Hihn wrote Frank Reanier in re the school lot, but Hihn had a different location in mind, etc. 3605, 3753

Ollahan, Edward

in re Weber Family, Stockton, in re Coyote Ranch, F. A. Hihn suggested a partition of ranch and separate mortgages 360

Olmstead, H. A.

3424, 3502, 3503, 3581, 3777

Olympia (Santa Cruz Co.)

aka Camp Olympia

Hihn Co. advised W. G. Stevenson (Southern Pacific Agent at Felton) that “Mr Featherstone” would have charge of Olympia for the 1903 season 3691

lease to George Fetherston (Eccles) was taken under advisement by F. A. Hihn Co. 1788, 1828

leased to George Fetherston for another season (May-Oct ’03) 3713

mentioned in letter to J. W. Lewis (SP agent at Santa Cruz) in re to Olympia, which was rented to Mr. Fetherston of Felton for 1903 season for camping 3567

Okle, A. H.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Old Man’s Prairie

(in Lot 10, Soquel Augmentation Rancho)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to T. D. Sargent 3421
O’Malley, John
(Prof.) 3648, 3791, 3850

Omnes, Frank
living in Hardell Cabin at Laurel 289

O’Neill, Harry
2656

Onnes, A. (Mr.)
3187

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ‘03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3070-3071

Opal Station (Capitola) (Place Letter Sent To)
3165

discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

F. A. Hihn asked Loma Prieta Lumber Co. to quote lumber delivered to Opal 3307

F. A. Hihn Co. asked Loma Prieta Lumber Co. for its prices at Opal 1445

M. A. Bracamonte (Stockton) advised that considerable teaming was being done at Opal, a lumber station within a few hundred feet of Capitola 3168

Orchard maintenance
Aphis attacked apple trees in Watsonville; Hihn Co. bought tree stock on "Northern Spy roots" to avoid aphid 2294

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier on the Hanthorn Place, etc. 2535

Horticultural Paris Green ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.), which was guaranteed to meet the test of UC Ag Exp Sta, Berkeley 3602

Order for equipment placed with another firm, Allis Chalmers Co. so advised by F. A. Hihn 2465

spraying of fruit trees was required of Lessees of a Soquel orchard 3137

Orchard trees
Watsonville Nurseries, F. G. Burland, supplied trees for the Valencia orchard 997

Ord, A. V. (Miss)
679

Ord, George
1318

Orders for Lath
5,000 laths to be shipped to F. A. Hihn Co. 17

20,000 laths to be shipped to F. A. Hihn Co. at Salinas 24

Ordman, C. L.
(San Joaquin County Assessor) 946.1-946.2

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry Adams 960.1-960.3

Oregon Pine
defined as Douglas Fir, ordered from Bellingham Bay Lumber Co. 2782, 3063, 3117, 3238, 3392-3393, 3630

Hihn asked Eastern & Western Lumber Co. (S.F.) for price quote on Oregon Pine, and asked for allowance on freight if surfaced, and charges for surfacing 3948
Oregon Pine (continued)

Hihn Co. ordered shipment of Oregon Pine from Wendling Lumber Co., San Francisco, for Hollister Lumber Co. 2953

large beams ordered from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. for Oregon Pine 3085

lumber for saw mill carriages request for quote from Port Costa Lumber Co. 2505

Oregon Pine lumber to be shipped to F. A. Hihn Co. at Salinas 24

price list sent to Salinas Planing Mill 223

prices were increased $2.00 M as of March 18, '03 3072

Oregon seed potatoes

early and late Burbank potatoes, "must be Oregon seed" specified by Hihn Co. in order to Wallace & Kerr 2618

Oristella (Mr.)

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to T. D. Sargent, in re Sargent going with a man known to Mr. Oristella who would go to Bridge Creek to cut wood and peel tan oak bark 3421

Oroville, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2324

Osborne Company

2141

Osswald, H.

670

Oswald [Osswald], Charles E.

Water Bill in arrears 2388

Otto Gas & Electric Works Co.

(Philadelphia) 94, 212

discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to G. C. Hyatt 1189.1-1189.2

Eastland, A. T., was asked by F. A. Hihn to send information to G. C. Hyatt at Stockton 456

F. A. Hihn's letter to Otto was forwarded to G. C. Hyatt 205

Hyatt, G. C. apparently was disgusted with "Otto People" 1149

in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. design of boilers and furnace 632

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter about the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.2; to G. C. Hyatt (Stockton) 87

Oullahan & Adams

360

Oullahan, R. B.

445, 3690, 3754

Overcharges

by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. (Capitola) claimed by J. H. Routt for F. A. Hihn Co. 737, 1759

Francis Smith & Co. (S.F.) charged cartage of $2.50; F. A. Hihn Co. claimed they had it done for $1 and draymen would place pipe along ditch without extra charge 1775

Owens, Varney & Green

2064, 2965
Pacheco, J.
listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Pacific Car Service Bureau
2232, 2139
see also Mote, E. E. (Mgr.)

Pacific Coast Steamship Co.
1650, 1802, 1820, 2427; (Mr. J. D. Amos, Auditor) 2461; (J. H. Cooper, Gen. Fgt. Agent) 3790

dispute with Co. over shipment from Eureka Foundry was not resolved 3536

right of way at Wharf in Capitola discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

used to ship poles consigned to Western Union Telegraph Co. for Port Harford, San Luis Obispo 364, 373

Pacific Coast Wrecking Co.

Claus Flathmann, San Francisco property of F. A. Hihn, at East St. & Steuart St., leased to Claus Flathmann, who sub-let to Pacific Coast Wrecking Co. 970

Pacific Foundry and Iron Works
2218

Pacific Grove, CA.
(Place Letter Sent To) 3587

Pacific Hardware & Steel Co.
2436, 2608, 2860, 3283, 3322, 3947

Pacific Manufacturing Co.
(Santa Clara) 823, 856, 986-987, 1118, 1485, 1515, 1545, 1594, 1628, 1843, 2605, 2794, 2954, 2969, 3237, 3248, 3337, 3402, 3417, 3476, 3545, 3572, 3577, 3578, 3582, 3632, 3764, 3779, 3841, 3887

bid on Foresters job for doors and sash, W. R. Johnston, Salinas, asked to evaluate 785, 823

freight should be charged on Sash and Door for Greene from Watsonville to Salinas and return to Watsonville 1925

list of discounts on Doors, Windows 2770

proposition for doors & sash for Salinas Planing Yard referred to W.R. Johnston 868

Pacific Metal Works
2668

Pacific Ocean House
(Santa Cruz hotel; Pacific Ocean House Hall)
Hihn Co. replied to Prof. John O’Malley that the key was in possession of Henry W. Street, Manager 3648, 3791

mentioned in letter to T. W. Kelly by F. A. Hihn 1478
Pacific Ocean House (continued)

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1717

Pacific Pine

asked to quote on special sizes and grades of Oregon Pine 2479

see also Oregon Pine

Pacific Pine Co.

2479

Pacific Press Publishing Co.

3356, 3394, 3452, 3568, 3580, 3788, 3813, 3918, 3927

Pacific Supply Co.

2985

Pacific Tank Co.

(San Francisco) 2276

August Charles Hihn requested price quote on steel tanks from three S.F. firms 2683

Pack Trains

used for firewood hauling 2172

see also Mule Trains

Paget, Robert G.

(Felton) 900, 992, 1480

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

incubator shipped to him by Frank Reanier, Capitola, on F. A. Hihn Co. order 1437

Paint and associated supplies

Albert J. Hihn wrote to Parafine Paint Co. of San Francisco for sample 5 gal. 3131

F. A. Hihn ordered varnish, etc. from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) for Laurel Store 3735

Hihn Co. requested quote on prices for paint and supplies, brushes, etc. from Yates & Co. (S.F.) 3358

Hihn Co. requested quote on prices for paint from W. P. Fuller & Co. and Standard Oil Co. (S.F.) 3359

order delivered to F. O. Hihn, for unspecified supplier 1751

ordered from Whittier, Coburn & Co., San Francisco, for Santa Cruz Yard 1854

White Lead paints ordered for Laurel Store from Fuller Co. 3372

Painters

F. A. Hihn sent instructions for Mr Liston to R. T. Stone, Supt. of Laurel Mill 3329

Hihn Co. asked Lewis Gates to stop at its office for an assignment 3318, 3496

two painters were to report to Frank Reanier at Capitola after their work at Hotel Ben Lomond was completed 3491

Painting Supplies

price quote requested from W. P. Fuller & Co. 3354

ordered for Capitola and Laurel Store from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) 3669
August C. Hihn wrote to Otto D. Stoesser to protest the granting of a freight franchise to Watsonville Transportation Company in Watsonville; he warned that this would lead to the Co. taking privileges without restriction 2686

F. A. Hihn wrote F. A. Kilburn about the latter’s plan for a railroad from Watsonville to Watsonville Landing by Watsonville Railroad and Navigation Co. 2717

F. A. Hihn to go to San Francisco, could be reached at Palace Hotel 255

F. A. Hihn unable to phone Charles C. Moore Co. during his stay 395

remittance by August C. Hihn 25

Fred O. Hihn let Harriet Hihn know that he offered to sell her house for $900. through Mr. Parker 3712

real estate firm of William Thomas Cope and Frank H. Parker 923

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863
Parker, Thomas (continued)

Hihn sent him to Laurel with letter to R. T. Stone (superintendent) with instructions to "Please give him a job." 3680

Parkfield, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2750

Parkinson Co., J. F.

2138

Parrott, E. M.

(Sunny Side Ranch) 2667

Parsons, Henry Fell

465

Parsons, William B.

son of Henry Fell Parsons was suggested by F. A. Hihn for a Sons of Pioneers Committee to be formed because of the Pioneers' advancing age 465

Partnership Proposal

J. H. Routt, on behalf of the F. A. Hihn Co., proposed, in a letter to Mr. A. C. Bassett, General Superintendent of SP Co., an arrangement with the Southern Pacific Co. to form a partnership for supplying lumber in the Monterey Bay area with the Southern Pacific Co. 2675

Pasadena, Cal.

999; (Postmaster) 1086; 1135-1136, 1179

Paso Robles, Cal.

(23 letters sent to:) 214, 221, 265, 371, 483-485, 800, 888, 936, 972, 1133, 1230, 1349, 1420, 1468, 1479, 1646, 1694, 1888, 1959, 2025, 2072, 2177, 2180, 2225, 2574, 2703, 2724.1-2724.3, 2756, 2972, 3897

see also Spurrier, George F. (Mgr. El Paso de Robles) 3383, 3514

barbed wire for fencing to be ordered, but F. A. Hihn inquired for clarification of type 2025; F. A. Hihn ordered 16 coils of barbed wire and staples for A. R. Booth from American Steel & Wire Co., S. F. 2074

Bennett, E. M.; F. A. Hihn replied to Bennett in re purchase of properties by clients of Bennett, offers 5% commission on successful sales 1888; F. A. Hihn consigned 4 pieces of property for sale 1959

Booth, A. R. clearing land for pasture; F. A. Hihn had a proposal for A. R. Booth 1468

F. A. Hihn acknowledged certain transactions by A. R. Booth, in re Erdman clearing land, Otto Never buying wood grubbed by Erdman, and fence built for Mrs. Smith 2072

F. A. Hihn planned a trip there on Jan. 31, 1902 to meet with A. R. Booth; asked Booth to call Sperry's flouring Mill for availability of grains, etc. 1230

F. A. Hihn sent real estate price list to A. R. Booth with instructions to revise as appropriate 1479

F. A. Hihn was in Paso Robles on or about Feb. 7, 1902, but left abt. 5 P.M. and couldn't stop over in Salinas to confer with W. R. Johnston, manager of Hihn Co.'s Salinas Planing Mill 1422

F. A. Hihn’s property for sale, ten lots for $500. 1468

Ohland (Mr. & Mrs.), ranchers in Parkfield, were hopeful of loan from City Bank of Santa Cruz to buy Schied property, east of Paso Robles; F. A. Hihn approved their loan 345
Paso Robles, Cal. (continued)

Riverside Farm No. 7 tract of 13.84 acres was listed at $1384.00, offered to E. M. Bennett 371

Paso Robles Bowling Alley

construction material specifications for alleys, balls and pins 2369

F. A. Hihn Co. asked William Bateman, San Francisco, for a list of timbers required for same 2266

lumber for Bowling Alleys at hotel ordered for Wm. Bateman (Batemen), and his request for a $500 advance forwarded to Hotel Co. 2351

Paso Robles Farmers Alliance Business Association

2180

Paso Robles Improvement Co.

F. A. Hihn explained the background of his appointment by Governor Henry T. Gage to Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo: -- it was due to his promise to the people of Paso Robles, who wanted to have Cal Poly at Paso Robles 1417

Paso Robles Real Estate

F. A. Hihn authorized George Spurrier to take out a licence if necessary to sell lumber 3514

F. A. Hihn mailed an amended price list to A. R. Booth, for his lots; a separate list for Villa lots would follow 3897

Hihn Co. requested from W. A. Junker a copy of price quotes on sewer pipe from Steiger Co., Clark & Co. 2972

M. Lindsay wrote F. A. Hihn in San Francisco that A. R. Booth telephoned from Paso Robles to report that Mr. Mustagno asked $200 to clear land 3519

F. A. Hihn wrote to George F. Spurrier about the lumber stock he had on hand; stated that with the rebuilding of the Laurel Mill the Hihn Co. would take better care of the Paso Robles stock 3383

Paso Robles Springs Hotel

aka Hotel El Paso de Robles

aka Paso Robles Hot Springs Hotel

aka Paso Robles Hotel Company 2225, 3839

(Mr. J. C. Rued, President) 2106, 2282, 2369, 2426, 2755

Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co. is separate from the F. A. Hihn Co., as noted in letter to General Electric Co. 166; repairs and expenses made by F. A. Hihn Co. 452

Barnett, Frank: work by Wm. Thompson, W. A. Rudioil [?], Frank Barnett, scrutinized by F. A. Hihn; some work not paid, request for more information 888

Bashline: son of William Thompson made a claim for labor helping Bashline; James Gillon, President of Paso Robles Springs Hotel was challenging claim 221

Board for Williamson & Co. to be paid by them and recharged to Hotel Co.; "the Hotel Co. pays $1.00 more wages per day to cover board." 2574

Bookkeeping: endorsed bill mailed to James Gillon, S.F., Pres., Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co. 1526
Paso Robles Springs Hotel (continued)

Elevator Installation:

Cahill & Hall Elevator Co. (San Francisco) elevator installed or repaired by 776

elevator condition reported to Cahill & Hall, San Francisco, who installed it 1469.1-1469.2; reported to James Gillon, President, Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co., San Francisco 1471.1-1471.2

elevator operation: F. A. Hihn asked Otto Never how the elevator was functioning 800

elevator report indicated it wasn’t working; Cahill & Hall, San Francisco elevator company was asked to comply with contract and get it working 1204.1-1204.2

elevator testing: F. A. Hihn asked William Thompson to test it and report back to him 972; F. A. Hihn sent papers to Wm. Thompson 265

F. A. Hihn asked Otto Never to run the elevator more so that it could be tested, and reported upon 936

F. A. Hihn intended to go “very soon” to inspect elevator installed or repaired by Cahill & Hall Elevator Co. 776

Johnston, W. R. (Superintendent, F. A. Hihn Co.’s Salinas City Planing Mill and Lumber Yard) was sent to Paso Robles to inspect elevator 344

Lumbert, C. W. (Mr.) to be notified that his bid made to W. R. Johnston to do the plastering in the elevator shaft was accepted 483

Hihn, F. A. approved bills, sent to James Gillon (President of Hotel Co.) 220, 968, 972

approved Wm. Thompson’s bill, forwarded it to James Gillon for payment; explained the problem in continuing his services 1133

F. A. Hihn mentioned that he was “furnishing two concrete tanks 12-ft dia. x 10-feet deep. He thought "they are cheaper than wood." 2753

F. A. Hihn ordered payment from J. C. Rued, Pres. of Hotel Co., for W. A. Junker’s pay roll for week ending Jan. 17, ’03. 2426

F. A. Hihn wrote to G. E. Lease about the water well, the sewer, and various other matters 2756

ordered glazed sash from Wilson Bros., San Francisco to be shipped to Paso Robles 102; bills for same from Wilson & Bro. charged to Santa Cruz Office of F. A. Hihn Co.; corrected to Salinas Planing Mill 1789

sent bill from W. P. Fuller & Co. for glass; he asked Otto Never to approve and return with report 1694

sent palm tree and other plants as samples of what he could furnish 1349

Gillon, James, receipted bills acknowledged to 1106

glass ordered by F. A. Hihn from Wm. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco 1421

Hotel bills approved, some questioned by F. A. Hihn, sent by Otto E. Never 214

bill from Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Works, S. F., was redirected by F. A. Hihn to Paso Robles for approval, then he would forward it to Hotel’s office in San Francisco for payment 1588

bills approved by F. A. Hihn; inventory of all property proposed by Hihn to James Gillon, President of the Hotel Co. 1205.1-1205.2
in re lumber furnished to W. A. Junker at Paso Robles 2724.1-2724.3

J. H. Routt, on behalf of Hihn Co., submitted a request to W. A. Junker to send $2500. to apply on account; Routt would render statement of account later 2703

labor by Wm. Thompson, W. A. Rudioil [?], Frank Barnett, scrutinized by F. A. Hihn; some work not paid, request for more information 888

maintenance inspection by F. A. Hihn: heating, painting, planting of vegetation, etc. 1461.1-1461.2

painting, flooring, etc. subject of Hihn’s letter to W. R. Johnston 486

responding to a claim of S. L. Hastings, J. H. Routt reported to F. A. Hihn Co. on quantity and quality of lumber delivered to Paso Robles Hotel 2724.1-2724.3, 2565.1-2565.5

results of well drilling reported to J. C. Rued, Pres., PR Spr. Hotel Co. 2755

Rudioil, W. A.: work by Wm. Thompson, W. A. Rudioil [?], Frank Barnett, scrutinized by F. A. Hihn; some work not paid, request for more information 888

shipment of lumber ordered from Wend-ling Lumber Co., San Francisco, was short; claim made to Wendling by F. A. Hihn Co. 2214

Thompson, Charles S. performed work for which he claimed payment from F. A. Hihn 68-69

Thompson, William repairs and improvements were authorized by F. A. Hihn 1420; work by Wm. Thompson, et al., scrutinized by F. A. Hihn; some work not paid, request for more information 888

Trunler [sic] (Mr.) to be notified that his bid to do the painting was accepted 484-485

see also Gillon, James

see also Never, Otto E.

see also Thompson, William

Paso Robles to military reservation road

F. A. Hihn authorized road, laying it out, and building it, and planting shade trees on both sides 1646

Paso Robles Transfer Co.

bill for services to Paso Robles Springs Hotel approved by F. A. Hihn 968

Paso Robles vs. San Luis Obispo

vied for location of Cal Poly, but the Legislature favored San Luis Obispo 1646

Pasturing of stock

on F. A. Hihn Co. land at Felton, near Mr. Silva’s. Hihn asked for count so Robert Davitt could be billed accordingly. 358

Patchen, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3211

Patent Brick Co.

compensation from Patent Brick for C. A. Plummer (Acting Secy.) mentioned by F. A. Hihn 2902

Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103

F. A. Hihn directed checks to be drawn for employees’ Christmas presents, $20 to $5 2103

F. A. Hihn with Thomas B. & Joseph L. Eastland, held “the controlling interest in both the Stockton G. & E. Co. and in the Patent Brick Co.” 1906
Patent Brick Co.  (continued)

Manufactured brick in Marin County, Brick Yard & Office in S.F. 2109.2

requested George P. Kane to prepare report of receipts and expenses of Patent Brick Co. (Nov. 1902) 2109.1

see also DeValin, William H.

Patterson, Thomas W.

1539

Pavillion (Agricultural Fair Pavillion at Soquel & Pacific, Santa Cruz)

Duncan McPherson advised on costs of plan #1 and plan #2 for remodeling front of Pavilion 3853

F. A. Hihn and Duncan McPherson intended to improve building 3660

F. A. Hihn and Duncan McPherson intended to remodel Pavilion, an estimate of mill work and labor furnished by Hihn’s manager of Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3817

F. A. Hihn wrote another letter to Duncan McPherson with comparative costs to remodel the front of the Pavilion 3864

remodeling front was to cost about $96.00, F. A. Hihn had W. R. Johnston estimate cost, and Hihn reported to Duncan McPherson and asked him to decide which option he preferred 3832

subject of letter by F. A. Hihn to Duncan McPherson 1152

W. R. Johnston made estimate of cost of mill work and glass for remodeled front of Pavilion, with copy to F. A. Hihn and Duncan McPherson 3834

see also Agricultural Fair Building (Pavillion)

Pay Rolls

for November 1901 requested from Frank Reanier 531

Frank Reanier asked to return January (1903) payroll to Hihn office 2787

Payments

Credit given to F. A. Taylor, Monterey 2448

extension sought by W. J. Wolcott, Milpitas 440

F. A. Hihn paid $2. to David Jonas, Propr., Jonas’ Shoes & Clothing, Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz 1956


on Note by T. Ohdo (Wadsworth, NV) 744

Payot, Upham & Co., S.F., sent check $8.28 1916

rendered to American Steel & Wire Co. 983

requested from Union Wood & Fuel Co. 193

sent by F. A. Hihn for Shreve & Co., S.F. 1134

sent to Nonotuck Silk Co., S.F. by F.A. Hihn 1132

solicited from R.P.M. Greeley (Oakland) 527

see also Accounts Payable

Payne Bolt Works

2393, 2402, 2726
Payot Upham & Co. (San Francisco)
450, 523, 1916
F. A. Hihn acknowledged the letter of Payot Upham & Co. 2893

Peaches
F. O. Hihn ordered 89 trees from James Waters (Watsonville Nurseryman):
Apples: Missouri Pippins; Peaches: Alexander, early Crawford, and Mary’s Choice; Cherry: Centennial and Black Tartarian; Plum: Kelsey Japan 2595

Pearsall, TX
(Place Letter Sent To) 3823

Pearson see Pierson [Pearson] (Mr. & Mrs.)
Pearson, Edgar
341

Pearson, George
time worked needed verification 809

Pease, Fred W. (Engineer)
A. C. Bassett, Loma Prieta Lumber Co., lost a customer due to an alleged misapplication of discount schedule by Hihn Co. lumber yard employee; Bassett wrote to "set him right." 3485-3489

Pecarovich
in re apples purchased by F. A. Hihn Co. 10, 21

Pecarovich, Antonia
Assignee in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991; in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2

Peck, Schuyler C. (Soquel Teamster)
August Hihn asked Frank Reanier to have Peck make out his bill for hauling lime from Williams Landing and he would try to collect from Mr Forgeus 3912

lease for Capitola property sent to Frank Reanier 38, 107, 183

proposed lease sent to him via Frank Reanier for signature 3896

Pelton Avenue (Santa Cruz)
property of Jane Lynch: tenant asked permission to cut Eucalyptus trees because they "shade and impoverish his land." 1076

Pelton Water Wheel Co.
1308

Pelton Water Wheel proposed for Bates Creek by F. A. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier 1581

Penfield Crusher
mentioned in letter to Wm. H. DeValin at San Rafael 1739.1-1739.2

Peoples’ Bank
G. Macy lost his check; it was reissued, notice to banks to not honor original 2758

see also Morey, Archibald A. (Cashier)

Perkins, George C. (U. S. Senator from California)
2457, 2716
Perry (Mrs.) (Salinas)

Hihn Co. instructed George Hovey (Salinas Lumber Mill) to settle the account with her and explain that "in doing so, we alone are the losers as the work and material amounts to very near the original amount."

Perry, Elliott Davis

(County Surveyor) presumed to be the surveyor mentioned by F. A. Hihn as surveyor of Burns Creek skid-road 732

Hihn Co. looked for its set of Assessment maps at his office, to no avail 2484

mentioned in letter to A. C. Bassett; Hihn Co. hired Perry to "run the line" 3062

suggested by F. A. Hihn for a Sons of Pioneers Committee to be formed because of the Pioneers' advancing age 465

Perry, E. H. (Mrs.)

see Decorative Art Society

Perry, Peter Pierce

2876

Pescadero, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3644

Peterson (Mr.)

mentioned in letter to P. Caduc in re Brick making; F. A. Hihn expressed less confidence in him, preferred Mr. Wheelan's intelligence 775.1-775.2

Peterson, H. A.

2254

Pfister Ladd & Co.

bill for services to Paso Robles Springs Hotel not approved by F. A. Hihn 968, 972; bill approved 1205.1-1205.2

Pfister, Henry A.

(County Clerk, Santa Clara County) 1253, 1325, 1757, 2307

Phelan Park (Santa Cruz)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as near Lynch's property 170

Philadelphia, PA

(Place Letter Sent To) 94, 212, 1858, 2620

Philomath, OR

322, 1352

Phoenix, AZ

922, 1121

Photographers

diagram of Capitola Photograph Gallery sent to Frank L. Park (Los Angeles) 1558

proposed lease sent to Frank L. Park (Los Angeles) with request to sign for lease of Capitola Photograph Gallery 951, 1155

Photographs

F. A. Hihn wrote R. M. Briare with several options and ideas regarding photographs to be used in a brochure advertising Capitola 3838

F. A. Hihn wrote to Mrs. Frank Lewis and Family thanking them for the Christmas card and greetings, and the "beautiful photo" 2125, 2192
Pickets, Fence Posts & Shakes

Carload of 2x3x6 split pickets ordered from Hartman Bros., Boulder Creek 2445

Carload of pickets quoted to Rush Jose @ $40 + fgt. 384

Clayton Jones, Skyland, was asked if he could supply to Hihn Co. at Laurel, Aptos and Capitola 2921

Freight Rates on Pickets changed after sale was made, claim made to SP 2169

George Mayne, Soquel, was asked if he could supply to Hihn Co. at Laurel, Aptos and Capitola 2922

Hihn Co. asked Hartman Bros. if the shipment of Pickets had gone yet to H. R. Dakin (Yulupa, Sonoma Co.) 2542

Hihn Co. asked Hartman Bros. when they intended to ship two carloads of pickets, the customers needed them 3180

Hihn Co. asked John Melville (Aptos) if he could deliver stated quality and quantity in Aptos within 60 days 2696

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to W. C. Reveal (Felton Shingle Mill) in exchange for shingles, pickets, posts, or lime 3046

Made from downed timber along Bridge Creek 2134

Ordered for shipment to H. R. Dakin, Agua Caliente (Sonoma Co.) 2131, 2155

Price quote submitted to A. Wideman Co. (Gonzales) 3035, 3039

Prices outlined by J. H. Routt to Hollister Lumber Yard 2695

Purchased at $30.00 per M, sold for $35. 2136-2137

Split pickets "are very scarce" 282

Wideman Co., A. (Gonzales) claim for rebate 1771-1772

See also Posts & Pickets

Pierce & Co.

3821

Pierce Lumber Co., C. S.

534, 593

Pierce, J. W.

Charles Calin, at Felton, directed to ship a carload of oak firewood to R.P.M. Greeley at East Berkeley, in care of Pierce 283

Pierce, S. A. (Mrs.)

2878

Pierson (Pearson) (Mr. & Mrs.)

449

Pig Lead

Ordered for Laurel Store from Selby Smelting & Lead Works (San Francisco) 3857

Pigs (Rented)

Hihn Co. rented pigs to J. A. Carman at Eccles, heard he planned to sell piglets raised from the hogs; Hihn Co. notified him that the piglets were owned by Hihn Co. 3586

Piles

Hihn asked S. H. Rambo & Co. (Boulder Creek) for quote availability and price of redwood piles: 20, 25, 30 feet 2721
Piles (continued)

Laurel Mill was asked if it had 186 piles on hand 3006

Pilkington

in re apples purchased by F. A. Hihn Co. 10, 21

Pilkington, Humphrey B.

3588

mentioned by Frederick Otto Hihn in report to Prof. W. W. Clark (Watsonville) on his experiments with the Codlin Moth on Hihn properties at Hanthorne, Vineyard, Day Valley, and Rhodes 3658

Pilkington, James [?]

defendant in Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991

Pine

clear, dry, needed for Salinas; Russell & Rogers (San Francisco) was asked to confirm price 1794

lumber ordered from Laurel Mill for Salinas Lumber Yard, including two carloads of Pine 1544

value of pine timber too low at present 1950

Pine (Bull)

carload shipped from Felton 1792, 1855

carload to be shipped to G. B. DeMartini (San Francisco) 1550

firewood, various: Bull Pine, Live Oak, Madrona, and Slabs offered to Mr. E. P. Main (San Jose) 2029; offered to Mr. J. C. McPherson (Santa Clara) 2030

firewood: dry Bull Pine (9 or 10 cords) in S. F. yard of G. B. DeMartini offered to Francis Smith & Co. 1830

firewood: four cars per week of Pine wood shipped to Union Wood & Timber Co. 636; shipped from Felton to Union Wood & Timber Co., San Francisco 602; shipped to Union Wood & Timber Co. was of poor quality; F. A. Hihn Co. warned A. Cappelmann not to ship any rotten wood 719

freight rates on Southern Pacific R.R. questioned by F. A. Hihn Co. 1611

price quoted to Cal. Fruit Canners Assn. (San Jose) 1784

shipment of pine from Felton sent to Independent Wood Co., S. F. 1708, 1719; carloads shipped from Felton to Independent Wood Co., San Francisco 1848

Pine (Oregon)

ordered from sources in "the North" on a 30 to 60 days delivery schedule 1431

ordered for Salinas Yard from Simpson Lumber Co. 1185, 1433, 1510

quote on prices for Santa Cruz & Salinas requested from Russell Rogers & Co., S.F. 1718

request for prices on Oregon pine to be shipped from "the North" 196

Pine (Santa Cruz Mountains and Oregon)

bid made to Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co. from Ben Lomond siding 3721

F. A. Hihn asked I. T. Bloom if he could supply 200,000 ft. of Pine 3155

Hihn Co. asked Wm. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) for quote on Pine, and quantity he expected to cut 3439
Pine (Santa Cruz Mountains and Oregon)  
(continued)  
sized lumber and lath ordered from  
Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (San  
Francisco) via Narrow Gauge 2501  
quouted to Henry Cowell Lime & Cement  
Co. 3856  
F. A. Hihn ordered R.W. and Santa Cruz  
Pine from S. H. Chase Co. 3289  
N. H. Toft asked to ship carload #1 Pine  
to Borchers Bros., San Jose 2095-2098  
Oregon Pine timbers for Laurel Mill  
sawmill carriage were unavailable  
in San Francisco, Hihn directed S. L.  
Gibson to cut them from Santa Cruz  
Pine at Laurel, as per specs of Mr.  
Stone 2550  
quality of #2 T & G from Bellingham  
Bay, "poor grade" rejected by Hihn  
3163  
Yard Pine and Steam Pine referred to in  
letter to A. Halliburton (Santa Clara)  
2994  
see also Oregon Pine; Pine (Oregon);  
Pine (Sugar)  
Pine (Sugar)  
Hihn Co. ordered Sugar Pine from Scott  
& Van Arsdale (S.F.) via steamer  
3323  
lumber ordered for Salinas Planing Mill,  
shipped by steamer via Moss  
Landing by dealer selected by  
Albion Lumber Co. 427  
ordered from Scott & Van Arsdale  
Lumber Co. (San Francisco) for  
Santa Cruz Planing Mill for  
customer Willis Mix (Gonzales)  
3819-3820  
substitute Sugar Pine size from San  
Francisco quoted to Willis Mix 3915  
Pine Firewood  
Gold Gulch: carload shipped from Gold  
Gulch to Ernst Luehning Co. 2438  
Hihn Co. asked Emil Tann to load Pine  
Wood and posts and shingles for  
shipment to Santa Cruz; the latter to  
be mixed with firewood 2975  
shipment of #1 Pine to C. L. Torr 2816  
shipment of carload to O. K. Abel (San  
Jose) was billed, but lost in mail  
3217  
Pine Flooring  
Lumber Quote request to Simpson  
Lumber Co. for quote on Pine  
flooring 3418  
quote to A. A. Taylor @$43. per M. feet,  
less 2% for cash 3423  
Pine Tar (Stockholm)  
F. O. Hihn asked Whittier Coburn & Co.  
for a quote on 50 gal. 3377  
F. O. Hihn asked Yates & Co. for a quote  
on 50 gal. 3376  
ordered for Laurel Store from W. P.  
Fuller & Co. 3348  
ordered for the tram cable at Laurel  
Mill; F. A. Hihn designed method of  
oiling the tram cable 3353  
Pine, N. H. (Mr.)  
Prop. Eureka Foundry & Machine Shop  
2713, 2779  
Pinkham, William R.  
Davenport resident associated with  
Daniel W. Johnston's letter sent by  
Hihn Co. to him at Coast 2484
Pinole

(Contra Costa Co.), CA. (Place Letter Sent To) 2752, 3113

Pioda, Louis

3611

Pioda, Paul

(Prof. Modern Languages, UC Berkeley)

Louis Pioda’s father, to whom F. A. Hihn delivered letter recommendation 3611

Pioneers (Santa Cruz County Society)

F. A. Hihn advises Henry Fell Parsons on what information to get from G. H. Merrill as application for membership 465; F. A. Hihn’s warm and felicitious response to a “dear Sister Pioneer” who is not identified 729

F. A. Hihn advises Henry Fell Parsons that a Sons of Pioneers Committee ought to be formed because of the Pioneers’ advancing age 465

Pioneers (Santa Clara County Society)

F. A. Hihn declined its invitation to attend its Feb. 22, 1902, quarterly reunion and banquet 1589

Pipe & Fittings

8” steel, 12 gauge, 100 ft. ordered from Francis Smith & Co. (S.F.) 3294, 3328

request for discounts from Crane Co. (San Francisco) 3061

Pipe (Iron) order for Santa Cruz Water Works - telegram sent to Schaw Batcher Co. for 500 ft. iron pipe 3656

Pipe (Terra Cotta): Hihn complained that the price charged by Steiger was more than retail stores; credit requested 3029

ordered by A. C. Hihn for Laurel Store 3798

Pipe, Iron

paid Francis Smith & Co. $25 on account, but price disputed by F. A. Hihn 71

450 ft. ordered from Francis Smith & Co. for F. A. Hihn Co., Santa Cruz 1332

Piper, C. S. (Mr.)

3929

Placerville, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2442

Planing Mill, Santa Cruz

nearing completion, glass windows needed; price quote requested from W. P. Fuller & Co. 2582

from Whittier, Coburn & Co. 2583

saws & planers ordered from Eby Machinery for Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3824

F. A. Hihn told P. M. Fuller not to do anything else until he heard from Hihn 3268

Planking

Hihn Co. ordered 2000’ of planking from I. T. Bloom (Boulder Creek) 3769

Hihn Co. supplied order of 5 M. ft of 2” planking to D. Murphy 3561

quote to Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watson-ville Railway Company 3255
Plastering

Hihn sent painting instruction to Mr. Liston via R. T. Stone, Supt., Laurel Mill 3329

Laurel Store was to be done by Mr. Mearns as per instructions by F. A. Hihn 3388

Plow

Knapp Sidehill Plow was ordered for Aptos from Baker & Hamilton (S.F.) 3321

second plow ordered for Aptos c/o Frank Reanier from Baker & Hamilton 3355

F. O. Hihn asked Baker & Hamilton (S. F.) for quote on a harrow 3244

F. O. Hihn asked Hooker & Co. (S. F.) for quote on a harrow 3245

Hihn Co. ordered a plow from Baker & Hamilton Co. (San Francisco), to be shipped to Frank Reanier at Aptos 3207

Plowing

plow points for Frank Reanier at Capitola ordered from Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco, to be sent via Wells Fargo Express 457

subsoil: F. A. Hihn told Frank Reanier how to do it 482

Plumbing fixtures

A. C. Hihn telegraphed to Crane Co. for one Hub Gate #462 3898

Chabot Cocks ordered from Crane Co. (S.F.) 3652

Hihn Co. ordered from Crane Co. (S.F.) a Swing Check Valve 3872

Hihn Co. sent an order to Crane & Co., San Francisco 1440

Laurel Store: F. A. Hihn ordered Iron and plumbing supplies from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3668

material ordered from Crane & Co. for delivery at Santa Cruz 954

material ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., for delivery at Laurel Mill 955

request for price quote from Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Works, and N. Clark & Son, carload lots of sewer pipe 3434

Swing Check Valve ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3913

toilets and sinks ordered from Geo. H. Tay Co. (S.F.) 3432

Plumbing & Tinners Supplies

catalogues sent for from George H. Tay Co. (S.F.) 3081

catalogues sent for from Holbrook, Merrill & Stetson (S.F.) 3080

Plummer, C. A.

(Acting Secy., Patent Brick Co.) 2103, 2902

requested to assist George P. Kane on report of receipts and expenses of Patent Brick Co. (Nov 1902) 2109.1-2

Plums

F. O. Hihn ordered 89 trees from James Waters (Watsonville Nurseryman): Apples: Missouri Pippins; Peaches: Alexander, early Crawford, & Mary’s Choice; Cherry: Centennial & Black Tartarian; Plum: Kelsey Japan 2595

Poisons

ordered for Rodent Control 2087
Policy on discounts

stipulated to Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 404

Politics

F. A. Hihn endorsed Frank C. Jordan for Clerk of the Supreme Court 2076

Poll Tax

apparently the County Assessor garnished the wages of delinquent employees; F. A. Hihn expressed his views that "each man is or ought to be entitled to have a demand made ... before the garnishee takes effect and I have so instructed the bookkeeper." 3074

Pom Ching

3198

Pomeroy, Peoria I.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Pon Chin

price quote request for potatoes 2733

Pon Tong

mentioned in letter to Chin Que in re two acres of Hinds’ land which he irrigated 3194-3195

Pond, E. B.

2199

Pool, C. O.

(Denver, CO., Care of Hendrie & Bolthoff) 3631

Poole, C. O.

(Supt., Standard Electric Co., San Francisco) 135.1, 151.1, 576.1, 735.1-735.3, 919.1

appraised by F. A. Hihn as the Electrician for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1046

asked permission to run a telephone line on Stockton Gas & Electric Co.’s telephone line; F. A. Hihn granted permission 960.1-960.3

F. A. Hihn advises Henry E. Adams to confer with Mr. Poole about keeping the power going 95, 98

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 919.2

mentioned by F. A. Hihn that he had not received any encouragement as to storage battery 662.2

mentioned in F. A. Hihn’s comments on various subjects to H. E. Adams as to the efficiency of gas, electricity, and compressed air 576.2

Port Costa Lumber Co.

591, 2505

Port Harford (San Luis Obispo)

was the destination for telegraph poles to be shipped from Laurel on the Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 373

Porter Tannery

Alonzo Sands, Soledad, bark hauled 2460

Porter, Warren Reynolds

(Secretary, Loma Prieta Lumber Co.) 2368
Porter, Warren Reynolds (continued)

J. H. Routt, for the F. A. Hihn Co., replied to A. C. Bassett’s letter in regard to prices charged for lumber, etc. 2784

Loma Prieta Lumber Co.: in re shingles; W. R. Johnston, Salinas, was asked to contact Mr. Porter of L.P.L-Co. to check on price; Hihn questioned the $2.40 that Johnston was selling them for since Hihn had an agreement with L.P.L-Co. 781

Warren John was recommended by Warren R. Porter, for which F. A. Hihn acknowledged, without pledging anything: "but your recommendation has a great deal of weight with me." 1384

Portland, OR

1285, 1295, 1307, 1494, 1651, 1653; (Place Letter Sent To)(Postmaster) 2511; 3877

Portland Lumber Co.

wrote F. A. Hihn Co. about price of Pine lumber billed as #2 by mistake, which Portland L Co claimed was #1 1607

Portland Lumbering & Mfg. Co.

1285, 1295, 1651, 1653

Posts & Pickets

Hihn asked C. Carlson for quote 3599

Hihn asked Hartman Bros. for immediate response to two-week previous order for posts: "We cannot keep our customers waiting any longer." 3361

Hihn offered Oat hay to W. C. Reveal (Felton Shingle Mill) in exchange for shingles, pickets, posts, or lime 3046

Hihn ordered Posts from Hartman Bros. for Miller & Lux 2956, 2958

Loma Prieta Lumber Co. was asked about the order for Miller & Lux 3219

Miller & Lux was advised when the shipment was to be sent 3218

Posts and Shingles, quantities in a cord, billing info. sent to Frank Reanier 3442

Posts and Shingles, Salinas Lumber Yard was advised that shipment would be made and their customer will like extra large posts 3444

Posts, Split, request for price and availability from Hartman Bros. 2868

posts, Split: 4x5-7 at 10¢ each from Gold Gulch 459

price and availability requested from S. H. Rambo, Boulder Creek, on 1100 - 4x5x7 Split Posts #1 1679

price for splitting quoted to W. C. Reveal (Felton Shingle Mill) at from 1-1/2 to 2¢ apiece 2962

see also Pickets, Fence Posts & Shakes

Potatoes

Frank Reanier was asked to for inventory of sacks of potatoes at Capitola and Valencia 2378

Potato seed ordered from Gustavus Schaeffer of Alameda 1973

Potatoes (seed) price quote requested from G. Schaeffer (Alameda); Wetmore Bros., and Wallace & Kerr, for Burbank Potatoes for seed, and same for Oats 2551

price quote request to G. Schaeffer Co. (Alameda) brought no response 2733
Potter (Mr.)

referred to as "the cook" at the Laurel Mill (Feb. 27, 1903) 2854

Potter Hotel (Santa Barbara)

F. A. Hihn was sent (c/o Potter Hotel) an inventory of the Farmers Union Stock forwarded by Walter B. Anthony, Bookkeeper, instructions of F. O. Hihn 2924

Potter, Bernard

and Theodore Martin, trustees for Dr. Dorsey, Gold Gulch mining scam 2522.3

Powder Mill (California Powder Works)

F. A. Hihn inquired of Fred W. Swanton what his plan was to extend the railroad up Ocean St. to reach the Powder Mill and or Sycamore Flat 3203

Powder Wood

100+ cords sold to Metropolitan Powder Co., San Francisco 3222

contract with Metropolitan Fuse & Match Co., San Francisco 2089, 3105

Defined: [Powder Wood is not a term that has survived in my sources; e.g.: McCulloch, Walter F. : Woods Words, a comprehensive dictionary of loggers terms. Portland: Oregon Hist. Society, 1958.]

However, the following news item may offer the answer: Source: Santa Cruz Sentinel, 1875 June 19 p. 3, col. 2: "POWDER-WOOD. The willow and alder-trees along the San Lorenzo [River], below the upper bridge [Water Street, Santa Cruz], are being cut away to be used in powder manufacture."

mentioned in letter to Charles Calin at Felton lumber yard 188

shipment from Laurel to Stege (Contra Costa County) planned, freight rate sought from SPRR 2379, 2382

ships from Laurel to Stege, Hihn Co. ordered 28' cars for 10-cord lots 2504

Verbal Agreements: after he left the employ of Hihn Co., J. H. Routt was asked if he made agreement with Metropolitan Fuse & Match Co. in regard to powder wood and short lengths; Hihn Co. could find no record of agreement or a contract 3016

Power supply

Pelton Water Wheel proposed for Bates Creek by F. A. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier 1581

Powers, B. E.

clerk in City Yard of Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103

Preferences in Purchasing

F. A. Hihn stated his "aim to encourage and patronize home industries" 3295

Preservation

F. A. Hihn willing to pay for preservation of San Miguel Mission paintings if $20 was what it would take 342

F. A. Hihn willingness modified: donated $10. to preservation of ancient pictures at Mission San Miguel 1570

Preshe, Matthew (Presho)

308, 366, 834, 1462, 1466, 3300
Presho Bros.

3400, 3462

offer sent to Presho (San Jose) for carloads of Tan Oak firewood from Laurel 2920

Price dispute

Lettunich bill discounted to accommodate sharing cost of returned boxes 2288

Price Fixing

F. A. Hihn stated to A. C. Bassett, Mgr., Loma Prieta Lumber Co., that "It is far from me or my Company to wish to cut rates, particularly at the prevailing high price of labor." 2541

Hihn Co. advised its Salinas Planing Mill to "Destroy all old price lists so that you will not be misled in the future." 1540

Price Lists and Catalogues

Hihn asked the Pacific Mfg, (Santa Clara) for its price list and catalogues 3887

Price Reduction

previous quote to Simpson & Hack Fruit Co. (Watsonville): F. A. Hihn reduced total of Hihn Co.'s bid for lumber due to change in Architect's plans submitted to Hihn Co. 3959

Prices and Discounts

specified to Hihn Co.'s. Hollister Lumber Yard 2287

Prices: challenged and quoted


A. C. Hihn quoted price of $4255. to Simpson & Hack Fruit Co. for lumber and shingles f.o.b. Watsonville 3906

bid by Allis Chalmers Co. rejected due to mixup in information 2472

Crichton, William billed F. A. Hihn Co. for $39.80 for goods purchase by S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill, during January 1902; the Co. instructed Gibson not to buy from Crichton again, but to send his list to Hihn Co.'s office for purchase in San Francisco at cheaper prices 1305
Prices: challenged and quoted (continued)

D. Haines’ price for posts was too high; Hihn Co. could buy cheaper in carload lots at lower price 2992

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. challenged 406-407; price quotes requested on steel 232; credit memo requested from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. for overcharge on rolling 8 bars of iron 1715

F. A. Hihn advised Risdon Iron Works that he placed order with someone else at a lower price 3858

Fuller & Co.: Hihn Co. asked W. R. Johnston if he could make sash cheaper than what they charged 1377; sash from W. P. Fuller Co. challenged 1670

Gleason, E. G. (Salinas) Quote on shipment of Rough Pickets and Redwood Lath 1128

H. S. Crocker Co. (San Francisco) notified that its prices were too high, Hihn Co. could “do better elsewhere” 2882

H. W. Coon (Ben Lomond) was invited to bid on Posts; Hihn Co. was paying 6-1/2¢ for 3 X 4 - 6-1/2, and 9¢ for 4 X 5 - 7 Posts 3090

Hagan, F. (Castroville) price quote for lumber from Laurel 467

Hihn bid on Mill work for E. A. Heron’s two-story (Ben Lomond) house 2983, 2984, 3032

Hihn Co. advised Geo. Hovey the rates to be used in charging Lumber to Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3111

Hihn Co. asked Simonds Saw Co. for permission to return unused portion of Magnolia Metal: “Your price ... is too high.” 2676

Hihn Co. complained to Steiger Terra Cotta Co. of its high prices 3139

Hihn Co. responded to Mrs. M. Day that her request would get attention 3751

Hihn Co. wrote to Wendling Lumber Co. complaining about high prices on invoice of Jan. 9, 1903 3001

Hihn wrote I. T. Bloom for prices on lumber 3739

Hollister, W. W. Estate (Santa Barbara) quoted prices of Split Posts @ 10¢ each from Laurel 1250

Krewson, J. B. (San Jose) disagreement over pricing policy of firewood by F. A. Hihn Co.; Krewson is quoted: “I do not like that way of doing business.” – Madrone wood @ $5.50 per cord f.o.b. c. San Jose 1517

Kruse Lumber Co., J. H. (San Francisco) price quote requested on Sawed Shakes from 1527; from Union Lumber Co., S.F. 1528

Lumber & shakes to Watsonville for M. Grizich & Co. 3529-3532

Lumber quoted to Perry Andrews, Watsonville 2745

Lumber, doors, windows quoted to Frank Morasko, Monterey 2744

Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Geo. D. Grey & Co.; Russell & Rogers; Wendling Lumber Co.; Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz 2970

Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Simpson Lumber Co.; Eastern Lbr. Co.; Inman Paulson (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz 2971

Posts & Pickets outlined by J. H. Routt to Hollister Lumber Yard 2695
Prices: challenged and quoted (continued)

Price increased higher on invoice in Dec. than what was quoted in Aug. 503

Prices quoted for shakes $14 per M at Santa Cruz 900

Prices, Firewood: Laurel Mill prices green slabs $1.50 per cord, dry slabs at $2.00 1486

Prices: F. A. Hihn Co. complained about higher prices than previously charged; and asked for discount of 20% 1577

Prices: lumber prices raised at Salinas Planing Mill 1961; raised at Santa Cruz Yard 1955

Prices: W. R. Johnston (Salinas yard) was questioned as to price of Gilroy job; e.g., please explain difference 1376

quote on shingles mailed to J. F. Attkin, Reno, Nev. = $11.90 per M. 3026

Smith & Co., Francis charges for riveted pipe were too high, F. A. Hihn Co. asked for rebate 1477; pipe prices too high: F. A. Hihn challenged Francis Smith & Co. 1666

Watsonville Nursery overpriced, according to Hihn Co., by 1/2¢ per tree; check for lesser amount sent 911

Pringle, Philemon

157

Pringle, William V. (machinist)

employed at Laurel Mill, continued employment questioned 1490

Hihn confirmed arrangement & instructed H. A. Olmstead (Monterey) his charge to ship boiler and other machinery to Laurel and Santa Cruz or Capitola? Mr. Pringle hired to assist him 3424, 3502

machinist sent to Laurel Mill to conduct hydrostatic test of boiler 3316

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to R. T. Stone (Supt., Laurel Mill) 3351

Printing

Hihn requested price bid from Pacific Press Publishing for Capitola booklet 3568

F. A. Hihn wrote R. M. Briare with several options and ideas regarding photographs to be used in a brochure advertising Capitola 3838

Hihn Co. requested Barnhart & Swasy to return printing cuts for Capitola booklet which it was preparing 3569

Barnhart & Swasey was sent copy of letter to R. M. Briare so they would know what F. A. Hihn desired 3837

Empire Redwood Co.’s printed memo for lumber on hand was used as sample to order same from Sofia J. Mitchell 3808

Hihn Co. asked for price quote from Pacific Press Publ. Co. (Oakland) on printing memoranda of lumber on hand 3813

Hihn Co. ordered 9000 checks printed by Pierce & Co. (San Francisco) 3821

Memoranda of Lumber on Hand ordered from Pacific Press Publ. Co. 3927

order Day Book and quote on Tags requested of Pacific Press Publ. Co. 3918

proofs of Laurel Store books ordered from Freygang-Leary Co. were corrected by F. A. Hihn; asked if they had a "machine or appliance for printing bills" 3324
Private vs. Public ownership

F. A. Hihn remarked to Mrs. Clas in Milwaukee that "If what they say is true [about De La Mar’s company] why do they want to sell their stock?” 1503

Probate proceedings

posting of notice of sale forwarded to Frank Solinsky at San Andreas, Cal. 573-574

Produce

F. A. Hihn ordered vegetables from Frank Reanier at Capitola for Laurel Store 3272

see also Agricultural Products

Profit & Profit Margin

Daily Reports style was not satisfactory, Laurel Mill Supt. (R. T. Stone) was advised that "Sales to the Cook Houses, the Mill, Office, Logging and other departments of Laurel Mill should be sold at a profit to the store of 5% if sold in original packages or if sold in broken packages at 10% - to which should be added 5% on original cost for freight and hauling.” 3765

F. O. Hihn was conservative when afraid profits would be "eaten up by mule feed” 3914

Promises broken

promised immediate shipment of firewood, Laurel Mill didn’t ship immediately; Mill was ordered to notify Hihn Co. immediately in future when its promises could not be kept 1484

Property Assessments

F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protested to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1717, 1841.1-1841.2, 2013

Property sales (Santa Cruz County)

Castroville property trade for lot, house and barn in Santa Cruz for R. F. Davis 319

offered to Sadie M. Thomas after her husband’s death 34

offered to William Richard of El Monte, Cal. 1154

prospects for property sales found by William B. Humphreyville 159; for sale to 388

vicinity of Ben Lomond sold to W. H. Johnson; his father advised to plant berries 1962

Property vacated

M. Dias, Cedar St., ordered out because F. A. Hihn Co. wanted to make alterations 709

Property Values

F. A. Hihn sold property at 25% discount after failure of Bond Election 2055

Wright Homestead Lot value calculated for Mrs. R. M. Clark 2425

Prunedale, Cal.

243

Pruning

Robert M. Stewart (San Andreas farmer) wrote offering his services as a pruner; Hihn Co. did not need one at present 1190
Public Library Building Association

F. A. Hihn solicited a gift of property from Mrs. Harriet M. Blackburn 835

*see also* Library Building 906

Pucci, S.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Puccinelli, G.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.2

W. B. Anthony wrote Laurel Mill that Puccinelli’s claim was filed away in error without remittance 1070

Puget Sound Lumber Co.

1813

Puglesovich, W.

in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2

Pulisovich, Vicko

Assignee in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991

Pulleys and Related Equipment

ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3557

Axle ordered for Santa Cruz from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden (S.F.) 3240

Hihn Co. asked for discounts from Menaska Wood Split Pulley Co. 3944

Hihn Co. requested Pacific Hardware & Steel Co. (S.F.) to send 10 doz. “as a sample” 3322

Puncia, J.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Putnam Co., Tennessee

*see* Harp, Wheeler (Trustee)

Putnam, M. E.

proposed lease for Capitola Hotel Bowling Alleys, with requested amendments, by M.E. Putnam was sent to R. M. Briare (Hotel lessee) for his concurrence 3903

proprietor of of the Santa Cruz Bowling Alley was considered for taking charge of the Capitola Bowling alley for 1903 season 3610

Puunene, Maui

Territory of Hawaii (Place Letter Sent To) 3380
Quality of lumber

Rustic difference specified to Modesto Lumber Co. 2205

Rustic questioned by Messrs. Sweet & Loop, San Francisco 2204, 2253

Quarrie, George

check for $5.00 sent from Eastland Estate 1835

his check from Eastland Estate sent to A. T. Eastland 1815

Que, Chin

3194

Quiggle, C. (Mr.)

3886

Quilty, C. W.

178

mentioned by F. A. Hihn to Thomas Hagan of Eureka, Cal. and offer of assistance by Hagan 629

Quimby, M. M.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Quote on Plans

Hihn submitted a price on lumber to Walter E. Dorn, for a Watsonville project 3724

Hihn quoted Julius Heasters (Villa Fontenay) on lumber 3706

Hihn quoted a price to Hanford King (San Miguel) 3726

Quote on Lumber and mill work for House submitted to J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) - Heron job used as comparison 3863

sent to Mrs. E. A. Herron [or Heron] (Oakland) for her china cabinet to be built in new home at Ben Lomond 3477
Racket Department Store

F. A. Hihn addressed T. W. Kelly about his plans to enlarge store 1478

*see also* Kelly, Thomas William (propr.)

Radford Review Company

1983

Railroad

Cars

car ordered for Fahihn siding was too small, larger car ordered 1348

cars at Laurel: shipments of lumber from Laurel should not be overloaded for fear of breaking cable and wrecking cars 186

cars at Laurel: Telegraph poles for Western Union, Lovelock, Nevada: will the railroad cars be ready? 480

cars were delayed at Laurel Mill due to broken cable used in loading cars 1140

"damage to car at Laurel" 147; freight car damaged, F. A. Hihn Co. billed $28.38, which was disputed 180; LaPorte, D. A. (Agent, Southern Pacific Co., at Felton) submitted a bill of $5.65 for damage to railroad car 323; Southern Pacific cars damaged in Hihn's yard at Laurel 488

"rack cars" for wood needed at Gold Gulch or Felton 305

"rack cars" ordered from Mr. A. Stewart, Agent for Southern Pacific Co. at Felton: flat cars required stakes, which were in irregular supply 957

Car Stakes (used for hauling firewood, were charged all wood dealers, which they paid for or returned for credit):

belong to the Southern Pacific Co. and are so branded S.P.Co. 1520

Borchers Bros. (San Jose) charged to Borchers Bros. 1142; notified that a tracer had been placed on Stakes shipped Jan 13. 1246; Frank Reanier asked to report on States presumably shipped by Borchers Bros., San Jose, to Aptos 1247

customarily charged to purchaser of firewood or slabs 852

freight rate from Laurel Mill set for #2 lumber for Loma Prieta Lumber Co. and S. P. Co., 25¢ for other custombers 933

Hihn Co., F. A. asked for an accounting of shipments to its credit for Laurel Mill 1754

James, C. H. shipped eight car stakes to F. A. Hihn at Santa Cruz; Hihn Co. asked for information from Frank Reanier at Capitola 1845

Notley Bros. would be no exception 985

Presho, M. was asked to return them to Aptos Mill 366

Stakes & Wood Strips: new policy - charged for car stakes for shipments @ $13. per M. 1554

to be returned to Aptos 1209

Wideman Co., A. charges for stakes explained 1586
Railroad, Cars  (continued)

Hihn’s siding at Felton, Fahihn: N. H. Toft, Felton, was asked to load firewood for the California Powder Works "from wood on main line on Traola Place until we can see about fixing Railroad" 1831

iron & steel rails: F. A. Hihn Co. had ca. 4,000 ft. of rail that it offered to Jardine Machine Works, S.F. 1713

length of car debated as correct measurement for cords of firewood shipped to San Francisco for G. B. DeMartini) 199

loading of cars at Felton: Toft & Heligis given contract 1090

Railroad at Loma Prieta

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to T. D. Sargent 3421

Railroad car claims

copy of tally requested from S.P.R.R. 2154

firewood measurement on railroad car challenged 2239

firewood shortage claimed by Greeley 2084

if shortage of firewood is apparent, claims honored only before unloading railroad cars 3140

paperwork appeared to be lost 2139

railroad cars measured by agent of railroad not accurate 2088

SP Car 315 was consigned to F. F. Lloyd, West Oakland, in Aug. 1902, tally of car was requested from R. P. Schwerin 2650

Railroad car stakes

mentioned in letter to O. K. Abel, San Jose, in re credit for car stakes returned 2212

reply to Isaac Dakin 2746

Railroad Co.

(Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watsonville Electric Railroad Co.)

list of timbers for Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Railway 3391

ordered 65 poles from Laurel Mill 2930

quoted price on telephone poles @ $5.25 each + fgt 2929

quoted price on Lumber 3100

Railroad Demurage

freight & demurrage bills from Union Wood & Timber Co., S.F. 1985

reported carefully by Hihn Co. at Laurel 1919

Railroad derailment

by F. A. Hihn employees at Laurel is explained by D. A. LaPorte, S. P. Agent 324; at Fahihn is explained by D. A. LaPorte 325

derailing switches: additional ordered installed at Laurel Mill to save expense of transfers 1490

Railroad engines

engine at Aptos was refitted with drum 207

engine transferred 36

were fired with 2’ slabs from Laurel 284
Railroad freight

George Hovey (Salinas Lumber Mill) was instructed on billing the Santa Cruz office, and on loading railroad cars 3239

Railroad freight rate

Redwood lumber freight rates on Southern Pacific R.R. questioned by F. A. Hihn Co. 1611

shipping rates from Felton had been quoted at $2. per cord on redwood, special on pine 564

sought for Slabs from Laurel to Soledad 2026-2027

tariff rates: J. H. Routt, for F. A. Hihn Co., explained an earlier letter in re certain grades of lumber and requested a tariff rate applicable to #1 & #2 Rustic, T. & G., etc. 1660

Railroad hoisting engine

located at the tunnel 389

Railroad iron

300 ft. of 18 lb. steel rail: subject of letter to Jardine Machine Works 552, 554; was sold and ordered shipped to J. C. Reynolds, Cottonwood, Shasta Co. 555

F. A. Hihn asked for credit memo from Judson Mfg. Co. for rails that could not be straightened and scrap iron send during April 3670

F. A. Hihn wrote to Joshua Hendy Machine Works to settle amicably 3 issues regarding contentious transactions 3879

Hihn Co. asked N. H. Toft, Felton, to estimate cost of removing rails from the “Saw dust track” and preserving the Fish Plates, Bolts and Spikes - storing them “down by the main switch” 2852

rails and bolts shipped on order of Jardine Machinery Co. to Reynolds, Cottonwood, Cal. - less the bolts which did not fit 614

Railroad sidings

F. A. Hihn stated that the South Pacific Coast Railroad had not compensated him for its right of way at Laurel 3212

Gold Gulch: Hihn Co. asked Emil J. Tann what it would cost to load balance of wood, posts and shingle bolts along the track 3229

lumber ordered for W. C. Forde, Eccles, for delivery at Union Mill Switch 2685

railroad stake cars ordered from Southern Pacific Agent at Felton, for delivery at Fahihn Switch 2632

Railroad shipments

carload of firewood shipped to San Jose for any party that would take it: C. L. Torr, Borchers Bros., E. B. Mercadier, or Hewitt & Morris; S. P. Agent asked to call them and deliver car to whomever would accept carload 2401, 2405, 2407

Hihn requested report on all S. P. cars, with commodities and consignees, for year Jan ’02 to Jan ’03 from Felton 2235 - 2236

machinery for Laurel Mill, from Eby Co. to be shipped on S. P. cars from the East, otherwise transfer to S. P. would be required 2211

Nils Hansen Toft: Hihn Co. was angry at his absence, wood was not loaded on SP cars to fill orders during his absence 2687-2688

Railroad stations

Fahihn and Felton, statements of shipments requested from S. P. Agent for 4th Q, 1901 298
**Railroad stations** (continued)

switches at Laurel (railroad ties at two switches to be replaced by S.P.R.R., F. A. Hihn suggested using his ties at Laurel) 115

**Railroad steel**

Hihn Co. asked Judson Manf. Co., San Francisco, if it was possible to straighten and plane tee rails that were burned in its Laurel Mill fire (Fall 1902) 2915, 2917

Hihn Co. quoted steel rails from Gold Gulch to R. E. Steele, New Year’s Pt 3449

Hihn inquired of Judson Mfg. Co. about his order for 90 ft. of 40# T Rail 3746

Hihn replied to Judson Mfg. Co. phone call regarding planing and straightening of rails, sent diagram 3499

Hihn sent to Judson Mfg. Co. 847 lin. ft. rails (20# & 50#) for planing and straightening; some scrap cast iron 3483

**Railroad Ties:**

400 7X8 - 8 Redwood ties ordered from Laurel Mill for Southern Pacific Co. c/o R. P. Schwerin 1374

400 7X8 x 8’ ties available, Southern Pacific notified 1326

400 ties were ready for shipment by F. A. Hihn Co. to S. P. Co. 1725

Hihn Co. asked S. P. for clarification of its order: Are the 400 ties an additional order? 1358

ready for shipment, Southern Pacific was asked for shipping directions for 1,000 ties 1143

**Railroad Tramway**

at Laurel Mill: cables were to be maintained now with good weather 2050

**Railroad Turntable**

S. P. Co.’s old turn-table pit (at Chestnut & Union Sts.) was declared a nuisance by F. A. Hihn and neighbors 1863

**Railroads**

(Narrow Gauge vs. Broad Gauge)

Hihn Co. ordered Oregon Pine from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (S. F.) for Santa Cruz (via Narrow Gauge) and Hollister (via Broad Gauge), but had to restrict lengths to 30 ft. due to length of cars on the Narrow Gauge 3445

**Railroads**

(not Santa Cruz County)

Railroad right-of-way sold for Lynch Estate (Los Angeles County) share of proceeds sent to Mrs. Almira Hunt 66

San Francisco & San Jose Railroad (used for freight by Stockton Gas & Electric Co.) 146

**Railroads, Streetcar**

A. C. Hihn responded to Otto Stoesser’s letter concerning street railroads in Santa Cruz and freight hauling 3326

Hihn Co. asked M. V. McQuigg, Pres. Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Railway Co. for his business 2418

Hihn Co. offered several places for Sale to Victor L. Boeck (Hawaii), with stated prices, in Live Oak and Capitola near the electric railroad then being built, and the steam railroad main line 3380
Hihn inquired of Fred W. Swanton what his plan was to extend the railroad up Ocean St. to reach the Powder Mill and or Sycamore Flat 3203

Hihn stated his desire to clarify ownership of Beach Lands so that Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Elec. RR would know rights & privileges 3202, 3209

Hihn wrote F. A. Kilburn about the latter’s plan for a railroad from Watsonville to Watsonville Landing by Watsonville Railroad and Navigation Co. 2717

Hihn wrote letter (later cancelled) to City Council about Hihn land ownership on Beach street 3619, 3625, 3646

Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. under construction, F. A. Hihn hoped that it would be in operation in May 1903 for conference of YWCA 2400

Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. Co., prices quoted for lumber and cement 2645

Rambo, Samuel H.

(S. H. Rambo & Co.) (Boulder Creek) 1679, 2721

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to Rambo in exchange for lumber of split stuff 3048

Hihn Co. wrote to I. T. Bloom, W. H. Booth, and S. H. Rambo (all Boulder Creek) and C. B. Miracle (Patchen) with order of Redwood timbers and ask for availability - any or all 3827

request price and delivery 1 to 20 carloads of shingles sent to Hartman Bros., S. H. Rambo, and Horstman Bros., & "Mr. Young, Ben Lomond" 2998

Ramean, Luis

account to be collected by George Hovey (Salinas) 3150

Ramona Hotel (San Luis Obispo, F. J. Henry, Mgr.)

F. A. Hihn stayed at the Ramona Hotel, sent telegram that arrived after he got back to Santa Cruz 2018, 2063

Randall & Co., Horace (Randall & Harris Shoe Store, Santa Cruz)

mentioned in letter to T. W. Kelly by F. A. Hihn 1478

with Henry S. Harris: F. A. Hihn proposed a remodeling of the store [be aware of changed street numbering] 1103.1-1103.2, 1238.1-1238.2, 1257

Rapp, Chris

3228

Ready, Theresa (Tessie) Hihn

Rentals: a 1-week notice was given to vacate Walnut Ave. house occupied by F. Watry, by Hihn as agent for Tessie Hihn Ready and Agnes Hihn Younger 3885

Rents collected for Tessie Hihn Ready were to be charged a 5% commission by F. A. Hihn Co. 711

Theresa (Tessie) Hihn Ready, Ruth (infant), & George Henry Ready contemplated a visit to Paso Robles Springs Hotel; F. A. Hihn inquired as to availability of room and cost for week or more 888

Real Estate (Capitola)

Fair View Park (Capitola) was quoted at $200 per acre, and Hihn Co. would build a house for Mrs. Henderson (Oakland) 1547
Real Estate (San Francisco)

report received and approved 727

Real Estate (Santa Cruz)

apts. facing beach, prices per mo. 2483

Beck, Carl: followup to inquiry sent in re offer made to him to purchase 2024

Clark, W. H. (Coburg, OR) property offered to 1869

Foster, Howard Rental of Pacific Avenue store at $40 per month 1276, 1279

Helpling, E. J. (at Wrights) followup to inquiry in re offer made to him to purchase 2023

Hihn Co. objected to paying a 10% commission to Mr. G. Lee (S.F.) for sending a buyer for Timber Land 3939

Hihn prepared alterations to Wells Fargo’s Santa Cruz office and ask approval before drawing up renewal lease 2508

James, J. (Skyland) installment purchase terms for real estate outlined in offer to of 1429

Kelly, T. W.: F. A. Hihn addressed Kelly about his plans to enlarge store, the Racket Department Store 1478

McGilley, Rose (Miss) Santa Cruz property to be handled by F. A. Hihn (which he stated would be an exception to his normal practice) 1045, 1207

McPherson, Fred D. rental of Pacific Avenue store and stable at $50 per month, plus water for stable 1277-1278

Randall & Harris: development in downtown Santa Cruz, at 204 Pacific Ave.: F. A. Hihn proposed remodeling of store occupied by Randall & Harris (with the Decorative Art Society upstairs [be aware of changed street numbering]) 1103.1-1103.2, 1238.1-1238.2; next store north of Towne’s Store (Charles E. Towne, grocer, 154 Pacific Ave. [be aware of changed street numbering]) 1257

Uttley, George (R.R. conductor) lot at corner Laurel & Washington Sts. rented to; deposit of R. J. Elliott returned 442

Walter G. McClellan (San Jose) asked to return contract and release on face 3263

Real Estate Values (Santa Cruz)

"not moving very much" in Feb. 1902: Sycamore St. (Neary Lagoon area) real estate value $750. per lot, "adjoining Chinatown and very few good families living in that locality." 1539

C. H. Robinson (Great Falls, Montana) quoted prices for land on 10-yr installment plan 2671

F. A. Hihn Co. responded to Mrs. H. B. Monteith that "there is [no] better time than now to buy" 1618; that if she would send her address they would contact her regarding proposed sale 2021

for Agricultural Products (apples, grapes, berries) touted by F. A. Hihn to A. C. Hadden of North Dakota 3033

Hihn Co. gives values of lots and acreage to Thomas Hickman, WV 2760

Hihn Co. offered a 6-room house and lot in Aptos for $1350. — "As we are closing out our business at Aptos..." 3727
Real Estate Values (Santa Cruz) (continued)

Hihn Co. offered acreage to Lulu Green (Soquel) "near the Brittingham place" from $200. to $300. per acre, which is traversed by the electric rail line; terms were 10% down, ten yr. plan 3904

Hihn Co. offered four improved properties to R. [or W.] C. Reveal, Felton 2383

Hihn quoted prices on lots and acreage to W. C. Jones, Buffalo, N.Y. 3027

Hihn wrote J. J. Bamber, he would let him sell some Summit Area property 2452

homes and lots for Sale by F. A. Hihn Co. at 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 6¢ per day advertised in newspapers 1383

lots available from Hihn Co. for $75 to $175 ea; houses $500 to $1000, 10% down, 6% interest; annual or monthly 2631

lots offered by Hihn Co. for $30 to $50 per lot - Bethany Circle & Walk Circle 3256

Mr. E. M. Kerfect (Shelby, IA) advised to pay more than $10. per acre 2481

Mr. Henry K. Heffleman, Los Angeles, advised that Hihn Co. did "not like to place value on other peoples property" 2482

reply to Peter Ganiard (Los Angeles) quoting property for sale or rent 2490

response of F. O. Hihn to L. A. J. Wetmore, stating terms of sale: 10% down, 6% interest, 10 years 2514

response of F. O. Hihn to W. J. Hall, Lingleville, Texas, stating terms of sale: 10% down, 6% interest, 10 years 2474

terms for acreage stated to Dr. E. Lincoln Smith (Philadelphia, Pa.) 2620

Reanier, Frank


3/4" rope ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 3913

advertised hay in Santa Cruz Sentinel 2619

and S. L. Gibson reminded to remit to office cash on hand at Dec. 31st 2118

Animal Pound proposed by F. A. Hihn for Soquel supervisoral district, petition sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola for the collection of signatures 977

asked for names of anyone receiving free rent or pasture at any of the places in his charge: "Soquel, Capitola, Aptos, Valencia and vicinity" 1748

barbed wire and staples ordered from John S. Roebling & Sons Co. 2606, 3142
Reanier, Frank (continued)

Bookkeeping: Hihn Co., on last day of Jan. 1902, asked the managers of Laurel (S. L. Gibson), Capitola (Frank Reanier), and Salinas (W. R. Johnston), to report cash on hand, and send their Day Books to Santa Cruz office 1261

cylinder and spindle oil ordered from Standard Oil Co. (San Jose) for Frank Reanier at Capitola 3806

Display ad placed for Capitola rental of concessions for 1903 season, he was the contact for replies 2719

doz. mattocks & handles to be shipped to him from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (San Francisco) 594

Frank Chandler (Santa Cruz blacksmith), Orville F. Hart (Branciforte blacksmith), and John Severio (Santa Cruz blacksmith), advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner 2415

George French’s bill to be verified by Frank Reanier before Hihn would pay 3749

Glass order for Capitola: W. P. Fuller 3671

Hihn had 400 souvenir booklets printed by Barnhard & Swasey with envelopes, for distribution to the Y.W.C.A. on Sunday, May 24, 1903; shipped to Frank Reanier at Capitola via Wells Fargo & Co. Express 3892

Hihn informed by Frank Reanier that B. F. Merrill, Soquel, was interested in renting meat market in Capitola 3226

Hihn offered to rent house and barn to Frank Harvey Cook for 1 year at $100. and deduct $25 if he made repairs as directed by Frank Reanier 3597

Hihn ordered a "Crank Pinion for a Duncan Jack 'B', from California Saw Works, shipped to Frank Reanier, Capitola 3036

Hihn ordered a plow from Baker & Hamilton Co. (San Francisco), to be shipped to Frank Reanier at Aptos 3207

Hihn recommended that Miss Harriet Taylor, Gen. Secretary, YWCA, contact Reanier for immediate needs 2560-2561

Hihn replied to Mrs. G. L. Barker (Hotel Lyndon, Los Gatos) that there were cottages available to rent in Capitola and overlooking the beach at Santa Cruz; Frank Reanier had written her also 3954

Hihn wrote Frank Reanier in re school lot proposed by George Olive, but Hihn had a different location in mind 3605

his position clarified by F. A. Hihn - "charge of the farming of the land East and North of Soquel and the Fairview Park lands." But, he also expressed something puzzling to his son Fred: "You know of Reanier’s peculiar position. I hope to be able to arrange it satisfactorily but it may take time to do so." 3178

J. J. Carraher sent check in payment of firewood; told to return railroad car stakes to Aptos c/o Frank Reanier 2563

may have stock of harrow teeth that could be used by F. G. Anthony, Valencia 2249

mentioned in reply to A. Acosta (San Jose) in re rental of stores in Capitola for 1903 season 3157
Reanier, Frank (continued)

Oakes, F. O. mailed postal to him, which was misplaced 243

one-ton of Wheat Seed to be shipped from Salinas to Capitola to Frank Reanier by W. R. Johnston 403

order fittings "Iron Age" Cultivator 2823

ordered to ship from Aptos Mill one carload of 4' redwood to Salinas Planing Mill 437

pipe ordered from Crane Co. (S.F.) c/o Frank Reanier for Capitola 3742

Plow points for Frank Reanier at Capitola ordered from Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco, to be sent via Wells Fargo Express 457

referred M. A. Bracamonte (Stockton) who applied for job with Frank Reanier, but Hihn inquired whether he could repair wagons, in addition to blacksmith 2999

regrets for his broken arm; ask if R. Day couldn't be employed to drive team in his place 2409

reported receipt of electrical fixtures ordered for F. A. Hihn's residence 2283

Schuyler C. Peck, proposed lease sent via Frank Reanier for signature 3896

several hundred cords of Tan Oak were ready to be cut "above Capitola", and a contract was offered to E. M. Parrott; he could see Reanier about it 2667

the Laurel Mill was asked to return all Egg cases, immediately 3003

Tracy, F. in re Aptos Yard, proposition accepted to care for Hihn Co. business there under Reanier 778

two painters were to report to him after their work at Hotel Ben Lomond was completed 3491

vineyard plow was to be shipped to him by Baker & Hamilton 2830

Windows ordered from Wilson Bros. 3093

Rebuke

by F. A. Hihn of Simeon L. Gibson for inaccurate timekeeping procedures at Laurel 80-81

Receipts

remittance acknowledged to Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co. 3839

see also Accounts Receivable

Reciprocation

George W. Heard (Santa Cruz furniture store) evidently complained that F. A. Hihn Co. didn't trade with him, although he rented a store from Co. 1292

Recommendations

letter of satisfaction sent to Yamada & Co. (Watsonville) 3676

Reddington & Co.

2087, 3708, 3922

Redwood Burl

August C. Hihn sent some Redwood burl to E. F. Niehaus & Co. (S.F.) for veneering 3556

Hihn Co. changed its order for veneering with E. F. Niehaus 3579

Redwood City, Cal.

1769, 1904
Redwood forests

"forests of our County have been slaughtered without yielding any ... profit to the owners" 1841.1-1841.2

Redwood Lumber

asked Carter Mann Lumber Co. (Mansfield, Ohio) to specify what their preferences were for the Ohio market 3056

Santa Cruz Redwood vs. Northern Redwood difference specified to Modesto Lumber Co. - "owing to the closeness of grain of Santa Cruz Redwood, it is naturally heavier and somewhat harder than Northern Redwood 2205

Redwood Poles

Hihn asked price quote from Geo. D. Grey Co. on Redwood and Cedar Poles 3571

Redwood Posts

quoted to J. F. Parkinson Co. @ 14¢ ea. 2138

Redwood Quality

Santa Cruz Redwood is "fine grain and far more durable than the Northern redwood" 2444

Redwood vs. Pine: F. A. Hihn stated that "redwood shrinks more endways than pine" 3596

Reed, G. H.

2071

Reed, George William

Hihn Co. bid on millwork for improvements as per plans by E. L. Van Cleek @ $2485. 2434

Horton house changed, Reed asked to give a new bid for construction, and look at plans at Van Cleek’s office 3758

Wessendorf Job: Santa Cruz Planing Mill bid on all mill work to L. B. McCormick, F. B. Cummings, and Geo. W. Reed 3396

Reed, William

F. A. Hihn assured William Reed and the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. Co. that it would not place any buildings on the Feeley tract and Soquel Wharf Co. land 3343

Reed & Cleve

3538

Regina (Sister)

(Hospital, El Paso, Texas) 1827, 1833

Registered parcel

to be sent from Jesse Marion Rice’s office in Aptos 522

Reid & Murdoch & Co.

(A. J. Hesler) 2844

Reisch, J. R.

2324

Rejected Lumber

an offer by Southern Pacific Co. of $7.00 per M. of 4 M ft. for salvage of lumber at Oakland was rejected by Hihn Co. 3874

Reliable Wood & Coal Yard

2588
Reliance Dogs

ordered for Laurel Mill via Henshaw, Bulkey & Co. (S.F.) 3331

Remillard (Mr.)

mentioned in letter to P. Caduc in re Brick making; F. A. Hihn expressed less confidence in him, preferred Mr. Wheelan’s intelligence 775.1-775.2

Remittance demand

Rent due, pay or vacate “our premises”: F. A. Hihn Co. 28

R.P.M. Greeley was asked for a check for $750. on account 1287

Silvester, J. W. in arrears for over three months at Apts house; Frank Reanier asked to investigate and report 1975

Thompson, Cyrus (Lockhart, Texas) Rent was not reduced by F. A. Hihn 1022

Union Wood & Timber Co. was asked for a check on account 1289

Weymouth, J. C. (Mrs.) (Soquel) Rental land: she was asked not to cut or trim any of the trees on the property 543

Remittances

made to Stone, E. S. & A. L., Oakland, for lumber 537

Michael Marnell (he was about 82 years old) desired to do hauling to apply to his land contract with the Hihn Co. 1409

Reno, NV.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3026, 3752

Rent bill

Gates, L. sent to 60

Gourdier, Arthur Rent was overdue 169

Rent overdue (F. O. Hihn’s house on Fern St., S.C.) 48

Ready, Tessie Hihn Rents collected for her were to be charged by F. A. Hihn Co. at 5% commission 711

Verser, Lulu (Miss) bill delivered 41

Wheeler, C. D. rent in arrears 52; sent bill 61

Rent in arrears

George Morrison was advised that the Hihn Co. Collector would visit to collect rent; Morrison wouldn’t pay because the upper floor was not finished; August C. Hihn advised him that the work was being arranged 3390

Rent of Houses at Laurel

raised to $1.00 per month per room, and $1.00 per month for water, beginning March 1, 1902 1808

Rent & Water

bill sent to Miss Mary E. Morgan 3401

see also Water Bills

Rentals

a one-week notice was given to vacate a Walnut Ave. house occupied by F. Watry, by F. A. Hihn as agent for Tessie Hihn Ready and Agnes Hihn Younger 3885

confirmation by F. H. Cook that he would send a check of $75 for rent of Conover Place 3715
Rentals (continued)

F. O. Hihn and W. R. Johnston were to carry out details of remodeling the Wells Fargo Express office to be rented by F. A. Hihn Co. 3936, 3942

flats and cottages for rent by Hihn Co. at Santa Cruz Beach and Capitola Beach sent to A. T. Cathcart (San Jose) 3867

Hihn Co. advised John O’Malley of San Lucas that “our Hall” was available for rent - which has a stage and portable chairs 3791

Hihn wrote another letter to Duncan McPherson with comparative costs to remodel the front of the Pavilion 3864

Hihn wrote T. B. Taylor (Market St., Santa Cruz) to return key and fix fence 3501

Hihn advised John O’Malley of San Lucas that “our Hall” was available for rent - which has stage & portable chairs 3648

Hihn allowed Mrs. M. Zingg to pay her rent for May on June 1, 1903, although made it firm that rent was payable in advance on the first of the month 3956

Hihn apparently rented to John M. Gard-iner (or Gardner) 3559

Hihn asked Richard Thompson, Mgr., Wells Fargo Express Co., to vacate its building by May 1, 1903 3560

Hihn notified Mrs. M. Morgan that it would continue renting house, option of 10-day notice if sold property 2737

Hihn offered rental of house at Capitola to Edgar M. Sheehan (Sacramento) 3699

Hihn rented to F. H. Cook at Capitola 3698

Hihn replied to G. W. Brattan (San Jose) that most of its rooms were rented for July but expected vacancies in August; price list for cottages and flats sent for Capitola 3908

Hihn replied to Mrs. G. L. Barker (Hotel Lyndon, Los Gatos) that there were cottages available to rent in Capitola and overlooking the beach at Santa Cruz; Frank Reanier had written her also 3954

Hihn wanted to put house in good repair by R. B. Oullahan (Stockton) and asked for estimate 3690

Hihn was finished papering the new office for Wells Fargo & Co. and would deliver the office on May 1, 1903 3600

list of rates for Beach Hill furnished flats sent to Mrs. S. U. Morris (S. F.) 3672

Mr. M. C. Woodruff (Berkeley) instructed to sent payment to Hihn Co. 3673

Mrs. M. Zingg advised by F. O. Hihn that no change in her bath room would be made due to the expense 3637

Prof. John O’Malley advised that the rental of Hihn’s hall was satisfactory, with payment in advance 3850

rental of #11 Bay Avenue, Capitola, for season was offered to Mr. L. Edson of Santa Cruz for $75.00 3679

Wells Fargo Express Co. advised by F. A. Hihn that an awning was not promised as part of rental of the new office 3859

Repairs & Property Maintenance

to fence and barn (estimates of cost requested) authorized to James A. Clayton & Co. (San Jose) 1947
Replacement Parts

broken spring for an engine was ordered from Eby Machine Co., S. F. 2913

Hihn Co. sent worn gear to Eby Machinery for manufacturing a new one 2835

Republican Publishing Co.

3732

Reservoir (at Laurel)

F. A. Hihn admitted to R. T. Stone (his Supt at Laurel) that his plan for building a reservoir was better than his own; sent a revised construction plan 3250, 3428

F. A. Hihn proposed a small reservoir on Burrell Creek for the Laurel Mill 3596

referred to by F. A. Hihn in his estimates of distances, etc., for building a flume at Laurel 3711

Reservoir

(on High St., Santa Cruz)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in offer to J. W. Forgeus 2665

Resser, Andrew (Andy) J.

lease sent to Frank Reanier (Capitola) 45; leases to be signed 107; lease payments in Capitola in arrears 183

Reveal, R. [or W] C.

(Felton Shingle Mill) 2091, 2383, 2962, 3046, 3091, 3362

Revere Rubber Co. (San Francisco)

asked to bid on belting for Laurel Saw Mill 3645

Rhodes Place

F. O. Hihn reported to Prof. W. W. Clark on his experiments with Codling Moth on Hihn properties at Hanthorne, Vineyard, Day Valley, and Rhodes 3658

Rice, Jesse Marion

522

Rice, Judson (San Jose Postmaster)

1203, 1208
directed to send mail earlier sent to San Jose for Rice to San Luis Obispo 1218

Richard, William

1154

Richards, J. R. (Hotel Brokers Co.)

774

Richardson, C. (Mr.)

2476

Richie, H. & J.

Laurel Mill labor rate and boarding status requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507

Richmond lighting

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams, Stockton 84

Rickard, James D.

2807, 3133

working at Laurel Mill at $90 per month plus one meal per day, August Hihn wrote to his father about employees, thought Rickard should be used at the Santa Cruz Planing Mill instead 3454
Ridell, E.

his check was requested to be returned from Laurel Mill to F. A. Hihn Co. 378

Rigsby, John W.

2691

Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works

332, 375, 472, 2028, 2297, 2917, 3858

F. A. Hihn consulted on design of bars for back of boilers at Stockton Gas & Electric Works 109

Roache School House (Watsonville)

Hihn Co.’s Santa Cruz Planing Mill submitted bid to Mr. H. W. Wood, on all mill work at $685. f.o.b. Watsonville 3603

Road Building

Hihn wrote S. L. Gibson regarding road construction East Branch [Soquel Creek] "from bridge above the Mill" 2443

Roads, County

F. A. Hihn specified that the proposed reservoir should not encroach on the County Road at Laurel 3596

"San Jose" Street is "the main wagon road to San Jose" 2482

A. J. Hihn was asked for location of water contracts with Santa Cruz County for sprinkling roads 2216

F. A. Hihn proposed roads in Summit Area 2452

Hihn Co. submitted a claim for $130.00 for water used during the 1902 season for sprinkling Blackburn Gulch Road 3657

wagon road from Laurel to Villa Fontenay (Feb. 1903) may not be passable due to recent storms, but will open soon 2575

Roads, Private

maintenance of Hihn’s private roads, Bean Hill, Vineyard, Trout Gulch: road maintenance directive issued to Frank Reanier 2488

Roads, Skid (logging roads)

above Tunnel #2, up the West Branch of Soquel Creek: survey requested 1490

at Laurel Station: change in road (unspecifed) "as was suggested by our Mr. F. A. Hihn" ordered to be made 1490

Roads, Wagon

along the East Branch of Soquel Creek: survey requested 1490

F. A. Hihn proposed new roads to E. E. Meyer at the Summit 586

Highway 9 improvements (F. A. Hihn was discouraged over lack of progress but still believed in need for improvements) 335

Robert, F.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

Roberts, Frank K.

A. J. Hihn wrote C. B. Byrne for confirmation of proposed rates for irrigation, mentioned that he had conferred with Roberts and Willey of the Common Council 3040

Roberts & Chittenden

3273, 3773
Roberts & Chittenden (continued)

empty butter barrels were required to be returned from Laurel Mill Cook House 1667

Roberts (Mr.)

mentioned in letter to P. Caduc in re Brick making; F. A. Hihn expressed less confidence in him, preferred Mr. Wheelan's intelligence 775.1-775.2

Roberts, G. K.

lease send to Frank Reanier 58; lease to be signed 107

Roberts, S. H.

1571

Robinson, C. W.

(Asst. Mgr., Coronado Hotel) 2671, 2842, 3138, 3314

Rodeck, S. G.

2130, 2363

Rodent Control

Bi-sulphide & Strichnine ordered from Reddington & Co., San Francisco 2087

Roderick, David

3570

Rodgers, E. E.

1512

Rodgers, W. J. (President, Glenwood Lumber Co.)

637

Rodriguez [sic] Rodriguez (Mr.)

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3070-3071

Rodriguez, H. (Mrs.)

48

Rodriguez, R.

Hihn Co. dunned five customers and threatened to cut supply if bill wasn’t paid by May 30, 1903 3934

Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

Rodriguez, S.

Hihn Co. dunned five customers and threatened to cut supply if bill wasn’t paid by May 30, 1903 3934

Roebling’s Sons & Co., John A.

(Roebling Wire Works; Roebling & Sons Co., John S.) 793, 1378, 1603, 1726, 1897, 2262, 2399, 2606, 2661, 2741, 2963, 3142, 3241, 3398, 3533, 3745, 3852, 3895

quotes for supplying snatch blocks of chilled cast iron requested from J. S. Roebling & Sons Co. & American Steel & Iron Works 3745

see also Laurel

Rogers, Josephine A. (Mrs.)

F. A. Hihn sent order for Santa Cruz Sentinel for himself and Mrs. J. A. Rogers in El Paso, Texas 642

F. A. Hihn sent telegram to Sister Regina at a hospital in El Paso, Texas, to provide Mrs. Rogers "all attention and comfort possible at my expense" 1827, 1833-1834
Roncino (Ronconi) (Mr.) (Paso Robles)

F. A. Hihn's property for sale to Roncino, ten lots for $500 1468

F. A. Hihn urged him (through A. R. Booth) to take all of Lot #101 in Paso Robles, and if he didn't have the money, Hihn would loan it at 4% 1646

Ronconi & Co., G.

lease sent to C. [Giovanni?] Costella 2174

Roofing (Corrugated Iron)

August Hihn reponded to Kentucky Iron Roofing Co. (Covington, KY) that Hihn Co. was not presently interested but price quote would be welcome 3807

price quote requested from Pacific Hardware Co. (S.F.) 3947

Roose [Rousse?] (Mrs.)

2039

Roosevelt, Theodore (President)

F. A. Hihn offers his perspective on conditions in Western Canada 134

Rose, J. J.

(Ben Lomond) 2983, 2984, 3032, 3302, 3522, 3863

another sash added to previous order, ship direct to him at Ben Lomond 3476

Hihn Co. ordered 25 M #1 shingles from W. C. Reveal (Felton) for delivery to N. H. Toft for delivery to J. J. Rose 3092

Hihn Co. ordered doors for J. J. Rose from Pacific Manufacturing Co. 3779

mentioned in letter to Mr. E. A. Heron (Oakland) in re sash, side board plate mirrors, etc. 3558

Pacific Mfg. Co. was asked to ship Sash direct to Rose 3764

Sash & Windows ordered from Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) 3582

sized Pine ordered from Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (S.F.) 3009

Rosinia, B.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2020.1-2020.2

Roulean (or Rouleau), Simpson & Miller Title Company

569, 801

was asked to send its bills to F. A. Hihn 559

Rountree, John Almous

2301

Rountree, Joseph

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290

Trustee of Laurel School District 348

Routt, J. H.

(F. A. Hihn Co. lumberman) 6, 2565.3-2565.5, 2784, 2822, 2829, 3016, 3100

F. A. Hihn Co. spokesman in proposal to set prices among Redwood lumber producers 1100
F. A. Hihn wrote his son, F. O. Hihn, about the Western Union contract for furnishing poles, mentioning Routt’s letter to Western Union 1193 invited Irving W. Bloom to see him in re a proposition 2459

mentioned in letter to George E. Carter & Co., S. F., in re prices of telegraph/telephone poles 1516

Perry M. Andrews claimed discounts as per quotes of J. H. Routt (confirmed by Hihn Co.); Hihn wrote for clarification 3446

resigned from Hihn Co., March 1, ’03 2896

scheduled a meeting at Moss Landing with A. C. Bassett for Feb. 12, 1902 and W. R. Johnston in Salinas earlier that day 1444

shortage of lumber for Spreckels Sugar Co. was not resolved; previous correspondence by Mr. Routt (no longer in Hihn’s employ) was unsatisfactory to Hihn Co.; W. R. Johnston put in charge of settlement 2966

touted Santa Cruz County’s climate and splendid opportunities 2842

would settle wages of Ed West, and would repay car fare of C. W. Fongg from Berkeley to Laurel 1767

wrote to F. A. Hihn Co. a lengthy defense of his management of shipment of lumber to Paso Robles Springs Hotel 2565.1-2565.2, 2724.1-2724.3

Rowe, A. (worked on culvert for John Zehren) 113

Rowe, Charles William 3098

Royal Mine (near Knights Ferry)

concerning the proposed installation of power 735.3, 1699

capital needed to build pole line from Royal mine to Stockton, $4000, was to be borrowed from City Bank of Santa Cruz 1699

F. A. Hihn agreed to pay $4000 for a power line from Knights Ferry (Stanislaus County) to the Royal mine, built by General Electric Co. 1583

Rubber Belts

price quote requested from Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. belts for Laurel Mill 3924

Rubottom, William

his ranch at Spadra (Los Angeles Co.) where he had a stage tavern in mid-1860s was a possible exchange for Elmer Simpson 170

Rucker & Co., James H. (Santa Clara Co.)

Hihn wrote the James H. Rucker Co. to proceed with plowing/planting grain on 13 acres "on which I am foreclosing" 2191

Rudiol (Rudisil?), W. A.

Paso Robles Springs Hotel work 888

Paso Robles Springs Hotel, bills approved by F. A. Hihn for work on 1205.1-1205.2

Rued, J. C.

(President, Paso Robles Springs Hotel Co.) 2282, 2369, 2426, 2755
Rued, J. C. (continued)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Paso Robles Hotel Co. lumber quality 2724.2

pay roll for Hotel requested by F. A. Hihn to be covered 2106

Ruegg, G. [former S.P.R.R. Agent in Santa Cruz]

627

Ruggles, Andrew Peery

563, 2166

Ruljoncich, Sam

Assignee in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich 991

in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2

Ruppert, Francis William

(Watsonville merchant) 2340, 2424, 2464

advised George Hovey (Salinas Lumber Yard) that the price of Split Posts was the market rate 3073

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to W. B. Anthony, in re bookkeeping 2801

Russell & Rodgers (Rogers) Co.

24, 517, 836, 1078, 1718, 1794

Price quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Geo. D. Grey & Co.; Russell & Rogers; Wendling Lumber Co.; Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz 2970

Russell's Shingle Mill (Felton)

processed shingle bolts from F. A. Hihn Co.'s Gold Gulch & vicinity timber land 1090

Russell, Alice

F. A. Hihn notifies Prof. Frank P. Russell that City Savings would extend his loan; also sends regards to Mrs. Russell and Miss Alice; thanks him for best wishes extended on marriage of Agnes 787

Russell, Frank P. (Professor, Dept. of Education, San Jose)

772, 787

F. A. Hihn notifies him that City Savings would extend his loan; also sends regards to Mrs. Russell and Miss Alice; thanks him for best wishes extended on marriage of Agnes 787

Russell, H. A. (Agent, General Electric Co., S.F.)

F. A. Hihn received letter from General Electric Co., which was receiving attention 1662

see also General Electric Co.

Russell, William (of Felton)

952, 2115

agreed to donate lime rock for Felton to Santa Cruz road 1470

F. A. Hihn gave his proxy to William Russell for a meeting of the Directors & Stockholders Apr. 11, 1903, of the Felton Water Works 3379

Ryder (Mr.)

F. O. Hihn, at Grand Hotel, San Francisco, was informed where "Ryder" lived and worked 1197
Ryder, D. A.  
1993

Ryder, Frank

lease to be signed 38, 107; lease for Capitola property sent to Frank Reanier 183

Ryder, H. W.

922, 1121

Ryder (Mr.) (William Henry ?)

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to Mr. Ryder (Boulder Creek) in exchange for lumber of split stuff 3048
Sacramento, Cal.  

(Place Letter Sent To) 368, 755, 1386, 1623, 1735, 2058.1-2058.5, 2065, 3166, 3608, 3647, 3656, 3664, 3699, 3815

Burnett & Sons were apparently seeking to purchase lumber from F. A. Hihn Co.; questions put to them by F. A. Hihn as to experience, cash or credit? 1735

Sacred Heart Novitiate (Los Gatos)

F. A. Hihn offered to Rev. H. A. Gabriel a donation of land and $200. worth of lumber for erection of a Catholic Church at Laurel 1573, 1642

F. A. Hihn stated in letter to Rev. H. A. Gabriel (Los Gatos) that his "sons who manage F. A. Hihn Company do not feel inclined to help build a church at Wrights. I must therefore decline your request." 1698

Salary Increases

Hihn Co. asked George Hovey to state his views before raising his salary 3684

Sales

F. A. Hihn stated to his son August that sales at their Santa Cruz lumber yard were slow, and asked him "What do you propose?" 1587

Salinas, Cal.


F. A. Hihn responded to Lottie N. Branch's inquiry about real estate options, and suggested that he would consider moving his Salinas Lumber Yard 3342

Salinas

(Monterey County Court House)

F. A. Hihn's Santa Cruz Planing Mill bid on mill work for the Tax Collector's Office and District Attorney's Office 3623

Salinas City Bank

2263

Salinas Democrat

ran ads for Salinas Lumber Yard and Planing Mill @ $1.25 mo. 2322

Salinas Index

(W. J. Hill, Publisher)

ran ads for Salinas Lumber Yard and Planing Mill @ $1.25 mo. 2322
Salinas Planning Mill & Lumber Yard
(F. A. Hihn Co.) 3, 8, 33, 119, 185, 222-223, 241, 244, 275, 318, 320, 464, 529, 641, 644, 664, 786, 851, 872, 966, 1004, 1038, 1120, 1175, 1191, 1235, 1282, 1299, 1301, 1431, 1452, 1506, 1508, 1536, 1540, 1607, 1620, 1637, 1720, 1730, 1738, 1787, 1789-1790, 1803, 1907, 1925, 2061, 2117, 2153, 2167, 2183, 2346, 2348, 2354, 2468, 2590, 2730, 2795, 3121, 3444, 3920

asked to send bills to Santa Cruz office
1989

bookkeeping procedures corrected 878

Condor Cement 15 bbls. ordered for Salinas Lumber Yard from Western Fuel Co. (San Francisco) 3771

Doors & Sash ordered from Pacific Manuf. Co. (Santa Clara) 3632

Doors & Windows ordered from Wilson & Bros. (San Francisco) 2507

F. A. Hihn advised his Lumber Yard managers on procedures for keeping track of quality and quantity of lumber when received on rail cars; noted that an account book was being prepared to record all regrading 3782

from Scott & Van Arsdale (San Francisco) lumber (special woods) ordered via steamer via Moss Landing 1978, 2043-2044

from Simpson Lumber Co. (San Francisco) ordered Oregon Pine via Moss Landing 1333

from Union Lumber Co. (San Francisco) ordered lumber with two timbers bored with 1-1/4" hole through heart, lengthwise 1451

Fuller Co., W. P. (San Francisco) glass & mirrors 163; glass ordered 741, 918; order of sash was short, F. A. Hihn Co. asked the Mill for an explanation 1452; shipment of Glass ...

... ordered from, to be shipped by steamer via Moss Landing 1130

George Hovey asked to send day book sheets to home office 3621

George Hovey ordered to ship 10,500 assorted lumber from Salinas yard, "also all Sugar Pine you can spare" 2858

Hihn Co. ordered carload of shakes from D. Jones (Ben Lomond) for Salinas 3403

Hihn gave consideration to moving its stock elsewhere 2256, 3342

Hihn had "about 100 M feet of lumber at Salinas" 2849, 2949

Hihn ordered Day Book from LeCount Bros. for Salinas c/o Geo. Hovey 3109

Hihn sent six small receipt books to George Hovey with instructions on use 3253

Inventory clarification asked of Geo. Hovey 2207-2208

inventory requested 244

Johnston, W. R. was asked to determine value of 3 to 10 tons of black seed oats 1114; was told by F. A. Hihn to order a new steam pump for their boiler; also asked if Salinas could use certain lumber 1164

list of increased prices sent to George Hovey 3065

Lumber ordered from Laurel Mill 2358.1, 2359.1-2359.2

order of lumber sent to Laurel Mill 1449

ordered Band Iron from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco 162
Salinas Planing Mill & Lumber Yard  
(continued)

Pacific Manufacturing Co. (Santa Clara)
order for doors and sash from 856

Reanier, Frank ordered to ship from
Aptos one car load of shingles &
shakes to Salinas Yard 1174

Redwood lumber ordered for Hollister,
Salinas, & Santa Cruz lumber yards
from Mendocino Lumber Co. (S.F.)
3447

reference in letter to George Hovey - "at
the old planing mill site" - implying
that Hihn Co.'s mill was not in
operation in Jan. 1903 2342

Rent paid to M. Williams, Salinas; $200.
for 1 year 2837

shipped lumber from Laurel Mill 411-
412

Split Posts and Pickets shipment
ordered via Nils Toft from Gold
Gulch 1127

was shipped carload of 4' redwood from
Aptos Mill 437

White Bros. (San Francisco) Oak lumber
ordered from 740

Williams, M. paid, on Jul. 17, 1901, 2
years rent 1413

would shut down for Christmas-New
Year 241

Salinas Valley Lumber Co.

111, 1832

bill for lumber supplied to Paso Robles
Springs Hotel approved by F. A.
Hihn 968

billed the Paso Robles Springs Hotel for
materials, F. A. Hihn approved
them and forwarded to Hotel
President, James Gillon in S.F. 220

bills for Paso Robles approved by F. A.
Hihn 214

Salinsky, F. J.

864

Salvation Army (Fort Romie, Soledad)

F. A. Hihn gives instructions to N. T.
Erickson, Staff Captain, for building
a reservoir - detailed costs included
1892.1-1892.2

Salvation Army (Santa Cruz)

F. A. Hihn indicated he was aiding in
the purchase of a lot for the local
headquarters of the Salvation Army
2160

Samples of Hardware

Hihn Co. requested Pacific Hardware &
Steel Co. (S.F.) to send 10 doz.
Pulleys "as a sample" 3322

San Andreas (Calaveras County, Cal.)

573-574, 758, 864, 886, 1240, 1370, 1682,
1703

newspaper notice of sale (F. A. Hihn
wrote Frank Solinsky once again)
758

Proprietor of the Newspaper 574

San Antonio, Texas

79, 715, 726, 841-842, 1824

San Benito Co., CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3430

San Francisco & San Joaquin Coal Co.

1432
San Francisco, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To, 664 letters sent to):
1425, 1340, 1329, 1288, 1289, 1294, 1298, 1308, 1260, 1231, 1207, 1212, 1221, 1163, 1165, 1167, 1171, 1173, 1185, 1143, 1145, 1147, 1124, 1130
1046, 1052, 1054
889, 892, 863, 865

Cooper Bros. were the exclusive occupants of Hihn building in San Francisco 2233

F. A. Hihn proposed to the adjacent property owner, E. B. Pond, that they either share common walls of Pond's proposed new building, or Hihn would buy the 22.8' strip, East St. to Steuart St. 2199

F. O. Hihn described production of apples, acreage in apples, grains, and 250 car loads of apples shipped to England, China, and other countries 2474, 2514
San Francisco Board of Trade

"the business referred to has been disposed of by the Board of Trade 3649

San Francisco Chronicle

476

San Francisco Evening Post

1419, 1683

Eastland Estate advertisement ran in Evening Post; however, it did not comply with law; F. A. Hihn asked newspaper how mistake happened and who was at fault. 1419

F. A. Hihn read that it had been sold, he requested names of new owners so he could "confer with them concerning continuance of the lease" 1683

new ownership was of interest to F. A. Hihn since it occupied a building owned by him 1783

Posting a Notice of Sale in Daily Evening Post 30

San Francisco Gas & Electric Co.

contemplated conversion "from Coal to Water gas"; F. A. Hihn suggested to H. E. Adams that Stockton might do the same 1296

contract with Coke Co. mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams 1077

San Francisco Inspection

"Please have attached to bill the Inspector's certificate certifying that the grade is No 1 merchantable." - with order to Union Lumber Co. 3868

San Francisco Lumber Company

order of lumber for Salinas Planing Mill, Salinas, Cal., via Moss Landing 443

sent the same letter addressed to Albion Lumber 428

San Francisco Merchants' Association

F. A. Hihn paid his dues, and made suggestions for shopping mall & subways 1770

San Francisco Political Record

1932

San Francisco prices (compared to Santa Cruz)

William Crichton billed F. A. Hihn Co. for $39.80 for goods purchase by S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill, during January 1902; the Co. instructed Gibson not to buy from Crichton again, but to send his list to Hihn Co.'s office for purchase in San Francisco at cheaper prices 1305

San Francisco real estate

(not specified) to be sold as Probate sale by F. A. Hihn at private sale 165

Golden Gate Ave. & Leavenworth (at corner of), mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Von Rhein Real Estate (San Francisco) 1055; property, corner lot of Golden Gate Avenue and Leavenworth St., under control of F. A. Hihn as Executor (Eastland Estate) 203; 50 Vara Lot at Golden Gate Ave. & Leavenworth; Hihn authorized O. F. Von Rhein to continue the option 392

Hihn, F. A. at East St. & Steuart St., leased to Claus Flathmann, who "built a brick building on it, which belongs to him." Hihn asked City Street Improvement Co. who was responsible for street improvements? 610, 613;
San Francisco real estate (continued)

replied to Claus Flathman that he would consider purchasing his brick building at Stewart (Steuart) St. for the Eastland Estate 1297; property for sale at East St., but F. A. Hihn considered price too high and buildings would have to be replaced with new foundations 1447;

Eastland Estate property, corner of Market & East, available for sale when Thomas Eastland became of age in about 1 year 1447; F. A. Hihn proposed to have electric signs atop his Market at East St. building, would consider Mr. H. G. Miner’s proposition 1368

Hihn, F. A. at Kearny Street sewer, February account, deposit of collected funds, etc., by O. F. Von Rhein Real Estate Co., approved by F. A. Hihn 1862; F. A. Hihn mentioned the “action concerning sewer on Kearney St.” in letter to the Von Rhien Real Estate Co. 1690

Hihn, F. A. ordered sewer to be laid, preference going to Mr. Williams to build same, tied in to Hihn’s “the sewer which runs from my Steuart St. house” 1387

Hihn, F. A. responded to a complain by “Col.” Smith regarding leaky gas pipes or gas fixtures; Von Rhein Real Estate Co. handled complaint on Hihn’s instructions, as well as Hihn’s suggestion that the rent should be raised $50. due to improvements made, etc. 2079

Hihn, F. A. - Van Winkle Estate evidently gave a contract to City Street Improvement Co., San Francisco, to build a bulkhead on property next to F. A. Hihn’s; he asked the Co. to estimate what they would charge him for similar bulkhead 728

Hihn, F. A. wrote Messrs. Lyon & Hoag that he would consider a bid of $200 per front foot 3069

Insurance: F. A. Hihn threatened cancellation of insurance unless rate is favorable 969

steam heating plant endorsement given by F. A. Hihn to H. Williamson & Co. 514

Valencia St. property: F. A. Hihn asked Owens, Varney & Green to render account for use of the front of lot 2064

San Francisco Savings Union (Lovell White, Cashier)

937, 1071

San Francisco Signs

F. A. Hihn proposed to have electric signs atop his Market at East St. building, would consider Mr. H. G. Miner’s proposition 1368

San Francisco Star (J. H. Barry, Editor)

1487; (L. U. Lovey, Clerk) 1917

San Francisco Subway

and shopping mall on Market St. proposed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Merchants’ Association 1770

F. A. Hihn presented a plan to S. P. Co. for a subway system for the waterfront to connect with businesses along the waterfront and the Belt R. R. 1680

San Joaquin County Assessor

see Ordman, C. L.

San Joaquin County Tax Collector

3010
San Jose, Cal.


[in Book 50 there are 155 letters Sent To San Jose, the site of lumber company offices, manufacturers, suppliers of food and equipment, purchasers of its Firewood, etc. with whom F. A. Hihn Co. did the major part of its business.]

San Jose Brick Co.

2423, 3058, 3350

San Jose Deposit Bank of Savings

2144

San Jose Mercury

2664, 2797, 3780

Display ad placed for Capitola rental of concessions for 1903 season 2719

Hihn advertised in Fresno Republican, San Jose Mercury, Santa Cruz Surf for road builders and laborers for Laurel 3732

San Jose's City Furniture Co.

searched for individual (reply by F. A. Hihn Co., not at Laurel, maybe at Aptos) 1153

San Jose Street (Santa Cruz)

is "the main wagon road to San Jose" 2482

San Juan Bautista Creamery

notified of several railroad cars of "good dry steam Redwood" available at Aptos siding 1380

San Lucas, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3648

San Luis Obispo County

oak trees being cut very fast, F. A. Hihn was concerned about long term growth 198

San Luis Obispo, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 1208, 1399, 1832, 2018, 2063, 2066, 2709, 3686, 3693

see also California Polytechnic School

see also Ramona Hotel

San Luis Obispo County Recorder

Hihn recorded deed 2709

San Luis Obispo County Tax Collector

(Wm. Mallagh) 3693

Hihn paid check to San Luis Obispo Co. Tax Collector for shortage, and asked for explanation of great increase in tax 3686

Hihn paid 2d installment on taxes, plus an additional payment, and asked Tax Collector for explanation of the additional amount demanded 3693

San Miguel, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 342, 1570, 3726

San Miguel Mission paintings

F. A. Hihn donated $10. to preservation of ancient pictures 1570
San Miguel Mission paintings (continued)

F. A. Hihn willing to pay for preservation if $20 was what it would take 342

San Rafael, Cal.

82, 633, 1739.1-1739.2, 1953

San Rafael Gas & Electric Co.

applied to supply yard [Patent Brick Co.?] with power 1739.1-1739.2

Sanders, J.

message sent to eight wood dealers in San Jose and Santa Clara advising them of availability of "good, dry Madrona wood" at Laurel 1350

Sands, Alonzo

2460

mentioned in Hihn Co. letter to Daniel W. Johnston in re bark hauling 2705

A. Sands hauled bark for Hihn Co., D. W. Johnston was asked for his opinion on compensation to Sands 3214

Sanger Lumber Co.

(Sanger, Fresno County, Cal.) 421, 546

Santa Barbara, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 791, 1250, 1357, 1804, 1940, 2924, 3433, 3665

Santa Clara, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 385, 439, 748, 814, 823, 856, 986-987, 1118, 1350, 1485, 1515, 1545, 1594, 1628, 1843, 2030, 2187, 2605, 2770, 2794, 2888, 2954, 2969, 2994, 3083, 3237, 3248, 3337, 3366, 3402, 3417, 3476, 3545, 3572, 3577, 3578, 3582, 3632, 3764, 3779, 3841, 3887

Santa Clara County

see Pfister, Henry A. (County Clerk)

Santa Clara County Society of California Pioneers

F. A. Hihn declined its invitation to attend its Feb. 22, 1902, quarterly reunion and banquet 1589

see also Seaman, J. B. (Pres.) & W.D.J. Humbly (Secy.)

Santa Cruz, CA.


[in Book 50 there are 257 letters Sent To Santa Cruz, the home office of F. A. Hihn Co., its Lumber Yard and Planing Mill, and most of its customers for the Santa Cruz Water Works (Hihn Co.).]

Santa Cruz, CA. (Coast Station)

(Place Letter Sent To) 2566, 2705; see also Coast Station
Santa Cruz Board of Trade

appointed Committee to propose improvements in Felton to Santa Cruz road 1470

Santa Cruz City

(Mayor and City Council) 1647, 1649, 3209, 3619, 3625, 3646, 3776

Santa Cruz City Bonds

Santa Cruz City Water Works caused water damage to Charles E. Towne’s grocery store, not Hihn Water Works 2135

value of Bonds questioned by Hihn 2127

Santa Cruz City Property Assessments

F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1717, 1841.1-1841.2

Santa Cruz, East, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 1346, 1627, 2408, 2700, 2871, 2876

Santa Cruz & Capitola Beach Rentals

Hihn Co. replied to Mrs. G. L. Barker (Hotel Lyndon, Los Gatos) that there were cottages available to rent in Capitola and overlooking the beach at Santa Cruz; Frank Reanier had written her also 3954

Rentals of flats and cottages for rent by Hihn Co. at Santa Cruz Beach and Capitola Beach sent to A. T. Cathcart (San Jose) 3867

Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watsonville Railway Company

2092, 2645, 2929, 3202, 3391; (J. M. Gardner, Vice-Pres.) 3343; (D. J. Murphy, Chief Engineer) 3677, 3869

F. O. Hihn was intending to ask Mrs. Moran for a right of way through her land 2918

lumber ordered from Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3460

lumber supplied for construction; Valencia timbers offered again 3869

planking quote to Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watsonville Railway Company 3255

possible delays in construction due to lack of available lumber supply; Hihn Co. advised alternative - some timbers from its Valencia lumber yard 3825

Soliciting business: Hihn Co. asked M. V. McQuigg, Pres. for his business 2418

timbers available immediately from Hihn Co. 3836

under construction, F. A. Hihn hoped that it would be in operation in May 1903 for conference of YWCA 2400

Santa Cruz County Assessor

see Mattison, Frank 1648

Santa Cruz County Auditor

requested to call at Hihn’s office 3650

Santa Cruz County (Board of Supervisors)

977, 1470, 3787

Felton to Santa Cruz road: Santa Cruz Board of Trade appointed Committee to propose improvements in Felton to Santa Cruz road, F. A. Hihn wrote report to Board of Supervisors 1470

Santa Cruz County (Sheriff)

see Besse, Milton C.
Santa Cruz County Agricultural Fair  
District No. 14

F. A. Hihn accepted appointment as Director, Ag. Dist. No. 14, but made it clear he preferred service on Cal Poly board 368

Santa Cruz Downtown

Tax Assessments – F. A. Hihn Co. wrote about the general tax rate in Santa Cruz City, as well on some specific properties of its own 2937

Santa Cruz Fair Building Association

mortgage with City Savings Bank 646

F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipt of Feb. 1902 report of receipts and disbursements from Duncan McPherson 1861

F. A. Hihn Co. intended to bid $1.25 per M. to compete with an offer from "Young at Clear Creek" for job, so notified Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 1626, 1645

Santa Cruz Electric Light & Power Co. (Jas. McNiel, President)

2161, 2957

Santa Cruz Foundry

Hihn ordered Laurel Mill spools cast 3290

leased to ???? by F. A. Hihn Co. 1863

steel ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco, shipped to Hihn Co. c/o Santa Cruz Foundry 1491

Santa Cruz Fruit Growers’ Union vs. August C. Hihn

F. A. Hihn sent check to C. B. Younger Jr. in payment of expenses 2549

Santa Cruz House

(hotel) had “long standing” account due, Hihn Co. asked that it be paid before the New Year 168

see also Henderson (Propr.)

Santa Cruz Lumber Yard & Planing Mill

(F. A. Hihn Co.) 402, 1860, 1955; 2478, 2499, 2543, 2706, 2714, 3396; (per Ruppert) 3584; (per August C. Hihn) 3336-3337; (W. R. Johnston, Supt.) 3884 (George W. Heason, Mgr.) 3782, 3585, 3696, 3574, 3845

advertised in Santa Cruz Sentinel for 3 mos. with 2” double col. at $1.50 per mo. 3639

as of March 14, ’03, it was in full operation, W. R. Johnston, Supt; letter to customers advised same 3112

band saws ordered from California Saw Works, S.F. 2814

Day Book ordered: LeCount Bros. 3158

Day Book ordered: Pacific Press Pub. 3788

Doors and Sash order placed with Pacific Manufacturing, Santa Clara, for Sea Beach Hotel job, and for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2794

Doors ordered from Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) 3417

Employment offered to Dean Culbertson as Manager, duties outlined 1800, 1927

F. A. Hihn replied to F. R. Cummings (Santa Cruz) that Hihn Co. was considering an offer to “dispose of the whole or part interest in our yard” and asked him if he would agree to “… a fair commission for all sales of lumber made by you.” 1866
Santa Cruz Lumber Yard & Planing Mill
(continued)

Glass & Mirrors ordered from W. P. Fuller & Co. for Santa Cruz Planing Mill and J. J. Bevans (Salinas) 3822

glass ordered from Whittier Coburn & Co., S.F. 1532

Hihn advised his Lumber Yard managers on procedures for keeping track of quality and quantity of lumber when received on rail cars; noted that an account book was being prepared to record all regrading 3782

Hihn advised Rush Jose (Mgr., Hollister Lumber Yard) that the Mill was now fully functioning 3606

Hihn authorized the Santa Cruz Lumber Yard to reduce prices to meet all competition, and 2% discount for cash 3883

Hihn Co. advised Geo. Hovey the rates to be used in charging Lumber to Santa Cruz Planing Mill 3111

Hihn Co. ordered a crate of bales of Hercules plaster fibre and agreed to introduce it to the trade from its Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3812

Hihn complained to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. about the manner in which it failed to send bills and copies of bills for Laurel Store and home office 3943

Hihn made it clear to George W. Heason the relationship of the lumber yard vs. the lumber mill under the operation of W. R. Johnston 3515

Hihn ordered a carload of rough wood sent from Laurel Mill 3467

I. T. Bloom asked for delivery date lumber order for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3539

identified at “foot of Washington St.” in 1901 newspaper ad 224

J. H. Routt replied to A. Wideman Co. (Gonzales) that the Hihn Mill would be operational week of Feb. 24th 1903 2804

Labor Dispute: F. A. Hihn asked W. R. Johnston, Supt., why Charles Kaye had been refused supply of window frames; Hihn’s Santa Cruz Planing Mill mill men would quit if Kaye was furnished what he ordered 3884

Laurel Mill told to suspend shipments and advances of money until further notice 1913

Lumber ordered: Laurel Mill 2358.1-2358.4

manager Andrew H. Kane resigned effective March 1, 1902; Mr. Hovey of F. A. Hihn Co.’s Salinas Planing Mill asked to take charge during interim of 3 weeks 1787

nails ordered from Roebling & Co. 2741

ordered gutters and trim lumber from Salinas Yard 529

Pine (Sugar) ordered from Scott & Van Arsdale Lumber Co. (San Francisco) for Santa Cruz Planing Mill for customer Willis Mix (Gonzales) 3819-3820

quotation for mill work on McNeil repair job 3125

Redwood lumber ordered for Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz lumber yards from Mendocino Lumber Co. (S.F.) 3447

shipment of lumber from Laurel Mill for Battens and Pine 3170

shipment of Windows ordered for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard from Pacific Manufacturing Co., Santa Clara 2954
Santa Cruz Lumber Yard & Planing Mill
(continued)

stocked up on Lumber: two carloads of
2x8, 2x10, 2x12 shipped from Laurel
Mill 910

W. D. Means ordered sash hardware
from Geo. W. Heason, Mgr. Santa
Cruz Lumber Yard for Laurel Store
3585

Wessendorf Job: Santa Cruz Planing
Mill bid on all mill work to L. B.
McCormick, F. B. Cummings, and
Geo. W. Reed 3396

Santa Cruz prices (compared to San
Francisco)

William Crichton billed F. A. Hihn Co.
for $39.80 for goods purchase by S.
L. Gibson at Laurel Mill, during
January 1902; the Co. instructed
Gibson not to buy from Crichton
again, but to send his list to Hihn
Co.’s office for purchase in San
Francisco at cheaper prices 1305

Santa Cruz Public Library

F. A. Hihn offered to buy a lot on
Walnut Avenue for a Public Library
Building 588

see also Committee on Library Building
Sites

Santa Cruz Railroad Co.

discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to
Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

Santa Cruz Redwood vs. Northern
Redwood

explained to Modesto Lumber Co. 2205

“fine grain and far more durable than
the Northern redwood” 2444

Santa Cruz Sentinel

224; Daily Sentinel 642, 2012; Sentinel &
Surf (Ad) 1383

Real Estate in Santa Cruz: Homes and
Lots for Sale by F. A. Hihn Co. at 1¢,
2¢, 4¢, 6¢ per day advertised in
newspapers 1383, 2221, 2702, 3639

Frank Reanier advertised hay for sale
2619

Santa Cruz Sentinel Publishing Co.

1661

Santa Cruz Surf

(newspaper) 2522.1-2522.3, 2906, 2912,
3740

F. A. Hihn Co. offered to A. A. Taylor it
would erect a building to suit his
needs 1604

Hihn advertised in Fresno Republican,
San Jose Mercury, and Santa Cruz
Surf for road builders & laborers for
Laurel 3732

Real Estate in Santa Cruz: Homes and
Lots for Sale by F. A. Hihn Co. at 1¢,
2¢, 4¢, 6¢ per day advertised in
newspapers 1383

Santa Cruz Telegraph Poles

telegraph poles from Santa Cruz
Mountains touted for their superior
lasting quality by Hihn’s managers
1029

Santa Cruz to Felton road

Santa Cruz Board of Trade appointed
Committee to propose
improvements in Felton to Santa
Cruz road, F. A. Hihn wrote report
to Board of Supervisors 1470
**Santa Cruz Water Works**

(F. A. Hihn Co.) 3080; (per M. L.) 3081

500 ft. replacement Iron Pipe ordered as sample from Schaw Batcher Co. with understanding if it was o.k. the Santa Cruz Water Works would order the balance of 1500 ft. 3664

Albert J. Hihn ask Crane Co. for price quote on Check Valves, current catalogue 3786

Balance Book ordered: LeCount Bros. 2820

collection by A. J. Hihn questioned by Hihn Co. 2165

Frank Reanier, Capitola, was ordered to haul to water works barn 1 wagon load of hay 1034

Pipe (Iron) order for Santa Cruz Water Works - telegram sent to Schaw Batcher Co. (Sacramento) for 500' iron pipe 3656

Santa Margarita, Cal.

(San Luis Obispo Co.) 1743

Santa Maria, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3667

Sargeant, T. D.

see Sargent, Thomas Daniel

**Sargent, Thomas Daniel**

(Millman/Roadbuilder) 3421

F. A. Hihn instructed R. T. Stone to "have Sargeant" [T. D. Sargent] take charge of grading a route for a flume to the Laurel Cook House and Mill 3596

Surveying Instructions: F. A. Hihn instructed son, August: "have Sargeant" survey grade for pipe line from reservoir to Laurel Cook House 3420

**Sargent & Wyatt**

F. A. Hihn Co. inquired of its Salinas Planing Mill about payment to Sargent & Wyatt 275

**Sash and doors**

order placed with Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) 2969

ordered for Salinas Planing Mill from Pacific Mfg. Co. (Santa Clara) 1485, 1843

Pacific Mfg. Co. was asked to ship Sash direct to J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) 3764

price quote from its Salinas Yard 920

were sought from Sanger Lumber Co., because Hihn Co. chose not to manufacture them for its retail trade 546

**Sash Hardware**

Sash Weights ordered from Henry Dalton & Sons Co., Oakland 1676

W. D. Means ordered sash hardware from George W. Heason, Mgr. Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for Laurel Store 3585

W. R. Johnson (for Hihn Co.) ordered Bronze sash pulleys from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. (S.F.) 3405

**Saunders, John**

(San Jose) 2557, 2989; 100 to 150 cords Redwood Firewood available from Laurel, dealers notified: C. L. Toor, Borchers Bros., E. J. Natusch, John Saunders (all San Jose) 2839
Saunders, John (continued)

offer sent to Saunders for carloads of Tan Oak firewood from Laurel 2920

prices quoted for firewood 819

was shipped 5 carloads of "dry steam redwood" from Laurel Mill 2870

Saw Dust

from Laurel Mill was hauled away to burner, along with hogged edgings 1373

Saw Mill Belting

F. A. Hihn asked Crane Co. for bid on belts, rubber and leather, for the saw mill "now being constructed at Laurel" 3678

Saw Mill Equipment

F. A. Hihn ordered a "Crank Pinion for a Duncan Jack "B", from California Saw Works, to be shipped to Frank Reanier at Capitola 3036

F. O. Hihn responded to demand for payment of $12.28 to California Saw Works, stating that Hihn was quoted 63¢ per foot for 102 Case Hardened Chain 2362

ordered from California Saw Works, San Francisco 2914

Saw Mill Filer

filer's job for the Laurel Mill was offered to A. E. Campbell; letter states terms & conditions, asking for him to state his terms 1254-1255; offered to J. F. Conroy; letter states terms & conditions, asking for him to state his terms 1256

Saw Filer application from Mr. Spencer (San Francisco) put on file for action in three or four weeks 3466

Sawyer (Mr.)

weight of C. Schilling's hay was in dispute; M. B. Anthony for F. A. Hihn Co. wrote Frank Reanier for consultation by Mr. Johnston and Mr. Sawyer 809; mentioned by Hihn Co. in letter to Mr. C. Schilling in re to bill for hay at Home place 1184

Sawyer, L. E.

Patent Brick Co., Employees listed for Xmas presents 2103

Sawyers

instructions sent to Laurel Mill by F. A. Hihn 398

Schaefer, L. (Mr.)

Hihn Co. sent check to L. Schaefer in care of G. Umbsen & Co. (S.F.) and advised him that he could find it there 3689

Schaeffer Co., G.

2551, 2733

Schaeffer, Gustavus [typed as "Mr. Geo. Schaeffer"]

1973, 2080

Schaw, Batcher & Co.

3608, 3656, 3664, 3815

Schilling, Charles

- orchard (Shilling) aka Schilling Place, Valencia 1184

"hay taken by us from Schilling Place to be credited to Schilling") 1156

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier to plant beans, potatoes, and trees on Schilling Place 2470
Schilling, Charles (continued)

F. O. Hihn ordered a load of oak stove wood from F. G. Anthony 2280

Frank Reanier was asked what he was to plant 2378

Hihn Co. asked F. G. Anthony not to allow “Shilling” to take any hay out of barn at Valencia until the Co. had a settlement with him 1183-1184

Newton Pippin Apple trees 2772

prices on goods sought by F. A. Hihn (mentioned in letter to S. L. Gibson) 2891

produce furnished to Capitola by C. Schilling; Hihn Co. asked Frank Reanier for an accounting 768

trees ordered, Frank Reanier informed as to their ultimate locations 2370

was to be cleared of brush by Japanese laborers hired by Frank Reanier 197

weight of his hay was in dispute; M. B. Anthony for F. A. Hihn Co. wrote Frank Reanier for consultation by Mr. Johnston and Mr. Sawyer 809

Schofield, J. J.

699

School Lot

F. A. Hihn submitted detailed survey of school lot and roads at Olive Springs to Frank Reanier 3753

Schroeder, F. W.

Hihn had a shipment of glass sent to him at Soledad 161

Schull, Lee

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.3

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Schwerin, R. P.

(Mgr. P. & S. Dept., Southern Pacific Co.) 2154, 2341, 2536, 2586, 2650, 3028, 3269, 3407, 3526, 3725, 3874

Scofield, R. L.

Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

Scotia

Humboldt County, CA (Place Letter Sent To) 3589

Scott & Van Arsdale Lumber Co.

1202, 1978, 2043, 2150, 2500, 3323, 3819, 3951

Scott, A. (Mrs.)

673

Scrap Iron

Hihn asked for credit memo from Judson Mfg. Co. for rails that could not be straightened and scrap iron send during April 3670

Hihn complained to Judson that its price allowed on 8500# cast scrap was $1.00 lower than what he could have received in Santa Cruz, and freight being less than half to Emeryville 3774

Hihn sent to Judson Mfg. at Emeryville, 847’ rails (20# & 50#) for planing and straightening; scrap cast iron also 3483

Screens, Wire

ordered for Laurel Store from Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3845
Sea Beach Hotel

account of Fred R. Cummings (Contractor) lumber ordered from Laurel Mill by Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2478, 2499, 2509, 2543

Doors and Sash, order placed with Pacific Manufacturing, Santa Clara, for Sea Beach Hotel job, and for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 2794

Hihn bid millwork for improvements per plans by E. L. Van Cleek @ $2485. 2434

Hihn offered to furnish Van Wagner Brothers #1 lath at $4.50 per M, delivered 2571

horses were "at work on the beach hill opposite the Sea Beach Hotel" 2056

list of Doors, Sash, etc. mentioned in letter for W. R. Johnston 2770

price quote for windows and doors requested from Pacific Manufacturing Co., Santa Clara, Cal. 2605

price quote for windows and doors requested from Wilson & Bros., San Francisco 2604.1-2604.2

Seaman, J. B.

(Pres.) & W.D.J. Humbly, Secy., Soc. Santa Clara Pioneers 1589

Searchlight machine

offered by Mr. Huntington, proposed by F. A. Hihn for production of lights at Capitola Hotel 3333
Seeds (continued)

were non-productive, F. A. Hihn asked for replacement from Cox Seed Co.
379

Seiler Electric Works, Paul

1288, 1294, 1523, 1531, 1577, 2011

Selby Smelting & Lead Works

2569, 3583, 3857

letter sent asking bid on Babbitt metal 2471

source of Pig Lead, which was ordered through Francis Smith & Co. for F. A. Hihn Co., Santa Cruz 1332

Sentinel see Santa Cruz Sentinel

Seregni & Bernicri

829

Set Works aka Sett Works

F. A. Hihn wrote to Joshua Hendy Machine Works to settle amicably issues regarding contentious transactions 3879

ordered from Joshua Hendy Machine Works (S.F.) for Laurel Mill 3175

Sethmer [?], Henry

in re leases in San Francisco 35

Severio, John

(Santa Cruz blacksmith)

blacksmiths, advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner 2415

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Sewer Pipe

Hihn Co. ordered 600 feet of sewer pipe for Frank Reanier at Capitola, from Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Wks. 2864

Shadburne Jr. & Co.

416

Shakes

contract with E. A. Bickmore (Boulder Creek) was considered 3215

French, George (Soquel) had a machine for grooving Redwood Shakes; Hihn Co. interested in acquiring it 2049

Hihn Co. bought shakes from D. V. Jones (Ben Lomond) 3440

Hihn Co. ordered carload of shakes from D. Jones (Ben Lomond) for Salinas Lumber Yard 3403

Kruse Lumber Co., J. H. (San Francisco) ordered from 1616-1617

Leibrandt F.: F. A. Hihn Co. ordered the Laurel Mill to charge for shake wire when it is furnished to shake makers 1323

Shannon, Bella S. (Mrs.)

1319

Sharing of Electrical Output

F. A. Hihn proposed the sharing with Sperry Flour the use of its generator in the evening to run incandescent lights for Stockton 1408.2
Sharp, J. M.

paid for 5 days picking brush at Hihn's property 750

paid $37.15 for Feb. 1902 for his labor digging out vines on F. A. Hihn's property, Los Gatos 1894

Shaser, John

Water Bill was delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, '03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3070-3071

Shaw, C. E.

Time Keeper at Laurel Mill, was laid off in 1902 reduction of force 352

Shaw, C. H. (Mr.)

2931

Shaw, Henry

44

Shaw, J. G.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2020.1-2020.2

Shaw Walker Co.

3332

Shea, K. (Miss)

945

Shears, James

offer by F. A. Hihn Co. to rent the Bideler property 181

Sheaves

ordered from American Steel & Wire 871

Sheehan, Edgar M.

(c/o California Winery) 3699

Shelby

(Shelby County), IA (Place Letter Sent To) 2481

Shelby Place (Valencia)

given preference for planting apples 2220

Shell (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn, instructed S. L. Gibson on procedure for marking O.K.s on the time book, and told Gibson to "have Mr. Shell do the same" 110

Shephard (Mr.)

of the Southern Pacific Co. quoted F. A. Hihn rates for moving the Aptos Mill machinery to Laurel 108

Sherwood, Charles H.

(Santa Margarita, CA) 1743

(Selma, CA) Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Shiner (Mr.) (Schiner)

contract for some Eastland Estate property with Henry Maney 1824

in re Alice L. & Joseph G. Eastland, (Estates of); F. A. Hihn made offer of sale of land to Mr. Shiner via Henry Maney (San Antonio, TX) 715

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in response to letter from Henry Maney 726
Shiner (Mr.) (Schiner) (continued)

mentioned in letter to Henry Maney
(San Antonio, TX) re Eastland property 79

see also Shinil or Shiner

Shingle bolts and Split Shakes

referred to in instructions for firewood shipments (a bolt is a log cut into 18" lengths for making shingles) 188

Shingles

cedar ordered for J. J. Rose 3461

"Our Santa Cruz mountain Redwood is very close grain, consequently does not dry as light as the northern Redwood and is far more durable." 2380

Redwood: 1-million quoted at $1.70 per M + freight to Indianapolis, Ind. 2164

200,000 #1 Shingles @ $1.50 per M ordered from Holmes Lime Co. 2785

80,000 ordered Hollister Lumber Yard 2446

carload shipped to Hollister Lumber Yard, Rush Jose asked to report 2364

F. O. Hihn wrote George French of Soquel that his proposition to produce shingles was acceptable, would meet with him to iron out details 2869

Hihn Co. accepted offer of George French (Soquel) to buy #1 shingles delivered at Aptos beginning March 1903 2926

Hihn Co. ask for quote from Whiting G. Press (Eureka) 3654

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to George French (Soquel) in exchange for shingles 3047

Hihn offered to buy from D. W. Grover, suggested prices start at $1.75 M. 3644

Hihn Co. offered Oat hay to W. C. Reveal (Felton) in exchange for shingles, pickets, posts, or lime 3046

Hihn Co. ordered 25 M #1 shingles from W. C. Reveal (Felton) for delivery to N. H. Toft for delivery to J. J. Rose 3091

Hihn Co. ordered 25 M #1 shingles from W. C. Reveal (Felton) for delivery to N. H. Toft for delivery to J. J. Rose 3092

Hollister Yard order from Felton Shingle Mill 2091

measurement of California style quoted to G. W. Wagner Shingle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 2444

measurement of California style quoted to Geo. D. Sissons Lumber & Shingle Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 2440

price of $2. M. for #2 shingles not acceptable to Hihn Co. from Salinas Yard 2468

purchased from Holmes Lime Co. shipment to Villa Fontenay, Glenwood 2771

request for price and delivery on 1 to 20 carloads of shingles sent to Hartman Bros., S. H. Rambo, and Horstman Bros. (all Boulder Creek), and "Mr. Young – Ben Lomond" 2998

F. A. Hihn Co. intended to bid $1.25 per M. to compete with an offer from "Young at Clear Creek" for job of the Santa Cruz Fair Building Association, so notified Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 1626, 1645

F. A. Hihn Co. ordered 125M #1 shingles from Felton Shingle Mill, Felton, Cal., for shipment to Santa Cruz 1652
Shingles (continued)

quoted to A. Wideman, Gonzales 553

shipped via steamer to Moss Landing for the Salinas Yard of F. A. Hihn Co. 665

quoted to A. Lee (Watsonville) at $2.12-1/2¢ per M. plus fgt., provided he was a contractor 3587

54-1/4 M from Wm. Russell 2115

Shinil or Shiner

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as "evidence of ..." in Lightner Mining Co. vs. Utica Mining Co. (trespass lawsuit brought by Lightner Mine i.e. F. A. Hihn et al, discussed by him in letter to Frank P. Adams) 1182.1-1182.3

see also Shiner (Mr.) (Schiner)

Shipping Bills

Borchers Bros. requested to send shipping bill for car #811 to C. L. Torr 2251-2252

Short lumber vs. long lengths

Hihn to W. R. Johnston 105

Shortage Claims on Lumber Shipments

claim by Perry M. Andrews (Watsonville) that shipment of shingles was short taken seriously by J. R. Routt 2766

claims settled, W. R. Johnston arranged a satisfactory settlement with W. C. Waters at Spreckels, for claim of shortage on lumber shipment 3011

Firewood: Bull Pine shortage claimed by E. J. Natusch denied by Hihn Co.; inspection of rail cars in advance of removal required for valid claim 2113

Greeley, R.P.M. on carloads of firewood, some claims allowed others disallowed 1553

Hihn Co. claimed shortage of 3-3/4 gallons of Coal oil short; Wellman-Peck & Co. replied that neither it nor Standard Oil Co. had ever had a claim of this type; Hihn Co. was asked to tell it how the Oil was measured and report back 3552

if shortage is apparent, claims honored only before unloading railroad cars 3140

see also Greeley, R.P.M.

Shortages in Availability of Lumber

Hihn Co. asked Rush Jose (Mgr. Hollister) if Pine could be substituted for Redwood for 4 X 10s & 12s 3848

Hihn Co. could not supply to W. C. Reveal a Pine beam 8 X 8 X 14, so offered 4 pcs. 2 X 8 X 14 Redwood and suggested they could be bolted together 3362

Laurel Mill was not yet in operation (Apr. 20), expected it in operation by June 1st, 1903; advised Rush Jose (Salinas Lumber Yard) that what he needed was not available in San Francisco 3512

Perry M. Andrews was asked for permission to substitute some lengths 2841

Shortages in Shipment of Equipment

shortages of equipment supposedly shipped to Laurel Mill reported to Eby Mach. Co. 3768

Shoup, Paul

(Southern Pacific Co., Div. Freight Agent) 14, 2660, 3422, 3513

see also Southern Pacific Co.
Shouten & Co., J. W.

Lumber (Channel Rustic #2): carloads offered to several lumber companies in S.F. 2492

Shovels

Hihn Co. forwarded a letter from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. to R. T. Stone (Laurel supt.) notifying him that order for shovels was cancelled due to unavailability 3595

Shreve & Co.

(San Francisco) 764, 1075, 1134, 2096

Signs, lighted

-- using electric power -- introduction of them contemplated by F. A. Hihn in Stockton market 960.1-960.3, 974

F. A. Hihn proposed to have electric signs atop his Market at East St., San Francisco, building, would consider Mr. H. G. Miner’s proposition 1368

Silva (Mr.)

Pasturing of stock on F. A. Hihn Co. land at Felton (near Mr. Silva’s) Hihn asked for count so Robert Davitt could be billed accordingly. 358

Silva, Antone

price quote request for potatoes 2733

Silvarer, Charles

1976

Silvester, J. W.

in arrears for over three months at Aptos house; Frank Reanier asked to investigate and report 1975

Silvey, Edward M.

(Assessor, Santa Cruz County) 2937

Simmonds & Co.

F. A. Hihn doubted whether the Co. stocked steam pumps 1164

Simmons (Mr.)

Laurel Mill was asked about the 2” auger borrowed from Mr. Simmons 1918

Simmons, G. W.

3134

Simonds Saw Manufacturing Co.

304, 652, 2570, 2573, 2676, 2715, 2778, 2946

F. A. Hihn requested a price quote on band saw filing room equipment from Eby Machinery Co., California Saw Works, and Simonds Saw Co. 3932

Simpson Lumber Co.

8, 17, 192, 589, 597, 616, 1185, 1333, 1433, 1450, 1510, 2447, 3418, 3840

F. A. Hihn Co. sent bill against Simpson to the Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 1650

freight bill on shipment to Salinas Planing Mill forwarded to Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 1802

Price quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Simpson Lumber Co.; Eastern Lbr. Co.; Inman Paulson (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, Santa Cruz 2971
Simpson, Elmer
170, 369, 499

1/30th interest in Spadra (Los Angeles) Ranch of Sedgwick J. Lynch & Wright: was hoping for a partition or sale 815.1-815.2

Ford land: F. A. Hihn told John S. Chapman, in re Lynch Estate, to have judgment entered against himself Mrs. Lynch and her children entered, and advise him of costs 361

received 1/30th of S. J. Lynch Estate's value from F. A. Hihn (Trustee) 179

wanted $3000. cash for his part of the Estate 940

sale of real estate in Los Angeles; Hihn replied to H. M. O'Melveny that he would explain the commission on the sale 1062

Simpson & Hack Fruit Co.
(G. H. Leland, Mgr.) 3906, 3959

Sims, Mark (Dep. Trustee, Sparta, Tenn.)
1691

Sinkinson, John H.
37

Sinnott, W. A.
204, 226, 1895

Sissons Lumber & Shingle Company, Geo. D.
2164, 2380, 2440

Sister's School, Santa Cruz
mentioned by F. A. Hihn as near Lynch's property 170

Sketch of Light Fixtures
General Electric Co. W.E. 4 light cluster lost, F. A. Hihn willing to pay for it but complained that $3 was exorbitant 343

Skid Road
along Burns Creek to be extended, passing under S.P. Co.'s track in creek bed at mouth Tunnel #2 1613

Skirm, Joseph H.

James Harvey Logan wrote F. A. Hihn about a lease with Grover, to which Hihn stated that "we have not had any interest" for years; asked Logan and Skirm to state their claim if they had one. 1020-1021

Skyland
(Santa Cruz County, Cal.) (Place Letter Sent To) 1429, 1654, 1791, 2289, 2452, 2502, 2921, 2993, 3345

E. R. Whitman was advised to "See Mr. King" for "fence line" 3319-3320

Hihn wrote Mr. Snyder (Skyland) that he had no right-of-way but was willing to accommodate his use of road provided there was no injury to Hihn land 3950

Skyland Mountain Realty
(published by J. J. Bamber)
F. A. Hihn subscribed for 1903 2452

Slabs
(exterior portion of logs removed in saw mill)
were used to fire locomotive engines 284

Slade, W. S.
963
Sloan, Eliza Imus
(Mrs. Uriah Sloan) 2750
wished to borrow on her lot from City Bank; F. A. Hihn asked the bank to examine whether it was taxed to her 2749

Sloane, W. & J.
3707

Sluicing into creek
storms caused slides along railroad tramway, skid road, and wagon roads at Laurel Mill: J. H. Routt for F. A. Hihn Co. directed clearing slides by sluicing debris into creek 1808

Small Pox epidemics
F. A. Hihn advises H. E. Adams on his experience controlling it 735.4

Smith & Co., Francis
71, 1332, 1363, 1666, 1775, 1830, 2176, 3294, 3328, 3598

Smith & Lansden
261, 264

Smith & Young
880, 3624

Smith Furniture Co., A. B.
2796

Smith (Mr.)
Western Union Telegraph Co. to visit Laurel Mill to inspect Telegraph/Telephone Poles 1672-1673

Smith (Mrs.) (Paso Robles)
F. A. Hihn approved allowing her $25. for the fence, in spite of her willingness to take $20. 1646

F. A. Hihn acknowledged certain transactions by A. R. Booth, ... and fence built for Mrs. Smith 2072

Smith, Blackwell M.
2496

Smith, D. D.
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Smith, E. Lincoln (M.D.)
2620

Smith, Ella (Miss)
509

Smith, F.
bought stumpage rights in Soquel Creek from Frank Reanier, F. A. Hihn Co. manager of Capitola, etc. 1146

Smith, H. C.
2875

Smith, H. D.
see Loma Prieta Lumber Co.

Smith, H. S.
(Col.) (Manager, San Francisco Daily Evening Post) 30
Smith, H. S. (continued)
suggested that F. A. Hihn contact Guy B. Barham for names of new owners of Post, since new ownership was of interest to F. A. Hihn since it occupied a building owned by him 1783

Smith, J. P.
mentioned as owner of lot that Samuel Leask might acquire for "the proposed church" 1826

Smith, L. G. (Gonzales)
1967

Smith, Sylvester C.
(Trustee, Cal Poly; California State Senator, Kern & San Luis Obispo Cos.) 1688
F. A. Hihn reported that he said that "oil is being used [in Bakersfield] freely for cooking, heating, etc., and I presume also for making gas." 2019

Smith, W. G.
mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Eastland Estate matters 264

Smith, William
2291
listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Smoke Stack for Laurel Mill
2450
ordered from W. W. Montague & Co. 2467, 2503, 2607
to be shipped from San Francisco on steamer, Sat., Jan. 31, 1903, by W. W. Montague & Co. 2506

Snatch blocks
Sheivis with metaline Bushings cored for 3/4” rope ordered for Laurel Mill from Murray Bros. (S.F.) 3685

Snodgrass, Thomas
F. A. Hihn was unable to attend the Snodgrass funeral, since he over-exerted himself on Christmas morning and wished to take care of himself 541

Snow, George
tree faller recommended by F. A. Hihn to David Jacks at $2.50 per day, plus board, room and railroad fare 3095, 3135, 3141

Snyder (Mr.)
3950
mentioned in letter to W. A. Sears (Wrights) that the wire supplied by Hihn Co. would enable Sears to "fence off the land of Mr Snyder" 3688

Snyder, C. B.
lease sent to Frank Reanier at Capitola 45, 107, 218

Soledad, Cal.
(Place Letter Sent To)1892.1-1892.2, 2027, 2285, 2460, 3791, 3915

Solicitations for Lumber Business
Hihn Co. asked M. V. McQuigg, Pres. Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville Railway Co. for his business 2418
Hihn Co. wrote Perry M. Andrews asking for opportunity to bid on his lumber and mill work 3694
Solinsky, Frank J.

573, 758, 886, 1240

F. A. Hihn identified him as an attorney of San Andreas 1243

Solund, Henry

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Song, Lee

2009

Sonora, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 3789

Sons of Pioneers Committee

was suggested by F. A. Hihn to be formed because of the advancing age of members of the Society of California Pioneers of Santa Cruz County 465

Soquel, Cal.

(Place Letter Sent To) 419, 543, 745, 765, 816, 1213, 1318-1319, 1521, 1552, 1562, 1755, 1924, 1935, 2002, 2005, 2036, 2049, 2952, 2419, 2462, 2869, 2922, 2926, 3047, 3102, 3225, 3226, 3261, 3312, 3419, 3743, 3749, 3904

business men not inclined to join F. A. Hihn in buying electric current from Big Creek Power Co. 3162

electricity from Big Creek Power Co. offered; F. A. Hihn asked F. A. Angell & Bros. (Soquel) if they would join him in taking Big Creek’s current, or Hihn would supply his own; needed decision to accommodate YWCA Conference in May ’03 2462, 3225

farming of Hihn’s property in charge of Frank Reanier 3178

fruit dryer and lot: Frederick Otto Hihn replied to Ozro M. Ellis about Fruit dryer and lot in Soquel 2419

spraying of fruit trees was required of Lessees of a Soquel orchard 3137

Soquel Augmentation Rancho

(East Branch Soquel Creek)

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1841.1-1841.2

(Upper Soquel Tract)

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1717

F. A. Hihn asked R. T. Stone to examine quantity of timber on 50 acres in Burns Gulch (near Laurel) 3375

F. A. Hihn referred to Brushy Lagoon Tract as Lot #6 of Soquel Augmentation Rancho 3950

in Lot 10, Soquel Aug. Rancho: mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to T. D. Sargent - “… to be reserved for a timber park and which is situated immediately east of the Old Man’s prairie.” 3421

see also Laurel (and all variations of Laurel)

see also Spanish Ranch

Soquel Avenue

(Pacific Ave. to Soquel Ave. Bridge)

F. A. Hihn expressed his optimism for business 475
Soquel Congregational Church

F. A. Hihn sent annual contribution of $10., a reduction from $12.50, pleading that the Capitola Episcopal Church and Methodist Sunday School at Capitola also required contributions 1935

see also Archibald, Isaac N.

Soquel Creek

stumpage rights sold to F. Smith by Frank Reanier, but F. A. Hihn Co. objected to selling of any stumpage rights 1146

East Branch (Laurel Creek?): Laurel Mill was asked if pasture might be arranged "along the east branch ..." for loose stock causing annoyance 1490

West Branch (Blasting boulders out of West Branch of Soquel Creek was recommended by F. A. Hihn) 397

Soquel Election District Number Two

977

Soquel Property

Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 2013

Prices of land for sale 29

Soquel School District Trustees

lot at (F. A. Hihn proposed donation of trees, and poles for two swings for playground) 816

Soquel water

Hihn Water Co. service to be discontinued to Mrs. S. Hesser (Soquel) if bill was not paid 1924

rates charged at tariff 328

Soquel Wharf Co. (Capitola)

discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

name used in 1902 in notices to users, and identifying the Wharfinger, Thomas Lindsay 1324.2

F. A. Hihn assured the Santa Cruz, Capitola & Watsonville R. R. Co. that it would not place any buildings on the Feeley tract and Soquel Wharf Co. land at Capitola 3343

South Pacific Coast Railway Co.

(c/o Southern Pacific Co.) 348; (Ed. Green, Freight Dept., Narrow Gauge Depot) 3528, 3541

Southern Pacific Co.

(General Freight Agent) 9, 14; (A. C. Bassett, Mgr.) 1173; (Mr. Culverwell, Surveyor) 1598; J. L. Frazier (Supt.) 324; (Thomas A. Graham, General Freight Agent) 564; 634, 892, 896; (G. W. Luce, Gen'l Frt. Agt.) 108, 921, 935, 1356, 1933; (R. P. Schwerin, Mgr. P. & S. Dept.) 277; 330, 354, 372, 374, 423, 567, 950, 1017.1-1018, 1143, 1237, 1326, 1358, 1725, 1850, 1992; (Paul Shoup, Div. Freight Agent) 1611, 2026; (B. A. Worthington, Supt. Coast Div.) 83, 115, 122, 325, 924, 927, 1087.1-1087.2, 1140-1141, 1151, 1613, 1680, 1723, 1786, 1863; (N. T. Smith, Treasurer) 1702, 1844; (A. Stewart, Agent) 191, 298, 305, 601, 957, 1348, 1754, 2401, 2504, 2632, 2688, 2987; (F. L. Donohoe, Agent, Narrow Gauge Depot) 3480, 3818; (G. W. Luce, Gen’t Freight Agent) 2540; (J. H. Wallace, Engineer) 2539; (J. W. Lewis, Agent) 3567

August C. Hihn replied to W. G. Stevenson (SP Agent, Felton) that he could supply Curbing of Redwood as requested for $30 f.o.b. Santa Cruz 3468
Southern Pacific Co. (continued)

car damage to Southern Pacific cars in Hihn’s yard at Laurel 488

car stakes rate from Laurel Mill set rate of #2 lumber 933

cars on track at Laurel; bad weather delayed unloading cars, due to heavy slides; J. H. Routt asked S.P. for waiver of demurrage 1785-1786

check from SP sent to Donohue Kelly Bank for F. A. Hihn’s account 3171

copy of bill which SP paid requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 330

eight-hundred Redwood fence posts shipped by N. H. Toft (Felton) to (c/o Stevens, River Station, Los Angeles) 1270

F. A. Hihn renewed negotiations with Thomas Lindsay for exchange of property to accommodate needs of Southern Pacific Co. for a new Capitola Depot 891; with Arabella (Mrs. Thomas) Lindsay (who declined) for exchange of property to accommodate needs of Southern Pacific Co. for a new Capitola Depot 959

Freight Rates for Lumber from Laurel to Salinas quoted at $1.925 per M. feet, initially charged by Southern Pacific to Hihn Co.; Hihn Co. asked for “half the rate to reship” due to the Planing Mill fire 2849, 2949

Hihn asked for a copy of claim referred to in SP letter 2431

Hihn had a check in hand to pay for lumber shipped to SP at West Oakland, but the amount was short; letter of inquiry covers the “rejected” lumber, and “what has become of the lumber” 3028

Hihn reported it successfully rated machinery recently purchased from SP 2265

inquiry made of Hihn Co. for Posts for shipment to Gaviota Station; F. O. Hihn proposed a trade to S.P. “if freight rates will permit” 1356-1357

J. H. Routt, on behalf of the F. A. Hihn Co., proposed, in a letter to Mr. A. C. Bassett, General Superintendent of SP Co., an arrangement with the Southern Pacific Co. to form a partnership for supplying lumber in the Monterey Bay area 2675

made a claim for demurrage 468-469

quoted lumber prices 285

right of way discussed by F. A. Hihn in letter to Southern Pacific Co. 1017.1-1017.2

Routt, J. H. requested permission from S. P. Co. to place a telephone in its office to facilitate communication between S. P. & Laurel Mill 1723

Schwerin, R. P. notified that his orders would be filled as soon as possible, storm interfered 1850

sent check to F. A. Hihn for $565.42; Donohue Kelly Bank asked to deposit it to his account 2414

set freight rate at $2.25, which Hihn Co. accepted, for ca. 100M feet of lumber from Salinas to Laurel 2949

tally of car requested, also copy of bill 2341

telegraph poles were in short supply at Hihn’s Laurel Mill due to severe storms in February 1902 1992

see also Ruegg, G.

Southern Pacific Depot at Capitola

F. A. Hihn solicited business of supplying lumber, shingles, and mill work to Southern Pacific Co. 2458
Southern Pacific Depot at Capitola
(continued)

F. A. Hihn solicited business from S. P. Co., noting that he was a "heavy freight and passenger customer and being also the owner of Capitola" 2539

F. A. Hihn wrote his preferences for SP’s plan to expand its Capitola Depot site, in exchange for retaining wall and right of way across same as entrance to Buelah Glen; hoped SP would act soon so Hihn Co. could plank the walk from Depot to Capitola Hotel 3701

Spadra (Los Angeles Co., Cal.) (Place Letter Sent To)

70, 815.1-815.2, 940, 2107

Lynch-Wright Ranch: Sedgwick J. Lynch & Charles M. Wright was partitioned for the benefit of Lynch heirs 170

Wright, Charles M. sent F. A. Hihn a check for $3,000, the Estate's share of proceeds from the Spadra Ranch 942

Spanish Ranch

(F. A. Hihn’s property, Soquel Augmentation Rancho)

farmed by Grant 387

property assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protests to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties 1841.1-1841.2

property for sale offer to William B. Humphreyville 388

rented for "last five years" to "Mr Grant" - previous to May 7 ’03 3688

Spanish Ranch road to Sulphur Springs road: Hihn Co. asked Wm. Smith for estimate of work required to repair 2291

tracing sent to William B. Humphreyville, for selection of land for purchase 257

Sparta, Tennessee

261, 341, 1691

Spencer

(Mr.) c/o Golden West Hotel 3466

Spencer, Dorcas J. (Mrs.)

478

Spencer, Hume A. (San Jose)

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Spencer, L. N.

3044

Speroni, F.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.1

Sperry Flour Co.

(Santa Cruz) 3507, 3641, 3775; (William G. Alexander, Mgr.) 3910

Laurel Store ordered Corn Meal and Rolled Oats 3259
Sperry Flour Milling Co. (Stockton)

F. A. Hihn proposed the sharing with Sperry Flour the use of its generator in the evening to run incandescent lights for Stockton 1408.2

use of Tracy oil burners contemplated by F. A. Hihn in Stockton Gas & Electric Co. as used at Sperry Mills 960.1-960.3

Sperry Flouring Mill (Paso Robles)

F. A. Hihn planned a trip there on Jan. 31, 1902 to meet with A. R. Booth; asked Booth to call Sperry’s flouring Mill for availability of grains, etc. 1230

Spignet Gulch

Frank Reanier reported that men of Loma Prieta Lumber Co. had cut posts on Hihn Co. land, A. C. Bassett was asked to investigate and report 2352

Spittler, Charles F.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Split Posts

Hihn Co. asked S. H. Rambo & Co. (Boulder Creek) for quote on availability and price of redwood split posts 2721

Spreckels, CA.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2203, 2313, 2533, 2616, 2704, 2867, 2966

Spreckels Sugar Co.

2203, 2313, 2533, 2616, 2704, 2867, 2966

Spreckelson, Charles

745, 1562

in re planting Newton Pippin trees from Driscoll 928

Sprinkling Water for Roads

F. A. Hihn submitted contract to F. D. Baldwin for Seaside Road District 89

Spurrier, George F.

(Mgr. El Paso de Robles) 3383, 3514

Squirrel poison

sent to Charles Grant at Wrights 557

St. Brendans (San Francisco)

Rev. Naylet asked F. A. Hihn for lease on lot, but it was Eastland Estate property and Hihn replied that he expected the Estate to close in near future, when the lot would be sold 1795

St. James Hotel

1414

St. Joseph, MO

1035
St. Louis, MO

53

Stationery supplies

Land Ledger ordered from Freygang Leary Co. (S.F.) 1818

Stakes

charged to J. C. McPherson at Santa Clara 439

Grape Vine Stakes quoted @ $27.50 per M. for two carloads for shipment to Grace & Dudfield (Palo Alto) 282

shipped to Borchers Bros. (San Jose) was short and a credit memo issued 274

Standard Electric Co.

C. O. Poole (Supt. Elec. Dept.) 1046, 1110, 1583, 1699

Mr. Poole asked permission to run a telephone line on Stockton Gas & Electric Co.'s telephone line; F. A. Hihn granted permission) 960.1-960.3

Standard Gas Co.

Mr. Poole's correspondence forwarded by F. A. Hihn to Henry E. Adams at Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1112

Standard Lumber Co.

3789

Standard Oil Co.

182, 424, 1225, 1518, 2257, 2547, 2905, 3465, 3736, 3806, 3930

Hihn Co. claimed shortage of 3-3/4 gallons of Coal oil short; Wellman Peck & Co. replied that neither it nor Standard Oil Co. had ever had a claim of this type; Hihn Co. was asked to tell it how the Oil was measured and report back 3552

mentioned in F. A. Hihn's letter in re shares of stock in Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 146

Standard Power Co.

could not supply sufficient power 598

in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 605.1

Stanislaus County

F. A. Hihn agreed to pay $4000 for a power line from Knights Ferry to the Royal mine, built by General Electric Co. 1583

Stansbury (Mr.)

lease for Capitola property sent to Frank Reanier 183

payment was due on lease for Capitola property 276

Starbuck

Hihn, Albert Joseph (F. A. Hihn's nephew) advised that he made an error in price of pipe to Starbuck 1049

Starr, L. J.

F. A. Hihn sent him copy of letter on Lightner Mine 124

Statement of Account

Rendered to Mr. J. J. McCart 43

Stationery supplies

Accounting Forms ordered from Freygang-Leary Co. by Walter B. Anthony for Hihn Co. 1879

accounting books made to order according to specifications sent to Freygang Leary Co., S.F., by W. B. Anthony for F. A. Hihn Co. 1840
Stationery supplies (continued)

duplicate Day Book ordered from LeCount Bros., San Francisco 1762

F. A. Hihn ordered writing paper from H. S. Crocker & Co. (San Francisco) 996

F. A. Hihn specified a paper of “thinner quality” and sent sample to H. S. Crocker Co., S.F. 1111

ordered from Freygang-Leary Co. 2062

ordered from H. S. Crocker Co. 57

receipt book ordered from LeCount Bros. (San Francisco) 1565

stamps and bill heads sent to Toft & Helegis at Felton 1984

Statistics

F. A. Hihn Co. reported to State Board of Trade that it cut 700,000 board-feet of lumber per mo. for 5 to 6 mos. per yr.; all Redwood except “a very small portion which is Pine”) 860

Laurel Mill was a single band Mill cutting about 35000 to 40000 feet per day 1256

Stayton, Charles

3589

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Steam Engine

Hihn Co. asked SP for rate to move a power plant from Monterey 3422

Steam Whistle

ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., for delivery at Laurel Mill 956

Steam wood

mentioned in letter to A Cappelmann at Felton lumber yard 189

steam wood defined (rather vaguely) vs. No. 1 wood 27

Steamships

Western Union Telegraph Co. ordered poles to be shipped from Santa Cruz to Port Harford (aka Port San Luis, Obispo) via the Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 359

Stearns (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in P.S. of Letter, in re order Laurel Mill machinery 2179.3

Stearns catalogue requested from EBY Machinery Co., San Francisco 2739

Steel (Corrugated Iron)

Dunham Carrigan & Hayden sent the wrong type of steel; Hihn Co. reordered Diamond tool steel and returned wrong shipment 3220

ordered for Laurel Mill from Pacific Hardware & Steel Co., S.F. 2860

order for machine steel placed for Santa Cruz from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco, “for sticker cutters” 2815

quote requested from Payne Bolt Co. 2393

shipments to Santa Cruz and Laurel placed with Pacific Hardware Co. 2436

Steel Bars quote requested from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co. 2392

Steel hardware ordered for Laurel Mill from Payne Bolt Co., San Francisco 2402
Steel (Corrugated Iron) (continued)

Steel rods ordered for Laurel Mill from Payne Bolt Works, San Francisco 2726

Steel prices

Claim to Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden that it raised the price of steel double from previous shipment 895

Ordered from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co., San Francisco, shipped to Hihn Co. c/o Santa Cruz Foundry 1491

Quote requested from Judson Manufacturing 331

Quote requested from Risdon Iron Works 332

Steele, R. C.

Leases Lynch Estate land at Spadra 2107-2108

Steele, Rensalaer Ebenezer

3449

Stege

Contra Costa Co., CA. (Place Letter Sent To) 3105, 3164

Powder Wood shipment from Laurel planned, freight rate sought from SPRR 2379, 2382

Shipments of Powder Wood from Laurel via S. P. R. R. 2504, 3105

Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Works

1588, 2864, 3029, 3139, 3434, 3524

Hihn requested from W. A. Junker (Paso Robles) a copy of price quotes on sewer pipe from Steiger Co., Clark & Co. 2972

Stein, Joseph


Steiner, C. L. (Mr.)

2430

Steiner, William

Frank Chandler (Santa Cruz blacksmith), Orville F. Hart (Branciforte blacksmith), and John Severio (Santa Cruz blacksmith), advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner 2415

Sternheim & Son (Sternhaim & Son, S.)

994, 3733, 3793

Stevenson, W. G.

(S. P. Agent) 2235, 2243, 2244, 2936, 3122, 3468, 3691

Stewart, Hope (Mr.)

1746

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants (59 in all locations) advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Stewart, Robert M.

1190
Stewart, Stephen Arthur

Sticker Machine

F. A. Hihn ordered a Hall & Brown Sticker machine from Eby Machinery for Laurel Mill 3305

Stiles, R. N.

Water Bill in Arrears, Notice of Disconnect sent 3481

Stimson, George W.

(Charles M. Wright, joint owner of Los Angeles property with Sedgwick J. Lynch) claimed he sold 5 lots and Hihn deducted commission from his share of the proceeds 2069

Stock Certificate

F. A. Hihn sent a draft to C. B. Younger Sr. for approval 3213

Stock Purchase Offered

purchase of Stock in Northern Security Oil & Transportation Co. declined by F. A. Hihn Co. 2496

Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

Cash flow end of 1902 was apparently $2550 "to the bad", F. A. Hihn suggested to H.E. Adams that “it was wise not to pay any dividends last year.” 2157

Competition from Central Gas & Electric Co. for customers was a problem for SG&E Co. 2157

Hihn on var. subjects: Natural Gas Pressure, Transformers, Union Labor 2200

Hihn ordered 2 car loads of Cedar Poles for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. c/o H. E. Adams, from Geo. E. Carter Co. 3891

Hihn wrote to H. A. Greene in Monterey about testing the boiler he proposed to buy, with F. P. Adams of Stockton Gas & Electric Co. to do the testing 3406

Hihn wrote to H. E. Adams on various issues 2753

Stockton area

in re Weber Family, their Coyote Ranch, F. A. Hihn suggested a partition of ranch and separate mortgages 360

Stockton, Cal.


charcoal briquette company was supplied power by Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 946.1-946.2; company was mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Henry E. Adams 1077
epidemic of Small Pox: F. A. Hihn advised H. E. Adams on his experience controlling it 735.4

glass manufacturing company induced to settle in Stockton by Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 946.2

Hihn Co. authorized R. B. Oullahan (Stockton, CA) to have roof repaired, if not too expensive, before papering 3754

Hihn Company sent check to Henry E. Adams to pay for "street work done on [its] property" in Stockton 2386

Holt Manufacturing was supplied power by Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 946.1-946.2

water rights, bonding, financing, etc.: Hihn’s letter to R. B. Oullahan 445

Stockton Gas & Electric Co.

(F. A. Hihn, President) 1267, 1744

(F. A. Hihn with Thomas B. & Joseph L. Eastland, held "the controlling interest in both the Stockton G. & E. Co. and in the Patent Brick Co.") 1906

A. T. Eastland (Secretary) asked by F. A. Hihn to co-sign a check 213, 215

accounts for Nov. 1901 listed and F. A. Hihn comments on each 146

Boilers & furnace design 632-633; boilers design was still of concern to F. A. Hihn, Frank Adams, G. C. Hyatt 773; design of boilers proposed by F. A. Hihn 869; design of boilers, Boiler Inspector’s certificate, letter from Harrison & Howard on subject of coal, etc. 870; boilers design specs discussed by F. A. Hihn to G. C. Hyatt 1066; see also "F. A. Hihn commented on various subjects" [below]

bookkeeping procedures designed by F. A. Hihn for Mr. Wellington 1061

California Hydraulic Engineering & Supply Co. & Henshaw, Buckley & Co. reps called on F. A. Hihn in S.F. in re specifications of boilers for Stockton 1572

Cash Fund, Superintendent’s Fund, remittances to Donohoe Kelley Bank, Gas or Steam Engines, Dynamo; Transformers 1196

coal purchase quotes from various bidders: Howard Co., Hetton, Harrison, Wallsend, etc. 1165; Howard Co.’s contract to supply coal for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. was to expire, F. A. Hihn asked A. T. Eastland to obtain new bids on 1,000 Hitton gas coal 759; ordered 1200 tons of coal from Howard Co. (San Francisco) 1228-1229

compared favorably to the Standard Current company, which was apparently its rival in Stockton 151.1-151.2

Customers’ Debts, Equipment, Rates 4

F. A. Hihn acknowledged reports from Henry E. Adams, Supt. 1742

F. A. Hihn addresses the issue of Franchise Tax, value of Co., debt of Co., etc., appeals for a reduced tax to County Assessor 946.1-946.2

F. A. Hihn answered S. A. W. Carver (Los Angeles) that the Co. was for sale "like any other property" and would consider any offer; the Co. is "a close corporation" 1741, 1745.2

F. A. Hihn answers concerns of Electrician to C. O. Poole (Supt., Standard Electric Co., San Francisco) 1046

F. A. Hihn apparently received salary of $250. per mo. as President 1296
Stockton Gas & Electric Co. (continued)

F. A. Hihn approved accounts and instructed A. T. Eastland, Secretary of Co. to sign checks and forward to Henry Adams, Co. Superintendent 1016

F. A. Hihn approved payroll with two errors discovered 1047; payroll checks for Dec. 1901 sent to A. T. Eastland for signature 1059

F. A. Hihn asked City Savings Bank for reduction of rate on note from 6% to 4% 136

F. A. Hihn asked G. C. Hyatt about bids, and "What can I do to hasten progress?" 1799

F. A. Hihn attempted to get favorable rate from Francis Smith & Co., San Francisco (Mr. Merbus mentioned) 971

F. A. Hihn commented on various subjects to H. E. Adams: discussed 5 or 6 subjects, from coal to electricity 383; 393-394; 576.1-576.2; 598; continued his letter of Dec. 28th on Dec. 31st 1901 with commentary on additional subjects 605.1-605.3; use of boilers to produce steam for electricity 626; Henry E. Adams on several topics 735.1-735.4; asked Adams to send description of surplus engine to H. A. Heppner & Co., and have a photograph taken of it for use in same 831; comments on various subjects: excessive price for pipe, old engine, City Savings Bank interest payments, Mr. Hornage, Jackson's pipe line, gas engine, boilers, etc. 853.1-853.2; 919.1-919.3; 960.1-960.3; wrote to H. E. Adams on various topics: December 1901 accounts 995.1-995.3; 1015.1-1015.2; 1077; wrote to H. E. Adams on several topics: boilers, transformers, etc. 1149; wrote H. E. Adams in regard to Boilers, and development of natural gas at Tracy 1157; his Salary check, sales of Coke, residue of Oil from furnaces, generator problems 1296; 1302.1-1302.3, 1398.1-1398.2, 1439, 1625.1-1625.2, 1630.1-1630.2, 1747.1-1747.2, 1865.1-1865.2; on boilers 1890; 1920.1-1920.3, 2019

F. A. Hihn deposited $2000 to account of said company in City Savings Bank, Santa Cruz 599; acknowledged receipt of same to A. T. Eastland 600

F. A. Hihn directed Henry E. Adams in bookkeeping procedures for accounts in arrears, establishes method of avoiding debts that would be invalid due to statute of limitations 93

F. A. Hihn discussed potential with Joseph L. Eastland 1167

F. A. Hihn forwarded Mr. Poole's correspondence to Henry E. Adams 1112

F. A. Hihn inquired of Chas. C. Moore & Co., San Francisco, what the relative cost would be to supply oil engines vs. natural gas 446

F. A. Hihn inquired of Edward Barry about the sale of bonds 150

F. A. Hihn on estimated cost of using batteries to store electricity 1327.1-1327.2; 1684

F. A. Hihn on various subjects:

Bid of California Hydro Electric & S. Co.; Braces on boilers; Boilers Support; Drum; Feed Pipe 1952

Boilers - ordered two boilers from Tracy Engineering Co. (San Francisco) 648; wrote H. N. Tracy that the specs for boiler were received and he would confer with Mr. Hyatt at Stockton before deciding on action 733; mentioned to P. Caduc in San Francisco the tank being built for storage of oil for boilers 775.1-775.2; Tracy Engineering Co. requested to bid on manufacture of boilers 1160; California made versus Eastern made 2032;
F. A. Hihn on various subjects:
(continued)
replied to Cal. Hydraulic & Engineering Co., S.F., that he would forward its proposal to Mr. G. C. Hyatt at Stockton who has charge of the boiler proposition 1893; 2067-2068
disliked delays making reduction in gas rates; Henry E. Adams apparently asked Hihn for some ferns, and Hihn commented on several possibilities 2078
gas vs. coal, Mr. Dutton elected as Director of San Francisco Gas & Electric Co.; oil discovery at Sunset District; O’Conner & Jackson leases that had expired; steam vs gas engines; Otto Gas Engine vs Westinghouse Engine; storage batteries; Charles M. Moore Co., conference with Mr. Bunker; Allis Corliss Engine; General Electric Co. generator 1300.1-1300.2
Patent Brick Co., to Wm. H. DeValin at San Rafael 1739.1-1739.2
profits of the Stockton Gas & Electric Co., etc., Steam engines, etc. 1408.1-1408.2; stationery, mailing costs, manufacture of gas 1745.1-1745.2; Water or Oil and Water Gas; patent of Mr. Low 1859; including his statement about his fear of having to sell the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. to "John Martin and his crowd" - for stock in his Company - no cash 1939.1-1939.2
F. A. Hihn planned to extend the gas mains to other sections of Stockton 663
F. A. Hihn proposes a system of pipes for natural gas 628
F. A. Hihn received letter from General Electric Co., which was receiving attention 1662
F. A. Hihn reimbursed for expenses for trips to Stockton and San Francisco $22. 1744
F. A. Hihn replied to letter from Electric Storage Battery Co., S.F. 1643
F. A. Hihn replied to S. A. W. Carver (Los Angeles) that the Co. was for sale, but before putting it on market for potential buyers to examine, they desired to make certain alterations and improvements first 1887; replied that there was no justification for a conference at the moment 1931
F. A. Hihn requested stationery be sent him by Henry E. Adams 622; ordered stationery 1057; acknowledged receipt of stationery to H. E. Adams 1180
F. A. Hihn responded to letter from R. B. Daggett, Mgr., Chloride Accumulator, San Francisco, about his investigation of the cheapest way to create, store, and reconvert electricity: steam or storage battery 1406
F. A. Hihn sent $2000 check to A. T. Eastland for deposit to Donohoe Kelly Bank for March 1902 interest payment on Bonds 1453, 1457
F. A. Hihn sent approved check for bills to A. T. Eastland, Secretary of Co. 1338
F. A. Hihn sent two checks to A. T. Eastland for his signature and deposit to Donohoe Kelly Bkg. Co. for interest on bonds 1632, 1634
F. A. Hihn sent various checks to A. T. Eastland, Secretary of Co., for endorsement, deposit and/or transmittal 1872
F. A. Hihn signed check for bills and forwarded to the Corp. Secretary 1336
F. A. Hihn thanked C. O. Poole, Standard Electric Co., for his consideration 1110
F. A. Hihn on various subjects:
(continued)

F. A. Hihn wrote P. Caduc in San Francisco for blueprints furnished by Tracy Engineering 757.

F. A. Hihn wrote to G. C. Hyatt in re boilers, Otto Gas Engine Works, shape of furnaces, etc. 1189.1-1189.2

F. A. Hihn wrote to the competition for Stockton business, Standard Electric Co. (C. O. Poole, Supt.) and asked for certain devices to protect Stockton Gas & Electric Co. from more breakdowns by Standard 1699.

financial report for Nov. 1902; operation, bookkeeping, boilers 655.1-655.2

had an engine for sale that was suitable for a saw mill, box mill or where economy in fuel was not of importance; price $2500 571

List of Mains in Stockton, operations, storage battery, two new boilers and building proposed 662.1-662.2

Moore & Co., Charles C. request for information in re Westinghouse gas engine 1163

rates for power, expanding business from Knight's Ferry, etc. 135.1-135.2

surplus engine offered to H. A. Heppner & Co., San Francisco 830

see also Adams, Henry E. (Supt.) 2116, 2386

see also Eastland, Alfred T. (Secretary)

see also Hyatt, G. C.

Stockton Lumber Co.

459, 2151

Stockton Mail

2663

Display ad placed for Capitola rental of concessions for 1903 season 2719

Stockton Post Office


Stockton Street Railway Co.

in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 605.1-605.3

Stoesser, Otto Dominic

536, 541, 1192, 2537, 2686, 2995, 3326

asked for his price on 3 to 10 tons of # 1 Black Seed Oats 1123

price quote request feed & seed oats 2537

Stone Co., E. B. & A. L.

(Oakland, Cal.) 296, 537, 590, 666, 763, 916, 953, 1176, 2833, 3295, 3349, 3370

Bidder on material took inquiry to mean order; Hihn Co. corrected Stone company 763

quote for cement 336

Stockton Lighting

contract, using oil for fuel 39; Electric lighting standards proposed by F. A. Hihn 367; in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 605.1
Stone, R. T.

(Supt., Laurel Mill) 2469, 2710, 2805, 2942, 2944.1-2944.3, 2951, 2982, 2996, 3019, 3068, 3074, 3161, 3184, 3205, 3249, 3250, 3252, 3262, 3271, 3285, 3287, 3303, 3329, 3330, 3351, 3353, 3375, 3388, 3389, 3410, 3427, 3428, 3429, 3500, 3518, 3548, 3552, 3595, 3596, 3662, 3680, 3711, 3916, 3917, 3928, 3938

August Hihn wrote to his father that the Laurel Mill and Store operations should not both be under control of Mill foreman; also that Mr. Stone’s authority over setting of wages should be reduced 3454

Hihn asked S. L. Gibson to "please consider that we are all liable to err"; in response to Gibson’s apparent complaint about R. T. Stone 3251

Hihn advised R. T. Stone at Laurel Mill to offer job to F. W. Blume (Willets), his work satisfactory previous season 3053

identified by F. A. Hihn as Laurel Mill Superintendent 3054

mentioned in letter prospective Millwright, John W. Rigsby (McCloud, Ca) 2691

Oregon Pine timbers for Laurel Mill sawmill carriage were unavailable in San Francisco, Hihn directed S. L. Gibson to cut them from Santa Cruz Pine at Laurel, as per specs of Mr. Stone 2550

twenty-eight changes in plans of Laurel Mill design specified to Mr. Stone 2317

Storage Battery Co. (Philadelphia)

wrote specifications of its batteries to F. A. Hihn 1439

Stowe, Harriet M.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Stowe, Lewis Anson (Capitola fisherman)

owed the F. A. Hihn Co., bill sent to Frank Reanier for collection 1031

Stratton, J. S.

check in payment of his work sent to T. E. Corrigan, San Francisco 2747

Stratton, M. O.

F. A. Hihn mailed check to City Bank for drafts to pay 5 accounts 3880

Strauss & Co., Levi

415, 938, 1459, 1473, 2195, 3120, 3550, 3901

cheese cloth ordered from Uhl Bros. with order for wall paper 3925

Street Curbing made of Redwood

August C. Hihn replied to W. G. Stevenson (SP Agent, Felton) that he could supply curbing as requested for $30 f.o.b. Santa Cruz 3468

Street, Henry W. (Mgr., Pacific Ocean House)

Hihn replied to Prof. John O’Malley that key in possession of Street 3648, 3791

Streets (Santa Cruz)

Beach Hill: First, Second, Third, Main, Westbrook: F. A. Hihn Co. petitioned the City to get this area surveyed, graded, paved, and sidewalks installed - and it would pay for its frontage 1649
Streets (Santa Cruz) (continued)

Emeline St. "leads to the County Hospital" 2482

Walnut Avenue: petition for its repair and acceptance as a public street 1647

Stribling (Stribbling), Philip T.

2871

Stumpage Rights

sold to F. Smith by Frank Reanier, but F. A. Hihn Co. objected to selling of any stumpage rights 1146

Sturgeon (Mr.) (Capitola)

lumber delivered from Santa Cruz Lumber Yard 3086

Styles, R. N. (Mr.)

water bill in arrears 3188

Subscriptions

ordered from Thomas Magee & Sons 1054

Political Record (S.F.) was paid for 4 months, at suggestion of F. A. Hihn by D. J. Johnston 1932

to lumberman & ideal home magazines 1983

to Western Fruit Grower for F. O. Hihn, and F. A. Hihn Co. ordered by mail from St. Joseph, MO 1035

Sugar

Hihn Co. ask for quote on sugar that would "hold good for three days" 1875-1876

Sugar Mill Field

F. A. Hihn directed Frank Reanier to plant White Oats on Sugar Mill Field 2470

Frank Reanier was asked what he was to plant 2378

Sugar Pine

Hihn Co. ordered and asked for prices on Sugar Pine from Scott & Van Arsdale, San Francisco 2500

Santa Cruz Planing Mill ordered Sugar Pine from Scott & Van Arsdale (S.F.) 3951

Sugarman & Bro., A.

3104

Sulfur (Powdered Sulphur)

order from Reddington & Co. 3708, 3922

Sulphur Springs

Alfred Williams (Loma Prieta Lumber Co.) advised that the Sulphur Springs place had been rented, his attention to letter from Frank Reanier should receive his attention 2576-2577

Frank Reanier notified by F. O. Hihn that he had written to Alfred Williams in regard to the fence 2580, 2601

Sulphur Springs Ranch

Alfred Williams (Loma Prieta Lumber Co.) advised that the Sulphur Springs place had been rented, his attention to letter from Frank Reanier should receive his attention 2601
Sulphur Springs Road

Hihn Co. asked Wm. Smith for estimate of work required to repair Sulphur Springs Road 2291

same as Olive Spring road: defined by F. A. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier 3753

would be terminus of proposed new road to be built by F. A. Hihn from the Summit 387-388

Summit Area

F. A. Hihn notified W. H. Aiken that he would get survey done soon and he wasn’t cutting any timber in Aiken’s neighborhood 791

F. A. Hihn proposed new roads to E. E. Meyer 586

F. A. Hihn proposed road up Burrell Gulch to Soquel-San Jose Road 2452

see also Laurel

see also Skyland, etc. Summit roads

Surf Bath (Capitola)

offered to Mrs. T. Backoff of San Francisco for rental, as well as Steam Bath & Massage 547

Surfside (subdivision developed by Cope & Parker)

923

Surveying

Elliot Davis Perry (Surveyor): mentioned in letter to A. C. Bassett; Hihn Co. hired Perry to “run the line” 3062

F. A. Hihn instructed his son, August, to “have Sargeant” [T. D. Sargent] survey a grade for a pipe line from reservoir to the Laurel Cook House and Mill 3420

F. A. Hihn instructed R. T. Stone to “have Sargeant” [T. D. Sargent] take charge of grading a route for a flume to the Laurel Cook House and Mill 3420, 3596

F. A. Hihn submitted detailed survey of school lot and roads at Olive Springs to Frank Reanier 3753

F. A. Hihn wrote S. L. Gibson regarding road construction on East Branch [Soquel Creek] “from bridge above the Mill”; “Do you need any more surveying?” 2443

The Loma Prieta Lumber Co. per A. C. Bassett requested a clarification of a boundary between their’s and Hihn’s property; Hihn Co. offered to have it surveyed and offered to pay half of the $16.00 cost 2824

Supplies & Equipment

mattock handles ordered for Laurel Mill 227; ring for top of a range for the Laurel Mill 228; see also Laurel Mill

Summons Service

Frank Reanier directed to serve A. E. Day, in presence of Notary or Justice of the Peace 2672

Sunner Belting Co., William

2129, 2729

Sunny Side Ranch

2667

Sunset District Oil Field (probably Kern County)

1300.1-1300.2

Sunset Telephone & Telegraph Co.

1609, 2720, 3206, 3796

order of lumber shipped to Glenwood, Cal. 1614

Surf Bath & Massage

547
Sussman, Wormser & Co. (San Francisco)

65, 200, 433, 739, 743, 821, 1042, 1131,
1199, 1206, 1260, 1283, 1311, 1361,
1502, 1504, 1534, 1600, 1601, 1764,
1875, 1900, 1995, 2033, 2034, 2133,
2258, 2337, 2397, 2486, 2548, 2636,
2810, 2910, 3007, 3144, 3276, 3415,
3478, 3543, 3635, 3737, 3921

Swan (Mr.)

approved inventory of Bon Air Vineyard 635

Swannk (Mrs.)

water bill collected by A. J. Hihn 2165

Swanton, Fred W.

3203

Swarm, M.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Swarm, William

employee of Laurel Mill was paid $65 during summer 1767

Sweet & Loop

2204, 2253

Swell Sash

Santa Cruz Planing Mill shipped 2 pcs Swell Sash to W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.) for glazing with 26 oz. glass 3601

Swinford, William Clinton (Mrs.)

price quote request for potatoes 2733

water customers were delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, '03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Sycamore Flat

F. A. Hihn inquired of Fred W. Swanton what his plan was to extend the railroad up Ocean St. to reach the Powder Mill and or Sycamore Flat 3203

Syme, James G.

1574

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to J. F. Anderson, Carters, Cal. 1575

Syndicate

of Williamson & Garrett, White & DeHart, and F. A. Hihn Co. (in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich) 1476.1-1476.2
Tabacchi, Camillo
682

Tait, George
2790

Walter B. Anthony, Hihn bookkeeper, asked A. Cappelmann to verify his time with Mr. Tait, and verify if Tom Handley worked in Dec. 1901 with him 1013

Tait, Robert

suggested by F. A. Hihn for a Sons of Pioneers Committee to be formed because of the Pioneers’ advancing age 465

wages for plumbing at Hihn water works was $4.00 per day, or pipe work $3.50 per day 1049

Tait, Robert Shaw

Frank Chandler (Santa Cruz blacksmith), Orville F. Hart (Branciforte blacksmith), and John Severio (Santa Cruz blacksmith), advised by Hihn Co. to charge work and materials to it, only on signed orders of W. R. Johnston, R. S. Tait, F. Reanier, A. J. Hihn, and W. Steiner 2415

Taketom
131

Tan Oak Bark

A. Sands hauled bark for Hihn Co., D. W. Johnston was asked for his opinion on compensation to Sands 3214

Tan Oak firewood

available as soon as heavy rains permit hauling 1728

carload of Tan Oak to E. B. Mercadier (San Jose) from Laurel Mill 3291, 3293

carload ordered by C. T. O’Connel & Bros., San Jose 2099-2100

carload ordered for Chrisman Bros., San Jose 2101-2102

ordered by Parcells, Greenwood & Co., S.F., for Oakland delivery 1727

quote for Tan Oak at $8.50 per cord mailed to Mathew Preshe (San Jose) 3300

Tanagini, G.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.1

Tanagini, J.

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Tank Siding (railroad stop)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Zayante Creek property (640 ac.) of S. H. Chase offered for $20,000, included 8-million board feet timber 941
Tann, Emil Joseph (Felton) (Mr. Tan)

2935, 2975, 3229

mentioned in Hihn Co. letter to S. P. Agent, Felton, in re loading railroad cars with firewood for the California Powder Works 2688

mentioned by J. R. Routt in letter to N. H. Toft, Felton, in re to Gold Gulch loading of firewood 2852

Toll House Saloon flume (Felton) was broken down, Hihn told Walter Leet that he should have Emil J. Tann fix it 3298

Tanner, John G. (Santa Cruz druggist)

was pall bearer in funeral of Louis W. Hihn 1140

Tapia Tamale House see Contugga

Tariffs

Hihn Co. disputed Southern Pacific Co.’s interpretation of rules in re Redwood Bolts and proper rate for freight 3017

Tariffs for Wood Products, F. A. Hihn Co. overcharged 9

see also Freight Rates

Taxes Delinquent

by Henry Shaw 44

Taxes, San Francisco County

F. A. Hihn stated his understanding of assessment to A. T. Eastland 2060

Taxes, San Joaquin County

Hihn Co. asked for bill from San Joaquin County Tax Collector 3010

Taxes, San Luis Obispo County

F. A. Hihn paid 2d installment on taxes, plus an additional payment, and asked Tax Collector for explanation of the additional amount demanded 3693

F. A. Hihn sent check to San Luis Obispo Co. Tax Collector for shortage, and asked for explanation of great increase in taxes 3686

Taxes, Santa Cruz County

Hihn Co. wrote about the general tax rate in Santa Cruz City, as well on some specific properties of its own: 2937

Beach Hill, Santa Cruz

Capitola depot site

Pacific Ocean House, Santa Cruz

timber lands in Santa Cruz County compared to Northern lumber mills

wood at Laurel

Hihn Co. asked George Hovey to withdraw his list of Hihn property in Salinas if he had submitted one to County Assessor, since Hihn Co. had done so 2967

Hihn Co. complained to Rush Jose, Manager of its Hollister Yard, about the assessment; raises questions and requests more information 2933

see also Mattison, Frank (Santa Cruz County Assessor)

Tay Co., George H.

3081, 3167, 3432

Taylor

mentioned by F. O. Hihn in letter to Frank Reanier 2580
Taylor, Arthur Adelbert

(Editor-Publisher Santa Cruz Surf) 1604, 2708, 3423

see also Santa Cruz Surf

Taylor, F. A.

(Salinas) 2302, 2372, 2448

account submitted to W. R. Johnston for collection, with note to be signed by Taylor 1629

bill filed in Justice Court, Salinas 1376

Taylor, Harriet (Miss)

(General Secretary, American Committee, YWCA) 2400, 2560

lithographic cuts of Capitola sent for use in printing 1873

package sent by mistake to Montclair, NJ; postmaster asked to redirect it to her in Chicago 1914

YWCA accommodations at Capitola Hotel for their May 1902 week-long conference 650

see also American Committee of Y... W... C... A...

Taylor, Jesse

Laurel Mill labor rate and boarding status requested by F. A. Hihn Co. 1507

Taylor, Levi (Levy) (at Laurel)

289

landowner in Laurel School District, was excluded from assessment for expansion of Laurel schoolhouse 634

Taylor, Robert S.

3801

Taylor, T. B.

3501

Teachers

conference of YWCA, May 1903, held at Capitola Hotel; F. A. Hihn wrote Harriet Taylor suggesting that Domestic Science could be taught at conference, should he round up some teachers? 2400

Teague lease

1200 acres in Los Angeles Co., related to Estate of Sedgwick James Lynch 70

Teamsters

A. C. Hihn asked Frank Reanier to have Mr. Peck make out his bill for hauling lime from Williams Landing and he would try to collect from Mr Forgeus 3912

F. A. Hihn advised R. T. Stone (Superintendent of Laurel Mill) that the Hihn Co. was to approve in advance the raises for any employees 3285

Marnell, James, work available, offered work for his teams 120

Teamsters at Laurel were apportioned on the Feed Book for the hay and barley used for their teams 654

Teamsters Reports for Laurel Mill: instructions on how to annotate report for receipt of Barley and Hay 717; Teamster's Report required daily by the Hihn Co. 1371

Tee rails

sent to Judson Mfg. Co. (S.F.) for straightening and planing 3147; see also Railroad Steel
Telegrams

one sent to R. W. Hudson, Pearsall, Texas, about attention being given to "Copies and certificates" 3823

reply to C. O. Pool (Denver) 3631

sent to F. H. Lamb, San Francisco 3235

Telegraph/Telephone Poles

10,000 poles order from Western Union delayed 259

100 pole order to ship to Oakland from Laurel Mill 1896

100 poles sent from Laurel 1912

1000 to 6000 25 ft. poles sold to Western Union Telegraph Co. by Frederick Otto Hihn 1330

118 available at Laurel 975

25 pole order for Western Union corrected from 20 poles 1963

250 poles for Western Union Telegraph Co. were ready at Laurel Mill, F. A. Hihn Co. asked for shipping instructions 1612

3000 pole order for Western Union had (as of Feb. 17, '02) only 250 supplied 1590

50 poles shipped 1870

50 poles to be sent from Laurel 1864

642 poles ready at Laurel for inspector 463

68 poles shipped from Laurel Mill to San Francisco 349

advised on status of its order for the Electric Improvement Co. 1669

advised that 35 ft. poles were still available 2041

availability 30 ft. poles of 10X10 - O.K., but not 9X9s 1529

capacity: eighty poles on one broad gauge car load to Western Union 309

Carter & Sons, George E. (San Francisco)
(installing poles for Electric Improvement Co., San Jose)

Chase, S. H.: was advised of price terms for quantity, etc. 1051; was asked if he could furnish an poles; he was advised of price terms for delivery F.O.B. Cars San Jose 1082

demand for redwood poles "owing to their superior lasting qualities" 1675

Electric Improvement Co. (San Jose)
order for 50 poles 6X6 - 10X10 x 30" for San Jose 1549; shipment from Laurel of poles expected Saturday, March 1, 1902 1817; see also Carter & Sons, George E. (San Francisco)

F. A. Hihn advised Western Union (F. H. Lamb) that poles were unavailable, but the Laurel Mill would be running June 1st when poles would be supplied if ordered 3297

F. A. Hihn asked S. H. Chase (San Jose) if he could supply poles and timbers and other common Redwood, also Pine 3156

F. A. Hihn inquired of A. R. Booth (Boulder Creek) on availability of ties, telephone poles, and clear lumber 3692

F. A. Hihn notified Western Union that the Laurel mill had cut 100 poles in three days, and expected to have 200 more each week, until after March when it would be 750 or more per month, equal numbers from other mills 1411

F. A. Hihn ordered 2 car loads of Cedar Poles for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. c/o H. E. Adams, from Geo. E. Carter Co. (S.F.) 3891
**Telegraph/Telephone Poles** (continued)

F. A. Hihn ordered poles and lumber for Hollister Lumber Yard from Wm. H. Booth (Boulder Creek) 3731

F. A. Hihn was in San Francisco to check on Western Union's order for telegraph poles 287

F. A. Hihn wrote his son, F. O. Hihn, about the Western Union contract for furnishing poles 1193

F. A. Hihn wrote Western Union Telegraph Co. that he hoped that other mills in Santa Cruz Mts would be convinced to cut poles 1734

Frederick Otto Hihn quoted price of telegraph poles to Carter & Co., but it was limited to stock on hand 1375

General Electric Co.: wanted poles, F. A. Hihn Co. was out, made alternate offer and stated prices at $3.68 and $4.89 each 1696

Gold Gulch & Laurel stock quoted 1239

Gold Gulch & Santa Cruz supplies offered to Carter & Co. 1758

Hihn Co. (via W. D. Mearns) advised Henry Eastland Adams (Stockton Gas & Electric Co.) on availability of Cedar poles; F. A. Hihn advised taking only 50 ft. poles, that a stronger pole is secured with a very small increase in cost 3833

Hihn Co. could not furnish the 60 or 70 ft. poles ordered by Geo. E. Carter & Co. (S.F.) 3367

Hihn Co. explained to Carter & Co. that it had a big contract to fill before any 25-ft poles would be available 1564

Hihn Co. responded to inquiry of Truckee River General Electric Co. (S. F.) that its Laurel Mill was not yet in operation, expected June 1st to be able to respond to its orders 3573

Hubbard & Carmichael asked if F. A. Hihn Co. could furnish poles; he was advised of price terms for delivery F.O.B.Cars San Jose 1084

immediate shipment of carload of poles for Carter & Co. for Electric Improvement Co., at San Jose, urged by F. A. Hihn Co. 1806

inventory at Fahihn (Gold Gulch), Laurel, and Santa Cruz quoted to Western Union 1027

Keswick Electric Power Co. (San Francisco) order for poles to be shipped from Laurel 565

Laurel Mill inspected and ready for shipment to Lovelock, Nevada 490

McAbee Bros. (Boulder Creek): Hihn Co. asked if they would subcontract for 10 to 20 percent of their production in poles 1768

Middleton, H. L.: F. A. Hihn asked for quote from H. L. 454

Miller & Lux inquired on availability of 25' poles, but Laurel Mill had none 2295

Oakland Gas & Electric Co. poles offered to 1029

offer to ship to Western Union 302

on hand at Laurel, ready to be shipped to order of Carter & Co., San Francisco 825

order for Carter & Co. plus price list for poles set from $25. to $55 per M. feet, for poles 20 ft. to 50 ft. in length 525
Telegraph/Telephone Poles (continued)

ordered from Laurel Mill for Western Union 293

prices and availability for Western Union Telegraph Co. 866

prices and sizes quoted to R. Hart (Santa Maria), starting abt. June 15, when Laurel Mill would be in operation 3667

prices of Poles and discounts, credit issued, quoted to Carter & Co. 1965

prices quoted to Carter & Co. 1516

ready for shipment from Laurel 316

rebate claimed by Carter & Co. for 5 poles sent as #2, but Hihn Co. explained the lower grade and offered a discount 1877

Ryder, H. W. (Phoenix, AZ) poles & other lumber prices quoted 922

shipment to Carter & Co. expected, depending on weather 1998

shipment to Western Union delayed for week until Laurel Mill's cable system was operating 1019

shipped from Laurel to Western Union c/o B. A. Worthington, S.F. 1945

shipped from Laurel via Pacific Coast Steamship Co., used to ship poles consigned to Western Union for Port Harford, San Luis Obispo 364, 373

Southern Pacific Co.: at Fahihn railroad siding: telegraph poles, from 8 to 9,000 were ready for shipment, larger railroad car ordered 1348

Stockton Gas & Electric Co.: quotation sent for poles available at Laurel, prices and freight given 1267

Sunset Telephone Co. (San Jose) poles offered to 1609

supply for Electric Improvement Co. (San Jose) to be billed to Geo. E. Carter Co. (San Francisco) 1657

supply for Western Union was short on previous year's contract, F. A. Hihn Co. proposed filling in May 1902 the balance 1656, 1671

Toft, Nils H.: was ordered to prepare to load one car of Poles at Gold Gulch, car on order 1345

Virginia Lumber Co. (Redwood City): Hihn Co. asked if they would subcontract for 10 to 25 percent of their production in poles 1769

Virginia Timber & Lumber Co. (Redwood City): offer made to cut poles for Hihn Co. 1904

Wendling, Gross & Augsbury Co.: F. A. Hihn Co. turned down order because of lack of supply 1675

were in short supply in winter, but at first of 1902 the Laurel Mill would expect to have 1000 to 1500 poles available from the month's cutting 455

Western Union shipped from Laurel Depot to Lovelock, Nevada 473

Western Union Telegraph Co. 363

Western Union Telegraph Co. ordered poles to be shipped from Santa Cruz to Port Harford (aka Port San Luis Obispo) via the Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 359

Western Union was promised shipment of order "thirty days weather permitting" 1341

Western Union, Lovelock, Nevada: will the railroad cars be ready? 480
Telephones

F. A. Hihn Co. was asked to keep its line between Laurel and Glenwood maintained 1412

Hihn asked Sunset Telephone & Telegraph for special rates available when telephoning "Commercial men" 3796

Hihn directed R. T. Stone to get the line in order at Laurel 3303

Hihn had phones at Laurel, Santa Cruz, and Capitola; it discontinued Capitola in Dec. 1902; asked Sunset Tel. & Tele. for instructions 2720

J. H. Routt requested permission from S. P. Co. to place a telephone in its office to facilitate communication between S. P. & Laurel Mill 1723

Seiler Elec. Works, Paul (San Francisco) line ordered for Capitola 1523; wire and batteries ordered 2011

Test Set ordered from General Electric Co. 2435, 2494

Tennessee

Eastland Estate, J. L. Eastland property, taxes paid by F. A. Hihn; he sent map asking it be marked for location of land in Cookville, TN 1692; in Sparta, TN 1691

Ten-Year Installment Plan

for Real Estate purchased from F. A. Hihn Co. described 2671

Terminology

Hihn Co. asked Levi Strauss & Co. to clarify quantities billed "in a less technical manner" 3120

Tesla, Cal.

1432

Thomas, S. M. (Mrs.)

offer made to her by F. A. Hihn that she could buy land formerly on contract to her deceased husband 346

Thomas, Sadie M. (Mrs.)

34, 346

Thomas, T. W.

1752

Thomas, William

2127

Thompson (Mr.)

Frederick Otto Hihn wrote his father that an awning was not promised to Mr. Bay or Thompson (Wells Fargo) 3859

Wells Fargo job had changes in Wall Paper given to Hihn Co. by Mr. Thompson, which increased price; Hihn Co. advised J. H. Langtry that Wells Fargo should pay for it 3687

Thompson, Charles S.

68

worked as assistant to Bashline on electrical work, at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 452

Thompson, Cyrus (Lockhart, Texas)

649, 1022, 1889

his note for $125 was sent by F. A. Hihn to City Bank for collection 657-658

Thompson, N. D.

53

Thompson, Uriah Williams

offered timber at $2.00 2558
Thompson, W. R. (Donkey foreman)

1425

Thompson, William

(carpenter, Paso Robles) 221, 265, 888, 972, 1133, 1420

assisted Cahill & Hall on installation of elevator at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1471.1-1471.2

bills for services to Paso Robles Springs Hotel approved by F. A. Hihn 968, 972, 1205.1-1205.2

hailed F. A. Hihn lumber from SP Depot to the Club house in Paso Robles for Paso Robles Hotel Co. 2724.1-2724.3

investigated his son’s time working as assistant to Bashline on electrical work, at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 452

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to James Gillon, in re maintenance inspection by F. A. Hihn: heating, painting, planting of vegetation, etc. 1461.1-1461.2

referred to and quoted on elevator’s function at PR Springs Hotel 1204.1-1204.2

Throp, John

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn - "He ought to pay promptly." "... tell him ... that we give no credit on water." 1367

Thurber, W. J.

owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn stated "He should work for us." 1367

Tice (Mr.)

subject of letter to Geo. Hovey (Salinas) in regard to Tice’s past due acct. 2762

Timber, Clear Cutting

Property Assessments: F. O. Hihn, on behalf of Hihn Co., protested to Frank Mattison, County Assessor, the valuations placed on several properties (timber all cut on Highland lots 2, 4, & 5, and partly cut on lot 3) 1717; 1841.1-1841.2

Timber Reserve

in Lot 10, Soquel Aug. Rancho: mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to T. D. Sargent - "... to be reserved for a timber park and which is situated immediately east of the Old Man’s prairie." 3421

Timber Surveys

F. A. Hihn asked R. T. Stone to examine quantity of timber on 50 acres in Burns Gulch (near Laurel) 3375

Timbers

64 pcs. 8” x 8” x 30’ unavailable for Henshaw, Bulkley & Co. (San Francisco) 430

Tin (old process re-dipped)

boxes ordered from Pacific Metal Works, San Francisco 2668

ordered from J. D. La Montanya, San Francisco 2581, 2603

Tinning Tools

Hihn Co. declined to sell to J. W. Delaney, San Jose 2634
Title Companies

Rouleau, Simpson & Miller, San Francisco; used by F. A. Hihn for undisclosed transaction 801

Title Insurance Co. (San Francisco) proposed issuer of title insurance on title to Fritz Mine 1233

Todd, Caleb J.

(Santa Cruz carpenter) 2738, 3022, 3096, 3681, 3758

Toft & Heligis

1090, 1708, 1719, 1807, 1848, 1855, 1928, 1977, 1984

Toft, Nils Hansen

1090, 1105, 1127, 1269-1270, 1273, 1345, 1353, 1831, 2095, 2170, 2206, 2227, 2246, 2319, 2438, 2512, 2600, 2687, 2816, 2852, 3092, 3230

Hihn Co. ordered 25 M #1 shingles from W. C. Reveal (Felton) for delivery to N. H. Toft for delivery to J. J. Rose 3091

Hihn Co. ordered 25 M #1 shingles from W. C. Reveal (Felton) for delivery to N. H. Toft for delivery to J. J. Rose 3092

Hihn Co. was angry at his absence, wood was not loaded to fill orders during absence 2687, 2688

proposed contract for handling wood onto railroad cars sent to Toft & Heligis at Felton

Toll House (Felton)

F. A. Hihn's tenant at Santa Cruz-Felton Road's Toll House was being prevented from crossing Stanley Welch's land 2022

Leases for land near Toll House, Hiway 9, left for J. A. Rountree for signature 2301

Toll House Saloon (Felton)

flume was broken down, Hihn asked Emil J. Tann what it would cost to fix it 3229

flume was broken down, Hihn Co. told Walter Leet that it had asked Emil J. Tann to fix it 3231, 3298

Tolland, CT.

(Place Letter Sent To) 2129, 2729

Tomasovich, Michael (Tomarsvich)

1990

Tong, Pon

3195

Toof, John Wilson

491, 1117, 2120

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Torchiana, Henry Albert William van Conen

(Dickerman & Torchiana)

inquiry to Hihn in re Mr. Kikuda 2803

Tormy

(Mr.) his death, mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Von Rhein Real Estate, San Francisco 1055
Torr, C. L. (Mr.) (San Jose)

1236, 1379, 1481, 1729, 2673, 2948, 2968, 2981, 3021, 3042, 3066, 3310, 3463, 3607, 3770, 3805

100 to 150 cords Redwood Firewood available from Laurel, dealers notified: C. L. Toor, Borchers Bros., E. J. Natusch, John Saunders (all San Jose) 2839

Borchers Bros. requested to send shipping bill for car #811 to C. L. Torr 2251-2252

carloads of Madrone or Tan Oak available at $7 and $8.50 respectively 2722

Hihn Co. ordered N. H. Toft, Felton, to ship #1 firewood from Gold Gulch 2852

Firewood: dry and green slabs ordered from Laurel Mill 1677-1678

Firewood: offered carloads of wood hauled direct to the cars from the forest 2355

firewood billed to Fikes & Rosencrans 2410-2411

shipment of #1 Pine Firewood to C. L. Torr, San Jose 2816

shipment of carload of firewood to San Jose for any party that would take it: C. L. Torr, Borchers Bros., E. B. Mercadier, or Hewitt & Morris; S. P. Freight Agent asked to call them and deliver car to whomever would accept carload 2401, 2405, 2407

shipments of Redwood to him were discontinued 2857

the firewood that he had was suggested to E. B. Mercadier as sample of what he would get 2885

the Laurel Mill was ordered to ship Torr 150 cords Redwood at rate of 2 cars per week (from Mar. 2, 1903) 2886-2887

Towne, Charles E.

2135

Tracy, Cal.

F. A. Hihn wrote H. E. Adams in regard to development of natural gas at Tracy 1157

Tracy, Frank

462, 505, 778, 2010, 3750, 3797, 3799

Bon Air Vineyard couldn't be rented while Mr. & Mrs. Pierson [Pearson] were occupying it, Hihn sent Mr. F. Tracy up to take inventory and take possession 449, 462

cited as someone who could explain non-delivery of lumber at Aptos for Mr. Lilliencrantz 824

Hihn Co. wrote to Frank Reanier that it did not wish to sell the wood in question 1915

in re to bills from Salinas Lumber Yard 3

referred to in letter to S. L. Gibson, making inquiry as to whereabouts of A. C. Castro 1093

Tracy, H. N.

(Tracy Engineering Co., San Francisco) 88, 516, 648, 733, 865; 1160, 1454

F. A. Hihn advised P. Caduc to visit or phone Tracy to discuss Hihn's ideas on use of gas or oil for burning bricks 775.1-775.2

favored oil supplied to ovens with gravity flow 540
Tracy, H. N. (continued)

in re Stockton Gas & Electric Co. design of boilers and furnace 632-633

Tracy Burner: burners were being tested 1739.1-1739.2

Tracy Engineering use of its oil burners contemplated by F. A. Hihn in Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 960.1-960.3

Tracy’s report mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to H. E. Adams 2753

Trades

household furniture and cow for lot: Hihn to Mrs S. M. Brannack 129

offered mare for lot: Hihn to Duncan McPherson 127

Tram Cable

(Laurel Mill)

Pine Tar ordered for the tram cable at Laurel Mill; F. A. Hihn designed method of oiling the tram cable 3353

Tramway

for Lumber at Laurel Mill: survey requested 1490

Travers, George

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Travers, H.

employee at Laurel Mill was paid added sum 1767

listed as employee at Hihn’s Laurel Logging Operation, hired by Ed West 3629.2

Trees

Eucalyptus trees creating too much shade for cows, the cows were drying up. Hihn asked W. H. Lee, Oakland, if he would cut trees for 10% of proceeds; he reduced Lee’s rent by $3.00 per month 1483

Eucalyptus trees on Pelton Avenue, Santa Cruz, property of Jane Lynch: tenant asked permission to cut Eucalyptus trees because they "shade and impoverish his land." 1076

F. A. Hihn acknowledged great interest in planting trees along highways 2105

F. A. Hihn authorized Paso Robles to military reservation road: F. A. Hihn proposed road, laying it out, and building it, and planting shade trees on both sides 1646

F. A. Hihn inquires of Harriet I. Hihn about the palm seed and walnuts growing in her neighborhood 1166

F. A. Hihn sent palm tree and other plants as samples to Otto E. Never at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1349

F. A. Hihn served notice on Albert Daniel Gore (a Capitola resident, carpenter) that he was not to cut any tree on Capitola’s streets, etc. 1314

F. A. Hihn wrote Felix Gillette (Nevada City, Cal.) wrote to determine price of Eastern black walnut trees for setting out along roads 1058; in re varieties of Walnut 1119; seedlings ordered for Capitola from Felix Gillette, Nevada City, Cal. 1695

F. A. Hihn wrote T. G. Burland, Watsonville Nursery, to determine price of Eastern black walnut trees for setting out along roads 1056

fruit trees ordered from Driscoll by Chas. Spreckelson of Soquel had not been received 745
Trees (continued)

Hihn Co. considered the cost of gathering the strips of wood created as a byproduct of making shakes, to be used in shading fruit trees 1321

Hihn Co. ordered from Sussman, Wormser Co., San Francisco, lye, sulphur, and salt for spraying trees 1311

inquiry on age, size, price of fruit trees made to H. R. Davis, Corralitos; "Are they on the Northern Spy root?" 2473

inquiry on price of fruit trees made to Pajaro Valley Nursery; "Are they on the Northern Spy root?" 2567

orchard leased to Geo. H. Bomar, failed to mention care required in plowing that he avoid damage to bark of trees; F. O. Hihn clarifies. 2311

spraying directions and formula sent to F. G. Anthony at Valencia 2455

sulphur for spraying trees ordered for Valencia, shipped to Aptos, from Sussman, Wormser & Co., S.F. 1534

Watsonville Nursery questioned about the life expectancy of trees bought from it (10 years? previously) 911

Tres Pinos, Cal.

1946

Tres Pinos Warehouse Co.

(N. I. Jensen, Mgr.) 2712, 2731, 3723, 3860

order for 500 battens of lengths 12 to 20 placed with Santa Cruz Lumber Yard for Tres Pinos Warehouse Co. 3920

order of lumber ordered from I. T. Bloom (Boulder Creek) 3719

Trespass

(on Hihn Co. land)

Hihn wrote Mr. Snyder (Skyland) that he had no right-of-way but was willing to accommodate his use of road provided there was no injury to Hihn’s land 3950

implied in letter to E. R. Whittman and Mr. Fidel (both of Laurel) in regard to pasturing cattle on Hihn lands 2694

Trevethan, John Leo

(Happy Valley teamster c/o. Mr. Tucker, Blackburn Gulch) 3762

Triplett (Mrs.)

675

Trout Gulch

available for rent, offered to A. P. Ruggles for his friend 2166

Trout Gulch farm

Hihn Co. instructed Frank Reanier on when to spray the apple trees at the Valencia vineyard, and the Trout Gulch farm for the Codlin Moth "does not wait until we are ready" to spray 3453

Trout Gulch Ridge

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees 3233

Trout Gulch Road

maintenance of Hihn’s private roads, Bean Hill, Vineyard, Trout Gulch: road maintenance directive issued to Frank Reanier 2488
Trowley place (Felton)

mentioned in F. O. Hihn’s letter to N. H. Toft, Felton, in re location of Posts and bolts of Shingles to be loaded on railroad cars 2512

Truckee River General Electric Co.

3573

Truss lumber

order placed with Bellingham Bay Improvement Co., San Francisco, for Oregon Pine 2735

Trussler (Trunler) (Mr.)

mentioned in Hihn’s letter to W. R. Johnston in re Paso Robles Springs Hotel 486

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to James Gillon, in re maintenance inspection by F. A. Hihn: heating, painting, planting of vegetation, etc. 1461.1-1461.2

notified that his bid for painting of the elevator and other Paso Robles Springs Hotel painting and varnishing work was accepted 484-485

painted the elevator cage at Paso Robles Springs Hotel 1469.1-1469.2

Tulloch (Tullock) (Mr.)

in re Knight’s Ferry power for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 135.1-135.2

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to C. O. Poole, Supt., Standard Electric Co., re negotiations 1699

Tully, E. C. (San Benito County)

City Bank of Santa Cruz Cashier
Thomas G. McCreary wrote Frederick O. Hihn for an evaluation on loan application of E. C. Tully of Bitterwater Valley, San Benito Co. 2674

Tunnel #2 (at Laurel)

Madrona firewood was packed from woods direct to switch at Tunnel #2 1284; for R.P.M. Greeley 1286; for Fikes & Rosencrans 1555

Turani, A. T.

in list of houses and tenants at Laurel 290

Turkeys

Turkeys sent via Wells Fargo from Stockton to Laurel as Christmas gifts for employees, late arrival, spoiled 2121

Turn-table

near Santa Cruz Foundry, near Cherry St., was S. P. Co.’s old turn-table pit was declared a nuisance by F. A. Hihn and neighbors 1863

Turner, A. J.

967, 1080

Tuscanini, Mike

on payroll for Laurel Mill Feb. 1902 2020.1-2020.2

Typewriters

furnished by Alexander Co. to F. S. Hihn Co. office are too stiff 246
U. S. Bureau of Forestry (Division of Forest Investigation)
447

U. S. Forester (U.S. Forest Service)
198

U.S. Supreme Court
decision on property values cited in letter to Frank Mattison, Co. Assessor 1841.1-1841.2

Uhl Bros.
2173, 2811, 3457, 3540, 3925

Wells Fargo job had changes in Wall Paper given to Hihn Co. by Mr. Thompson, which increased price by Uhl Bros.; Hihn Co. advised J. H. Langtry that Wells Fargo should pay for it 3687

wallpaper ordered from Uhl Bros., San Francisco 2173

Umbsen & Co., G.

Hihn Co. sent check to L. Schaefer in care of G. Umbsen & Co. (S.F.) and advised him that he could find it there 3689

Uncapher, A. J.
2925

"Uncle Dick"
-- same as Dr. Richard A. Urquhart -- usually applied by F. A. Hihn in letters to Thomas B. Eastland 1098

Union Labor
F. A. Hihn complained of a cold and couldn’t make a trip to Stockton; told H.E. Adams to try the 10% wage increase with Union Labor 2159

F. A. Hihn reiterates his position on 10% wage increase 2175

F. A. Hihn said he “deem[ed] it bad policy to go into a meeting ... until [he is] fully prepared as the other side.” 2157

F. A. Hihn was willing to consider raise requested by the labor union, if rates at Stockton Gas & Electric Co. could be raised accordingly 2156

F. A. Hihn wrote H. E. Adams acknowledging Adams’ telegram that Hihn’s proposition of a 10% wage hike would be submitted Saturday, Jan. 3, ’03 2200

Union Lumber Co.
1451, 1559, 2114, 2149, 2286, 2527-2528, 3695, 3862, 3868

asked to quote special sizes, grades of Redwood for Hollister Lumber Yard 2480

carloads of Channel Rustic #2 offered to several lumber companies in S.F. 2492

Union Machine Co.

in re wire gauge for pinion gear 12-13, 1871
Union Mill siding

(aka Union Mill Switch)

an order of lumber from Laurel Mill sent via Union Mill siding for Jerome Case Bull, (Eccles, Cal.) 1170

Lumber ordered for W. C. Forde, Eccles, for delivery at Union Mill Switch 2685

Union Mill (Stockton)

test results of oil burner requested from H. N. Tracy, Tracy Engineering 865

Union Wood & Fuel Co.

(or Timber Co.) (San Francisco) 193, 297, 337, 609, 636, 779, 1124, 1289, 1528, 1610, 1985, 2054

Credit memo issued to Union Wood & Timber Co., c/o Ed Davenport, c/o E. K. Wood Lumber Co., San Francisco 1259

customer for firewood from Felton yard of F. A. Hihn 188

instructions sent to Charles Calin for loading carloads at Felton for Union Wood & Timber Co., San Francisco, and California Powder Works 898

order for 3 cars of Pine Wood (Steam wood) from Felton 528

order of Pine wood from Charles Calin at Felton stopped per letter from Hihn Co. 797; N. H. Toft, Felton, ordered to suspend shipments to them until further notice 1269

Pine firewood shipped from Felton 602

Pine wood shipped to Union Wood & Timber Co. was of poor quality; F. A. Hihn Co. warned A. Cappelmann not to ship any rotten wood 719

two carloads of 4’ pine from Felton 426

two carloads of firewood to be shipped from Felton 400

was shipped two carloads of redwood from Charles Calin, Felton 171

Unitarian Church

F. A. Hihn offers to Samuel Leask several possible locations for "the proposed church" at "prices ... far below former figures" 1826

University of California, Agricultural Experiment Station (Berkeley)

Hihn Co. ordered Horticultural Paris Green from W. P. Fuller & Co. (S.F.), which was guaranteed to meet the test of UC Ag Exp Sta, Berkeley 3602

unknown addressee

(Box 1075, Palo Alto) 132; 152, 253; (others) 152, 209, 266-268, 497-498, 500, 883, 945

unspecified wood dealers 988

Uri, Alexander

(claimant in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich) 991, 1476.1-1476.2

Urinovich, Vincenz

(Assignee in Justice Court: Williamson & Garrett vs. Pilkington & Pecarovich) 991; 1476.1-1476.2

Urquhart, Alice

F. A. Hihn sent his regards to Dr. Richard Urquhart, children Alice & Nancy 1697
Urquhart, Richard A.

(Dr. & Mrs.) (of Los Gatos) 751, 838, 890, 915, 978, 1088, 1137, 1776, 1782, 2073

F. A. Hihn wrote to Thomas B. Eastland on general matters, especially his health, mentioning "Uncle Dick's" displeasure concerning Tom's extravagant life style 1936

identified by F. A. Hihn as Guardian of Thomas B. Eastland 1137

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in regard to Eastland Estate and 11 shares of San Francisco Savings Union in name of Alice L. Eastland in F. A. Hihn's name, which were assigned by Alice in trust for Dr. & Mrs. Urquhart and children 1071, 1074

named by F. A. Hihn to approve proposed lease for Mirabel for an insane sanitarium to Benjamin & Robertson (Los Gatos) 837-838, 890

"Uncle Dick" referred to in letter to Thomas B. Eastland from F. A. Hihn 1098

Urquhart, Richard A. (Mrs.)

1328, 1697

Utica Mine

or Utica Mining Co. (Angels Camp, Calaveras Co., Calif.)

trespass lawsuit brought by Lightner Mine i.e. F. A. Hihn et al, discussed by him in letter to C. M. Jackson 1761.1-1761.2; in letter to Frank P. Adams 1182.1-1182.3

Uttley, George (Railroad conductor)

rented lot at corner Laurel & Washington Streets 442
Vacating Notice

A. G. Abbott notified that his rental had been sold, by March 1, 1902 he had to vacate 1842 Valencia, Cal. (Santa Cruz Co.)

(Place Letter Sent To) 138, 157, 491, 549, 643, 656, 659, 1041, 1048, 1117, 1144, 1183, 1334, 1430, 1524-1525, 1635, 1644, 1706, 1714, 1752, 1899, 1976, 2000, 2220, 2249, 2280, 2311, 2455, 2743, 2992, 3087, 3382

Andrews, J. P.: ditch ran through lands of at Long Valley, Valencia, also ran through lands of F. A. Hihn 1926

Aptos was Valencia's nearest R.R. station 645

barbed wire and staples ordered from J. A. Roebling's Sons & Co. (San Francisco) 1603

Bomar, Geo. H. was asked to send his bill for threshing beans to Hihn Co. 3471

Bomar, William James: lease mailed for signature 643

Cox, A. O. & J. P.: contract to purchase land by brought up-to-date by Hihn Co. bookkeeper 1430

deed to property to be purchased by H. Francis Anderson held by City Bank for Hihn Co. 2515, 2530

early and late Burbank potatoes, "must be Oregon seed" specified by Hihn Co. in order to Wallace & Kerr 2618

English-Wallace Co. (S. F.) was offered beans and asked to quote price 3473

Entomology station offered by Hihn Co. to Prof. C. W. Woodworth; for Codling Moth, apple orchard pest study 2622

Frank Reanier asked to inventory lumber, wood, split stuff, boxes, etc., at Valencia, Aptos, and Capitola 2210

Haines Bros. offer to improve road from Bon Air Vineyard to Bean Hill accepted 549; road work performed by not up to F. A. Hihn's expectations 1334

Haines, Harry: Road repairs from Vineyard to Bean Hill by Harry Haines (Haines Bros.) questioned 1214; Bear Spring Road repaired by for $50. - "from Bon Air Vine Yard to H. Haines place" 1248

Hihn Co. asked Reanier to make list of houses and occupants of rented houses 276

Hihn Co. had no lumber at Valencia 243

Hihn Co. ordered from Sussman, Wormser Co., San Francisco, lye, sulphur, and salt for spraying trees 1311

Hihn, F. A.: believed that Valencia was the "center of the oil region of the Santa Cruz mountains" 335

Horstman, Charles W.: property sold to 1144

Humes, Cal: place occupied by Humes was sold by F. A. Hihn Co., vacate notice sent with offer of another house 1714, 1716, 1748

Larsen, Charles August was sent statement of his land account by W. B. Anthony of F. A. Hihn Co. with explanation of charges 1707
Valencia, Cal. (Santa Cruz Co.) (continued)

Larsen, Louis: paid his taxes, and F. A. Hihn Co. was due to send him a Deed to his property 1706

Lewis, Tom: grain grown by on F. A. Hihn Co. land at Bean Hill 754

Nicholson, Henry Clay: Walter B. Anthony (bookkeeper for F. A. Hihn Co.) sent land contracts to updated with interest due, etc. 1644

Nicholson, Jesse: Walter B. Anthony (bookkeeper for F. A. Hihn Co.) sent land contracts, updated with interest due, etc. 1635

plow for use at Valencia ordered from Deere Implement Co. (San Francisco) 645

Reanier, Frank: time sheet not yet received 1187

Reanier, Frank: was asked "Why do you not charge the Valencia Japs with the 20 sacks of Rice" 1923

road maintenance (Bean Hill, Vineyard, Trout Gulch) directive issued to Frank Reanier 2488

Santa Cruz, Capitola and Watsonville RR Co. lumber supplied for construction; Valencia timbers offered again 3869

Side hill plowing: Was any done at Valencia? Bill for repair of plow received by Hihn Co. 1668

Toof, J. W.: poachers were reported taking wood; asked to report when seen 491

Tools ordered for F. G. Anthony, Aptos, from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 2270, 2273

Valencia land already rented, J. P. Andrews so advised 656

Valencia land for sale @ $50 & $80 per acre 583

vineyard plow was to be shipped to Frank Reanier by Baker & Hamilton, S. F. 2830

water bill demand sent to J. W. Toof for water used by Mr. Silvarer; request to fix leak or waste charges made 2120

Wolf & Sons (S. F.) was offered beans and asked to quote price 3472

see also Vineyard (at Valencia)

Valencia Apple Production

F. O. Hihn described production of apples, acreage in apples, and 250 car loads of apples shipped to England, China, and other countries; prices 75¢ to $1.00 per box loaded on rail cars 2474, 2514

Valencia, Bean Hill

Bean Hill land subdivided by Hihn Co., but offer of rental to A. H. Good, Kingman, AZ, for $100 for four months 3728

Hedrick place: available for rent, offered to A. P. Ruggles for his friend 2166

Valencia Bridge, Old

referred to in F. A. Hihn’s letter to E. J. Bennett (San Francisco) in re offer to purchase property in Aptos 3882

Valencia Creek

Louis Larsen leased land 1524

Valencia Creek Flume

F. A. Hihn wrote his nephew, A. J. Hihn, about an offer from Mr. Lecureuil for lumber to rebuilt the flumes at Valencia and Majors Creek 3516
Valencia Hall

F. A. Hihn wrote Frank Reanier for information on glass, doors, etc. for "Valencia hall" 1079

Valencia Lumber Yard (Hihn Co.)

Santa Cruz Capitola & Watsonville R. R. had possible delays in construction due to lack of available lumber supply; Hihn Co. advised alternative - some timbers from its Valencia lumber yard 3825

Valencia Oil Co. (W. M. Aydelotte, Secy.)

1304, 1578, 1957

Hihn, F. A.: believed that Valencia was the "center of the oil region of the Santa Cruz mountains" 335

Hihn, F. A.: made loan-investment 19, 255

Hihn, F. A.: sent $1,000 to Wm. M. Aydelotte and approved of drilling plan 1957

Hihn, F. A.: signed a lease for exploration of oil 1104

leased property from F. A. Hihn Co. for 12 years, from Feb. 1903 2614

payments on Contract received from H. Francis Anderson for Valencia Oil Co. 1168-1169

proposed contracts prepared by F. A. Hihn for delivery to H. Francis Anderson 1129

Valencia Orchard

350 Missouri Pippins ordered from Burland Bros. 2277

700 Bellflowers ordered from Burland Bros., Watsonville 2209

agreement to buy 530 acres by Valencia oil development company cancelled 2614

apple varieties: Pippins, Pearmans, etc. ordered from Burland Bros. 2300

Deer & Berry Valleys: trees ordered, Frank Reanier informed as to their ultimate locations 2370

F. A. Hihn Co. warned of damage to grain fields and trees by cattle of D. A. Ryder 1993

F. O. Hihn inspected trees at Valencia sent by Burland Bros., who apparently did not comply with order; F. A. Hihn wrote Burland for help 2140, 2146

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees 3233

Frank Reanier ordered to ship 500 apple trees to J. A. Carmen (or Carman) at Eccles for planing at the McLellan Place; but don’t short Valencia 2612

Frank Reanier was asked to for inventory of sacks of potatoes at Capitola and Valencia 2378

harrow design specified to F. G. Anthony for orchards; Fred Kilburn of Watson-ville informed Hihn Co. of its use 2249

Hihn asked Burland Bros. (Watsonville) for 150 Newtown Pippins 2950

Hihn Co. asked the Haines Bros. how the orchard was doing; asked for payment of their account 2000

Hihn Co. instructed Frank Reanier on when to spray the apple trees at the Valencia vineyard, and the Trout Gulch farm for the Codlin Moth "does not wait until we are ready" to spray 3453
Valencia Orchard (continued)

Hihn Co. planned on planting a few acres of red apples, Scurich Bros. asked for a recommendation 2238

Hihn directed Frank Reanier on Orchard maintenance of Hanthorne Place 2535

Hihn inquired of California Nursery, Niles, Cal., for price on 200 Missouri Pippins on Northern Spy root stock 2330

instructions on planting and pruning were specified by Hihn Co. 2220

Jesse Nicholson was notified that Frederick Otto Hihn would be at Valencia soon to examine goods left in his charge 3382

Missouri Pippins ordered from Burland Bros. not delivered; Hihn Co. disappointed 2568

old house, north of Kastor, not for sale 2343

orchard leased to Geo. H. Bomar, failed to mention care required in plowing that he avoid damage to bark of trees; F. O. Hihn clarified 2311

plowing of orchard and pruning/spraying of trees ordered 1542

spraying directions and formula sent to F. G. Anthony for trees 2455

sulphur for spraying trees ordered for Valencia, shipped to Aptos, from Sussman, Wormser & Co., S.F. 1534

trees ordered, Frank Reanier informed as to their ultimate locations 2370

twenty trees ordered from Pajaro Valley Nursery 1543

Valencia Water Works

Hihn Co. asked Reanier to make list of customers and rates charged 276

use of water by Hendrik W. Huber, et al 925

Vallejo, CA.

2505

(South Vallejo) (Place Letter Sent To) 2649

Vallejo Junction, CA.

591

Valley Catholic Church, Watsonville

("College Church") got a shipment of shingles from Frank Reanier 508

Kane, T. F.: was shipped 110 M. shingles to "College Church") 376, 857

Values of Land

horses and farm wagons quoted to C. H. Robinson (Great Falls, Mont.) 3138

of 4,400 acres of land at $3 per acre, perhaps part of the Alice Lander Eastland Estate 77

Value of land for redwood and pine reported by F. A. Hihn to McAfee Bros. (San Francisco) 1950

Value of Santa Cruz real estate outlined by F. A. Hihn to Miss Rose McGilley (San Francisco) 1045, 1207

Wright Homestead Lot: value calculated for Mrs. R. M. Clark 2425

Valvoline Oil

cylinder and spindle oil ordered from Standard Oil Co. (San Jose) for Frank Reanier at Capitola 3806
Van Cleek, Edward L. (architect)

designed the new addition for the Laurel District School House 808

Hihn Co. bid on millwork for improvements as per plans by E. L. Van Cleek @ $2485. 2434

Mr. C. J. Todd (carpenter) was advised to see Van Cleek in regard to the Houghton house plans 3681

plans for Horton house changed, C. J. Todd was asked to give a new bid for construction, and look at plans at Van Cleek’s office 3757-3758

Van Wagner Bros.

2571

Van Winkle Estate

evidently gave a contract to City Street Improvement Co., San Francisco, to build a bulkhead on property next to F. A. Hihn’s; he asked the Co. to estimate what they would charge him for similar bulkhead 728

Vancouver, British Columbia

1934

Velasco (Mr.)

F. A. Hihn Co. room & boarding bill would be adjusted on next Roll for Laurel Mill 410

Verhoeff, John James

Hendrik W. Huber lived on Groskamp’s since Nov. 1, 1900; in re water usage etc. from Verhoeff, which Verhoeff is responsible for same 925

Verser, Lulu (Miss)

41

Vickery, Atkins & Torrey

1641

bought some pictures from the Eastland Estate; F. A. Hihn sent check to A. T. Eastland for deposit to Estate’s account 1633; F. A. Hihn asked Mrs. Clark to verify list of pictures Mr. Vickery furnished 1640; F. A. Hihn acknowledged receipt of check and asked Mr. Vickery to furnish list of remainder of pictures on hand 1641

Villa Fontenay

(J. H. Haesters, Propr.) 2707

15,225 #1 Shingles @ $1.50 per M ordered from Holmes Lime Co. 2785

Hihn Co. quoted Julius Heasters on lumber 3706

Vines & Apricots

F. A. Hihn remarks that he doubts that apricots will do well on subject land, and he would try to inspect resistant vines 113, 750

Vineyard (at Valencia)

Frank Reanier ordered to ship 500 apple trees to J. A. Carmen (or Carman) at Eccles for planing at the McLellan Place; but don’t short Valencia 2612

F. O. Hihn reported to Prof. W. W. Clark (Watsonville) on his experiments with the Codlin Moth on Hihn properties at Hanthorne, Vineyard, Day Valley, and Rhodes 3658
Vineyard (at Valencia) (continued)

F. O. Hihn wrote to Frank Reanier about several properties, gophers, trees 3233

Vineyard: mentioned in letter to Frank Reanier, in re planting of trees 2772

Vineyard Road

maintenance of Hihn’s private roads, Bean Hill, Vineyard, Trout Gulch: road maintenance directive issued to Frank Reanier 2488

Virginia Lumber Co.

(Virginia Timber & Lumber Co.)(Redwood City) 1769, 1904

Hihn Co. asked Virginia Lumber Co. if they would subcontract for 10 to 25 percent of their production in telegraph/telephone poles 1769

Volck, William Hunter

(Santa Cruz County entomologist)

mentioned in Transcriber’s Notes 2622

Von Rhein, O. F.

his report on accidental death on property under property of interest to F. A. Hihn 203

Von Rhein Real Estate Co., O. F.

(San Francisco real estate firm) 143, 203, 392, 727, 990, 1055, 1316, 1387, 1415, 1690, 1862, 2079, 3889

Accident leading to death of man falling down elevator shaft in San Francisco’s Post building, F. A. Hihn asked for investigation of facts 143

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Eastland Estate 152

reported that Mr. Henderson disputed a claim against him for lumber ordered for use in Henderson’s Santa Cruz hotel, to which Gottlieb Klingler was a witness at Hihn’s Santa Cruz lumber yard 1416
Wadsworth, Nevada
744, 1291

Wage Rates
F. A. Hihn advised R. T. Stone (Superintendent of Laurel Mill) that the Hihn Co. was to approve in advance the raises for any employees 3285

F. A. Hihn considered $60. per mo. for Watchman higher than ever paid 3330

Wages for tree fallers debated by F. A. Hihn 262

Wagner & Caplatzi
2874

Wagner Shingle Co., G. W.
2444

Wagon Roads
"the main wagon road to San Jose" is San Jose Street, Santa Cruz 2482

Walcott, W. J.
242

Wall Paper
5-room house order sent to Uhl Bros. (S.F.), with request to add cheese cloth from Levi Strauss Co. sufficient quantity 3925

100 rolls ordered for Santa Cruz 2811

Hihn Co. ordered wall paper for Mr. Bay of Wells Fargo & Co. from Uhl Bros. (S.F.) 3457

Hihn Co. placed order for wall paper for new Wells Fargo office in Santa Cruz, sent ltr. to Mr. Bay (San Francisco) to go to Uhl Bros. and make selection 3459

Hihn Co. wanted to put house in good repair by R. B. Oullahan (Stockton) and asked for estimate 3690

Hihn Co. was finished papering the new office for Wells Fargo & Co. and would deliver the office on May 1, 1903 3600

Uhl Bros. had not supplied all the paper ordered by Hihn Co., who wrote asking for balance 3540

Wells Fargo job had changes which increased price; Hihn. advised J. H. Langtry that Wells Fargo should pay for increase 3687

Wells Fargo Express Co. office was being papered 3576

Wallace & Kerr
2618, 3242

price quote requested from G. Schaeffer (Alameda); Wetmore Bros., and Wallace & Kerr, for Burbank Potatoes for seed, and same for Oats 2551

Wallace, J. H. (Southern Pacific Engineer)
F. A. Hihn solicited business from S. P. Co., noting that he was a "heavy freight and passenger customer and being also the owner of Capitola" 2539
Waller (Mr.)

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re controversy with General Electric Co. 1300.1-1300.2

mentioned by F. A. Hihn to H. E. Adams 135.1, 151.1, 1398.2

see also General Electric Co.

Walsen, Taylor & Sperry

832, 969

Walsh, John M.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Walsh, Kate

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Walter Co., D. E. & N.

3709

Walti & Schilling Co.

3344, 3381, 3849

Hihn asked for steer meat quote 3031

Wanzer, James Olin

signed certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in F. A. Hihn Company in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L.W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice and Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

F. A. Hihn requested GLO map of U.S. from U. S. Senator Geo. C. Perkins “similar to map sent to Mr Jas. O. Wanzer of this City.” 2457

Ward, Theo.

Laurel employee advanced $20, with warning that Hihn Co. didn’t like it 2767

Ware, Lewis T.

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.’s assessment included the Land Value 2863

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to D. W. Johnston 3752

Washburn, Gus

3234

Hihn offered Felton Grove for rent to Frank Jess Heligis, or Gus Washburn 2850

Washington, D.C.

(Place Letter Sent To) 134, 198, 447, 2457, 2716

Waste material

at Laurel Mill to be converted to steam, fed to lumber dryer, yielding 20,000 board ft per day 1739.2

Watchman’s clock

report for Capitola shows lapses, Frank Reanier asked to clarify 2279

report for Capitola to be sent daily to Hihn Co. office 2237

Water

furnished to Seaside Road District by F. A. Hihn Co. 89
**Water Accounts**

[J]ohn Day] Bostwick & Fred King were notified that water service would be discontinued unless payment made 2952

Water Bills in arrears, Notices of Disconnect sent to: R. N. Stiles, Mrs. Bernal, C. Maggs, Mrs. A. Amayo, Mrs. Emma Hames, R. Rodriguez, Dr. J. H. Caine, & R. L. Scofield 3481

Water Bills in arrears: Bruce, E. E.; Chin Que; Davis, T.; Dennison, George; Jones, A.; Montieth, J. H.; Oswald, C. E.; Young, A. A. 2388

Water Bills: H. Elpick, Paul Molares, W. O. Kerrick dunned 2497

Water Bills: Barney Burns’ account was in arrears 2740

Water Bills: Chin Que in arrears 2321

Water Bills: Collection Agent was Albert Joseph Hihn (F. A. Hihn’s nephew) 2165

Water Bills: demand sent to J. W. Toof for water used by Mr. Silvarer; request to fix leak or charges for waste would be made 2120

Water Bills: fourteen water customers were delinquent, demand to pay by Mar. 21, ’03 or water would be disconnected; $2 charge would be made for reconnections 3071

Water Bills: James B. Allman in arrears 2320

Water Bills: letters sent to water customers, bills were in arrears: Anna Johnson, Charles Moore, W. Hoffman 2742

Water Bills: Mrs. Frederick Robert Getzschmann (Soquel) was billed $6.00 per mo. as per contract 3102

Water Bills: Mrs. R. Williams, Branciforte Ave., payment in arrears, pay by Jan. 24, ’03 2408

Water Bills: Mrs. S. S. Miller in arrears on payment of water service 2734

Water Bills: P. R. Adams, J. Kennedy, and R. N. Styles sent letters to notify them water would be discontinued 3188

*see also Water Co. Collections*

*see also Water Bills, collections on*

**Water at Capitola (Fair View Park)**

Complaint by Mrs. Dunn in re quality of water (alkali) making children sick 647

**Water bills, collections on**

Albert Joseph Hihn, F. A. Hihn’s nephew, was the collector of accounts; F. A. instructed him on how to mark the account books 1053; Collector Albert Joseph Hihn, F. A.’s nephew, was instructed by his uncle to report on the outstanding creditors, about whom F. A. had comments 1367

Water fee payment acknowledged to Mrs. E. M. Colton 1012

*see also Water Accounts*

*see also Water Co. Collections*

**Water bills, overdue from:**

Austin, Annie 677

Bennett, M. V. (Mrs.) 671

Bixler, William 678

Bradford, G. L. 700

Brashear (Mrs.) 692
Water bills, overdue from: (continued)

Braun, F. 687
Briody, E. (Mrs.) 674
Brook (Brooks), Dillon J. 691
Buckman, Joseph Burnside 689
Buebb (Mrs.) 683
Campbell, Alex 694
Caplatzi, Leo 690
Chin Que 668
Conwell, J. F. 701
Costa, M. 707
Cuneo, M. 704
DeVille, P. L., payment demand by Albert Joseph "Bert" Hihn on behalf of the Hihn Co. 435
Eggerking Bros. 702
Garcia, F. 705
Harper, L. A. 698
Hart, Orville F. 667
Hesser, S. Mrs. (Soquel), was threatened with discontinuance of water service if bill was not paid 1924
Hong Que 668
Hurd, Ulysses S. 706
Kaiser, J. 695
Kropley, William 672
Lemos, M. 684
Lenhart, J. 693
Littlefield, C. L. 681
Littlefield, Fred L. 680
Mack, A. 686
March, George 697
McCall, James 688
Montieth, J. H. 685
Ord, A. V. (Miss) 679
Osswald, H. (Mr.) 670
Schofield, J. J. 699
Scott, A. (Mrs.) 673
Silvarer, Charles (Valencia), long past due on water payments; given deadline for payment or discontinuance 1976
Tabacchi (Tabachi), Camillo 682
Triplett (Mrs.) 675
Weber, F. (Mrs.) 676
Webster, Nancy (Mrs.) 696
White, Isaac N. 708
Young, A. A. (Mrs.) 703

see also Water Accounts
see also Water Co. Collections

Water Bonds
value questioned by F. A. Hihn, offered 50¢, now offers 75¢ per $ on face value 2127

Water Books
Book 2 ordered from H. S. Crocker Co., San Francisco 2217
**Water Co. Collections**

A. J. Hihn was asked for clarification of deposit for $135.65; from whom were collections made 2215

Albert J. Hihn notified Mrs. Ann Heald that she owed $4.3674

C. E. Greenfield (Grant St.) was notified the rate for water to irrigate 1/4 acre of berries on Avalon St. would be $1.00 per mo. 3675

**Water Contracts**

A. J. Hihn (Santa Cruz Water Works) wrote to Howard Holway for return of proposed contract 3038

A. J. Hihn was asked for location of water contracts with Santa Cruz County for sprinkling roads 2216

contract sent H. S. Holway with proviso: "small garden and lawn" meant "not in excess of 100 sq. yds." 3000

Hihn Co. drafted agreement and sent it to Mrs. R. M. Clark for her agreement on supply of water from Hihn’s Water System for the Ocean Villa Hotel 2768, 3958

Mrs. R. M. Clark at Ocean Villa advised by A. J. Hihn that the proposition offered on Feb. 19, 1903 was the best the Hihn Co. could provide 3609

**Water Damage**

in cellar of Charles E. Towne’s grocery store caused by City Water Works, not Hihn Water Works 2135

**Water Distribution System**

described by F. A. Hihn in offer to J. W. Forgeus 2665

Water Flow & Pressure

Hihn stated that the water flow was insufficient year round to supply Laurel Mill with enough electric current 3596

Miss Morgan complained about pressure; F. A. Hihn suggested a holding tank could be filled at night when there was little use of water 3335

**Water Pipe**

450 ft. Iron Pipe ordered from Francis Smith & Co. for F. A. Hihn Co., Santa Cruz 1332; Hihn Co. ordered Asphaltum from Francis Smith & Co. for shipment on steamer (with other goods) on Saturday, Feb. 8, 1902 1363; Hihn Co. ordered Machine Bolts and Rubber Packing from Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden for delivery to Francis Smith & Co. for shipment on steamer (with other goods) on Saturday, Feb. 8, 1902 1362

8-inch, riveted, Iron pipe ordered from Francis Smith & Co., San Francisco, 12/31/1902 2176

A. J. Hihn requested a price quote on pipe from Schaw, Batcher & Co. 3608

A. J. Hihn wrote to Parafine Paint Co. of San Francisco for sample 5 gal. as a preservative paint for water pipe 3131

asbestos covering inquiry made to Grant & Co., San Francisco 2241

quote on asbestos needed from Chas. Grant & Co., San Francisco 2310, 2336

Water pipes were protected from freezing weather by wrapping 284
Water Rates

$1.00 per month for Frank McCall’s residence included 3 persons, small flower garden "when we have water to spare" 2627

$1.00 per month for Josie Williams’ residence included 2 persons, small flower garden "when we have water to spare" 2628

$1.00 per month for Mr. D. N. Hanson’s residence included 2 persons, small flower garden "when we have water to spare" 2629

A. J. Hihn quoted rates to Mrs. Bruchi for the "Ocean View House" 3097

A. J. Hihn wrote C. B. Byrne for confirmation of proposed rates for irrigation 3040

Albert J. Hihn, for Santa Cruz Water Works, wrote C. B. Byrne with new rates for irrigating berries and vegetables 3014

Albert J. Hihn, Supt. of Santa Cruz Water Works, wrote Charles B. Byrne, Supt. of Santa Cruz City Water Works, for agreement on rates for irrigation 3018, 3130

C. B. Byrne (Supt. City Water Works) was advised by A. J. Hihn that his experience with Chinese was that they were "rather lax in making regular payments" 3197

Chin Que notified that his rate was $24 per acre per year x 5 acres = $10 per mo., payable in advance 3194

F. McKean (Caledonia St., Santa Cruz) advised of $1.00 per mo. for 2 persons, 1 cow, small flower garden 2657

Hihn Co. dunned five customers and threatened to cut supply if bill wasn’t paid by May 30, 1903 3934

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1 per month to "Dr." Lee on East Cliff 2877

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1 per month to Leo Caplatzi 2879

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1 per month to M. Molares (Soquel Road) 2880

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1 per month to Mrs. S. A. Pierce 2878

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1.00 per month to "Mr. L. Hoke" (Theodore L. Hoke) 2873

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1.00 per month to Mr. Herstine 2872

Hihn Co. raised rate to $1.00 per month to P. T. Stribbling in East S. C. 2871

Hihn Co. raised rate to .50¢ per month to Peter Pierce Perry for Drug Store 2876

Hihn Co. raised rate to .75¢ per month to H. C. Smith for blacksmith shop on Soquel Road 2875

Hihn Co. raised rate to .75¢ per month to Wagner & Caplatzi for blacksmith shop on Soquel Ave. 2874

included with house rent? A. A. Morey was written by F. O. Hihn to explain the Hihn Co. policy 1970

J. [John?] W. [Wilson?] Waters [Watters?] quoted a rate for water for domestic use, home on Broadway, E. Santa Cruz 2421

Lum Mow notified that his rate was $24 per acre per year = $2 per mo., payable in advance 3196

Pom Ching notified that his rate was $24 per acre per year = $2 per mo., payable in advance; he rented 3 acres 3198
Water Rates (continued)

Pon Tong notified that his rate was $24 per acre per year = $2 per mo., payable in advance 3195

Soquel charged at tariff 328

specified to C. Wesselhoff, Santa Cruz 2700

Water shut off for non-payment

Isaac N. White advised by F. A. Hihn that he could make a claim against the County 1064

Water Service & Supply

Albert J. Hihn wrote to Howard Holway (Keystone Ave.) citing the cost of extending pipes to his house 2943

F. A. Hihn wrote his nephew Albert J. Hihn regarding the cost of supplying water to berry growers 3642

Henry Call complained of short water supply 3847

Hihn Co. drafted agreement and sent it to Mrs. R. M. Clark for her agreement on supply of water from Hihn’s Water System for the Ocean Villa Hotel 2768, 3958

Water Supply at Laurel Mill

installation of additional at Laurel ordered to supply families "who are entitled to it" 1490

referred to by Hihn in his estimates of distances for building flume at Laurel 3711

Water Tanks

3M gal. tank ordered for Salinas Lumber Yard from Loma Prieta Lumber 2941

Charles Anselmi, Gonzales, quoted $220. for two tanks 10M & 12M gals 2305

Hihn Co. asked for quote from Loma Prieta Lumber Co. on 12,000 Gal. tank, delivered Watsonville 2275

Hihn Co. asked for quote on 10,000 and 12,000 Gal. tanks from Pacific Tank 2276

Hihn Co. reserved certain lumber for "Tank stock": 2X6 - 14 & 16 Select or Clear redwood 1401

price was about to change 2899

quote mailed M. Williams, Gonzales 2725

redwood, prices sent to Salinas Planing Mill, as agreed with Loma Prieta Lumber Co. 464

Water Wheel

F. A. Hihn Co. wrote to Pelton Water Wheel Co. (San Francisco) following F. O. Hihn’s visit, for availability of six-horse power water wheel, used. 1308

Water Works, Santa Cruz (F. A. Hihn Co.)

Hihn Co. asked Pacific Press Publ. (Oakland) for quote on books & receipt tags for Water Works 3356

Tool & Die cutting equipment, price quote fr. Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden 2776

Waters, J. W.

2421
Waters, James (Watsonville Nurseryman)
F. O. Hihn ordered 89 trees: Apples: Missouri Pippins; Peaches: Alexander, early Crawford, and Mary’s Choice; Cherry: Centennial and Black Tartarian; Plum: Kelsey Japan 2595

Waters, W. C.
3011

Watry, F.
3885

Watson, Taylor & Sperry
2233, 2290, 2329, 2624, 3179, 3364, 3563

Watsonville, Cal.

"3rd Street matter" resolved, D. Alexander sent $1.80 in stamps to A. C. Hihn, being his portion of surplus of "3rd Street fund" 3327

Hihn Co. requested latest map of Watsonville for site of property offered by C. K. Ercanbrack 2428

J. H. Routt, for the F. A. Hihn Co., replied to A. C. Bassett’s letter in regard to prices charged for lumber, etc. 2784

Watsonville Christian Church
Hihn Co. agreed to make bid on mill work and lumber 2609

Watsonville Nursery
(Frederick Grant Burland, Mgr. & Prop.) 911, 997

Watsonville property
Grace E. Hihn asked George D. Horgan what the assessment was on the property (corner Main & 3d), formerly assessed to her and J. F. Cooper (her brother) 3049

Watsonville Railroad & Navigation Co.
Hihn wrote F. A. Kilburn about the latter’s plan for a railroad from Watsonville to Watsonville Landing 2717

Watsonville Transportation Company
opposed by Aug. C. Hihn in letter to Otto Stoesser in re railroad franchise 2686

Weather
"a climate that can not be beaten in the world": F. A. Hihn Co. touted to potential buyer of real estate, W. H. Clark (Coburg, Oregon) 1869

"owing to the recent severe storms, we are obliged to suspend operations at the Mill for a few days" - Feb. 25, 1902 report to Geo. E. Carter & Co. 1758

"unusually severe" storms in Santa Cruz Mountains delayed loading of cars for shipment of Posts to Estate of W. W. Hollister (Santa Barbara); check returned; should Hihn Co. retain order for later fulfillment? 1804; caused slides on wagon roads, etc.; men laid off or shifted to other work at Laurel 1805

bad weather delayed unloading cars at Laurel Mill, due to heavy slides; J. H. Routt asked S.P. for waiver of demurrage 1785-1786
F. A. Hihn remarked that "I think it is about as cold or colder as I ever experienced in California." 2175

factor in fulfilling order for Firewood shipment 2102

Firewood order from Borchers Bros. turned down due to weather 2314

flooring order delayed to J. J. Rose (Ben Lomond) due to rainy weather, F. A. Hihn apologized for delay 3302

heavy rain caused delay in shipment of Pickets to H. R. Dakin from Boulder Creek 2599

heavy rains "last week" blocked roads, so Hihn Co. couldn’t haul out for shipment to C. L. Torr (San Jose) 3066

improved conditions prompted letter to S. L. Gibson at Laurel Mill to maintain cables, etc. 2050

instructions sent by J. H. Routt to Laurel Mill for wrapping pipes to prevent bursting in freeze 334

Madrone not available due to heavy rains; Tan Oak available for Hewitt & Morris, San Jose 2578

no more firewood would be available until spring, pack trains retired for season 2172

severe storms in February 1902 caused delays in production of telegraph poles for Southern Pacific Co. 1992

Southern Pacific Co.: R. P. Schwerin notified that his orders would be filled as soon as possible, storm interfered 1850

Weber Family (Stockton)

in re Coyote Ranch, F. A. Hihn suggested a partition of ranch and separate mortgages 360

Weber map of Stockton

used by F. A. Hihn to plan for expansion of gas mains throughout the City 663

Weber, F.

(Mrs.) water account in arrears 676

Weaver, Nancy

(Mrs.) water account in arrears 696

Weeks, Thomas J.

mentioned as owner of lot that Samuel Leask might acquire for "the proposed church" 1826

Weeks, William Henry (Watsonville Architect)

Hihn Co. submitted a bid on Mill Work for Harry Ashland Greene’s building in Monterey 3128

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in re Paso Robles Hotel Co. lumber bid 2724.2-2724.3

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Harry Ashland Greene (Monterey); Weeks designed the latter’s building to be erected using materials furnished by F. A. Hihn Co. 3425

same letter sent to Weeks & W. A. Junker, Paso Robles 2177-2178

Watsonville architect referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to Abner McMahon in re bidding on a lighting plant for Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 3899

Weeks designed the latter’s building to be erected using materials furnished by F. A. Hihn Co. 3584

Welch, Stanley

2022
Wellington (Mr.)

bookkeeping procedures designed by F. A. Hihn for Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 1061

Wells Fargo & Co.

(Santa Cruz office) 2121

(A. Christianson, Mgr.) 2292

F. O. Hihn and W. R. Johnston were to carry out details of remodeling the Wells Fargo Express office to be rented by F. A. Hihn Co. 3936, 3942

Hihn advised that an awning was not promised as part of the rental of the new office 3859

Hihn had 400 souvenir booklets printed by Barnhard & Swasey (S.F.) with envelopes, for distribution to the Y.W.C.A. on Sunday, May 24, 1903; shipped to Frank Reanier at Capitola via Wells Fargo & Co. Express 3892

Hihn placed order for wall paper for new Wells Fargo office in Santa Cruz, sent ltr. to Mr. Bay (San Francisco) to go to Uhl Bros. and make selection 3459

Hihn prepared alterations to Wells Fargo's Santa Cruz office and ask for approval before drawing up a renewal lease 2508

plans for remodeling 2698

Wells Fargo job had changes in Wall Paper which increased price; Hihn Co. advised J. H. Langtry that Wells Fargo should pay for it 3687

Wells Fargo Express Co.

(Mr. Bay, Route Agent) 3859;

(J. H. Langtry, Supt.) 3600, 3936, 3942;

(Richard Thompson, Mgr.) 3560, 3576

Plow points for Frank Reanier at Capitola ordered from Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco, to be sent via Wells Fargo Express 457

Wendling, Cross & Augsbury Co.

1101, 1244, 1675

Wendling, G. K. (Esq.)

874, 848

Wendling Lumber Co.

2214, 2271, 2520, 2834, 2953, 3001, 3435, 3816

asked to quote on special sizes and grades of Oregon Pine 2479

Hihn Co. asked for price quotes from Bellingham Bay Improvement Co., Hubbard & Carmichael (San Jose); and Wendling Lumber Co. 2859

Lumber (Channel Rustic #2): carloads offered to several lumber companies in S.F. 2492

Price quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Lath lumber requested from Geo. D. Grey & Co.; Russell & Rogers; Wendling Lumber Co.; Bellingham Bay Imp. Co. (all San Francisco) for delivery at Hollister, Salinas, and Santa Cruz 2970

request quote: Oregon Pine, and Lath 2848

request for quote on Oregon Pine, Spruce, and Sugar Pine 2847

Werner property

"likely to be sold soon"; F. A. Hihn recommended the Women's Decorative Art Society buy it and use the dwelling for work rooms and lunch room, build a store on other part of property 1664
Werner & Lamb

carload of pine ordered, not yet shipped, request to hurry shipment 2245

Wesselhoft, C.

2700

Wessendorf & Staffler (Santa Cruz undertakers)

280

Wessendorf job

Santa Cruz Planing Mill bid on mill work to L. B. McCormick, F. B. Cummings, and Geo. W. Reed 3396

West, Edward (Laurel Logging Foreman)

947

August Hihn asked R. T. Stone to confer with Ed West to determine need for spools and stands for logging 3928

his list of men proposed to hire is discussed by F. O. Hihn in letter to F. A. Hihn, analyzing costs per M. board ft. 3629.1

mentioned by F. A. Hihn as Foreman for logging at Laurel 2710

West, Edward (Mrs.)

611

Westcott, Bay (Mr.)

referred to in letter to Willis Mix (Gonzales) in re a sash, frame, casings, weights and cord 3761

Westenburger, B. F.

2104

Western Assurance Co.

insurance policy for A. L. Daves cancelled and refund of $5.04 granted by Hihn Co.; report to Western Assurance Co./Watson Taylor & Sperry (Agents) 2624

Western Fruit Grower

1035

Western Fuel Co.

2593, 3771, 3810

Hihn Co. asked for quotes on car loads of cement F.O.B. San Francisco, from E. B. & A. L. Stone Co. (Oakland); J. D. Spreckels & Co., Cowell Lime Co., Western Fuel Co., and T. W. McNear (all the latter of S. F.) 2833

Western Meat Co.

1551, 3127

Western Union Telegraph Co.

975

(Frank Jaynes, Supt.) 455, 463, 490, 866, 1019, 1027, 1341, 1360, 1411, 1590, 1656, 1671, 1673, 1734, 1864, 1912

(F. H. Lamb, Asst. Supt.) 259, 1330

F. A. Hihn advised Western Union (F. H. Lamb) that poles were unavailable, but the Laurel Mill would be running June 1st when poles would be supplied if ordered 3297

F. A. Hihn was to check on its order for telegraph poles 287

F. A. Hihn wrote his son, F. O. Hihn, about the Western Union contract for furnishing poles 1193

Western Union Telegraph Co. (continued)
Inspector due on Monday, Feb. 24, 1902 at Laurel Mill 1709

Laurel Mill ordered to ship Western Union Telegraph 100 poles to Oakland 1896

order for poles 92; from Laurel Mill 357; ordered poles to be shipped from Santa Cruz to Port Harford (aka Port San Luis Obispo) via the Pacific Coast Steamship Co. 359

Pacific Coast Steamship Co. used to ship poles consigned to Western Union for Port Harford, San Luis Obispo 364

poles were ready at Laurel Mill, F. A. Hihn Co. asked for shipping instructions 1612

telegraphed that the Laurel Saw Mill was "now running", would respond with answer after a visit to the Mill 1360

Wadsworth, Nevada: prices for poles was to be left blank on invoice 1760

*see also* Jaynes, Frank

*see also* Lamb, F. H.

*see also* Telegraph/Telephone Poles

**Westinghouse Electric Co.**

F. A. Hihn submitted list of equipment to GE & Westinghouse for prices on "Material for Light Plant" 3894

**Wheelan (Mr.)**

mentioned in letter re insurance policy cancelled & refund of $5.04 granted by Hihn Co.; report to Western Assurance Co./Watson Taylor & Sperry (Agents) 2624

**Wheatland, Cal.**

1512

**Wheeland Brick Co.**

2932

**Wheeland, S & G.**

142
Wheeler, C. D.
52, 61

Wheeler, Fred F.
3369

Whitaker, Alf
2978

White & DeHart
21
in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2

in re apples purchased by F. A. Hihn Co. 10, 21

White Bros.
740

White House (S. F. department store)
519

White, Charles
1556, 1908, 2817

White, Isaac N. (Real Estate Dealer)
708, 1064

White, J. N.
owed Hihn Water Co. for water, but F. A. Hihn told A. J. Hihn - "Who is J. N. White?" 1367

White, W. C.
mentioned in F. A. Hihn's letter in re shares of stock in Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 146

Whitehead (Mr.)
mentioned by F. A. Hihn in regard to "Light Oils for Gas Plant" at Stockton 2753

Whitehurst and Hodges (Gilroy)
F. A. Hihn Co. used steam, no bulls, in reply to Jesse D. Carr – 2/10/1903; referred to W. H. Booth, et al. 2646

Whitman (Mr.)
payment due on land contract past due from W. J. Walcott (Milpitas) 242

Whitman, E. R. (Laurel)
441, 1654, 2289, 2694, 2786, 3319
Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Whitson, John G.
2124

Whittier, Coburn & Co.
1028, 1265, 1532, 1686, 1847, 1854, 1960, 2038, 2374, 2583, 3377, 3535, 3604, 3620, 3842
cost of glass quoted by Co. used by F. A. Hihn Co. in Salinas 1108
Hihn Co. ask W. P. Fuller Co., and Whittier Coburn & Co. for price quotes on various types and sizes of glass: Lights, Bent Lights, Corrugated, Chrysmatic, and Ground glass 2977, 3495

Wichman, Peter
2757
Wickson, Edward James

(Professor, UC Berkeley; Trustee, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo) 1681, 1701, 1733, 2057

quoted on definition of Northern Spy apples and tree roots 2209

see also Cal Poly

Wideman Co., A.

(Gonzales) 530, 553, 738, 934, 993, 1040, 1209, 1364, 1586, 1771-1772, 2219, 2242, 2261, 2804, 3035, 3039, 3451, 3911

price quote in car load lot on Feed Barley requested 1838

shipment of lumber from Laurel Mill 798, 1067, 1359

Wilder Dairy

mentioned in offer from S. H. Chase to F. O. Hihn implies that Chase had order for Wilder that he would exclude from sale 3525

Wiley, John Albert

F. A. Hihn Co. sent a check to Laurel Mill 410

living in Hardell Cabin at Laurel 289

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Wilhoit Buckley & Co.

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter about the Stockton Gas & Electric Co. 151.2

Wilkening (Mr.)

in re leases in San Francisco 35

Willets, CA. (Place Letter Sent To)

2821, 3054, 3078

Wiley, Henry

A. J. Hihn wrote C. B. Byrne for confirmation of proposed rates for irrigation, mentioned that he had conferred with Roberts and Willey of the Common Council 3040

Williams (Mr.)

J. H. Routt, for the F. A. Hihn Co., replied to A. C. Bassett’s letter in regard to prices charged for lumber, etc. 2784

Williams (Mr.) (San Francisco)

F. A. Hihn ordered sewer to be laid, preference going to Mr. Williams to build same 1387

Williams Landing

August Hihn asked Frank Reanier to have Mr. Peck make out his bill for hauling lime from Williams Landing and he would collect from Mr Forgeus 3912

Williams, Alfred C.

(Secretary, Loma Prieta Lumber Co. at Capitola) 2576, 2601, 3165

Hihn Co. wrote him for approval on setting new prices on lumber charged at Santa Cruz) 2851

mentioned in letter by Frank Reanier in re fences broken by Loma Prieta Lumber Co. at Sulphur Springs 2577

see also Loma Prieta Lumber Co.

Williams, Daniel (Harness Maker)

3697
Williams, J. F. [?]  
"Mr. Williams" mentioned in letter from J. H. Routt to A. C. Bassett, Southern Pacific Co., an arrangement with the Southern Pacific Co. to form a partnership for supplying lumber in the Monterey Bay area 2675

Williams, Josie  
Water Rate $1.00 per month for residence included 2 persons, small flower garden "when we have water to spare" 2628

Williams, M. (Mr.)  
2523, 2602, 2725, 2837

Williams, Matt  
in re claim for lumber furnished by Glenwood Lumber Co. 637-638  
in re Glenwood Lumber Co. prices for lumber 872  
mentioned in regard to rental in Salinas, addressed to Salinas Planing Mill 1506  
paid on Jul. 17, 1901 two-years rent on Salinas Lumber Yard 1413  
referred to by F. A. Hihn Co. in letter to Glenwood Lumber Co. as foreman for F. A. Hihn Co. 5;  
referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to W. R. Johnston, Hihn's manager of the Salinas lumber yard, in re Glenwood Lumber Co. 101  
rent of Salinas Planing Mill should be attended to 1730

Williams, R. (Mrs.)  
2408

Williams, Samuel  
worked with H. A. Olmstead at Monterey moving, boxing, and unloading machinery to send to Santa Cruz 3502

Williamson & Co.  
board for Williamson & Co. to be paid by them and recharged to Paso Robles Hotel Co.; "the Hotel Co. pays $1.00 more wages per day to cover board." 2574

Williamson & Co., H. (San Francisco)  
514

Williamson & Garrett (Santa Cruz grocers)  
in re action against Pilkington & Pecarovich 1476.1-1476.2  
in re apples purchased by F. A. Hihn Co. 10, 21

Williamson, Ed  
was suggested by F. A. Hihn for a Sons of Pioneers Committee to be formed because of the Pioneers' advancing age 465

Williamson, John  
was suggested by F. A. Hihn for a Sons of Pioneers Committee to be formed because of the Pioneers' advancing age 465

Wilson & Bros.  
(San Francisco) 102, 239, 617, 723, 790, 1301, 1441, 2441, 2498, 2507, 2604.1-2604.2, 2621, 2897, 3093, 3172, 3173, 3260, 3286, 3304, 3336  
bid on Foresters job for doors and sash, W. R. Johnston, Salinas, asked to evaluate 785  
list of discounts Doors, Windows, etc. 2770
Wilson & Bros. (continued)

window sash ordered for Paso Robles Hotel Company, bills for same from Wilson & Bro. charged to Santa Cruz Office of F. A. Hihn Co.; corrected to Salinas Planing Mill 1789

Windows and doors

F. A. Hihn ordered for Laurel Store from Wilson & Bro. (S. F.) 3286

ordered for Laurel Store from Wilson & Bros. (San Francisco) 3173

ordered from Wilson Bros. (S.F.) for Frank Reanier, Capitola 3093

quote from E. H. Kitredge & Co., San Francisco 723

quote from Pacific Manufacturing Co., Santa Clara 723; order for Santa Cruz yard placed with Pacific Mfg. Co., Santa Clara 1594

quote from Wilson & Bro., San Francisco 723; ordered from Wilson & Bros., San Francisco 617

sash made by Pacific Manf. Co. for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard had wrong dimensions, architect refused them 3248

shipment ordered for Santa Cruz Lumber Yard from Pacific Manufacturing Co., Santa Clara 2954

Windows & Sash order placed with Pacific Manufacturing (Santa Clara) 3237

Windows & Screen Doors ordered for Hollister Lumber Yard from Wilson & Bro., S. F. 2897

Window weights

(Mr.) Bay Westcott referred to in letter to Willis Mix (Gonzales) in re cost of a sash, frame, casings, weights and cord 3761

price quote requested on window weights from Henry Dalton & Co., Oakland 1595

Wing, W. A.

1472

Wire (barbed)

ordered for Frank Reanier, Capitola 2606

Wire Rope

order of 175’ shipped from John Roebling & Sons Co., San Francisco 2963

Wite, Sam

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2020.1-2020.2

Withee, Mary Jane

97, 268, 2268

agreed to partition deed in re Estate of Sedgwick James Lynch partition of Spadra land of Lynch and Wright 2108

entitled to receive 3/30ths of S. J. Lynch Estate 815.1-815.2

received 3/30ths of S. J. Lynch Estate’s value from F. A. Hihn, Trustee 179

Wolcott, Warren J.

440

mentioned in offer to J. B. King for road right-of-way by "Walcott’s Place" at Wrights 1791
Wolf & Son

3246, 3472

Wolfe, Harry

was pall bearer in funeral of L. W. Hihn 1140

Wolfe, Thomas H.

148

personal recommendation by F. A. Hihn for manager of insurance company in San Francisco 90

Women's Christian Temperance Union

F. A. Hihn disagreed with statement made by Mrs. Richard N. Kaill in re Capitola saloon “on the bridge” 1213

F. A. Hihn donated a cottage for use of local WCTU women for the YWCA Convention, May 18-26, 1902, at Capitola 1065

Women's Decorative Art Society

(Women's Art Exchange, 150 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz)

F. A. Hihn recommended the Women's Decorative Art Society buy the Werner property and use the dwelling for work rooms and lunch room, build a store on other part of property 1664

rental rate renewed by F. A. Hihn, $15. per mo. since they were non-profit 1395

Women's Room

to be built at Laurel Mill office, locked in reserve for ladies 532

Wood Lumber Co., E. K.

Oregon Pine lumber for saw mill carriages request for quotation 2505

request for quote on lumber, Oregon Pine 196

see also Davenport, Ed

Wood, Eli Jasper

194

Frank Reanier was sent a lease for E. J. Wood to have him sign 2883

lease sent to Frank Reanier (Capitola) 45

Wood, H. M.

322, 1352

Wood, H. W.

3603

Wood, Hiram J.

3593

Wood, W. B.

1665, 1822

Woodruff, M. C. (Mr.)

2339, 3673

held an insurance policy of the F. A. Hihn Co. 3179

Woods, Samuel D.

(Congressman representing Stockton)

F. A. Hihn suggested Woods as a contact in re Federal Post Office in Stockton and its electric lighting 1302.2-1302.3

Woodward Bennett Co.

asked for quote on price of fresh steer meat for 1903 season at Laurel Mill 3127
Woodworth, Benjamin R. (Benjamin A.) & Ruth G. (Fresno)

reference to law suits (1895 & 1897) in Fresno Superior Court 1798

Woodworth, Charles William (U. C. Ag. Exp. Sta.)

2622

Woodworth, Fred

112, 863, 1233, 1337, 1404, 1423, 1756, 1811

Woolsey, E. (Mr.)

3647

Worthington, B. A.

(Superintendent, Coast Division, Southern Pacific Co.) 2458, 2903, 3575, 3701, 3781, 3935, 3941

mentioned in Hihn letter in re lumber and mill work for Capitola Depot 2586

mentioned in re Capitola Depot: F. A. Hihn gave detailed instructions to Percy McDonald Fuller, civil engineer, on proposed new alignment of S. P. R. R. line in Capitola to accommodate new depot 1081.1

F. A. Hihn responded to his invitation to visit 83

telephone poles shipped from Laurel to Western Union c/o B. A. Worthington at San Francisco 1945

see also Southern Pacific Co.

Wright & Callender

F. A. Hihn raised the price to $75 per ft on part of lot belonging to Mrs. Jane Lynch 1941-1942

Wright Homestead Lot

value calculated for Mrs. R. M. Clark 2425

Wright, Charles M.

70, 815.1-815.2, 940, 942; (Charles M. Wright & Callender) 1732, 1816, 1942

F. A. Hihn advised Jane Lynch that Mr. Wright’s offer was not satisfactory 1076

F. A. Hihn told Elmer Simpson that Wright would be on his ranch for another year 369

in re Lynch Estate partition 2107-2108

joint owner of downtown Los Angeles property of Sedgwick J. Lynch & Wright was handled by F. A. Hihn, Executor of Estate; apparently Wright was claiming commissions on sales of Seventh Street tract 1766

joint owner of Spadra (Los Angeles) Ranch of Sedgwick J. Lynch & Wright: F. A. Hihn was hoping for a partition or sale for the benefit of Lynch heirs 170, 815.1-815.2, 940

offered to sell his 1/3d interest for $55,000 940

Wrights (Santa Clara County, Cal.)

(Place Letter Sent To) 67, 131, 159, 257, 388, 586, 795, 1938, 2023, 2228, 2231, 2264, 2786, 3663, 3688, 3744, 3803

F. A. Hihn stated in letter to Rev. H. A. Gabriel (Los Gatos) that his “sons who manage F. A. Hihn Company do not feel inclined to help build a church at Wrights. I must therefore decline your request.” 1698

Wyckoff & Lee (Attorneys)

bill from B. F. Westenburger for Estate of J. F. Cooper ref. to Estate Attorneys 2104

engraving cuts of Capitola sent for use in printing 1873

see also American Committee of Young Women's Christian Association

see also Young Women's Christian Association

Yale, George

Hihn Co. wrote to its tenants advising that they should not include the Land Value on the property they rented to the Tax Assessor, because Hihn Co.'s assessment included the Land Value 2863

Yamada (Mr.)

mentioned in letter from Hihn Co. to Dickerman & Torchiana 2803

Yamada & Co.

2188, 2189, 3676

Yamashita, Tom (c/o J. H. Flickenger)

2812

Yankee Fireman

F. A. Hihn wrote S. L. Gibson for information on various equipment that went through fire that might be used in other operations 2443

Yard Redwood

F. A. Hihn Co. stated that it wasn't available, but it had "a good supply of steam redwood" 1548

Yates & Co.

3358, 3376

Yawman & Erbe Mfg. Co.

2986, 3012

Yosanini, A.

on Feb. 1902 payroll for Laurel Mill 2016.3

Young (Mr.)

request for price and delivery on 1 to 20 carloads of shingles sent to Hartman Bros., S. H. Rambo, and Horstman Bros. (all Boulder Creek), and "Mr. Young – Ben Lomond" 2998

Young Men's Institute (Santa Cruz)

mentioned in letter to A. A. Taylor 1604

Young Women's Christian Association

Advertising: F. A. Hihn wrote R. M. Briare with several options and ideas regarding photographs to be used in a brochure advertising Capitola with groups of the Y.M.C.A. and their teachers in photographs 3838

American Committee of, to meet in conference at Hotel Capitola from May 15 to 25th, 1903 2389

engraver's plates of Capitola sent to Miss Harriet Taylor (Sec., American Committee, Chicago) 1943

expected in May of 1902 at Capitola Hotel 650, 889, 926

Hihn agreed to secure help for the YWCA conference 2560-2561
Young Women's Christian Association (continued)

Hihn had 400 souvenir booklets printed by Barnhard & Swasey with envelopes, for distribution on Sunday, May 24, 1903; shipped to Frank Reanier at Capitola via Wells Fargo & Co. Express 3892

Young, A. A.

Water Bill in arrears 2388

Young, A. A. (Mrs.)

703

Younger, Agnes Hihn

certificate issued to authorize replacement of Stock Certificate #3 (originally issued to Louis W. Hihn) vesting ownership of 250 shares in Hihn Co. in name of Harriett Hihn (widow of L. W. Hihn) and Agnes Hihn Younger, as Trustees for Eulice & Teresa Hihn, Minors 3873

rentals: week’s notice was given to vacate Walnut Ave. house occupied by F. Watry, by F. A. Hihn as agent for Tessie Hihn Ready & Agnes Hihn Younger 3885

Younger, Charles Bruce Sr.

(attorney for Eastland Estate) 48, 422, 1325

as Attorney for Eastland Estate, went to San Jose to correct Order Confirming Sale of the Fritz Quartz Mine & Mill Site to George W. Huddleston 1811

F. A. Hihn named his Eastland Estate appraisers for Calaveras property: James B. Luddy, Robert Gardner, and Alex Chalmers 1243

F. A. Hihn would submit Henry Maney’s complaint about his contract with Mr. Shiner, and be guided by Younger’s advice 1824

identified by F. A. Hihn as "attorney for the Eastland estate" 1756

mentioned by F. A. Hihn in letter to Joshua Hendy Machine Works 114

sent petition to Santa Clara County Clerk for appointment of Eastland Estate appraisers for Calaveras property named: James B. Luddy, Robert Gardner (Gardener), and Alex Chalmers 1253

two outstanding Notes ($5,776 & $10,000) at City Bank (Accounts Payable of F. A. Hihn Co.) 2332

Younger, Charles Bruce Jr.

2549, 3213

marriage to Agnes Hihn commented on by F. A. Hihn: "If my own wishes were to be consulted I would not begin to trade even" 735.4

referred to by F. A. Hihn in letter to D. W. Johnston, as having supplied the Hihns with some trout "brought down from Big Creek" 3752

referred to by F. A. Hihn in ltr. to Walter Linforth in re 1st National Bank vs. Hihn et al) 97

was pall bearer in funeral of Louis W. Hihn 1140

Youngs, S. T.

Hihn Co. dunned five customers and threatened to cut supply if bill wasn’t paid by May 30, 1903 3934
Zayante

property (640 ac.) of S. H. Chase offered for $20,000. included 8-million board feet timber

real estate offered to J. James of Skyland, terms and site described

Zehren, John

113, 750, 885, 979, 1894

F. A. Hihn approved the removal of dead vines and plowing, in letter to Dr. Richard A. Urquhart

paid $45.00 per month for Feb. 1902 for his labor and supervision of work on Los Gatos property

Zingg, Birdie, Lulu, Minnie, Reta

Birdie, Minnie, Reta, and Miss Lulu Zingg all are listed in the 1902 City Directory at 18 Lincoln St.

Hihn Co. allowed Mrs. M. Zingg to pay her rent for May on June 1, 1903, although made it firm that rent was payable in advance on the first of the month

Zingg, M. (Mrs.) (Santa Cruz)

3637, 3956

Birdie, Minnie, Reta, and Miss Lulu Zingg all are listed in the 1902 City Directory at 18 Lincoln St.

Zürich, Switzerland

976